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The Nordic Association of Architectural Research (NAF/NAAR) is an inde-
pendent and not-for-profit association of architectural researchers from 
universities and schools of architecture in the Nordic countries. 

The present book, published by NAF/NAAR, is the proceedings publication 
from the association’s 2019 symposium which was titled Approaches and 
Methods in Architectural Research.

The symposium was organized by NAF/NAAR in collaboration with 
researchers from the Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering at 
Chalmers University of Technology in Sweden, which also hosted the event 
on 13–14 June 2019. 

The Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering at Chalmers Universi-
ty enthusiastically engages in research that queries architecture as a so-called 
‘making discipline’ and ‘material practice’. It has developed a keen interest in 
and knowledge about architectural research that specifically applies design- 
and practice-based methods such as projective research, often combined in 
transdisciplinary modes with methods adapted from scientific disciplines, 
the social sciences, the humanities, and the fine arts.

Focusing its discussions on a research interest shared by NAF/NAAR and its 
Swedish peers, the 2019 NAF/NAAR symposium pursued the current devel-
opment of approaches and methods in architectural research.

During the symposium, twenty-four international researchers presented 
papers. All eleven articles in this publication—except those by the invit-
ed keynote speakers Isabelle Doucet, Professor of  Theory and History of 
Architecture at Chalmers University of Technology, and Karl Kropf, Senior 
Lecturer in Urban Design and Historic Conservation at Oxford Brookes 
University and Director of Built Form Resource, an urban design, landscape, 
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and heritage consultancy—were submitted to a double-blind peer-review 
process, based on a peer-review template developed by NAF/NAAR. 

As President and Vice-President of NAF/NAAR, we extend our sincere 
thanks to our collaborators at Chalmers University of Technology: Marie 
Strid, Julia Fredriksson, Morgan Andersson, and Fredrik Nilsson, who were 
instrumental in conceptualizing the theme of the symposium and organizing 
the event. We would also like to express our gratitude to the invited keynote 
speakers Isabelle Doucet and Karl Kropf, to all of the individual authors 
who submitted articles to the publication, and to the many peer reviewers 
who have supported NAF/NAAR and its work by offering their time and 
professional expertise for reviewing the articles in this publication.

Finally, we would like to direct our thanks to our financial benefactors. The 
publication of the present book was made possible thanks to the generous 
support of Chalmers University of Technology and the foundation ARQ.

Anne Elisabeth Toft
President of NAF/NAAR

Magnus Rönn
Vice-President of NAF/NAAR
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This proceedings publication explores approaches and methods in 
architectural research. The architectural professions are currently undergoing 
profound changes in terms of education, design work, and research. This calls 
for specifically articulated research competence, methods, and processes. It 
also necessitates a re-examination of the notion of architectural research, 
how it is interpreted in different research contexts, and which role it plays in 
architecture. Changes in design-, practice-, and arts-based approaches have 
resulted in new disciplines and new academic research, such as, for example, 
research by design, curriculum research, and practice-based research. Novel 
concepts such as transdisciplinary and post-normal science are also embra-
ced by the research communities at universities and schools of architecture, 
and among architecture professionals an increasing interest in research and 
knowledge production has resulted in fruitful collaborations between the 
contexts of practice and academia. Seeking to understand the driving forces 
behind the evolution of architecture as a professional discipline, an academic 
subject for teaching, and a distinct field of research, Chalmers University of 
Technology and the Nordic Association of Architectural Research (NAF/
NAAR) joined forces in organizing the 2019 NAF/NAAR Symposium: 
Approaches and Methods in Architectural Research.

Arguing that there is a significant need for up-to-date architectural knowled-
ge in the current transformation of built environments all around the world, 
the symposium particularly focused on the different procedures by which 
architectural knowledge is systematically initiated, tested, and discursively 
formulated in diverse research contexts. Against this background, it also 
sought to explore how teaching and research can inform each other.

The symposium posed the questions: How can we produce relevant knowledge 
that helps us to understand the complexities in contemporary architecture, 
landscape architecture, and urban planning? In what way can we strengthen 
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the relations between research and practice? How can we understand the 
connection between methods and the articulation of architectural knowledge? 

The Nordic countries have a long tradition of architectural research and forma-
lized doctoral education.1 The Scandinavian model, with its strong environ-
ments for innovation, societal impact, and citizen participation, is currently 
gaining more and more interest internationally.2 It is a model that NAF/
NAAR thinks should be further investigated and reflected upon, thus it and 
its methods and approaches in architectural research, education, and practice 
were central to the discussions at the symposium in Gothenburg.

Against this background, NAF/NAAR and the Department of Architecture 
and Civil Engineering at Chalmers University invited both academic scholars 
and professional practitioners to participate in the symposium. Providing a 
qualified platform to address the future challenges of the architectural profes-
sion, the discussions at the symposium outlined how architectural means 
and tools can be used as instigators and models for knowledge production 
and dissemination. They also framed how academia and practice can interact 
in architectural research, showing how differences and similarities between 
research projects conducted at universities, art academies, and architectural 
offices play out. 

This publication compiles eleven articles and essays based on presentations 
given at the symposium. The written contributions are loosely gathered 
and grouped within given categories, which also structured the symposium 
sessions and the related discussions: ‘Material, Building Design, and Program-
ming’; ‘Urban, Rural, and Regional Landscapes’; ‘Renegotiating Architectural 
Practice and Profession’; and ‘Heritage, Conservation, and History’. 

Beginning with the articles written by the symposium’s keynote 
speakers—Isabelle Doucet, professor of the theory and history of architecture 
at Chalmers University of Technology, and Karl Kropf, senior lecturer in urban 
design and historic conservation at Oxford Brookes University—the publica-
tion unfolds its theme in diverse ways that reflect its complexity. It broadly 
maps and presents a number of different discursive positions and research 
foci, spanning from thoughts on architectural writing as a form of scholarship 
in its own right to descriptions of architectural practices and the use of quanti-
tative and qualitative methods in architectural heritage management.
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In her article ‘Tales of Cities as (Resistant) Practices’, the architectural theo-
retician Isabelle Doucet reflects on how to write about architecture and 
urbanism. In doing so, she asks herself what holds relevance, and if she can 
write about it in ways that respect the situated nature of spaces and buildings. 
In her writings, she aims to bridge the gap between architectural theory and 
practice by using so-called situated and relational approaches. Confessing 
that writing ‘situated stories’ is indeed challenging, Doucet believes that such 
writing and its performance can expand the discourse of architecture and 
lead to a new critical engagement with architecture and the city. 

The contribution by Karl Kropf is called ‘Multiple Depth Analysis and the 
Urban Design Consequences of Semi-Public Realms’. In his article, he eluci-
dates semi-public realms—that is, shared circulation spaces—in the built 
environment and visualizes the concept using models in order to gain a better 
understanding of how these spaces operate. This approach to investigating 
semi-public realms is based on a combination of four key conceptions of 
so-called morphological depth: a) configurational depth, measured as steps 
between two spaces; b) territorial depth, measured as a sequence of public-pri-
vate spaces; c) structural depth, measured as the complexity of built form; 
and d) legal regimes, measured as the relationship between occupation and 
controlling agents. The first three understandings of morphological depth are 
related to architecture and urban design as built form. Legal regimes, on the 
other hand, are associated with power, surveillance, and regulations through 
private or public entities. In the article, the four conceptions are mapped by 
Kropf and presented in diagrams of generic structures of building forms. The 
objective is to translate research findings into design practices supporting 
the benefits of semi-public realms and to minimize misuse. Kropf ’s interest 
lies in developing a better understanding and sharpening the analysis and 
critique of semi-public spaces and in improving their design. 

Material, building design, and programming
This first section of the book includes two articles. They deal with multidis-
ciplinary research and practice and the methods and means for mapping, 
orchestrating, analysing, and communicating complex design issues within 
architectural structures. 

Kiran Maini Gerhardsson opens the discussion in this section with a contri-
bution called ‘Benefits and Challenges of Adding Participant Photography 
to Qualitative Residential Research’. Addressing methods and approaches in 
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architectural research, her article reflects on the benefits and challenges of 
adding participant-produced photographs to qualitative interviewing. Based 
on two qualitative studies carried out in Lund and Malmö, Sweden, focusing 
on how residents use their electric luminaires and on the daylight coming 
through window openings in their home environments, the author pursues a 
discussion of the methods used in both studies. Her article supports findings 
in recent literature on qualitative research, namely that adding partici-
pant-produced photographs to qualitative interviews has multiple benefits 
in terms of knowledge production, from the perspective of both the resear-
chers and the participants. Gerhardsson argues that the identified benefits, 
in terms of data quality, outweigh the disadvantages, such as the longer time 
needed for data collection, although some reflecting comments in her article 
also point out a number of issues that need to be addressed. One such issue 
is the necessity of identifying the relationship between a researcher-driven 
approach versus a more respondent-controlled one, which will affect the 
outcome. Another issue, as a result of the delegated work, is that significant 
factors may be missed in the research. 

The second article in this section is called ‘Biased Building Regulations 
for Windows?’ by Thomas H. Kampmann. This article investigates how 
windows are constructed, regulated, and how they perform. The objective is 
to develop a tool enabling professionals to better understand the pitfalls of 
energy consumption for windows. There are two approaches in Kampmann’s 
article. First, he undertakes a detailed examination of selected paragraphs in 
building regulations and analyses how windows and energy are expressed in 
the Danish building regulations 2015 and 2018. Secondly, he compares his 
finding to similar regulations in Finland, Norway, and Sweden. The compara-
tive analyses reveal similarities and differences in window design and energy 
consumption in the Nordic countries. According to Kampmann, up to 1995 
all windows in Denmark were treated equally with the simple rule that the 
U-value (thermal transmittance) should be lower than 1.8  kWh/m2. Since 
then, the regulations have become more complex, and the new parameters 
make it almost impossible for architects and building engineers to select the 
most energy-efficient windows in Denmark. Kampmann’s solution to this 
problem is a website providing reliable data on windows in terms of sustai-
nability, maintenance, noise reduction, energy performance, and economy. 
On a general level, the article points out the need for information that is 
independent of manufacturers.
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Urban, rural, and regional landscapes
The second section in this publication embraces four articles. They discuss 
contemporary approaches and methods in urban design, planning research, 
and practice, shedding light on how the architectural discipline can under-
stand and tackle complexities within urban processes and produce knowledge 
for the future design of cities and metropolitan regions.

Ann Legeby starts the discussion in this section with a contribution titled 
‘Developing Station Communities: Alternative Approaches and Perspectives 
on Access’. The predominant paradigm of ‘concentric centrality’ as a model 
for urban development near stations, whereby high densities are encouraged 
within one kilometre, is here challenged in the context of smaller stations. 
Her article focuses on urban form and its configurative properties in connec-
tion with the possibility of opening new train stations in the Västra Götaland 
region in Sweden. The regional authorities aim to strengthen local labour 
markets, sustainable commuting possibilities, and development outside of 
metropolitan areas. Legeby advocates a shift from ‘node thinking’ to ‘network 
thinking’, where landscape conditions, barrier effects, visibility, and access 
in relation to key functions are taken into account, opening up the field for 
design strategies that are relevant for small communities and avoiding a 
narrow focus on transportation aspects. Nodes or points in the city lands-
cape foster ‘to-and-from’ movement and risk being counterproductive from 
a social and cultural perspective. In smaller communities, the co-location of 
different facilities generates synergies and is essential for supporting local life 
and social processes.

Tony Svensson continues the examination of station communities and regio-
nal planning processes in the Gothenburg region. His contribution is called 
‘A CAS Perspective on Planning for Energy-Efficient Station Communities’. 
CAS, which stands for complex adaptive systems, is a broad concept for cities, 
communities, and regions characterized by a diversity of niches, regimes, 
landscapes, built structures, and planning actors. Svensson connects CAS 
to a paradigm shift in planning, changing focus from mobility, flows, and 
nodes to accessibility to places, qualities, and functions. Svensson’s study on 
station communities takes place in the Gothenburg region and includes elev-
en municipalities along railways expanding in three directions from the city 
centre. The vision for the region promotes this development. CAS can, from 
a perspective of context, be useful in identifying problems, needs, and oppor-
tunities and in formulating strategies for planning an energy-efficient, clima-
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te-smart, and sustainable society. Key concepts from a transport perspective, 
include the question of the station community’s accessibility (distance), the 
social functions (diversity), and the functions for those who live and work in 
the station community (density), along with the station communities them-
selves (size and context). These concepts can be seen as a roadmap for further 
investigation of station communities in the metropolitan area.

‘Potentials of Light in Urban Spaces Defined through Scenographic Principles’, 
authored by Mette Hvass and Ellen Kathrine Hansen, presents methods and 
approaches used in studies of light for urban spaces. The two authors investi-
gate how so-called scenographic principles for the use of electric lighting in 
theatres can provide inspiration for lighting design that supports everyday 
activities in the city. According to Hvass and Hansen there is a general need 
for better outdoor lighting in most cities since it is often designed merely to 
meet the requirements of brightness levels, for accessibility and safety. The 
perceived qualities of electric light, its aesthetic and affective values, however, 
are mostly neglected and not satisfactorily explored. Drawing on theories 
within scenography, urban design, social science, and lighting design, the two 
researchers argue that it is possible to use scenographic principles to create 
lighting in the city at night that enhances the connection between space, 
people, and light for a richer visual and social experience of the illuminated 
urban space. Pointing out the important architectural and social potential 
of electric light in the city, the article promotes scenographic principles as a 
qualitative tool in lighting design.

The last article in this section is ‘Urban Design: Science, Art, or a Scienti-
fically Informed Creative Practice?’ by Jarre Parkatti, who wants to contri-
bute to recent debates about the disciplinary autonomy of urban design. In 
his article, he examines the theoretical and methodological foundation of 
the discipline of urban design based on a critical review of the writings of 
Alexander Cuthbert and his questioning of the existence of scientific urban 
design knowledge. In the article, Cuthbert’s discursive positioning, and his 
understanding of the role of social science and of urban design as a discipli-
ne, are discussed up against those of other scholars such as Mike Biddulph, 
Matthew Carmona, Stephen Marshall, Kim Dovey, and Elek Pafka, among 
others. In the article, Parkatti pursues the discursive debate, reflecting on the 
many different kinds of knowledge seemingly central to urban design theory 
and exploring to what extent this theory is ‘scientific or normative’ and what 
its possible scientificity means. 
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Heritage, conservation, and history
This third and last section in the book contains three articles focusing on 
architectural history and cultural heritage as significant avenues of recourse 
for future architectural design. More specifically, they deal with the methods 
and approaches that define and value architectural heritage as well as the 
discourses that govern them.

The article ‘Swedish Prefabricated Houses in the Saudi Arabian Oil Fields’, 
authored by Abdulaziz Alshabib and Sam Ridgway, discusses methods and 
approaches that have sustained the introduction of modern Western archi-
tectural design and industrialized construction techniques in Saudi Arabia 
during the twentieth century. From the 1940s, Swedish prefabricated timber 
houses have been imported to the Saudi Arabian oil fields. According to 
Alshabib and Ridgway, the buildings were originally ordered by the Arabian 
American Oil Company (Aramco) to accommodate its rapidly expanding 
workforce of both locals and expatriates, and many Swedish, Scottish, and 
English architects and builders accompanied the prefabricated houses to 
the building sites. By reflecting on the Swedish prefabricated houses and the 
architectural changes they helped to establish in Saudi Arabia, the authors 
aim to theorize and historically contextualize the Saudi government’s current 
initiative to build one million affordable homes by 2030, using industrialized 
construction methods. The article concludes that the Swedish prefab houses, 
although both successful and popular in the Saudi oil camps, did not translate 
more widely into the modern Saudi Arabian urban environment, like examp-
les in many other countries, such as Britain and Australia. The reason for 
this is due to the choice of material—timber—being regarded as temporary, 
non-traditional, and second class, and it is also scarce in the region.

Mari Oline Giske Stendebakken and Nils Olsson, both specializing in cultu-
ral heritage, have researched why a number of institutions in Norway are 
moving from protected buildings into new structures, while the historical 
buildings are derelict. In the article ‘Typical Fallacies regarding Potentially 
Vacating Protected Buildings’, they claim that this unfortunate trend, which 
most often has negative consequences for the protected buildings and their 
maintenance, is largely based on incorrect information about the buildings 
and their potentials. According to the authors, a significant factor for the 
abandonment of such structures is a prejudice towards older buildings in 
the documents that support politicians’ decisions. This delicate issue, not 
only restricted to Norway, leads to the authors’ critical discussion of how 
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protected buildings are valued, and the methods and tools which are used to 
define their quality assurance. 

In their article ‘Heritage Beyond a Subcategory of Cultural Ecosystem 
Services in Swedish Landscape Management’, Susanne Fredholm and Freja 
Frölander discuss the so-called ecosystem services (ES) approach. Widely 
used in Swedish planning, it aims to identify and valorize the multiple bene-
fits that ecosystems provide to human well-being. According to the authors, 
the concept of ecosystem services, however, has no legal definition and is 
currently not included in any legislation. While keeping a focus on the role 
of heritage management in ecosystem conservation, the article sets out to 
investigate the ecosystem services approach and what defines it. The authors’ 
research is based on a review and analysis of Swedish national, regional, and 
local ecosystem services guidelines and a number of semi-structured inter-
views with ecosystem services practitioners and experts in Sweden. 

Addressing what methods and approaches architects, landscape architects, 
and urban designers use in their work, why and how, this publication initiates 
critical reflection on their relevance, qualities, pitfalls, representations, and 
discursive positionings. It also suggests that new approaches and methods 
are worth considering. Not just because research and architectural knowl-
edge are evolving practices, and different institutions, infrastructures, and 
frameworks produce different kinds of knowledge and in different ways, but 
because of the many future global perspectives and challenges that society at 
large is facing. Well aware that a selection of articles will give a mere glimpse 
of the larger discursive picture, it is, nevertheless, our hope that this proceed-
ings publication will lend momentum to further discussions on architecture 
and architectural research, with a focus on the connection between approach-
es and methods and the articulation of architectural knowledge. 

NOTES
1 Further information on this subject can be found in The Production of Knowledge in Architec-
ture by PhD Research in the Nordic Countries, Proceedings Series 2018-1.

2 Fredrik Nilsson and Halina Dunin-Woyseth, ‘Building (Trans)Disciplinary Architectural 
Research: Introducing Mode 1 and Mode 2 to Design Practitioners’, in Transdisciplinary Knowl-
edge Production in Architecture and Urbanism: Towards Hybrid Modes of Inquiry, edited by 
Isabelle Doucet and Nel Janssens (Dordrecht: Springer, 2011), pp. 79–96. 
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ABSTRACT
Originally published in the volume Across Theory and Practice: Thinking 
Through Urban Research, edited by Monika Grubbauer and Kate Shaw 
(Jovis, 2018), this article offers reflection on the opportunities and challeng-
es presented by telling embodied-situated stories of architecture and cities. 
Situated and relational approaches are considered here as a way of challen-
ging unhelpful divisions between theory and practice, and as an opportu-
nity to address urban and architectural questions through their specificity 
rather than a generalized relevance or appeal. However, such situated stories 
do not come without struggles. I will thus ask: How to write stories in a 
situated manner and also keep stories situated? How to determine which 
stories are worth telling? And how can stories make a difference? This short 
article offers an occasion to reflect on such questions by exploring my earlier 
experiences with researching architectural and urban practices in a specific 
city—Brussels after 1968—and by thinking through such questions on the 
occasion of a thematic journal issue jointly edited with Hélène Frichot for 
Architectural Theory Review (2018).

KEYWORDS 
Critical storytelling, situated perspectives, theory and practice in architecture

TALES OF CITIES AS (RESISTANT) PRACTICES
Isabelle Doucet
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TELLING AND INHABITING (HI)STORIES OF CITIES: CAN IT BE 
GOOD ENOUGH? 

What makes a city? What makes architecture? And, what is to be included 
in the discussions of architecture and the city? With these questions I star-
ted my study of the activist architectural and urban practices that emerged 
in Brussels after 1968. From the various methods available for researching 
cities, architecture, the built environment, and its inhabitants, I chose to tell 
my story of Brussels in a situated, embodied, and relational manner. With the 
resulting monograph The Practice Turn in Architecture: Brussels after 1968, 
I offered a tale of a city through its specificity and complexity, that is: the 
multiple assemblages through which this city is imagined, built, and lived.1 I 
argued that Brussels’ architecture emerges through architects, architectural 
movements, and ideologies; through urban renewal programs, urban trau-
mas, plans, and projects, and urban policymakers; through activists, social 
workers, and citizens, and also through mundane everyday practices. 

Studying a city in terms of Isabelle Stengers’s ‘ecology of practices’2 implies 
thinking through such multiple practices rather than from a distance, 
through predefined analytical lenses. It implies thinking about the world 
‘through what is happening’.3 Following Stengers, the meticulous unpacking 
of a situation allows for reliving the choices that were made towards the 
production of that situation, and it helps to understand how a particular 
state of affairs has come into being. It thus also shows how things could have 
been otherwise, had different choices been made.4 

Such embodied-situated readings of situations—whether urban, political, or 
environmental—have become widespread in feminist writing and in the (criti-
cal) philosophical literature on the Anthropocene, and Donna J. Haraway, 
Rosi Braidotti, Isabelle Stengers, Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing, and María Puig de 
la Bellacasa, among many others, have been particularly inspiring.5 In archi-
tecture and urban studies, partially thanks to the introduction of Science and 
Technology Studies and Actor–Network Theory, ontological accounts of buil-
dings and cities have become widespread. When architectural and urban rese-
archers write situated stories, they face several challenges. Writing in a disci-
pline that is also connected to a profession, their stories are often hoped, even 
expected, not just to contribute to a better understanding of architecture and 
of cities, but to provide solutions towards better cities, and better architecture. 
Research funders seek impact, and academic reviewers look for relevance of 
any research to a wider field of knowledge, expecting conclusions and insights 
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that can be transported elsewhere, beyond the specificity of the situation that 
is observed. Situated accounts resist such upscaling and transcendence, so a 
key question is: How to tell the story of a city, a place, or a building that is 
relevant elsewhere whilst remaining situated. In other words: How can our 
stories make a difference? This will be the focus of this article. With ‘we’ I refer 
to those who, via their research, tell tales of cities, of architecture . . .

STORIES THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE
‘We need to tell and tell until all our stories of death and near-death and 
gratuitous life are standing with us to face the challenges of the present. It 
is in listening to this cacophony of troubled stories that we might encounter 
our best hopes for precarious survival’.6 

In The Mushroom at the End of the World, Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing tells the 
story of the matsutake mushroom, a pricy delicacy known for its capacity to 
grow in the most devastated natural environments.7 Tsing brings the story of 
this mushroom as a complex tangle of environmental disaster, natural and 
economic growth, and of foraging, trading, gifting, and consuming the mats-
utake mushroom; a story of ‘collaborative survival’8 in the ruins left behind by 
capitalism. Her storytelling is not focusing on neat stories of linear progress 
but brings in a tangle of stories involving people and their (personal, migra-
tory) histories, states, economies, human and natural labour, forests, traders, 
legislations, techniques of foraging, and organisms such as mushrooms. 
Through this ‘cacophony of troubled stories’, as described in the opening 
citation of this section, Tsing creates an opportunity for imagining collabora-
tive forms of survival in the present with its ecological, political, ethical, and 
economic challenges. Tsing thus turns mushroom picking into a ‘worthwhile 
tale’ of precarious survival.9 Also, in a recently published conversation with 
Didier Debaise and Benedikte Zitouni in the journal Architectural Theory 
Review,10 the importance of storytelling in terms of attachment is emphasi-
zed because, as Debaise argues, it shows the situations that we study through 
the ‘heterogeneous interests that come together in a situation’.11 Because, 
following Debaise, situated tales also help those collectives that are being 
observed ‘to become attentive to all the chains of transformation and the 
chains of dependency that constitute the precarity of their situation’,12 the 
situated-embodied researcher, as Zitouni puts it, is in fact ‘partaking in a 
territory’; their tales contributing to ‘territories in the making’.13 When rese-
archers tell situated stories about cities, and buildings, in such a way, their 
stories matter; and they have the capacity to trigger change.
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So when prompted with the question as to how to create better dialogues 
between theory and practice, I feel a little uncomfortable.14 Because, even if 
such a question is motivated and justified, answering it would imply that such 
distinction between theory and practice remains in place. It also suggests that 
theory and practice are rather different types of activities, operating in distinct 
ways. Surely it is arguable that the reflective, conceptual, and abstract fields of 
philosophy and theory differ from the more hands-on professional architectu-
ral and design practices, everyday life activities, operating in and through the 
‘real’ world. Is such division not informed more by disciplinary demarcations 
than by the actions and needs of actual spatial practices? Is theory not equal-
ly messy to practice, equally a craft? Philosophers of science working in the 
pragmatist tradition, such as Isabelle Stengers, Donna J. Haraway, and Didier 
Debaise, have shown that thoughts and conceptualizations can be experi-
mental, probing, and speculative; that thinking, words, and concepts become 
practices of thought exercised in and through everyday, situated, and embo-
died actions. Didier Debaise and Bendikte Zitouni, in the earlier mentioned 
conversation, do not bring stories about situations; but think through these 
situations. They talk about their writings as a craft, and a speculative practice. 
They insist on staying close to the specificity of a situation.

This reminds me of John L. Austin who theorized words as ‘performatives’.15 
Namely, words are defined not as much by their ‘meaning’ as by the actions 
they (allow to) perform, and by the ways in which words travel, adjust, and 
transform when moving from one milieu into another. I used Austin’s work 
as a guide to understand the negative connotations of words used to depict 
architecture in Brussels.16 Its citizens have suffered from decades of urban 
trauma caused by the demolition of historical inner-city neighbourhoods for 
the sake of development and large-scale modernization works resulting in 
residents being expelled from their livelihoods. Rather than being associated 
with optimism, Brussels architecture long carried an aura of suspicion. Hence 
the word ‘architek’, which dates back to the 1860s, serves as an insult in the 
Brussels dialect, and the term ‘Bruxellization’, which emerged in the 1970s, 
depicts the destruction of a city through capitalist development. Inspired by 
Austin, I have shown how these words, beyond their meaning, also perfor-
med, over long periods of time, this negative connotation of architecture. 
Words can do so when they travel widely, multiplying their agency through 
disguises and aliases such as terminologies of destruction (bulldozer urba-
nism, massacre city), and when they make regular appearances in novels, the 
popular press, travel guides, and well-known graphic novels. 
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THE STRUGGLE WITH SITUATED STORIES OF ARCHITECTURE
Confronted with a world full of words that perform, ideas that travel, 
and theories that are world-making as much as practices are, should we 
not challenge perceived distinctions between and subsequent attempts to 
reunite theory and practice, words and actions, writings and designs? Why 
are we so reluctant to challenge such distinctions? I believe there are two 
important obstacles.

Firstly there are insecurities about how to craft situated stories in such a way 
that these stories also matter. Ethnographers and pragmatist philosophers 
(of science) may be familiar with the writing of situated-embodied accounts 
of the world; architectural theorists not always are. Together with Hélène 
Frichot, I recently guest-edited a thematic issue for the journal Architectural 
Theory Review on the topic ‘Resist, Reclaim, Speculate: Situated Perspectives 
on Architecture and the City’.17 By means of a call for papers, we invited 
contributors to resist the taxonomies and conceptual categories to which 
they have become accustomed, or feel obliged to think. We invited them 
to reconnect with (hi)stories and (radical) imaginations that tell alternative 
or forgotten stories. We believed that through connecting with these stories 
other forms of engagement and resistance can emerge. Each story in this 
special issue matters because it potentially makes a difference vis-à-vis the 
situations they narrate. And yet, it was equally interesting to observe that 
we received a not insignificant number of papers that did not make it into 
the issue. These papers were not in any way lacking in sophistication or 
relevance, but they still were, indeed well-argued, calls for writing situated 
accounts and for acting as embodied researchers, rather than bringing actual 
situated-embodied stories. For me, this showed that, whilst theorists are very 
good at arguing in favour of certain ways of ‘doing’ theory, there also seems 
to be a deeply engrained resistance to actually ‘doing’ such theory, and to 
crafting stories in and through, rather than about, concrete spatial situations. 
Admittedly, I am stepping here into the same trap with this paper!18

Secondly, there is the issue of academic claims and recognition. When rese-
archers write about something specific and situated, they are still pressured 
to ‘scale up’ and draw wider conclusions from these situations that are 
applicable elsewhere. But, as so many have argued, including Didier Debai-
se and Benedikte Zitouni,19 such move is dangerous because observations 
drawn from specific situations do not neatly translate to other, seemingly 
similar, milieus. What gets lost in translation are the chains of dependency, 
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the chains of attachment. The award system of academic work is not always 
sympathetic to the radical specificity of situated-embodied accounts and to 
the resistance to transplanting ‘good stories’ to other contexts.

MAKING STORIES MATTER
The first struggle—to learn the craft of writing situated accounts—is largely 
a matter of training and practice, which is beyond the scope of this article. 
I will here instead suggest some possible ways to overcome the second 
struggle, namely how to bring convincing stories that matter without 
having to scale up.

When we reclaim (hi)stories, we also indicate that we deem a particular 
story worthy of recollection. But at the same time it means to recognize that 
whatever story we bring, it is not a story that is deliberately geared towards 
a solution. Describing a city anew may not offer a solution for that city; but 
it may offer a different awareness of what is happening in that city, what is 
at stake, and about how solutions to perceived problems, or specific urban 
mindsets and ideologies, have come into being whilst others have not. At 
the heart of bringing stories through multiple voices, surprising actors, and 
forgotten stakes lies what Anna Tsing calls ‘the art of noticing’,20 and the 
celebration of curiosity. In a similar vein, Isabelle Stengers notes that one 
should ‘learn to wonder about what we take for granted’.21 When, following 
Tsing, we learn ‘how to look around rather than ahead’,22 surprising and 
unusual actors, stories, and histories may grasp our attention. In my tale of 
Brussels, I deemed it necessary to give voice to actors that, from a theore-
tical, critical, or conceptual point of view, seem, at best, odd. For example, 
the conceptualization, design, negotiation, construction, and subsequent 
use of a public urinal as part of a neighbourhood renewal program tells us 
something about how a city struggles to build and provide what is ‘really’ 
needed, that is, according to its citizens. The years-long saga of this urinal, 
which I have told elsewhere,23 offers a story about the misconceptions and 
frustrations in participatory design, including perceptions of what is easy 
and difficult to realize. Why does such a simple building take so long to 
realize? How difficult can it be? Public urinals show how certain buildings, 
despite their small size and apparent simplicity, are in fact quite challenging 
to build. This is the case because they do not fit the taxon of neighbour-
hood renewal, which is often organized in categories dedicated to housing, 
public space design, and social work, neither of which offer good homes for a 
urinal. Also, realizing a urinal as part of a generously funded neighbourhood 
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renewal scheme is one thing, but keeping up with its cleaning and mainte-
nance after the funding runs out is quite something else. City governments 
do not often have the capacity for such specialized cleaning, and outsourcing 
the cleaning to a private company generates long-term costs. The tale of this 
urinal—its justification, conception, design, construction, and use—proved 
to be an instructive and revealing story of making-city and of participatory 
planning in Brussels. Because this urinal moreover escapes the taxonomies 
of architectural theory and history, it would normally not have figured in 
a book on architecture and Brussels. And yet, when allowing curiosity and 
wonder, we are invited to become receptive to surprising voices. The urinal, 
banal and odd as it may be, has a lot to say about what it means to make-city 
and do-architecture in Brussels. This urinal therefore became a rightful 
actor in the architectural and urban study of Brussels. In The Practice Turn 
in Architecture, I dedicate an entire chapter to ‘Unsung Heroes’,24 namely 
those actors that matter greatly in the specific situation of Brussels. These 
include the urinal, the word ‘architek’, and also those architectural projects 
that, despite not making it into the global discourses of celebrated, iconic, 
and star architecture, are to be seen as genuine, albeit ‘situated’, landmarks 
of Brussels’ architectural culture.

Making situated stories matter also implies thinking more consciously about 
the agency of these stories in spite of their situatedness. Instead of scaling 
up, what other forms of agency could these stories have? Could we instead 
ask ourselves more consciously how the use of some titles, terminologies, 
and keywords in our stories can make them travel differently: in different 
climates, audiences, different ways, at different speeds? Are we obliged to 
also ask: Can our stories harm? When I was writing the book The Practi-
ce Turn in Architecture, I was challenging the abstract, autonomous, and 
detached tendencies of critical theory in architecture, and instead proposing 
a situated form of critical engagement. And yet, I nevertheless insisted on 
keeping the term ‘criticality’ in the mix. I proposed ‘criticality-from-within’ 
as an embodied and critical engagement that operates through the practices 
of architecture (rather than distant theorization from-above). In retaining 
the term criticality, I felt I could draw in precisely those audiences where I 
deemed my story could have a place, that is, architectural critical theorists 
and those already working in the relational-situated-pragmatist tradition.

Also, once our tales are out there, they too travel, get appropriated, recupe-
rated, and resituated in different environments. In doing so, they can make 
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a difference, often beyond our control and intentions. We can hope that this 
agency is productive and for the better, but we may have to accept that all 
appropriation is contingent.25 The agency and merits of situated tales are 
difficult to measure. Academic and professional measuring tools rarely do 
justice to the horizontal, meandering, and unpredictable travels of stories. 
Tsing, courageously, dedicates the conclusions of The Mushroom at the End 
of the World to the ways in which her story had an effect on intellectual 
life more widely, within and outside academia. She calls this ‘intellectu-
al woodlands’: ‘In the intellectual woodlands that I have been trying to 
encourage, adventures lead to more adventures, and treasures lead to further 
treasures.’26 Our stories, our adventures, may be appropriated in surprising 
settings, where they are situated anew, and where they may be challenged. It 
is therefore exciting to see how stories are put to the test, and can be of use to 
the adventures of others; how stories are challenged and re-narrated. 

AUTHOR’S NOTE
The original version of this article was published as an essay in the volume 
Across Theory and Practice: Thinking Through Urban Research, edited by 
Monika Grubbauer and Kate Shaw (Berlin: Jovis, 2018), pp. 111–19, a book 
that is, in my view, highly relevant for the readers of this proceedings publi-
cation. I am most grateful to the editors and the publisher for having granted 
permission for including this text. On the occasion of this republication, 
some revisions and edits have occurred, and also a few additional reflections 
have been added. 
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ABSTRACT
In the context of the need to accommodate growing urban populations and 
densities, many emerging building types incorporate increasingly large and 
complex shared circulation spaces.  These ‘semi-public realms’, found in 
both perimeter blocks and ‘megastructure’ types, present potential bene-
fits but also potential problematic consequences for the combined private, 
semi-public, and public realms. Key issues include: ambiguity of form, 
boundaries, use, control, and imageability. Some of the factors at the root 
of these issues include lack of connectivity, excessive connectivity, excessive 
spatial depth, lack of hierarchy, and spatial differentiation in relation to depth. 
As the latter points suggest, a key concept that can help in understanding 
these issues—and contribute towards designs that avoid them—is depth. 
Within the field of built form studies and urban morphology, the idea of 
depth encompasses a number of different specific conceptions. Three of the 
most relevant are: configurational depth,1 territorial depth,2 and structural 
depth.3 The aim of this article is to show that these three forms of depth are 
not mutually exclusive but have specific complementary relationships that 
can be used together to undertake a coherent, ‘multiple depth’ analysis of 
built form. Using examples of contemporary buildings types with extensive 
semi-public realms, the article goes on to show how such an analysis can aid 
in both urban design practice and urban design education.

KEYWORDS 
Generic structure, public realm, density, urban design qualities

MULTIPLE DEPTH ANALYSIS AND THE URBAN DESIGN 
CONSEQUENCES OF SEMI-PUBLIC REALMS
Karl Kropf
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INTRODUCTION
Contemporary urban development in many parts of the world is increasingly 
taking the form of large, mixed-use, multi-occupancy buildings. There are a 
number of potential factors that might explain this trend. The large building 
types can be seen as a response to increasing global population in general 
and growing urban populations in particular, based on the evidence that 
higher densities are more sustainable. The large buildings can also be seen 
as a response to a crisis in global capital, with increasingly large amounts of 
private capital looking for decent returns in the face of historically low inter-
est rates and volatile but restrictive public equity markets.4 The (historically) 
steady capital growth of property in global cities such as London, Hong Kong, 
Singapore, San Francisco, and New York remain attractive investments. The 
building types might further be seen as a symptom of the state of the res 
publica, public sphere, and the attendant relationships between sovereign 
states, individuals, and a wide range of corporate bodies and institutions.

In some cases, the large, complex buildings are part of extensive, privately 
financed developments in which ostensibly public spaces remain private 
property. Such developments are, in some ways, the confluence of several 
interrelated historical phenomena that have been the subject of ongoing 
critique and debates over the years: the megastructure and the privatization 
of public space. If the profile and prominence of the megastructure as an 
architectural preoccupation has waned,5 it is to a large extent due to its trans-
formation and assimilation into the common repertoire of leading types. 
It has slipped from critical consciousness and become a cultural-financial 
habit: to a very large extent an expression and symptom of global capital.

As a very broad initial definition, the megastructure can be described as 
an extensive area of urban development under the control of a single entity 
with a unified, integrated design. The beginnings of its evolution were docu-
mented—and to a large degree promoted—by Sigfried Giedion in his Space, 
Time and Architecture: The Growth of a New Tradition.6 Giedion pointed to 
Rockefeller Center in New York as a precursor to the idea of ‘group form’ 
and the work of Fumihiko Maki who coined the term ‘megastructure’. In 
its original formulation, the megastructure was conceived as an extensive 
(infra)structural framework with replaceable modules. As epitomized by 
Cumbernauld New Town Centre, however, the difficulty of actually real-
izing the modular flexibility of megastructures at the urban scale, along 
with the generally unpopular ‘Brutalist’ architectural expression of their 
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designs, meant the ideal architectural version of the concept had a short 
life.7 The underlying principle as recognized by Giedion did, however, have 
a more lasting appeal. Central to that appeal is ‘urban development under 
the control of a single entity’, a feature not really emphasized in the ideal 
version but key to the success of Rockefeller Center. With this definition, we 
can see the mixed-use/retail environments such as the Mall of America in 
Bloomington, Minnesota, the Jerde Partnership’s Namba Parks in Osaka or 
OMA’s Euralille as successors to the megastructure. From the wider urban 
perspective, the fortress-like character of some of these developments and 
the more general issue of the privatization of public space have been the 
focus of intense criticism.8 To generalize, the focus of the critiques of these 
places is that they create an ambiguous realm that is neither fully public 
nor fully private. They can be overly complex with limited visibility, poor 
connectivity, and convoluted lines of movement embedded deep within the 
structure. There is often a lack of clear boundaries between areas for differ-
ent uses and occupants but rather than offering opportunities for diversity, 
the overly determined design tends to prevent it.

More recently, critical ‘selection pressures’, including the major challenges to 
the retail sector presented by online giants, mean the shopping-based mega-
structures are undergoing further mutation. Like the precursor of Rockefel-
ler Center, the contemporary megastructure is mimicking—and integrated 
with—public streets, yet many of the ‘public spaces’ remain privately owned. 
Examples include Hudson Yards in New York and developments at Kings 
Cross and Paddington Stations in London. The pretence of the streets creates 
a semi-public realm.

It is fair to point out, however, that the principle of a semi-public realm is 
also central to, figuratively and literally, the ‘Berlin type’ perimeter block 
as realized at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth 
centuries in much of northern Europe. The type is usefully exemplified by 
Berlage’s plan for South Amsterdam in which residential units are arranged 
to form a continuous line around the edges of the block, enclosing a central 
space for the exclusive use of the residents. This type has its successor in 
the many examples of ‘podium’ blocks in which the central space is raised 
up one or more floors of structured parking. In these cases, the semi-public 
space within the block is seen as an asset, making a positive contribution to 
people’s living environments. More generally, Manuel de Solà-Morales takes 
the view that semi-public realms or ‘collective spaces’ are ubiquitous in urban 
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environments and form a continuum that needs to be understood in its own 
terms.9 To agree with this view does not remove the potentially detrimental 
aspects of scale and control. The danger is that the semi-public realms proli-
ferate and create another version of the megastructure, presenting relatively 
blank walls to public streets. The consequence is that the benefits of the semi-
public realm to a few are realized at the expense of the fully public realm, 
reducing it to a utilitarian rump of transport links only suitable for vehicles 
and the people living on the margins.

This brief preamble suggests the semi-public realm is both ubiquitous and 
ambiguous in its status as well as in terms of its physical nature, its role in 
urban form, and the ways in which it is viewed and interpreted.

The aim of this article is to clarify and refine the definition of the semi-public 
realm, to situate it morphologically, and to put it into deeper historical 
perspective. In so doing the aim is to allow for and take into proper account the 
diversity and ambiguities found in specific cases. The underlying purpose of 
the investigation is to develop a better understanding and sharpen the analysis 
and critique of semi-public spaces as well as to improve their design. Clearer 
understanding should help us to find out how best to achieve and enhance the 
benefits of semi-public realms and minimize their potentially corrosive effects 
on the fully public realm. Central to that last concern is the conception of the 
civic and political and the social relations that underpin them.

The method adopted to investigate the phenomenon of semi-public realms is 
a kind of ‘triangulation’ that combines four different conceptions of morpho-
logical depth. The approach brings together the work of a number of different 
authors and for convenience might be termed multiple depth analysis.

Three of the main conceptions of depth relate directly to physical built form 
and the fourth involves the associated aspect of control. Of the three relating 
to physical built form, one is the idea of configurational or ‘step’ depth based 
on the principles of architectural morphology set out by Lionel March and 
Philip Steadman in 1971, by Steadman in 1983, and developed by Bill Hillier 
and Julienne Hanson, particularly in their concept of gamma analysis as 
used in The Social Logic of Space of 1984.10 The second notion of depth is 
the principle of territorial depth developed by John Habraken and elaborated 
most fully in his treatise on control, The Structure of the Ordinary.11 Kris W. 
B. Scheerlinck usefully brings these two together in the concept of ‘depth 
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configurations’.12 The third notion is rooted in the work of Saverio Muratori, 
Gianfranco Caniggia and Gian Luigi Maffei, and M. R. G. Conzen, relating 
to levels of aggregation and the compositional hierarchy of built form.13 This 
notion has also been generalized by Brian Arthur as ‘structural depth’ in The 
Nature of Technology.14 The evolutionary approach taken by Arthur, which 
parallels that of Conzen and the Italian architects—and urban morphology 
more generally—is taken as a further methodological foundation of this 
article. The fourth idea of depth picks up again on the work of Habraken 
and involves the customary or legal regimes of control held over spaces by 
particular agents or entities. This aspect brings out most directly the social 
structures and interrelations at the core of the notion of public space.

To summarize the different types of depth in simple terms, configurational 
depth is a measure of the number of spaces or ‘steps’ between two given 
spaces in a configuration of multiple, interconnected spaces. Habraken’s 
territorial depth can be seen as the configurational depth of a specific string 
or sequence of spaces from the most public to the most private. Structural 
depth is a measure of the complexity of built form as indicated by the number 
of levels of aggregation of generic elements that compose the form. Depth of 
control is similar to structural depth but refers to the specific relationships 
of occupational, customary, or legal control over spaces and the controlling 
agent. As Habraken notes, there is an intimate relationship between the spati-
al units of physical built form and units of control, the latter tending to follow 
the former. That relationship is not, however, fixed and the variability of the 
relationship is crucial to understanding the position and role of semi-public 
realms within the wider built environment.

The four different types of depth can be combined and visualized by mapping 
them onto the diagram of generic structure of built form as introduced by 
Kropf.15 In brief, the vertical axis of the diagram represents structural depth 
and the horizontal axis, taken through the three generic spaces or voids, 
represents generic territorial depth (see fig. 1). As will be explored in more 
detail below, configurational depth can also be represented by the horizontal 
axis through the voids but takes into account the full range of boundaries 
and spaces of specific examples. As will also be seen, depth of control has 
both structural and territorial depth and so maps onto both the vertical and 
horizontal axes of the diagram.
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GENERIC STRUCTURE AND STRUCTURAL DEPTH
One of the important results published in Kropf ’s article ‘Ambiguity in the 
Definition of Built Form’ in Urban Morphology is the principle that different 
urban tissues can have different generic configurations.16 In general terms, 
different urban tissues can be more or less complex because they contain 
a different number and range of generic elements and the complexity can 
be located in different parts of the tissue. It might be said that the diversity 
and variability of urban tissue that arise in response to different contexts and 
cultures is due to a fluidity in the structure of built form that is both discrete 
and continuous. That is, there can be differences in the number, type, and 
position of elements (discrete) and in their shape and size (continuous).  
While the continuous, specific variability can be measured by quantities such 
as length, the discrete, generic fluidity is measured by a combination of 1) 
the number of levels of aggregation constituting the tissue (structural depth) 
and 2) the position of the levels relative to an individual ‘room’ or simple 
sheltered space (territorial depth). Thus, differences in the generic configu-
ration of urban tissue are characterized by the two attributes or ‘dimensions’ 
of structural depth and territorial depth (see Figure 1). As will be explored 
below, the two are interrelated.
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Figure 1. A multi-level diagram representing the reference generic structure of built form with axes 
identifying structural and territorial depth. Source: © Karl Kropf.
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These principles and the potential for using them to articulate the defini-
tion, position, and role of semi-public realms can perhaps best be explained 
in more detail by looking at examples from a developmental-evolutionary 
perspective. Drawing on the process-based typology of Muratori, Caniggia 
and Maffei, and, in particular, Arthur’s concept of ‘structural deepening’,17 
the approach involves examining the evolution of human settlements in 
terms of primitive forms and their associated regimes of control. The term 
primitive is used here to deliberately evoke both the sense of the early stages 
of development and an intuitive concept used as a precursor to build more 
extended logical formalizations as used in mathematics. The result is more a 
thought experiment that gives an abstract, generalized view of the evolution 
of human settlements rather than a specific ‘natural history’ or genealogy.

The starting point for the purposes of the article is the range of archaeolo-
gical evidence for human settlements from the Neolithic period.18 Typical 
examples are constituted by three main elements: tracks, enclosures, and 
shelters. The tracks, some likely pre-existing, would have formed a network 
of routes extending into the wider area for access to food and other resour-
ces. A typical enclosure would have been defined by a more or less circular 
boundary wall of wooden palisade or stone with usually a single opening 
for controlled access. The shelters were located within the enclosure and 
typically circular in plan, constructed of timber or stone with a timber roof 
to form a single, fully enclosed space with a single opening. Each of the 
three elements can be defined in terms of a surface, boundary, and openings 
as a ‘structured space’19 and together form the core, root types out of which 
human settlements are composed.

As represented in the diagram in Figure 2, the structural depth of the 
Neolithic settlement is four, taking into account materials, structures, the 
three types of space, and the settlement as a whole.20 The territorial depth 
is three, assuming for the moment the space within the enclosure that is not 
occupied by shelters is undifferentiated.  

The three types of space also correspond to units of control. Tracks, as a shared 
resource for a group, are generally kept free of occupation or other impedi-
ments to movement. Control is therefore exercised to permit use by many. 
The walled enclosures are controlled to restrict entry to the resident group 
or those expressly invited in. Similarly, shelters are restricted to subgroups, 
generally an extended family. It could be said then, that there is a gradient 
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from ‘public’ tracks to ‘semi-public’ enclosure to private shelters. The context 
of the Neolithic period does, however, beg the question of what we might 
mean by the terms public and semi-public. A feature of the Neolithic period 
was frequent raiding and hostilities between groups, the response to which 
was to enclose a space shared by the group for mutual safety. The track would 
not provide that safety, less so as it extended out of the territory of the group. 
All are free to use the track but at the risk of attack and robbery. Is there a 
difference between ‘no-man’s-land’ and public space?

Given the derivation of the term ‘public’ and its historical meanings, the 
‘public’ space in the case of a Neolithic settlement is in some ways not the 
track but the shared enclosure, because it is more clearly bound up in the 
relationship or agreement between the individuals that constitutes the group. 
The res publica is both the group (also referred to as the civitas, the citizen 
community) and the common ‘property’ of the group, the ground that it 
shares and within which its social customs are observed. This is, of course, 
to apply the terms res publica and civitas anachronistically. In the context of 
the Neolithic period, the gradient from track to shelter is less one of public 
to private then one of protection. The concepts of res publica and civitas only 
emerged or co-evolved towards the Bronze Age with the city state and, as 
specific terms, are tied culturally and linguistically to Ancient Rome. It is still 
useful to apply the concepts to more primitive forms because it highlights 
the extent to which the notion of the ‘public realm’ is interdependent with a 
range of other cultural habits, activities, and institutions. That insight in turn 
points to the co-evolution of sociopolitical, socioeconomic, and physical 
structures in the emergence of the city state.

Settlement

Enclosure Track
Shelter /

Figure 2 A multi-level diagram representing the generic structure of a typical Neolithic settlement. 
Source: © Karl Kropf.
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In terms of physical form, the co-evolution involved a number of instances of 
structural deepening as defined by Arthur. Deepening occurs when elements 
are added to an existing structure so that it is transformed from a simple 
entity to an aggregate and when aggregated entities are combined together to 
make more complex objects.

In the case of the transformation of settlements from the Neolithic to the 
Bronze Age and beyond, the deepening involved, among others, the following:

• The creation of multiroom structures by subdivision, addition, or 
deliberate design

• The addition to shelters of a connected external enclosure such as a 
courtyard

• The packing of shelters together into aggregates with shared or abut-
ting walls

• The coordinated connection, for access, of an aggregate of buildings to 
an abutting track

• The retention or creation of widened tracks within an enclosure for 
specific common activities and the creation of special buildings for 
specific activities resulting in the differentiation of areas, namely tracks 
and associated aggregates, within the settlement.

Each of these transformations increases the structural depth of the settle-
ment as a whole by increasing the level or degree of aggregation as illustrated 
with the diagram of generic structure in Figure 3.

A further deepening occurred with the emergence of multi-storey, multiple 
occupancy buildings such as the Roman insula.21 The deepening occurs with 
the creation of repeating configurations of rooms to form apartments on 
multiple floors. These require both shared vertical circulation and shared 
horizontal circulation. The combination of these generic elements has persi-
sted as the ‘apartment house’ type, with many specific variants (see fig. 4).

Not all transformations in the evolution of urban form have resulted in 
structural deepening. There can be a ‘shallowing’ of generic structure by the 
removal of levels of aggregation. The phenomenon is highlighted by Philippe 
Panerai, Jean Castex, and Jean-Charles Depaule in their seminal work Formes 
urbaines: de l’îlot à la barre,22 which recounts the effective disappearance of 
the ‘plot’ and ‘street’ from European cities as transformed under the urban 
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principles of the Congrès Internationaux d’Architecture Moderne (CIAM) 
beginning in the first half of the twentieth century.

Many of those principles remain current as an active type of urban tissue and 
in particular in the form of the contemporary megastructure, though often 
alongside other types. An example is the redevelopment of the former canal 
basin next to Paddington Station in west London (fig. 5).

The drawing shows three distinct tissues: one, Praed Street, is a more 
traditional type with individual plots and terraced houses with the generic 
configuration shown in Figure 3; the second is an ‘insula type’ with the gene-
ric configuration shown in Figure 4. The third tissue, Paddington Basin, is 
more ambiguous. Rather than a repeating pattern of building and enclosure 
(garden) aggregated into series, Paddington Basin includes a number of large 
buildings within what is essentially one large plot occupying most of a large 
convoluted block, due in part to the presence of the canal and station. At 
the same time, the buildings within Paddington Basin are of the apartment 
house or office building type. Both the apartment and office buildings are of 

Figure 3. The process of structural deepening of built form that occurred in city-states by the Bronze 
Age resulted in an increased number of levels of aggregation relative to the simpler structure of a 
Neolithic settlement. Source: © Karl Kropf.
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CorridorsRooms
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Stairs/lift
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Figure 4. A multi-level diagram representing the generic structure of a typical Insula block. Source: © Karl Kropf.

Figure 5. A plan illustrating the Paddington Basin area of London, identifying the distinct urban tissues, each with a distinct 
generic structure. Source: Mapping © Crown copyright and database rights 2021 Ordnance Survey 100025252.
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multiple occupancy and include some kind of shared vertical circulation core 
and floors with horizontal circulation.

The resulting generic configuration of the Paddington Basin type is shown 
in Figure 6. In all three cases, the number of levels in the diagram is the 
structural depth of the tissue. Interestingly, comparing the Praed Street type 
(fig. 3) and Paddington Basin, it can be seen that both have the same number 
of levels but the depth is situated in different places within the structure. In 
the case of Paddington Basin, it is contained mainly within the building while 
in Pread Street it is within the subdivisions of the block.

TERRITORIAL DEPTH
Comparing the different examples of tissue as mapped onto the diagram of 
generic structure shows that there is a clear relationship between structural 
depth and territorial depth. In simple terms, at the generic level, increasing 
the structural depth of spaces increases territorial depth. In the diagram, the 
territorial depth is represented by the ‘horizontal section’ running through 
the voids or spaces. The depth is the number of generic spaces from one side 
to the other. In the case of the Neolithic settlement (fig. 2), there are just the 
three primitive types of structured space. The same is also the case with a 
simple settlement or tissue such as Praed Street (fig. 3) containing buildings, 
plots, and plot series, although there is an increase in structural depth higher 
in the diagram. With the introduction of multiple occupancy, multi-storey 
buildings in the example of the insula tissue (fig. 4), the structural and gene-

Plots/blocks

CorridorsRooms

Apartments

Floors

Stairs/lift

Figure 6. A multi-level diagram representing the generic structure of tissue 3 in the Paddington Basin area from Figure 5. 
Source: © Karl Kropf.
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ric territorial depth are both increased relative to the Neolithic settlement 
and simple settlement. In the Paddington Basin type, the structural depth is 
the same as found in the simple settlement (or Praed Street, as noted above) 
while the territorial depth is greater but, again, located within the building.

CONFIGURATIONAL DEPTH AND THE NOLLI STRING
Before going on to interpret the differences between the mappings above, it is 
important to note that they illustrate the generic territorial depth of the different 
settlements or tissues. As used by Habraken and developed by Scheerlinck,23 an 
analysis of territorial depth entails distinguishing all the specific spaces and 
subspaces through which one passes when moving from a public space into 
a plot and building to a private space. So, for example, if there are stairs and 
a porch or a stoop leading to the front door of a building, these increase the 
territorial depth. For convenience, the sequence of spaces can be referred to as 
a Nolli string, in honour of Giambattista Nolli and his renowned map of Rome 
depicting streets, enclosures, and buildings but also the interiors of public buil-
dings. To formalize the definition, a Nolli string for a given building in its plot 
is the most direct sequence of spaces leading from the public street that gives 
access to the plot to any occupiable space in the building.

In order to better visualize and quantify territorial depth, it is helpful to 
follow the conventions as used by Steadman rooted in graph theory while 
also drawing on those of Hillier and Hanson and Scheerlinck. This invol-
ves representing the sequence of spaces as a graph with each distinct space 
and subspace being assigned a vertex and the opening from one to the next 
represented as an edge. The most public space that gives immediate access to 
the plot is identified as the root space and a Nolli string is the shortest simple 
path from the root space to any end node. The total number of vertices in 
a simple path to a given end space is the specific territorial depth and the 
longest string is the maximum territorial depth of the plot/building.

Within the terms of space syntax, a Nolli string can be seen as a subset of a 
J-graph of the plot/building with the root space taken as the public street that 
gives immediate access to the plot/building. A further representational step is 
to map the string onto the horizontal section through the voids of the diagram 
of generic structure, which can be termed the Nolli section. The mapping 
involves inscribing the vertices and edges of the string onto the diagram so 
that all of the specific spaces and subspaces within a generic type are placed in 
linear/depth sequence within the appropriate polygon of the diagram (fig. 7).
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Broadly speaking the axis of the string represents a gradient from public to 
private. But as the discussion of the Neolithic settlement exposed ambiguities 
in the definition of ‘public’, the definition of ‘private’ cannot usefully be limi-
ted to the end node of a string. Privacy has many dimensions,24 in part high-
lighted by the case of the balcony. While a balcony is an end point on a string, 
it can be eminently public because any occupants will be visible and audible 
from public spaces. The combination of visibility, audibility, and protection 
provided by the balcony has been exploited by religious and political leaders 
and activists throughout history, from the Popes at the Vatican to Mussolini 
in Palazzo Venezia, Eva Perón at Casa Rosada, and Julian Assange from the 
Ecuadorian Embassy in London. More recently, the combination has also 
provided a means of maintaining both social contact and distance within 
the context of the coronavirus pandemic. ‘Private space’ might therefore be 
considered to entail, as a kind of structural minimum, a combination of the 
position along a Nolli string (depth within the configuration) and the type 
of space in terms of number of openings, the centrality of the space, and 
its orientation toward and visibility/audibility from the public realm. While 
access, depth, and centrality are captured—visually and computationally—
within a graph representation, visibility is not. A complementary represen-
tation is therefore to map the string onto the Nolli section of the generic 
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Figure 7. A diagrammatic representation of a Nolli string for a residential tower showing boundaries of control and occupant 
groups. Source: © Karl Kropf.
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structure diagram and allow for folding of the string. In the case of the 
balcony, this results in the vertex of the balcony being placed in the polygon 
for ‘enclosures’ and the edge folded back onto the main string.

DEPTH OF CONTROL
The final indicator of depth to consider is the depth of control. As a preface, 
control is here interpreted as a general aspect of urban form encompassing a 
wide range of relationships between humans and physical built form, as well 
as the land on which it sits, including occupation, ownership, administrative 
and regulatory regimes, legal jurisdiction, and sovereignty. The brief discus-
sion above in examining early settlements questioned whether the notion of 
‘public space’ made sense outside the context of such a range of relationships 
as embodied in the tacit or explicit customary structures and institutions of 
a distinct social group. Public space has a physical manifestation but it is 
constituted and maintained as such by agreed rules of social interaction and 
behaviour. From this perspective, the tracks leading to and from Neolithic 
settlements, if set within a wider territory without any overall control by a 
tribe, would not be public in the sense that a street in London is public. As 
suggested in the discussion, what might be considered a ‘proto-public realm’ 
lies within the enclosure, which is the shared, common good of the group 
based on the customary understanding of the individuals in the group about 
their mutual relationships with each other and the group as a whole. It is 
out of that proto-public realm that a more truly public realm emerges with 
the city state and the structural deepening of its physical form. Similarly, 
the tracks or roads between settlements only really become ‘public’ with the 
emergence of supra-settlement control exercised by a federation, league or 
accord of groups, or as imposed by royal or imperial powers.

What emerges from seeking to clarify what is properly public is a hierarchy 
of control, of and by social groups. The hierarchy provides the framework 
of social structures and institutions that gives the notion of ‘public’ its being 
and meaning. Today, in the global north, such hierarchies generally include:

• Sovereign states (country or nation)
• Regional or federated state authority
• Department/Province/County/District authority
• Municipality or city authority
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The scope of this article does not allow a fuller exploration of the many vari-
ants of such hierarchies but it is sufficient to note that each entity within it 
generally exercises control over an area with distinct boundaries. In general, 
the hierarchies are nested, with the spatial extent of entities lower down 
contained with those higher up and with no overlapping boundaries between 
entities of the same level. The hierarchies also tend to work on the basis that 
the structures and institutions embodied in the higher-level entity, such as 
the legal system and national laws, apply equally to the lower level bodies, 
though this is not invariably the case.

Of course, the exercise of control is not just limited to public bodies but 
extends to private entities that exercise control over others, depending on the 
structure of the legal system in operation. This extends the overall hierarchy 
of control. In the case of the UK, for example, property law allows for:

• Freehold (ownership in perpetuity)
• Long-term leasehold tenancy
• Short-term leasehold tenancy
• Sublet tenancy
• Owner/tenant occupation.

Even a quick reflection on the common English term for a person or company 
that leases property—landlord—points to the historical fact that the control 
over private land in the United Kingdom has its roots in the feudal system in 
which private landowners were empowered and obliged to undertake local 
public administration and justice. Private landowners were an extension of 
the state apparatus of control.

So, in the same way that we speak of the structural depth of physical form, 
there is an analogous structural depth of control. The more levels in the 
hierarchy, the greater the structural depth of the system. It is then also 
possible to inscribe the levels of control onto the Nolli section and correlate 
them with physical form as shown in Figure 7. In this case, the nature of the 
occupant group and the controlling body has been correlated to the generic 
types of space.
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MULTIPLE DEPTH ANALYSIS: QUALITIES, RELATIONSHIPS, AND 
THE CIVIC
The example shown is a Nolli string into an apartment house within the 
Paddington Basin development with access from Praed Street. A notable 
feature of the example is that there is a compression of territorial depth in the 
open area (plot) while there is less depth within the building, despite there 
being more structural and generic territorial depth than is characteristic of 
Praed Street (fig. 3). The greater specific territorial depth and complexity 
within the plot is a manifestation of the attempt to create a quasi-street-like 
environment on what is a very large plot under the control of a private body.

Setting aside the issue of control by a single private body for the moment, 
the questions that should be raised from a design perspective are: Does the 
more complex, quasi-street-like environment have other positive qualities 
of streets? Conversely, do the semi-public spaces within the buildings have 
positive qualities appropriate to their position within the string? What is the 
experience along the whole string? As importantly, what are the knock-on 
consequences for other lines of movement and for experience of the whole 
tissue? As a comparison of the three tissues in the Paddington area shows, 
there can be significant differences in the generic configuration of the tissues, 
as indicated by the combined measures of depth, and corresponding diffe-
rences in the richness of experience.

The combined indicators of depth as summarized in Figure 7 and the diffe-
rences in the generic structure of tissues also point to another realm of enga-
gement for design. That is, while the generic structure of physical form and 
the hierarchy of control are similar in principle, the relationship between the 
two is fundamentally variable, both spatially and over time and, as impor-
tantly, in how the boundaries are interpreted and observed by people using 
the spaces. A legitimate area for design exploration and innovation is the 
different potential relationships between the occupant group, the physical 
structure, and the controlling body. To a large extent this is to say, the three 
always go together in some form, but there is a choice in the consideration 
of which go together and in what ways. A large plot with complex buildings 
might be owned by a cooperative or it might be subdivided into smaller 
holdings for subgroups. If urban design is always an expression of the powers 
exercised in that combination - occupant groups, physical form, and control-
ling body - designers at least should have an awareness of those relationships.
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Looking at the variability between physical form and control more broadly 
from the perspective of the developmental evolutionary thought experiment 
provides a further insight. In general, the transition from Neolithic settle-
ment to city state, nation state, and empire has involved a progressive spatial 
expansion of the area within which the customary legal social pact esta-
blishing the res publica applies. The boundaries of that area—the enclosing 
palisade, the city wall, and national and imperial borders—are in many 
ways fundamental to the meaning of what is public. The public is both the 
place and the group taken together and one of the key roles of the social 
group or state is the maintenance and control of the borders, including 
who to allow in and monitor what they do.25 From a global, transnational 
perspective then, it might be said that any given res publica is only semi-
public. The freedom to walk and use any given public realm is limited to 
citizens and admitted guests. Put another way, is there a transnational res 
publica, a place where any person of whatever origin is ‘free’ to walk the 
streets as a ‘citizen’ as opposed to an alien?

The aim of this digression is to highlight and reinforce the idea articulated by 
Solà-Morales that the semi-public realm is not an exception but ubiquitous, 
that there are kinds and degrees of ‘publicness’. For the purposes of analysis, 
critique, and design, a starting point should therefore be to acknowledge, and 
where necessary, delimit the boundaries of the different realms, to investiga-
te the nature of the social entities that control them, and to understand the 
relationships and social pacts that constitute those social entities, whether 
public authority or private organization. As designers, we should also seek to 
reconcile the different semi-public realms so they work together as a whole 
and to understand the qualities and spatial relationships that make places feel 
more or less public.

We cannot assume that what may seem to be the ‘normal’ freedoms as granted 
to us as citizens apply to all people, in particular to the marginalized, dispos-
sessed, and oppressed. We should not take for granted the freedoms that have 
been won from the extended negotiations within and between states to allow 
mutual access to the public realms in different parts of the world. Nor can we 
take for granted that nations that have historically practised and condoned 
a commitment to openness and liberty will continue to do so or continue to 
define that liberty in the same way. The civic is constantly being renegotiated.
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ABSTRACT 
This article discusses the benefits and challenges of adding participant-pro-
duced photographs to qualitative interviewing. The analysis is based on two 
qualitative studies aimed at improving the understanding of how residents 
experience and use their a) luminaires and b) window openings. A conve-
nience sample (N = 12) was asked to take photographs of all luminaires in 
their apartments. Facilitated by the photo albums, semi-structured inter-
views were then held in the participants’ homes and the researcher made 
observer-based environmental assessments of the apartments. The same 
procedure was used in the second study investigating window openings, with 
a new convenience sample (N = 20). Here, participants were asked to include 
between one to three keywords for each image when submitting the images 
prior to the home visit.

The reseracher experienced several benefits when combining verbal methods 
with imagery: discussion of the photos created more relaxed and focused 
conversations, enabling time-efficient interviews with improved data quality. 
Adding keywords to the images prompted further discussion and thereby 
additional information. It is suggested that the identified benefits outweigh 
the disadvantages, such as more time needed for data collection. This article 
supports findings in recent literature on qualitative research that adding 
participant-produced photographs to interviews has multiple benefits in 
knowledge production, from the perspectives of both the researcher and the 
participant.

KEYWORDS 
Residential, user experience, participant photography, photo-elicitation 
interviews

BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF ADDING PARTICIPANT 
PHOTOGRAPHY TO QUALITATIVE RESIDENTIAL RESEARCH 
Kiran Maini Gerhardsson
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INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of user needs and preferences concerning electric lighting, 
daylight, and room darkening in homes is limited. This was the motivation 
for conducting the two studies in the field of environmental psychology on 
which this article is based: the investigation of the use of indoor home lighting 
and window openings, and the role these artefacts play in residents’ everyday 
living. Findings from the studies are reported elsewhere.1 The focus of this 
article is on the method used in both studies: the combination of participant 
photography and qualitative interviews conducted in the field.

Photo-elicitation was assumed to offer an insightful research method. The 
decision to add participant photography and observer-based environmen-
tal assessments to the qualitative interviews is consistent with the author’s 
pragmatic approach to conducting research: the production of useful 
knowledge allows either quantitative or qualitative research approaches, or 
both, in ways that offer the best opportunities to answer the research ques-
tion.2 Visual material, as a tool for communication, has also been central to 
the author’s professional experience of creating architectural work as well 
as book illustrations.

The objective of this article is to identify both benefits and challenges of 
adding participant photography to qualitative interviewing aimed at exami-
ning user experiences of cultural inventories of the physical home environ-
ment. The article is divided into four parts. The first part begins with a short 
background to the conducted studies, and then photo-elicitation in research 
is presented (the terminology, the historical use of visuals in different disci-
plines and various reasons for including visual data in scientific research). 
The second part gives a detailed account of the methods used in both studies. 
The third part presents and discusses both benefits and challenges relating to 
participant photography and its contribution to the empirical findings. The 
article concludes with the most important insights.
 
Background
The rapid advancement in lighting technology has opened a window of 
opportunity for a universal design of interior home environments: new 
lamp technologies with variable intensity and colour temperature can 
be controlled, either manually or automatically, to fit residents’ different 
needs and wants depending on age, culture, and other individual charac-
teristics.3 When daylight is available, the home environment has to permit 
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maximising, shading, or blocking it. Both luminaires and physical design 
features of the home environment are central to residents’ exposure to light 
and dark, which, in turn, influence visual performance, experience and 
comfort (image-forming effects), and circadian regulation and alertness 
(non-image-forming effects).4

Not only do individual biological lighting needs and lighting preferences 
among healthy people justify the universal design of homes, or ‘design for 
all’, but so does the on-going demographic shift. The proportion of older 
people is increasing5 and policy goals state that older people should be able 
to carry on living independently in their homes as long as possible. Living 
independently and in-home care demand special attention in the design of 
both physically and visually accessible homes.6 

In times of accelerated change in technology, more research is needed on 
user experiences of products and the physical home setting. Qualitative 
methods, such as interviews and observations, are considered to be appro-
priate techniques for increasing understanding, but how do we get the most 
out of research interviews?

Photo-Elicitation in Research
Participant photography belongs to a wider research method named 
photo-elicitation which is defined by Harper as being ‘based on the simple 
idea of inserting a photograph into a research interview’.7 This wider use 
of photography is included in the guide Visual Methodologies by Rose who 
explains how photo-elicitation (i.e. using photographs to encourage inter-
view talk), photo documentation (i.e. using photographs as documentary 
evidence), and further use of photos in research are distinct from other 
approaches to visual materials: 

because they do not work with ‘found’ images that already exist distinct 
from a research project: Hollywood films or family snaps, for example. 
Instead, they work with images that are made as part of a research project. 
The images can be made by the researcher, or they can be made by the 
people they are researching; and they can take the form of film or still 
photos, maps or diagrams . . . or drawings . . . . Importantly, these are not 
images that simply illustrate some aspect of the research project: what 
Marcus Banks (2001, p. 144) calls a ‘largely redundant visual representa-
tion of something already described in the text’. Instead, in these methods, 
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the images are used actively in the research process, alongside other sorts 
of evidence generated by interviews or ethnographic fieldwork.8 

Rose divides the use of participant-produced photographs in research into 
two categories: photos can be supportive or supplemental.9 When photos 
are supportive, they are used to encourage interview talk and they are 
subordinated to the researcher’s interpretations. When photos are used as 
visual supplement to the written text, they are analysed as images on their 
own terms.

Photo-elicitation has been widely used in anthropology, sociology, human 
geography, health care, and action-oriented research addressing problems 
facing a particular community (photovoice). Although photo-elicitation for 
research purposes is limited within the psychology discipline,10 photographs 
taken by clients have been used in photo therapy guided by a mental health 
professional to improve their well-being.11 Environmental psychology rese-
archers have used still photography or videos for environmental simulations 
in laboratory settings, that is, representations of already existing or planned 
environments, and for behavioural mapping in observational studies.12 For 
an overview of photo-elicitation in previous psychology research and a step-
by-step guide for psychology researchers, see Bates et al.13

Why use photo-elicitation in research? To evaluate the choice and use of 
visual methods, Pain reviewed 109 research reports published between 
2000 and 2010, finding two categories of given reasons: 1) the enrichment 
of data collection or presentation, that is, improving the quality and depth, 
or 2) the relationship between participants and researchers, for example 
acknowledging participants’ expertise, addressing the imbalance of power 
between researcher and participant, or effecting change within a community. 
Non-instrumental use of visual information was excluded in the review, that 
is, studies using the visual for its own sake.14

Departing from ‘The Integrated Framework of Visual Methods’ proposed by 
Pauwels, there are a number of additional issues to be considered by resear-
chers opting for the use of photo-elicitation techniques.15 During the input 
phase, the researcher has to decide on the origin and nature of the photos, 
which relates to the reasons for choosing photo-elicitation. Photos can be 
produced by participants,16 the researcher,17 or both18. The subject matter can 
be, for example, material culture, behaviour, elicited behaviour of a verbal or 
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visual nature, or concepts. The visual medium in photo-elicitation studies 
can be photography or film.

Investigating the role played by the physical setting in patients’ recovery, 
Radley and Taylor asked patients to take photos of their hospital ward and 
then interviewed them both in the hospital and in their homes.19 In another 
photo-elicitation study, the subject matter was the patients’ preferences 
and appropriation of social spaces in the hospital environment.20 Patients 
were asked to take photographs of places at the hospital that they would 
associate with pre-written questions and then answer them on one of 20 
researcher-selected ‘postcards’ with images. In a study exploring suburban 
lived experiences, participants compiled a photo diary with images of at least 
ten aspects of the suburb, either good or problematic.21

In the processing phase, the researcher has to take decisions regarding the 
processing of the photos.22 The analytical focus may involve a detailed analy-
sis of the photo: the content, how it is depicted, or the visual form based on a 
theoretical foundation for visual analysis. When photo-elicitation is used in 
interviews, the focus is on the respondents’ feedback on the photos. Accor-
ding to Pauwels, additional issues at this stage are visual competencies (e.g. 
the researcher’s technical knowledge of photography and editing, sampling, 
and data production strategies), providing the necessary context when 
presenting the photos in reports, ethical issues regarding how recognisable 
participants are in the photos, and the question of copyright.23

The final issue for researchers to consider is in the output phase and involves 
how photos should be presented as well as their status in the final work.24 In 
some cases the purpose of participant-produced photos is to communicate 
desired improvements in the community to decision-makers.25

Like non-visual research methods, such as verbal-only interviewing, the use 
of photo-elicitation is purpose-driven, that is, the ways in which photos are 
collected, analysed, and presented will depend on the aim of the study and 
reasons for including the photo-elicitation technique.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Qualitative interviewing in the field, photo-elicitation, and observer-based 
environmental assessments (OBEA) were used to deepen the understanding 
of residents’ experiences with artefacts (luminaires and window openings) 
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in their home environment. The main motivation for adding participant 
photography to the research design was an expectation that this would elicit 
more information from the research interview because it can encourage 
participants to talk and reflect.26 Photos can be especially effective when they 
involve something that is visual, such as objects or people, compared to less 
concrete day-to-day phenomena.27 The purpose of the interviews was not to 
make statistical generalisations, but analytical ones.28

My Home Lighting: Participants
The study was carried out in people’s private homes. A convenience sample 
was recruited, consisting of six female and six male residents aged 26 to 76, 
with a variety of household size, housing tenure type, and dwelling size (see 
Appendix, Table A1). Inclusion criteria were Swedish-speaking adult resi-
dents living in apartments located in Lund or the adjacent city of Malmö. 
People in the researcher’s network were approached and asked to invite 
contacts in their respective networks to participate in the study (close friends 
of the researcher were excluded). This sampling technique was preferred 
because people can otherwise be reluctant to agree to interviews in their 
private homes. As an incentive, the participants received either three lottery 
tickets or a movie voucher upon completion.

My Home Lighting: Material
The study was guided by the following question: ‘How are luminaires used 
in homes and what are the residents’ needs and wants regarding home ligh-
ting?’ Information and material obtained were digital recordings of inter-
views, participant-produced images of their home lighting, floor plans, and 
observer-based environmental assessment (OBEA) forms completed in situ 
by the researcher (see Figure 1). The purpose of the initial walk-through and 
the environmental assessment was to ascertain if the participant had taken 
photographs of each luminaire and not accidently missed any, to see the 
luminaires in the actual setting, to record interior features relevant to the 
lighting situation, and to form an impression of the home lighting before 
carrying out the interview.

My Home Lighting: Procedure and Analysis
An invitation e-mail was sent to the participants explaining the purpose of 
the study and providing information about the requirements: a copy of the 
floor plan, if available, and information that a series of participant-produ-
ced photographs of residents’ luminaires were to be taken before the home 
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Characteristics My Home Lighting My Window Openings

Aim of study To examine residents’ needs and desires 
concerning interior home lighting in 
everyday situations, based on residents’ 
experiences with their home lighting 
and perceptions of their luminaires. A 
second aim was to examine the key factors 
influencing residents’ lighting choices.

To examine the role of window openings 
in homes: their contribution to the lighting 
situation and residents’ dwelling experiences 
during the day and night. 

Origin and nature 
of visuals (input 
phase)

Origin/production context Researcher-
initiated production of visuals (not 
pre-existing visuals): participants were 
instructed by the researcher to take photos 
of their luminaires.
Subject matter Artefacts (luminaires) and 
elicited behaviour were in focus.
Visual medium/Technique Photography, 
using a camera phone or a single-use 
camera.

Origin/production context Researcher-initiated 
production of visuals (not pre-existing visuals): 
participants were instructed by the researcher 
to take photos of their window openings and 
room interiors, and to write keywords.
Subject matter Artefacts (window openings) 
and elicited behaviour were in focus.
Visual medium/Technique Photography, using a 
camera phone.

Research focus and 
design (processing 
phase)

the researcher at the end of the 
interview. Image-external context was 
provided in end reports, i.e. photos were 
supplemented with other kinds of data 
findings, such as informants' responses.

or family. Recorded interviews in situ provided 
the contextual information relating to the 
photos. Permission to use the photos without 
naming the photographer was obtained by the 
researcher at the end of the interview. Image-
external context was provided in end reports, 
i.e. photos were supplemented with other kinds 
of data findings, such as informants' responses.

Research focus and 
design (processing 
phase)

Analytical focus Photo-elicitation, i.e. 
analysis of participants’ feedback on visual 
stimuli (photos).
Theoretical foundation for visual 
analysis Photos were not analysed, since 
the role of the visuals was to support 
the interviews, which were analysed 
thematically. 
Methodological issues A convenience 
sample with a variety of household size, 
housing tenure type, and dwelling size 
(see Table 2).  Participants were offered a 
single-use camera.  Recorded interviews in 
situ provided the contextual information 
relating to the photos. Permission to 
use the photos without naming the 
photographer was obtained by

Analytical focus Photo-elicitation, i.e. analysis 
of participants’ feedback on visual stimuli 
(photos) and verbal stimuli (written keywords).
Theoretical foundation for visual 
analysis Photos were not analysed, since 
the role of the visuals was to support the 
interviews, which were analysed thematically. 
Methodological issues A convenience sample 
with a variety of household size, housing 
tenure type, and dwelling size (see Table 2). 
Participants without a camera phone were 
offered a single-use camera. Older participants, 
unable to take photos, were assisted by friends

Format and 
purpose of visuals 
(output phase)

Output/presentational format Selected 
photos were used as examples of 
produced visual data in articles and oral 
presentations.
Status of the visual Photos were intended 
as facilitators and prompts in qualitative 
interviewing and not as the end product.
Intended and secondary uses See above.

Output/presentational format Selected photos 
were used as examples of produced visual data 
in articles and oral presentations.
Status of the visual Photos were intended 
as facilitators and prompts in qualitative 
interviewing and not as the end product.
Intended and secondary uses Selected photos 
of appropriate technical quality were intended 
to be used as examples of various challenges 
of the home setting in future communication 
with practitioners and popular writing.

Table 1. Contextual information for the two studies based on ‘The Integrated Framework of Visual Methods’: The ‘Origin and 
nature of visuals’ equals the input phase, ‘Research focus and design’ correspond to the processing stage, and ‘Format and 
purpose’ to the output phase.29
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visit. Participants who accepted the invitation were later given the following 
instructions by post: ‘Please take photos of all the luminaires in your home 
with a camera phone, single-use camera or another type of camera, but no 
more than twenty-five images. Do one room at a time. You may include seve-
ral luminaires in one image, or one per image, if the total number allows this. 
You are free to decide view angle, distance range to the luminaires, time of 
day, etc. Avoid including faces of people in the photos.’ They were also given 
a limit of file size (approximately 1 MB). Two weeks were given to complete 
the assignment. Prior to the interviews, the images were assembled by the 
researcher in an album (see Figure 1a). 

Home visits began with a walk-through with the participant who was asked 
to turn on any unlit luminaires. During the walk-through, observations of 
interior features relevant to the lighting situation were continuously recor-
ded on a prepared form and on the floor plan. Features observed were the 
colour tone of the light sources (warm or cool), surface colours of flooring 
and walls (light, medium, or dark), window openings, and visible candles-
ticks (see Figure 1b). No lighting measurements were taken, as the aim of the 
inquiry was to obtain participants’ experiences with their home lighting and 
perceptions of their luminaires. 

Characteristics My home lighting My window openings

Participants N = 12. Mdn = 43 yr (M = 46 yr),  range = 
26–76 yr. 50% females.

N = 20. Mdn = 57.5 yr (M = 66.5 
yr),  range = 24–93 yr. 50% females.

Household size Single person (n = 8). Multi-person, 
two adults (n = 3). Multi-person, adults 
+  children >12 yr (n = 1).

Single person (n = 8). Multi-
person, two adults (n = 8). Multi-
person, adults +  children >12 yr 
(n = 4).

Dwelling size 26–107 m2 33–114 m2

Housing 
characteristics (building year, 
location, housing tenure a)

1880–2006. Lund and Malmö. Rented (n = 
7), tenant-owned (n = 5).

1912–2011. Lund, Malmö, and 
Eslöv. Rented (n = 4), tenant-
owned (n = 16).

Data production (photography 
and interviewing)

Eight weeks from October to November 
2015.

Ten weeks from March to May 
2017.

Table 2. Participant characteristics in the two studies.

a ‘Tenant-owned dwelling’ refers to a common tenure model in Sweden. The tenants own a share of the housing association 
which in turn owns the building. Tenants can sell their share and the tenancy rights.
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Figure 1a. ‘My Home Lighting’:albums with participant-produced photographs served as facilitators in the interviews

Figure 1b. ‘My Home Lighting’: observer-based environmental assessment (OBEA) forms were completed in situ by the 
researcher to supplement the images.
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The interview was semi-structured (see Appendix, Interview guide A1) and 
the photo album was used as a facilitator. Participants were asked to consider 
one photo at a time and talk about the luminaire: why it had been chosen 
and how it was used. If not addressed by the participant during the interview, 
additional follow-up questions were asked regarding lighting controls, ligh-
ting preferences of other household members, past changes to their lighting 
and desired changes, daylight satisfaction, lighting behaviour (turning off 
the lights when no one is in the room), and the possibilities to darken the 
bedroom at night. The recorded interviews varied in length (15–35 minu-
tes) depending on the number of luminaires and on how much participants 
elaborated on their answers to the researcher’s questions. The total duration 
of the home visit, including the walk-through and the interview, was approx-
imately one hour. Field notes were recorded by the researcher after the visit, 
including participant characteristics and reflections.

After the collection of all the necessary material, the researcher carried out a 
thematic analysis following a three-stage process, including moving back and 
forth between steps.30 The participant-produced images were not analysed, 
since the purpose of the photos in this case was to encourage participants to 
talk and reflect on their choice and use of luminaires.

My Window Openings: Participants
Residents’ experiences with daylight and their window openings were explo-
red in a similar way to the home lighting interview study, but with a new set 
of participants (see Appendix, Table A3).

My Window Openings: Material
The study was guided by the following question: ‘How do residents experience 
their window openings, during day and night?’ Information and type of mate-
rial obtained were similar to the first study: digital recordings of interviews, 
participant-produced images of their window openings and room interiors, 
floor plans, and observer-based environmental assessment (OBEA) forms 
completed in situ by the researcher. Unlike the first study, research material 
also included keywords or short descriptions added to the images by the 
participants. The purpose of the initial walk-through and the environmental 
assessment was to ascertain if the participant had taken photographs of each 
window opening and not accidently missed any, to see the windows in the 
actual setting, to record interior features relevant to the research question, and 
to form an impression of the home before carrying out the interview.
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My Window Openings: Procedure and Analysis
Similar to the first study, an initial invitation e-mail was sent to the partici-
pants explaining the purpose of the study and providing information about 
the requirements. This study included a series of participant-produced 
photographs of the window openings and the room interiors that were to 
be taken before the home visit. Participants who accepted the invitation to 
participate in the study received detailed instructions by e-mail and had 
20 days to complete the assignment (see Figure 2). Unlike the first study, 
participants were also asked to assign one to three keywords to each image of 
the window openings in the hope of encouraging them to further reflect on 
the topic. The instruction was: ‘Include between one and three characteristic 
keywords that capture something in the picture with the window opening, 
or something you thought about when taking the picture or looking at it 
afterwards. . . . If you find it difficult to come up with any keywords, you 
could imagine the opening has been blocked up so there is no window. What 
would a wall instead of a window opening mean to your everyday living, day 
and night?’ Prior to the interviews, the images including the keywords, were 
assembled by the researcher in an album (see Figures 3 and 4).

Home visits began with a walk-through with the participant who assisted in 
taking some of the measurements, such as the height of the windowsill above 
the floor. During the walk-through, observations of interior features relevant 

Figure 2. ‘My Window Openings’: Excerpt from instructions sent by post.
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to the lighting situation were continuously recorded on a prepared form and 
on the floor plan. Features observed were: 

• the placement of air intakes, 
• inward or outward opening windows, 
• external shading devices, 
• fabric of interior shading, 
• surface colours of flooring and walls (light, medium, or dark), 
• colour of window frames, mullions, and glazing bars (light, dark),
• electric lighting turned on or/and shaded windows during daytime,
• type of room darkening,
• splay angle of window reveals,
• window recess measurement,
• windowsill height,
• size of window opening (for later calculation of window to external 

wall ratio),
• glazing size and room floor area (for later calculation of glazing to 

floor ratio).

The interview was semi-structured (see Appendix, Interview guide A4) and 
the photo album was used as a facilitator. Participants were asked to consi-
der one photo at a time and respond to the following question: ‘Imagine the 
window opening has been blocked up and there is no window anymore. How 
would it affect your use of the room and your dwelling, during the day and 
night?’ If not addressed by the participant during the interview, additional 
follow-up questions were asked regarding, for example, satisfaction with 
and use of daylight, the possibilities to darken the bedroom at night, and 
preferences of other household members. The recorded interviews varied in 
length (30–75 minutes), and the total duration of the home visit, including 
the walk-through and the interview, was between one and two hours. Field 
notes were recorded by the researcher after the visit, including participant 
characteristics and reflections. Collected material was analysed following the 
same process as in the first study.31

Findings and Discussion
The findings of this article concern the role of participant photography in two 
studies. Based on these findings, grouped according to the different phases, 
I will discuss and reflect on the value of camera-based imagery in research 
on cultural inventories of home settings, and whether initial expectations of 
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generating more information from the research interviews were met. Unless 
stated otherwise, the word ‘participants’ refers to interviewees in both studies.

Observations in the Input Phase 
Aspects of time, effort, and abilities in co-production. As in verbal-only inter-
view studies in the field, recruitment takes time for various reasons: people 
may be reluctant to be interviewed in their private home and interviews and 
participant photography involve more effort compared to a questionnaire 
survey. Two volunteers in a previous conventional interview study in a labo-
ratory setting were interested in taking part in the second study. However, 
they declined after receiving the formal invitation letter because they did not 
have a phone camera (despite the offer to send single-use cameras).

Some of the older participants needed assistance in taking and sending 
photos. Four older participants in the second study received help from a 
friend, a spouse, a son, or a daughter. One participant requested a single-use 
camera. Only two participants needed a reminder to email the photos they 
had taken. Before submission deadline, a male participant inquired about 
whether luminaires in the bathroom should be included before the submis-
sion of the photos. Other than that, preparation and photo production before 
the home visit did not present any unexpected complications, suggesting that 
the instructions were clear to participants in both studies.

Three participants in the first study were explicitly asked about their expe-
rience of taking the photos. A female participant living in a studio apartment 
commented: ‘I didn’t reflect too much about it, it was easy once I got on with 
it. But then my apartment isn’t so big either . . .’. Another comment by a male 
participant, living in a large two-bedroom apartment, was: ‘It was nothing 
special. I’m used to taking photos.’ A similar sentiment was expressed by 
another male participant: ‘It was just taking photos. Nothing special.’ Even 
though the question was not posed to all participants, there was no indica-
tion that the required photography presented any problems to those who had 
agreed to participate.

The production of photo albums by the researcher comprised the digital 
assembly of photos and floor plans, when submitted by the participant 
beforehand, and print outs. In the second study captions with participants’ 
keywords were also inserted. Photos were not edited apart from occasional 
reduction in size.
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Figure 3. ‘My Window Openings’: photographs including keywords produced by a female participant, 
living with her son in a rented one-bedroom apartment on the ground floor. Each pair consists of a 
view from the inside looking at the window opening, and a view of the room taken from the window 
opening.  
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Figure 4. ‘My Window Openings’: photographs including keywords produced by a male participant, 
living with his girlfriend in a rented two-bedroom apartment, 82 m2, on the third floor. Each pair 
consists of a view from the inside looking at the window opening, and a view of the room taken from 
the window opening.
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Pre-views of artefacts and home settings before home visits. Seeing the images 
and floor plans prior to the home visit provided an unexpected opportunity 
for the researcher. The interview could be better planned in relation to the 
number of items (luminaires or window openings) and matters to bring up in 
the discussion, such as any items participants might have forgotten to include 
in their photo collection.

The subsequent home visit and interview provided an opportunity to check 
the depicted items in the real setting. Two female participants had forgot-
ten to take photos of the luminaires in their bathroom. The former had also 
forgotten to include the ceiling pendant in the hallway. Another female 
participant, living in a two-bedroom apartment, had forgotten to include 
twig branch lights in the bedroom window. She explained that ‘they are 
seldom lit. They were lit yesterday and today, to have some cosy lighting.’ 
A male participant, living in a large-sized two-bedroom apartment (107 
m2), had forgotten to include the luminaires in two bathrooms, a walk-in 
closet and a small kitchen with no dining area. In the second study, a female 
participant, living in a two-bedroom apartment, had forgotten the window 
opening in her pantry. 

Additional deviations from photos were observed during the walk-through. 
A male participant had moved a floor-standing luminaire from one bedroom 
to the master bedroom because it was only temporarily placed in the other 
room. A female participant, living with her partner in a one-bedroom apart-
ment, explained why the floor-standing luminaire in the living room was 
placed in the middle of the room, unlike in the photo. It is moved around 
depending on where light is needed: beside the armchair or the dining table 
(the room had one pendant ceiling luminaire in the centre of the room but 
none over the table). One photo in the second study showed a bedroom 
window with the venetian blinds pulled down, but opened slats. During 
the interview, the female participant was asked if this was normal, but she 
explained that the blinds are usually closed throughout the day and night. 
Her response prompted further questions as to why she has the blinds closed 
during the daytime. Privacy can be an issue for some but not for others. An 
older female participant, living in a two-bedroom apartment, chose not to 
include the bedroom interior because she regarded it as being too private. 
Conversely, bedrooms with unmade beds occurred among images taken by 
younger residents.
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Observations in the Processing Phase
Focused and relaxed interviews.
The researcher perceived the interviews supported by images to be more 
effective in obtaining information compared to previous verbal-only inter-
views. The photographs were taken by the participants, but they did not see 
the albums until the interview. With the albums guiding the interview, the 
conversation stayed focused on the subject matter, namely luminaires or 
window openings. Another possible contributing factor to the relaxed inter-
view atmosphere was the active involvement of the participant in the initial 
observer-based environmental assessment. In the first study, the participant 
was asked to turn on the lights in each room while the researcher made notes 
and took the measurements. In the second study the participant assisted in 
measuring the windowsill in each room. 

Keywords served as reminders in the interviews.
In the second study, the captions, containing the keywords written by the 
participants, served as valuable reminders in the interview. For example, a 
female participant, living in a two-bedroom apartment on the ground floor 
facing a busy street, had included three keywords to the window opening in 
her bedroom: ‘light, sound, visual intrusion’. She was asked by the researcher 
to elaborate on ‘visual intrusion’. Only then did she remember that she likes a 
closed curtain by the bed to avoid visual intrusion from the street. During the 
interview, some participants said it had been difficult to think of keywords 
for all window openings.

Images convey different types of information.
Although the intention was not to perform a visual analysis of the images, 
a few characteristics were noticed in the photos. In the first study, the only 
restriction was the limit on the number of images yet all photos were taken 
from a standing position. Some participants had chosen to submit more than 
one photograph of each item. A male participant, living in a one-bedroom 
apartment, depicted some of the luminaires lit and unlit, as did a female 
participant, living in a studio apartment. Another male participant, living 
in a two-bedroom apartment with a balcony visible from the living room, 
included the exterior LED tree lamp on the balcony.

In the second study, photo shoot instructions were slightly more restricted 
since the participants were to ‘Stand in a room with a window opening . . . 
Position yourself in front of the window opening . . . ’. The lack of variation 
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among participants’ photos was less surprising because instructions left 
little room for personalisation. A female participant, sharing a two-be-
droom apartment with her friend, provided additional photos including 
details for four of five window openings. A further female participant, 
living in a two-bedroom apartment with characteristic sight lines across the 
apartment, chose to show the room interiors with both opened and closed 
doors. Only one participant, living in a studio apartment, took photos of 
the window openings during the evening. When asked for the reason in the 
interview, he explained that he had postponed the assignment to the final 
evening before the submission deadline.

The instructions to participants in the second study explained that the focus 
of their photography was to be on the window opening and not window 
design. One reason was to encourage participants to reflect on how the 
opening contributes to residential comfort rather than the design features 
of the window. Another reason concerned a more practical matter. It was 
assumed that it would facilitate the photography since a series of adjoi-
ning window units would be regarded as one window opening. However, 
some types of window openings are not that straightforward, such as bay 
windows, consisting of three windows, and corner windows. Two parti-
cipants, living in multi-dwelling buildings in the city centre with bay 
windows looking onto the street, depicted the bay windows in one image. 
A male participant regarded the bay windows as three openings, each with 
a different outdoor view and view distance. Considering that the apartment 
was on the fifth floor in a nine-storey building block facing the sea and the 
city, this was hardly surprising.

Images as visual memory aids for reconstructing the visit.
Looking at the photos when transcribing the interviews helped to recollect 
the interview situation. Images could also be used as photo documenta-
tion for confirming or correcting observations after the visit. In one case, 
a three-armed candle holder with candles in the kitchen was visible in the 
background but was not recorded on the prepared form.

Ethical considerations regarding photography.
All procedures were performed in accordance with the general ethical 
principles of psychologists,32 followed informed-consent rules, and showed 
respect for confidentiality and privacy. No approval from the Ethical Review 
Board was needed, since the studies did not include interventions or poten-
tial risk of unintentional physical or psychological harm.33 Permission to use 
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the photos without naming the photographer was obtained by the researcher 
at the end of the interview. No identifiable faces of people were visible in 
the photos. In a few photos of room interiors including mirrors, participants 
were visible but not recognisable. Participants could freely decide whether 
or not to include photos; one participant chose not to include a photo of the 
bedroom interior because she regarded it as being too private.

Discussion of Participant Photography in the Input Phase
The input phase comprises the origin of the photos and the context of the site. 
Taking the photos did not seem to be too demanding for most participants, 
which is not surprising considering the current widespread use of smartphones 
and images among Swedish people in general. Another reason could be that 
both studies involved inventories that are more easily depicted than abstract 
concepts. Also, when the subject matter is material artefacts, such as luminai-
res, window openings, or other inventories of the physical setting, some of the 
ethical issues related to photography of people and the social environment 
can be avoided: there are no issues of obtaining their permission, as no people 
are depicted. Although requiring less effort than more abstract and general 
topics, participants can be reluctant to engage with visual methods, as pointed 
out by Pain.34 The exclusion of certain groups will certainly have an impact on 
the findings. In these studies, the assistance given to older participants was 
encouraged and taking pictures can make participation more enjoyable.

Another reason for including visual methods can be to mediate the relations-
hip between researcher and participant, such as to address the imbalance of 
power between them.35 However, in the two studies presented in this article, 
this was not the reason for using participant photography. Instructions as 
to what to depict were determined by the researcher who also assembled 
the photos in albums. However, the order of the photos, as the participant 
took them, steered the interview. Other studies have adopted a more respon-
dent-controlled approach, for example Warner et al.36

The inclusion of participant-produced keywords in the second study was 
expected to encourage participants to further reflect on the topic before 
the interview. Some participants found it difficult to provide keywords to 
all photos depicting window openings, suggesting that they actively thought 
about them. It is likely that the addition of keywords furthered the partici-
pants’ reflection on the topic since only taking photos can be a hasty and 
unconsidered exercise when depicting pre-determined artefacts. 
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Discussion of Participant Photography in the Processing and Output Phase
When photo-elicitation is used in interviews, the analytical focus in the 
processing phase is on the respondents’ feedback on the photos. The rese-
archer experienced several benefits: the discussion of the photos produced a 
more relaxed and focused conversation which enabled a time-efficient inter-
view and keywords to the images prompted further discussion.

The interview, guided by the pictures displayed in front of the participants, 
was found to be time efficient. Another option would be to conduct an inter-
view while walking through each room, stopping and looking at the actual 
luminaires or window openings and not their two-dimensional representa-
tions. Both techniques have merits, but the latter would require more time 
and participants may be unwilling to accept more extended home visits than 
one or two hours.

In her review, Pain concluded that there is strong support for the use of visu-
al methods to enhance data richness although more research is needed.37 In 
both studies, the use of participant-produced photos was appreciated by the 
researcher for eliciting more information because visual stimuli prompted 
further discussion. Richer data is also central to increased trustworthiness. The 
combination of seeing the depicted items in photos before the home visit and 
later in their real setting allowed for more questions than would have been the 
case without the photos. Deviations from photos were brought up in the inter-
view, such as closed blinds during the visit which were opened in the photo, for 
instance in the bedroom (see Figure 3). Photos alone would thereby not have 
been effective. The subsequent interview was essential for seeing whether the 
setting had been modified. The statement by Kvale and Brinkmann concerning 
validity in qualitative interviewing applies also to photo-elicited interviews: 

Validity here pertains to the trustworthiness of the subject's reports and 
the quality of the interviewing, which should include a careful questi-
oning to the meaning of what is said and a continual checking of the 
information obtained as a validation in situ.38

The analytical focus in both studies was the participants’ feedback on visual 
stimuli (photos) and verbal stimuli (written keywords). Digitally recorded 
interviews provided the contextual information relating to the photos. Photos 
were not analysed as images in themselves, since the role of the visuals was 
solely to support the interviews.
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However, photography can capture unintended perceptions of the subject of 
inquiry. Some participants in the first study forgot to include the luminaires 
in the bathroom, which indicates that bathroom lighting does not seem to 
play a prominent role in these particular residents’ everyday lives. This is 
something to reflect on considering how central early morning light exposu-
re is to circadian regulation. 

Even though the photos have not been analysed, they carry information 
worth noting. Surprisingly, all photos of the luminaires in the first study were 
taken from a standing position although instructions allowed any position 
(‘take photos of all the luminaires in your home . . . You are free to decide 
view angle, distance range to the luminaires, time of day etc.’). One reason 
could be that taking photos from a standing position is quicker, and thereby 
requires less effort. Another possible reason could be a non-conscious choice 
to depict an object in a way that is the most representative of reality, not 
uncommon for non-professional photography. Some participants chose to 
include several photos of the items. This extra effort reveals an appreciation 
of aesthetic values, interest in interior design, or the spatial qualities of the 
home setting, which became apparent in the interview.

Since data collection, selected photos from both studies have been used as 
examples of produced visual data in articles and oral presentations. Photos 
were not intended to be end products but as stimuli for talking about resi-
dents’ experiences with their luminaires and window openings. Images in 
published and presented material always include either captions describing 
the context or participants’ interview responses.

A forthcoming book for a wider audience will include selected photos of resi-
dents’ window openings and room interiors. Photos will be used as examples 
of various design challenges for existing home settings of interest for practi-
tioners involved in housing development and planning. The choice of photos 
will depend on the technical level of image quality. With that in mind, it 
may be tempting to prepare for improved image quality in future photo-eli-
cited research by giving more restrictions. However, the original purpose of 
applying the technique in a particular study should be carefully considered 
and the possible consequences of demanding requirements such as increased 
participant effort. ‘As with any type of research, visual research is purpose 
driven and yields its particular design for a large part from this purpose.’39
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Processing phase (research focus and design) and output phase (format 
and purpose of visuals)

Focused and relaxed interviews 
• the discussion stays focused on the subject matter with the albums guiding 
the interview, 
• interviews, supported by images, can enable a time-efficient interview,

• interviews, supported by images, can be effective in obtaining information.

+ 

+  

+

Researcher, 
participant
Researcher, 
participant 
Researcher

Keywords as reminders in the interviews 
• producing keywords, 
• keywords to the images can prompt further discussion.

 – 
+

 Participant 
Researcher

Images convey different types of information 
• photography can capture unintended perceptions of the subject of inquiry. + Researcher

Images as visual memory aids for reconstructing the visit 
• looking at the photos when transcribing the interviews may help the resear-
cher to recollect the interview situation, 
• using photos as photo documentation for confirming or correcting observa-
tions after the visit.

+ 
 
+

Researcher 

Researcher

Ethical considerations regarding photography 
• obtaining permission from participants to use the photos without naming the 
photographer (anonymity prevents publishing information about the copyright 
holder).

 ×  Researcher

Examples of insights in previous studies 
• strong support for use of visual methods to enhance data richness,44 

• facilitating the asking of questions and rapport between the researcher and 
participant.45

+ 
+

Researcher
Researcher, 
participant

Findings sorted according to themes  Benefit (+)/ 
challenge (–)

Researcher/
participant

Input phase (origin and nature of visuals)

Aspects of time, effort and abilities in co-production
• taking pictures involves more effort and time, 
• assistance in taking pictures may be required, 
• taking pictures can make participation more enjoyable, 
• sending reminders to email photos, 
• production of print albums.

 – 
– 
+ 
– 
–

Participant
Participant
Participant
Researcher
Researcher

Pre-views of artefacts and home settings before home visits
 • better planning of the interview in relation to the number of items (lumi-
naires or window openings) and what should be addressed in the subsequent 
home visit.

 +  Researcher

Ethical considerations regarding photography
• concerns of privacy, e.g. private spaces or personal items,
• giving instructions to participants that identifiable faces in photos should 
be avoided unless consent is obtained from the person who is pictured in the 
photo.

 (–)
 × 

 Participant
Researcher  

Examples of insights in previous studies 
• excluding certain groups (participants reluctant to engage with visual 
methods),40 
• the need to obtain consent from people or not including them in the images 
can limit the participants choices when taking photos,41

• adopting a more respondent-controlled approach to address the imbalance of 
power between researcher and participant,42

• the value of visual data through engagement at all stages of the research 
process.43

– 

– 

+ 

+

Researcher

Participant

Participant

Researcher, 
participant

Table 3. Summary of discussion divided into reported themes, whether findings are valued as a benefit (+), a challenge (–), or 
non-problematic (×), and who is affected.
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Table 3 summarises the findings and discussion of the article, that is, the 
benefits and challenges of the combination of qualitative interviewing and 
participant photography, and additional findings of previous studies using 
similar techniques.

Strengths and Limitations of the Studies
The discussion of the benefits and challenges of adding participant photo-
graphy is based on two studies investigating inventories of home settings. 
Samples were similar in both studies, that is, residents living in multi-dwel-
ling buildings, tenant-owned or rented, with a variety of ages. The inclusion 
of keywords written by the participants in the second study thereby enabled 
a comparison of the technique with and without the written input. However, 
participants were not systematically asked about the personal perception 
of the technique, unlike Meo in her within-subject comparison between 
verbal-only and photo-elicited interviews,46 and Warner et al. who explored 
suburban lived experiences using photographic diaries.47

 
CONCLUSION
This article supports findings in recent literature on photo-elicitation studies 
that adding participant-produced photographs to the interview has multiple 
benefits in knowledge production, from both researcher and participant 
perspectives. In agreement with Roger, participant and researcher engage-
ment characterises the use of visual data in research.48 In the two studies 
investigating home lighting and window openings, I perceived it to be parti-
cularly characteristic of the input phase.

However, there are challenges to be considered from a researcher’s perspective, 
such as participants’ experience with digital photography despite the widespread 
use of camera phones. In addition, special attention must be paid to:

• Participants reluctant to engage with camera-based images. (Be prepa-
red to make adjustments to procedure to prevent excluding them from 
participation.)

• The time needed for collecting the photos and the subsequent layout of 
albums, because this stage provides the first ‘visual encounter’ with the 
participants that contributes to better preparation before the interview.  

• The time needed for post-production, such as the inclusion of additio-
nal explanatory captions in the albums.
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The most important insight is the benefit of adding verbal stimuli (keywords) 
to the visual stimuli (photos) in terms of improved data quality. Working 
collaboratively may also contribute to a more enjoyable interview atmosphe-
re for both researcher and participant.

In conclusion, it is suggested that the identified merits of visual data outweigh 
the drawbacks, such as the longer time needed for data collection. Participant 
photography can be a valuable addition to the researcher’s toolbox to enrich 
the data in applied architectural research, when user needs and universal 
design are the focus of the study.
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ID Gender Age Household 
size (adults + 
children <12 yr)

Number of bedrooms 
in the apartment, floor 
area, level

Housing 
tenurea

Building year and most 
recent renovation (if 
known)

Total  number 
of luminaires

1 Female 31 Single-person Studio, 49 m2,  second 
floor

Rented 1936 10 (10 photos)

2 Male 73 Multi-per-
son  (2)

Two-bedroom apart-
ment, 107 m2,  second 
floor

Rented 1907, conversion of 
care home to dwellings 
in 2009 by the landlord

25 (16 photos)

3 Female 53 Single-person Two-bedroom apart-
ment, 58 m2, second 
floor

Tenant-
owned

1939, renovated by the 
tenant in 2015

16 (11 photos)

4 Female 69 Single-person One-bedroom 
apartment, first floor

Rented 1880, renovated by 
the landlord in 2000 
(approx.)

18 (13 photos)

5 Male 55 Single-person Three-bedroom 
apartment, 99 m2, 
ground floor

Tenant-
owned

2002 23 (22 photos)

6 Male 30 Multi-person  (2 
+ 2)

Two-bedroom 
apartment, 71m2, first 
floor

Tenant-
owned

1925 20 (16 photos)

7 Male 26 Single-person One-bedroom 
apartment, 62 m2, first 
floor

Tenant-
owned

1932, renovated by the 
tenant 

14 (15 photos)

8 Male 53 Multi-per-
son  (2)

Two-bedroom 
apartment, 81 m2,  first 
floor

Rented 1900, renovated by the 
landlord in 2015

17 (17 photos) 

9 Female 26 Single-person Studio, 26 m2, second 
floor

Rented 1957 9 (14 photos)

10 Female 28 Single-person Two-bedroom  apart-
ment, 85 m2,  fifth floor

Tenant-
owned

2006 21 (14 photos)

11 Male 76 Single-person Two-bedroom apart-
ment, second floor

Rented 1907, renovated by the 
landlord in 1985

21 (8 photos)

12 Female 33 Multi-per-
son  (2)

One-bedroom apart-
ment, second floor

Rented 1936 15 (10 photos)

N = 12, 50 per cent females, median 43 years (mean 46).
a ‘Tenant-owned dwelling’ refers to a common tenure model in Sweden. The tenants own a share of 
the housing association which in turn owns the building. Tenants can sell their share and the tenancy 
rights.

APPENDIX
Table A1. “My Home Lighting”: participant characteristics.  
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Interview Guide A2: ‘My Home Lighting’
Introductory questions: 

A. Can you tell us how old you are and how many people live in your-
household?

B. Do you work with or have you worked with anything to do with ligh-
ting?

C. Do you know approximately when the house was built?

Main question:
Now we’ll turn to the pictures in the album that you have taken. Can you tell 
us a little bit about why you’ve chosen the luminaires and how they are used? 
I suggest that we do it room by room, in the same order you took the pictures.

Follow-up and additional questions:  
1. Do you have any sort of automatic sensor, for example a presence 

sensor or daylight sensor?
2. Do you have a dimmer in the flat?
3. When is the lamp switched on? When you are eating, watching TV, 

when you are spending time with each other (conversation and with 
guests), during sedentary activities (reading, working at the computer, 
sewing, doing crafts), when you are sleeping/resting?

4. [Multi-person household] Do you agree on how the lighting should 
look or how bright it should be? If you have different needs, how do 
you resolve the differences?

5. Have you changed anything in terms of lighting since you moved in? 
Age can, for example, affect how much light you want.

6. What changes would you make if you could change your lighting? 
Which rooms? What stops you from making the changes?

7. Are you satisfied with your daylight? 
8. Do you make use of daylight during the day? For example, by not 

switching on electric lights or keeping blinds up and not drawing dark 
curtains.

9. Do you turn off the lights when no one is in the room? If you do not 
do this, why not?

10.  Can you black out the bedroom?
11. Do you black out the room every night?
12.  Have you thought of anything else about lighting that I haven’t cove-

red?
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Interview Guide A4: ‘My Window Openings’
Introductory questions: 

A. Can you tell us how old you are and how many people live in your 
household?

B. Do you know approximately when the house was built?
C. Do you work with or have you worked with anything to do with archi-

tecture or design?

Main question:
Now we’ll turn to the pictures in the album that you have taken. I suggest 
that we do it room by room, in the same order you took the pictures. Imagi-
ne the window opening has been blocked up and there is no window anym-
ore. How would it affect your use of the room and your dwelling—during 
the day and night? 

Follow-up and additional questions:  
1. [Multi-person household] Do you agree on how to use the windows? If 

you have different needs, how do you resolve the differences?
2. Have you changed anything in terms of how you use the windows or 

their design since you moved in, such as natural ventilation habits, 
curtains and window treatment, room darkening . . .

3. Do you need to open the windows? In which rooms? For what reasons?
4. What changes would you make if you could change the window 

opening? Which rooms? 
5. Are you satisfied with your daylight?
6. Do you make use of daylight during the day? For example, by not 

switching on electric lights or keeping blinds up and not drawing dark 
curtains.

7. Would you be satisfied with a screen emitting the same kind of light 
as daylight?

8. Do you have any room without a window? What is your experience of 
such a room?

9. Have you ever stayed in a windowless hotel room? How did you expe-
rience that?

10. Do you occasionally need to darken the rooms, such as the bedroom 
at night?

11. Do you black out the room every night? [Multi-person household] Do 
you have the same needs? 

12. Is there anything preventing you from getting the desired room 
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darkening? Do you use a sleep mask?
13. How is your sleep in general (do you feel rested when you wake up, do 

you get enough sleep)?
14. Would you describe yourself as a morning or an evening person?
15. How frequently do you clean your windows? Why do you clean them?
16. Through which window do you look to check the weather?
17. How is the indoor temperature affected by the windows in summer? 
18. Can you hear any characteristic sounds from outdoors?
19. Have you thought of anything else about your window openings that 

I haven’t covered? (Orientation, view, view content, visual intrusion, 
privacy, enclosure, natural ventilation, noise, etc.)
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Table A3. ‘My Window Openings’: participant characteristics. 

N = 20, 50 per cent females, median 57.5 years (mean 66.5).
a ‘Tenant-owned dwelling’ refers to a common tenure model in Sweden. The tenants own a share of the housing association 
which in turn owns the building. Tenants can sell their share and the tenancy rights.
b A corner window, including at least one window on each side of the corner, is regarded as two window openings. A fully- or 
semi-glazed balcony door is regarded as a window opening. Entrance doors with only a small glazed unit are not regarded 
as a window opening.

ID Gender Age Household 
size (adults + 
children <12 yr)

Number of bedrooms 
in the apartment, floor 
area, level

Housing 
tenurea

Building year and most 
recent renovation (if known)

Total  number 
of window 
openingsb

1 Female 77 Multi-per-
son  (2)

Three-bedroom 
apartment, 89 m2,  third 
floor

Tenant-
owned

1959, window replacement 
in 2011 by the housing 
association 

5 (10 photos)

2 Male 77 Multi-per-
son  (2)

Three-bedroom 
apartment, 89 m2,  third 
floor

Tenant-
owned

1959, window replacement 
in 2011 by the housing 
association

5 (10 photos)

3 Female 35 Multi-per-
son  (1+1)

Two-bedroom apartment, 
76 m2, ground floor

Tenant-
owned

1944 4 (8 photos)

4 Male 70 Multi-per-
son  (2)

Four-bedroom apartment, 
110 m2, ground floor

Tenant-
owned

1912, renovated in 1976 by 
the housing association

10 (14 
photos)

5 Male 93 Multi-per-
son (2)

Three-bedroom 
apartment, 114 m2,  third 
floor

Tenant-
owned

2005 10  (18 
photos)

6 Female 62 Single-person Two-bedroom apartment, 
84 m2,  second floor

Tenant-
owned

1929, window replacement 
in the  1990s by the housing 
association

7 (7 photos)

7 Female 70 Single-person One-bedroom apartment, 
69 m2, ground floor

Tenant-
owned

1936 3 (6 photos)

8 Male 70 Single-person Three-bedroom 
apartment, 114 m2, 
ground floor

Tenant-
owned

2002 6 (12 photos)

9 Female 83 Single-person Two-bedroom apartment, 
90 m2,  second floor

Tenant-
owned

1967, window replacement 
in approx. 2005–11 by the 
housing association, balcony 
with glazing

4 (13 photos)

10 Female 59 Single-person Two-bedroom apartment, 
74 m2, ground floor

Tenant-
owned

1942, window replacement 
in 1982 by the housing 
association, new balcony 
with glazing

4 (8 photos)

11 Female 56 Single-person Three-bedroom 
apartment, 89 m2,  second 
floor

Tenant-
owned

1949 10 (8 photos)

12 Female 23 Multi-per-
son (2)

Two-bedroom apartment, 
82 m2, first floor

Tenant-
owned

1945 5  (16 photos)

13 Male 26 Single-person One-bedroom apartment, 
33 m2 ground floor 

Rented 2000 3 (4 photos)

14 Male 24 Single-person One-bedroom apartment, 
41 m2,  sixth floor, 

Tenant-
owned

2007 6 (12 photos)

15 Female 36 Multi-per-
son  (1+1)

One-bedroom apartment, 
63 m2, ground floor

Rented 2011 4 (8 photos)

16 Male 34 Multi-per-
son  (2+1)

Three-bedroom 
apartment, 114 m2, third 
floor

Rented 1941 7 (10 photos)

17 Male 59 Multi-per-
son  (2)

Three-bedroom apart-
ment, 112 m2, fifth floor

Tenant-
owned

1959 9 (18 photos)

18 Male 24 Multi-per-
son  (2+1)

Three-bedroom apart-
ment, 109 m2,  second 
floor

Tenant-
owned

1967 6 (12 photos)

19 Male 27 Multi-per-
son  (2)

Two-bedroom apartment, 
82 m2,  third floor

Rented 1946 4 (8 photos)

20 Female 54 Multi-per-
son  (2)

Two-bedroom apartment, 
84 m2,  first floor

Tenant-
owned

2001 5 (11 photos)
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ABSTRACT
This article discusses the conditions under which windows are constructed 
in Denmark and offers general definitions concerning energy loss through 
windows. A brief introduction to the problems with regulating energy loss 
by means of windows in the Building Regulations BR2018 is offered as well, 
along with comments on future regulations.

Until recently, the Danish Building Regulations were difficult to understand 
from the perspective of energy performance for windows. Since a substantial 
part of the heat loss from buildings occurs through windows, this has a huge 
environmental impact.

The regulations are perceived as discriminatory, especially when it comes to 
secondary glazing and/or multi-frame windows, which are the solutions that 
are used most widely in historic buildings. Wooden windows are a simple 
way to store CO2 in the construction for many years and are easy to main-
tain and/or improve without replacement. In additional, they can efficiently 
combine heat savings, noise insulation, low environmental impact, aesthet-
ics, and historical preservation.1

The study was conducted by thoroughly reviewing all of the requirements 
concerning energy loss through windows and takes various typical Danish 
window types into consideration. Since no similar studies on this topic from 
the other Nordic countries are known, the current building regulations in 
each country will thus be examined briefly in the same way. 

The article also includes an overview with a discussion of whether any of the 
Nordic countries have more applicable regulations, or whether the picture is 
the same across the region.

KEYWORDS
Multi-frame windows, building regulations, energy loss, protected buildings

BIASED BUILDING REGULATIONS FOR WINDOWS? 
Thomas H. Kampmann
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BACKGROUND
As part of the Master’s programme in Cultural Heritage, Transformation 
and Restoration (KTR) at the Royal Danish Academy, I have previously 
examined the Danish Building Regulations, BR2015,2 and the proposal for 
BR20183 and responded to them in the anthology Robust.4 This was done 
because the BR20105 was already highly problematic when it came to small 
and/or multi-frame windows. The response was provided since the proposal 
for BR2015,6 and later for BR2018,7 was being based on the rules of BR2010, 
apart from a simple lowering of the limits for energy loss, and there was a risk 
that the problems would be even bigger in the final version. 

With this study, the aim was to give building consultants and authorities, 
manufacturers and students a tool for understanding the pitfalls as well as the 
rather complex field of energy consumption in connection with small and/or 
multi-frame windows, as seen in the BR20158 and BR20189 within and/or for 
the specific field of energy consumption.

Traditional windows are usually designed with several frames and sometimes 
even with glazing bars, but the problems concerning multi-frame windows 
are the same for new windows if they are divided into multiple units. The 
hope is that this article will also help develop and/or rethink the design of 
windows in future buildings. It is therefore necessary to undertake a careful 
examination of the final edition of BR2018.10 Finally, the article provides a 
brief, comparative overview of how building regulations in Finland, Norway, 
and Sweden deal with the same problems.

INTRODUCTION
Denmark’s energy supply was based mainly on imported oil until the energy 
crisis in the 1970s. At that time, Denmark had hardly any oil or natural gas 
production and neither hydro- nor nuclear power. The energy crisis there-
fore emphasized the urgent need for energy savings in order to achieve a 
high level of energy security. Since approximately 40 per cent of all energy 
consumption in Denmark occurs in buildings and about one third of the 
energy consumed in buildings is lost through windows, this is a topic of great 
importance for the overall energy equation.

Until the BR1995,11 all windows were treated equally with the very simple 
rule that the U-value, thermal transmittance, for the entire Window being 
used should be lower than 1.8 kWh/m2. In subsequent building regula-
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tions, however, the rules became much more complex, with the addition 
of a distinction between new windows with sealed units and windows with 
secondary glazing, whereby the latter, which are mostly used in traditional 
housing, have been treated more harshly than insulating glass unit (IG-unit) 
windows. The reason for this may have been that many new windows used 
for replacing older windows in traditional buildings, which have more than 
one frame and possibly glazing bars, did not fulfil the previously simpler 
legal requirements.12

In the BR2010,13 windows with IG-units are treated completely differently 
from traditional windows with secondary glazing. Such windows are rated 
in relation to the U-value of the whole window in its actual form, size, and 
number of panes used, whereas windows with IG-units are rated based on a 
combination of the U-value and supplemental energy from the sun during 
the heating season, so-called energy gain (E). Furthermore, all windows 
with IG-units are supposed to be specified based on the energy gain of a 
reference window, Eref, as though they were designed with only one sing-
le-frame window with a standard size of 1.23 by 1.48 metres. This applies 
regardless of the actual size of the window in use, the number of frames, 
whether it has mullions, transoms, and glazing bars, and whether it has 
noise reduction or solar-coated panes. All these different parameters have 
a huge impact on the total energy performance, which makes it very hard, 
if not impossible, to select the most energy-efficient windows based on the 
rules of the BR2018.14 This shows that new windows with energy panes are 
given preferential treatment. 

Until 2008, a minimum U-value for windows was mentioned in the regula-
tions. However, that requirement disappeared in the BR201015—apart from 
windows inside houses that open towards rooms heated to more than 5 
Kelvin below the temperature in the specific room concerned. It is hard to 
see the logic in having rules for internal windows but not for windows in 
external walls. Since the tendency for many new houses is to make them look 
similar to old houses, this problem will thus affect new houses as well. 

DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
The following extracts from the Building Regulations (marked in grey) are all 
direct quotes (without correction of potential spelling mistakes or ambigui-
ties). The purpose of this article is to investigate whether the BR201816 meets 
the targets described in Chapter 11: Energy consumption:
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250. Buildings must be planned, established, converted and maintained 
in order to avoid unnecessary consumption of energy for heating, domes-
tic hot water, cooling, ventilation and lighting with due respect of the use 
of the building and the scope of the building work.17 

The examination addresses the specific field of the energy consumption of 
windows, with a special focus on multi-frame windows. This article only 
examines Chapter 11 of the BR2018, which deals with energy consumption 
based on the associated guidelines concerning windows with a focus on 
housing.18 This article focuses on describing the preconditions for under-
standing the design of different types of Danish windows and how the design 
influences the energy consumption.

The argument presented is that the BR201819 does not provide equitable 
tools that can assist building consultants, authorities, manufacturers, and 
consumers in selecting the most energy-efficient solutions. The competition 
parameter thus impedes the propagation of energy-efficient windows in 
traditional buildings as well as in new buildings equipped with multi-frame 
windows. Whether there are different requirements for windows with secon-
dary glazing compared with windows with IG-units has also been examined 
as part of this. 

The study was conducted—to the greatest extent possible—by collecting 
data from window manufacturers and then comparing these data for various 
typical window designs with the BR2018.20

REVIEW OF RELEVANT WINDOW TERMS21 
Design of windows
Traditional Danish windows are often designed with more than one frame. 
This often makes it necessary to divide the casement with a mullion if two 
separate frames are needed, and perhaps a transom in the case of four frames. 
Various combinations of this are also possible. Mullions and transoms are 
thus part of the casement and/or window jamb. If a window has more than 
one frame, it is referred to as a multi-frame window in this article. If the glass 
should be divided within the frame, this is done with glazing bars.

Windows with secondary glazing or storm windows
Traditional windows were normally fitted with only one layer of glass. To 
insulate against energy loss and noise, windows were subsequently given a 
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secondary glazing in Denmark, at least since the start of the 1700s. While 
Danish windows nearly always open outwards, secondary glazing opens 
inwards. This hence necessitates removing potted plants or other items from 
the windowsill in order to open the window. Around 1900, linked frames 
became widespread. Here, the second pane is attached to the frame and 
opens along with it—with no need for potted plants et cetera to be removed.

When describing the construction of a window, the number of panes is 
specified through counting them from the outside. Thus, a window with 
only one layer of glass is called ‘1’, while secondary glazing is referred to as 
‘1 + 1’. Secondary glazing was traditionally made with ordinary glass but is 
now primarily made with energy panes. Energy panes consist of one layer of 
glass fitted with a hard energy-saving coating. The coating limits long-wave 
radiation between the two layers and thus reduces heat loss by close to 50 per 
cent. The hard coating is stronger than the glass, which means that the pane 
can be treated as normal glass.

To improve insulation, secondary glazing can be produced as a sealed unit 
with, for instance, two layers of glass. This is referred to as ‘1 + 2’. One of the 

 Figure 1. Design of a traditional Danish window. Source: Thomas Kampmann.
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drawbacks of a window with secondary glazing is the difficulty of cleaning 
the individual surfaces as well as the fact that two frames have to be opened 
in order to let in fresh air. On the other hand, it is possible to clean all the 
surfaces, as opposed to the case of sealed units, in which the whole unit has 

Figure 2. Typical Danish window with secondary glazing. Source: Thomas Kampmann.
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to be replaced if the seal is broken. In addition, secondary glazing windows 
provide by far the best soundproofing, especially if there is an optimum 
amount of space between the two panes.22

Sealed-Unit Windows
Today, almost all windows have sealed units, in which two or three panes are 
joined together with a spacer. This is referred to as ‘2’ or ‘3’. If one or more 
of the glass surfaces has an energy-saving coating, they are called insulating 
glass units (IG-units). While one benefit of a sealed unit is that there is no 
need to clean the surfaces facing the cavity, on the other hand, if the seal 
is broken and the insulating gas evaporates, the unit cannot be fixed, and 
has to be replaced entirely. Another benefit of IG-units is that because it is 
not possible to touch both sides of the layers it is thus possible to apply a 
very sensitive coating, a so-called soft coating, which is very effective. This 
construction, however, does not provide optimum soundproofing, since one 
of the most important parameters for soundproofing is the distance between 
the layers, which is not very large here. 

Figure 3. Details of typical Danish sealed-unit windows. Source: Thomas Kampmann.
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Glazing bars in windows with IG-units can be constructed in two ways. 
Either with through-going glazing bars, which are very clumsy (due to the 
thick IG-units) and highly ineffective in terms of insulation, or with so-cal-
led fake glazing bars where the glass actually extends over the entire pane 
with several profiles glued or clipped to the glass. While fake glazing bars are 
much more energy-efficient, they nonetheless still pose problems. Naturally, 
they are much less visible than through-going glazing bars, especially when 
viewed perpendicularly to the window, but when viewed at an angle, the fake 
construction is obvious. Another problem with fake glazing bars is that they 
can easily fall off. 

Since many new buildings are well insulated, there is often a problem with 
overheating. In order to reduce this problem, many windows with IG-units 
are given a solar-control coating in order to reduce the risk of overheating. 
But as this is a permanent construction, it also prevents energy gain from the 
sun when needed in the cold season, which makes this solution problematic 
in climates with a heating season.

ENERGY LOSS THROUGH WINDOWS
The U-value, thermal transmittance, is the rate of heat transfer through a 
structure per temperature difference across the structure. It indicates the 
energy loss resulting from a building component and is measured in W/
m2/K. For windows, the U-value (Uwindow or Uw) is divided into:

1. Energy loss through panes (the upper arrow), which depends on the 
surface area of the panes (Uglass);

2. Energy loss through casement, mullion, transom, and glazing bars (the 
lower arrow), which depends on the area casement, mullion, transom, 
and glazing bars;

3. Energy loss through the edges of the pane (only for IG-units, since 
windows with secondary glazing have no spacer) (the middle arrow), 
which depends on the length of the edges of the panes (Ψ, the Greek 
letter psi) and is thus relatively much bigger for a multi-frame window 
than for a large, approximately square window.

As the U-value of the IG-units of today is different and often lower than 
the U-value of the casement, mullion, transom, and glazing bars, the ratio 
between the different ‘arrows’ changes dramatically depending on the 
design of the window. Hence, a circular window with no glazing bars will 
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have the highest share of energy-efficient panes and the relatively shortest 
edges around the panes. This share is somewhat lower for nearly square or 
rectangular windows and much lower for windows with mullions, transoms, 
and glazing bars. The share of the surface area of the panes will typically 
decrease from 75 per cent to 48 per cent in comparison with a single-frame 
window, and 1.23 by 1.48 metres compared with a window of similar size but 
with four frames and twenty panes. While it is quite simple to request the 
relevant U-values (from glass manufacturers), it is rather more complicated 
to calculate the U-value of the casement, mullion, transom, and glazing bars.

ENERGY GAIN THROUGH WINDOWS
When the sun shines, a certain percentage of the energy from the sun will 
pass through the window. The amount of energy that passes through the 
casement, mullion, transom, and glazing bars is negligible and is therefore 
omitted in the calculation of the total energy balance. The energy gained 
through the panes is referred to as the g-value, which denotes the percentage 
of solar energy that hits the panes during an average reference year and is 

Figure 4. Energy loss and gain through windows. Source: Thomas Kampmann.
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radiated into the interior, gglass. The gwindow is obtained by multiplying the gglass 
by the ratio of the surface area of the panes to that of window as a whole. 

TOTAL ENERGY BALANCE THROUGH WINDOWS
The total energy balance of a window is obtained by calculating the energy 
gained through the window during the heating season minus the energy 
lost through the window in the same heating season, and is referred to as 
Ewindow. As the energy gained through a window varies a lot depending on the 
orientation of the window, it is normally specified as a weighted average of 
the distribution of the surface areas of windows facing south. The unit is in 
kWh/m2/year, and it is thus quite easy to calculate the yearly energy loss by 
simply multiplying the energy balance by the total sum of the surface area 
of the windows. The annual expenses are calculated by multiplying the total 
energy loss by the relevant energy price. 

Since the total energy balance depends very much on the design of the 
window, the Danish Energy Agency has chosen to use a reference window 
consisting of only one frame, Eref with a size of 1.23 by 1.48 metres. The 
official definition of the reference window follows below. Since the energy 
balance is highly dependent on the design of the window, Eref cannot be used 
in calculating the energy loss, as will be explained in this article. A definition 
of the energy balance will follow as part of the explanation of the BR2018.23

ENERGY LOSS AS DEFINED IN BR2018
As Guideline 11, 1.6 of the BR201824 is still not available in English, the defi-
nition from BR201525 Appendix 6.2 (unpaginated) is shown instead, since 
they are much the same (calculation of energy gain through windows):

For facade windows, see EN 14351 – 1 Windows and external pedestrian 
doorsets without resistance to fire and/or smoke leakage characteristics, 
the window manufacturer calculates the energy gain as: 
Eref = I x gw – G x Uw = 196.4 x gw – 90.36 x Uw

where:
I: Sunlight corrected for the variation of g value with angle of entry
g w : Total solar energy transmittance of the window. G: Kilo degree hours 
in the heating season based on an indoor temperature of 20°C.Uw: Ther-
mal transmission coefficient of the window
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The solar heat gain I and the number of degree hours G during the heating 
season are determined on the basis of the reference year DRY (before the 
revision in 2014). The solar heat gain through windows depends on the 
orientation of the windows, and therefore a single-family house with the 
following distribution of windows is used as a point of reference:

North: 26%
South: 41%
East/west: 33%

The calculation uses a single-light opening reference window 1.23 m x 
1.48 m. The energy gain Eref is an appropriate expression to use in compa-
risons of the efficiency of different windows during the heating season. A 
separate assessment may need to be made with regard to nuisance due to 
solar heat gain and any overheating in summer.

Even though Eref is based on exploitation of solar heat gain through 
windows in a single-family house, Eref is also used to compare windows 
for replacement in buildings other than dwellings. This does not apply to 
holiday homes as, according to the provisions of the Planning Act, they 
are only used for a short time during the heating season.

New windows can lead to problems with overtemperature on sunny days, 
so an assessment should be made in many cases of the potential need for 
solar screening.26

The problem is that the calculations should be based on a so-called referen-
ce window with a fixed standard pane and not on the actual window used 
in each case. This is probably due to the fact that the energy performance 
changes to a great extent depending on the number of panes and glazing 
bars, the type of glass, and the use of special noise-reduction or solar-control 
glass (Appendix 1). Furthermore, the rules only apply to windows designed 
with IG-units, whereas the rules are completely different for windows with 
secondary glazing. 

DIFFICULT TO OBTAIN DATA FOR WINDOWS
As part of this examination, preparing an updated survey of the energy 
consumption of typical Danish windows in various typical variants was plan-
ned. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to find a single manufacturer of 
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IG-unit windows that includes an energy calculator on their website, even 
though this was quite common just a few years ago. All the manufacturers 
should also be able to produce the values when they deliver windows. 

All the manufacturers contacted mention that they are prepared to present 
the relevant data if requested. The Danish producers ‘Velfac’ and ‘Rationel’ 
were so kind as to send data from their window database when requested, 
whereas ‘Idealcombi’ could only refer to a local carpenter when asked for 
information. 

A third Danish manufacturer, Bøjsø, Døre og Vinduer, provides the following 
information on the energy calculation for their windows on their homepage 
(translated by the author):

When you receive offers and/or order confirmation from Bøjsø, we also 
specify the precise energy statistics for the specific window or door, which 
also includes a comprehensive calculation of the entire specification of 
average U-value. We can also send an energy fact sheet with the total 
energy calculation.27

It has only been possible to find a single website with an energy calculator, 
namely that of a manufacturer of secondary glazing.28 All the data collected 
for g- and U-values as well as the total energy balance for a representative 
selection of typical window types is shown in Appendix 1. It has thus only 
been possible to update the energy survey with limited data, meaning that the 
energy diagrams shown are based on data that is somewhat obsolete. The data 
collected does nevertheless show that manufacturers of energy-saving windows 
now make windows with much better energy performance than in the past.29

INFERENCES FROM THE DATA COLLECTED
As Appendix 1 shows, traditional wooden windows provided with secondary 
glazing (green background colour in column A) have almost the same energy 
performance regardless of the window design. This is relatively poor for Eref 
with only one frame in comparison with windows with IG-units, but much 
better for divided windows with mullion, transom, and glazing bars—as 
well as for noise-reducing panes. The main reason why the energy perfor-
mance is somewhat worse with glazing bars is that the shadows cast by the 
glazing bars have a negative effect on the g-value. On the other hand, IG-unit 
windows have very good energy performance for Eref and with a three-layer 
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IG-unit, they have an A-grade positive energy balance (Eref > 0). However, 
for windows with two casements or more, the energy performance is poorer 
than for windows with secondary glazing. 

If one takes the example of a traditional window with four frames and one 
glazing bar (column I), the recently introduced A-grade triple-pane ‘Velfac 
Classic (3)’ (row 16) has a 84 per cent greater energy loss than traditional 
windows (1+2) with secondary glazing with double coating (row 5) (energy 
gain ÷37.8 kWh/m2 /year compared with ÷20.5 kWh/m2 /year). For windows 
with two layers of glass, the C-grade ‘Velfac Classic’ double-pane window (2) 
(row 14) has an energy gain of ÷54.5 kWh/m2 /year and therefore only a 5.6 
kWh/m2 /year better energy gain than traditional secondary glazing with one 
hard-coated energy-saving pane (row 7), with an energy gain of ÷60.1 kWh/
m2 /year (1+1).

EXAMINATION OF THE BR2018, CHAPTER 11: 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Note that the guidelines for the BR201830 are still not complete—and not 
yet available in English translation. Chapter 11 deals with energy consump-
tion in buildings and hence also energy consumption through windows. 
Windows, along with external doors, roof lights, skylight domes, glazed 
external walls, glazed roofs, and hatches facing the outside are often trea-
ted differently than the rest of the building envelope. This is presumably 
because these are ‘weak’ spots that are much thinner than walls and roofs 
and develop extensive thermal bridges. There is also an extra challenge 
associated with building parts that contain glass, namely how they gain 
energy from the sun, which will result in extra energy in the heating season 
and can cause overheating in the summer.

250. Buildings must be planned, established, converted and maintained 
in order to avoid unnecessary consumption of energy for heating, domes-
tic hot water, cooling, ventilation and lighting with due respect of the use 
of the building and the scope of the building work.31 

This first provision is very easy to understand and has a clear purpose; not 
least because there is a general understanding of global heating as a serious 
challenge that calls for a reduction of energy consumption and a securing of 
energy supplies. The more we reduce consumption, the lower the demand 
for energy will be.
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251. Buildings must be planned, established, converted and maintained 
to ensure that the energy demand does not exceed the energy framework, 
which includes the total demand of the building for energy supply for 
heating, ventilation, cooling, domestic hot water and lighting. Energy 
supply from various energy sources must be added using the energy 
factors stated in ss. 252 and 253. Evidence must be provided based on 
the instructions of the Danish Building Research Institute 213 Energy 
demand in buildings. 

(2) For additions, changes in use, conversions, temporary movable pavi-
lions and holiday homes, the provisions of ss. 267-292 can be applied as 
an alternative to the energy framework. 

251. states that the energy demand for a building should not exceed the 
calculated energy framework. Again, this is a clear and logical require-
ment, and it seems obvious that one should use the actual energy data 
from the windows in use and not data from a reference window. Therefo-
re, you need to know the exact energy performance of the actual window 
to make a correct energy performance framework for a building. This 
speaks in favour of the manufacturer having to make the calculations as 
well as disclose the data when providing quotes and/or receiving orders.32

The problem is that the rules for windows are rather confusing. The energy 
performance framework should be calculated for the entire building, and 
in 11, 1.4 [5] it is specifically mentioned that the calculation must take into 
account all thermal bridges (not only for windows). If the transmission loss is 
calculated without thermal bridges, it will normally be 50–70 per cent higher 
when compared with calculations in which the thermal bridges are included. 
These rather clear rules indicate that it is important to calculate as accurately 
as possible so as to get the right results in order to design buildings with 
energy demands that are as low as possible. On the other hand, paragraph 
258 states that calculations should be made based on a reference window. 
However, as we have seen, windows perform very differently depending on 
their size, shape, design, and number of panes. 

255. Buildings and building parts, including windows and doors, must 
be planned and established to ensure that heat loss is not increased to a 
significant degree as a result of:  Moisture in structures. Unintended air 
flow though entrances in e.g. shops, offices and hotels. 
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2) Unintended air flow though building parts, e.g. heat insulation expo-
sed to wind effects. 
3) Thermal bridges. 

256. For energy calculations, the following preconditions apply to the 
calculations: 
1) In calculation of transmission areas, transmission loss and heat loss 
frameworks, DS 418 Calculation of heat loss from buildings must be applied. 
2) The energy effect of thermal bridges must be included in the form of 
documentation of U values for each building part.33

Please note that the thermal bridges in, for instance, windows should be 
included in the calculations of heat loss is mentioned in particular. However, 
when a reference window is used, most of the calculations do not take this 
element into account, as seen in provision 258. Windows are mentioned speci-
fically, presumably because there are major problems with thermal bridges in 
windows. The general minimum requirements for building envelops state that:
 

257. Each building part must be insulated to ensure that the heat loss 
coefficients do not exceed the values stated in Appendix 2, Table 1. 
(. . .) 
(2) Subsection 1 does not apply to ss. 267-270 and ss. 274-282. 
(. . .)
Tables for Chapter 11 – Energy consumption 
Table 1 – General minimum requirements for building envelopes
For gates and hatches opening to the outside or to unheated rooms and 
glass walls and windows adjacent to rooms heated to a temperature crea-
ting a temperature difference between the rooms of 5 °C or more:
U value [W/sq. metre K] 1.80.34

As becomes clear, there are no minimum requirements for windows in 
Table 1, except for windows inside buildings that are adjacent to rooms 
heated to such an extent that a temperature difference between the rooms 
of 5 °C or more results. See paragraph 268 below. This is exactly the same 
wording as in the BR2015,35 and it is hard to see this rule having any prac-
tical application. The rules regarding the U-value for windows have been 
replaced with minimum requirements for the energy performance for a 
reference window. The general minimum requirements for windows, glass 
outer wall, skylights, and glass roofs state that:
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258. Windows, glass outer walls, skylights and glass roofs must be in 
accordance with the following requirements for energy performance: 
For windows and glass outer walls, the energy balance for the reference 
window may not be lower than -17.0 kWh/sq. metre per year. The energy 
balance is calculated as Eref = 196.4 x gw – 90.36 x Uw. 
(. . .)
Sound glass and other functional glass may be used if the reference 
windows fulfils the energy balance requirement. However, glass with a 
lower solar heat transmittance (g value) may be used if energy savings 
related to the solution can be proven. 
(2) The reference dimensions for windows, glass outer walls, skylights 
and glass roofs is 1.23 metres x 1.48 metres.36

Using soundproofed glass will generally result in a poorer U-value for 
IG-unit windows if the distance between the layers is reduced to less than 
14 millimetres as a result of a thicker inner pane. This is often the case if the 
manufacturer’s normal window has an interspace of around 16 millimetres, 
which is the optimal distance for minimizing the U-value. Likewise, using 
solar-coated glass will result in a dramatically poorer g-value and thus a 
significantly poorer energy balance for the actual window.

The energy gain Eref is an appropriate expression to use in comparisons of 
the efficiency of different windows during the heating season. A separate 
assessment may need to be made with regard to nuisance due to solar 
heat gain and any overheating in summer.37

As shown in Appendix 1, there can be a huge difference between the energy 
data for two given windows, which again confirms the objection that using 
a reference window does not give a true picture of the energy-related condi-
tions of different types of windows. The energy frameworks for residential 
units, halls of residences, hotels et cetera state that:

259. For residential units, halls of residence, hotels, etc. the total energy 
supply demand of the building for heating, ventilation, cooling and domes-
tic hot water per sq. metre heated floor area may not exceed 30.0 kWh/sq. 
metre per year plus 1,000 kWh per year divided by the heated floor area. 
(…)
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267. In case of changes in use of a building or parts of a building which 
results in a significant increase in energy consumption, the energy 
demands may be observed by using the energy framework in ss. 259-266 
or by following the requirements for U values in s. 268.38

And there are no rules for windows except the general rules of 259–66 or 268.
 

268. Building parts adjacent to heated rooms must be established with 
heat loss coefficients corresponding to the temperature to which the 
rooms are heated stated in Appendix 2, Table 2. Windows, glass outer 
walls, glass roofs and skylights must fulfill the requirements stated in ss. 
257 and 258.39 

Concerning windows, paragraph 268 only refers to ss. 257 and 258, which 
state that the calculation should made based on the deceptive reference 
window, and not based on the specific energy framework of the windows in 
question.

269. In case of changes in use of a building or parts of a building, structu-
ral circumstances may result in failure to fully observe s. 268. In that case, 
the missing capacity must be replaced by other energy solutions which 
compensate for this failure. 

270. Structural changes must be in accordance with the requirements 
in s. 268. Changes which result in an increase in energy consumption 
may be carried out provided equivalent compensating energy savings 
are carried out.40 

There are no rules for windows in the regulation Table 2—Minimum requi-
rements for the building envelope in the case of changes in use. The energy 
requirements for additions (ss. 271–73) state that:

271. Additions must be planned and established in a way which ensu-
res that the energy demand does not exceed the energy framework 
on calculation. If the energy framework is used for additions, the 
energy framework only applies to the addition. The size of the energy 
framework for the addition is calculated based on the area of the entire 
building. Alternatively, the requirements may be observed by observing 
the U values stipulated in s. 268 or the heat loss framework stipulated 
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in s. 272. It is a condition of the use of the U values in s. 268 that the 
total area of outer doors and windows, including skylights, dome lights, 
glass outer walls and glass roofs does not exceed 22 per cent of the total 
heated floor area. 

272. The heat loss framework may be applied to additions if the heat loss 
of the addition does not exceed the heat loss which would have occurred 
if the U value requirements in s. 268 had been complied with. 

(2) In this context, the heat loss framework only includes the addition. 
However, 50 per cent of the previous heat loss through the part of the 
facade on the existing building which is covered by the addition may be 
included in the heat loss framework. 

273. Windows in the addition may be included in the heat loss framework 
as the actual windows or windows with a U value of 1.2 W/sq. metre K. 
The actual windows must be used in the calculation of the real conditions.41

How the last sentence in 273 should be understood is unclear. But, appa-
rently, energy data for the actual windows should be used so as to calculate 
the real conditions. When asked directly, the Ministry of Transport, Building 
and Housing referred me to the Copenhagen municipality, which was asked 
as well but was unsure of what exactly was meant and could not provide 
a proper answer. The energy requirements in connection with conversions 
and the replacement of building parts are presented in ss. 274–79 and the 
corresponding table:

274. In conversions, energy savings must be carried out to the extent that 
they are financially viable and do not involve a risk of moisture damage. 
The energy demands in conversions may either be observed by fulfilling 
the requirements for all building parts affected in s. 279 or by observing 
the renovation classes for existing buildings in ss. 280-282. The renova-
tion classes constitute an energy framework for existing buildings. 

275. Conversions for which the annual savings times useful life divided 
by investment exceeds 1,33 are considered financially viable. If conver-
sions are not financially viable, the lack of financial viability must be 
proven. If a conversion is not financially viable, it should be determined 
if a smaller conversion would be viable. 
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(2) In structures with room for insulation, e.g. sloping roofs with rafters, 
examinations must first be carried out to determine if insulation of the 
cavities are financially viable and then if reinsulation according to the 
requirements in s. 279 is financially viable. 

276. Changes to buildings which involve an increase in energy consump-
tion may be carried out if corresponding compensating energy savings 
are carried out. 

277. If building parts or installations are replaced, the provisions in s. 
279 and the installation parts must be maintained irrespective of their 
financial viability. 

278. Churches and additions which form part of a listed ancient monu-
ment are exempt from the provisions of ss. 274-282. 
(2) Listed buildings are exempt from the provisions of ss. 274-282 if 
observing the energy requirements in ss. 274-282 would be contrary to 
the architectural, cultural, historical or environmental values of the listed 
building. 
(3) Buildings worthy of preservation which are included in a local preser-
vation planning regulation or a registered preservation declaration or 
buildings appointed in the municipal plan as being worthy of preservation 
under s. 19(1) of the Danish Act on Listed Buildings are also exempt from 
the provisions in ss. 274-282 if observation of the requirement would be 
contrary to the plan or appointment in question. 

279. Conversion or other changes to the building must be in accordance 
with the requirements for U values and linear thermal transmittance 
stated in Appendix 2, Table A. Windows, glass outer walls, glass roofs and 
skylights must fulfill the requirements stated in ss. 257 and 258.42 

Paragraphs 274–82 address conversions and replacements of building parts 
and thus also the renovation or replacement of windows. The table above 
shows that a renovated secondary window should have a minimum U-value 
of 1.65. This is very sensible, as it can be achieved very simply by mounting a 
secondary glazing window with one layer of energy-saving glass. The problem 
arises when one reads the definition for a renovated secondary window. As 
the guideline from 2018 is still not available in English translation, what 
follows here is the definition from the BR2015:44
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Renovated secondary windows are windows which are dismantled, reno-
vated and reinstalled in another building. In this context, the removal 
of windows for work which is comparable to regular maintenance, for 
example painting, puttying and repair is not a renovated window if the 
windows are reinstalled in the same building.

No requirements are specified for the energy performance of secondary 
window frames which are fitted on existing, permanent windows.45

This definition of a renovated window is rather unusual, and this author is 
not aware of any actual examples such renovation. It would mean that there 
is a window opening in another building into which the renovated windows 
would fit exactly—which is considered somewhat unlikely. Presumably, they 
could only be installed in a brand-new building—which would have to follow 
the rules for the reference window. In that case, it would be more appropriate 
to call these recycled windows.

The provisions continue by specifically mentioning that there are no requi-
rements for renovated secondary windows if they remain in a building. 
This is quite strange, since one of the most common and cost-effective ways 
to reduce energy consumption is to install energy glass in the secondary 
frame—a procedure that is even allowed in protected buildings. The energy 
consumption will thus be halved. 

If one were to insert an energy pane with two coatings, the total energy 
consumption would fall to one sixth compared with the use of ordinary glass 

Building element U-value [W/m²K]
(. . .) (. . .)

doors/gates 1.80
hatches, new secondary

windows and skylight domes
1.40

renovated secondary windows 1.65
(. . .) (. . .)

Table 1. Building elements and U-values (Table 3 in Appendix 2 to the regulations)43
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in the secondary frames. Furthermore, it is clear that secondary windows will 
only be rated based on their U-value and the sun gain through the windows. 
Since a window with secondary glazing will gain even more energy from the 
sun than an IG-unit window, this seems discriminatory, since it shows that 
the requirements for windows designed as a window with secondary glazing 
are only supposed to apply to the U-value of the actual window size. There is 
no explanation for the difference and the, in this respect, incomprehensible 
discrimination in comparison with IG-unit glass windows. 

If one takes into account that the energy loss through windows with seconda-
ry glazing will change relatively little if one compares the reference window 
with windows with many frames and panes, this is even more remarkable. 
New secondary windows are defined as new 1 + 2 windows, which means 
that the outer part of the window has one layer of glass, whereas the pane in 
the secondary glazing should be given an energy-saving pane. Otherwise, it 
is not possible to achieve a U-value of less than 1.40.

As is shown in Appendix 1, this type of window actually has a U-value of 
slightly less than 1.40, but has an energy gain for the actual window that 
is worse than that of a 1 + 1 solution with only one energy-saving glass in 
the secondary glazing. The far most energy-efficient window with seconda-
ry glazing is achieved with a 1 + 2 solution with an energy pane with two 
coatings. This design is also actually even better than that of equivalent new 
three-layer energy-saving panes—except in the case of the reference window! 
Here it should be mentioned that some manufacturers have had problems 
with thermal breakage when using energy panes with two coatings.

RESULTS OF THE EXAMINATION OF THE FINNISH BUILDING 
LEGISLATION OF 2013/2017
The Finnish building legislation for new buildings is from 2017 and for buil-
dings undergoing renovation or alternations from 2013.46 For windows, there 
are only requirements for the U-value: this should generally be less than 1.00 
W/m2/K. There are, however exceptions for:

buildings to the extent to which they are protected, and where observing 
the provisions would change the protected parts in a way that cannot be 
considered acceptable;
Additionally, here is a simple rule:
If old windows and external doors are repaired, the thermal resistance 
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must be improved where possible.
If the windows are repaired, achieving the original or better level would 
be sufficient, but there would not be actual obligation to improve.47 

If this law were adhered to according to its intention, this would suggest a 
very simple and energy-efficient way to preserve original windows. There are 
no requirements for energy gain from the sun, the g-value, but the energy 
amassed through the windows is often mentioned as a huge problem. The 
general advice is to acquire new windows with a low g-value in order to 
prevent overheating in the summer. This is astonishing advice in light of the 
quite cold climate of Finland. In Denmark, overheating is not a problem in 
older houses with a relatively small share of windows and solid brick walls, 
which balance the temperature. It must be recalled that a low g-value will 
apply throughout the whole year—also during the heating season. It should 
also be noted that there are no examples of windows with low g-value in 
Appendix 1—even though they have a very low energy performance. 

NORWEGIAN BUILDING LEGISLATION OF 2017
The currently valid Norwegian building legislation is from 2017 and quite 
simple and clear with regard to the requirements for the insulation quali-
ty of windows.48 There are only requirements for the U-value: this should 
generally be less than 0.80 and, at minimum, less than 1.2 W/m2 K. There are 
no requirements for energy gain from the sun, the so-called the g-value. As 
Appendix 1 shows, it is impossible for common Danish windows to achieve 
a U-value as low as 0.80, apart from windows with only one frame and with a 
three-layer IG-unit. This, however, limits architectural freedom. But there are 
some exceptions for buildings with outer walls made of logs. For protected 
and conservation-worthy buildings, the following rule applies: 

In the case of projects where compliance with the requirements in this 
chapter is incompatible with the preservation of monuments of cultu-
ral and/or antiquarian value, the requirements apply insofar as they are 
appropriate.49

SWEDISH BUILDING LEGISLATION OF 2011/2018
The Swedish building legislation came into force in 2011, with various 
amendments until 2019.50 The law deals with the overall energy framework, 
and states that energy gain from the sun through windows, the g-value, 
should be taken into account (translated by the author):
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Section 3: When calculating a building’s energy use, the building’s design, 
location and orientation are taken into account, including outdoor clima-
te and passive solar radiation.
If the building does not meet the requirements for the primary energy 
figure after changes have been made, the following U-values shall be stri-
ven for in changes to the building envelope. (BFS 2017:5).
Uwindow 1.2 W/m2, K.51

It appears that one is free to choose between various window solutions as long 
as the total energy framework is adhered to. If not, the maximum U-value 
must be 1.2 W/m2 K. Though there are no specific requirements for energy 
gain from the sun, i.e. the g-value of the windows, energy gain is used in the 
overall energy framework—just as in Denmark. There is also a comprehensi-
ve description of the conditions of buildings worthy of preservation, 1:2213 
Particularly valuable buildings:

A building can be such a particularly valuable building referred to in Chap-
ter 8, Section 13, PBA, either because it has such values itself or because 
it is an essential part of a particularly valuable built environment. What 
is stated here about buildings also apply for areas of built environment.  
A building can be particularly valuable if it clarifies earlier societal condi-
tions. Examples of this are 
• buildings that represent an earlier common building category or 

structure that has now become rare. 
• buildings that illustrate earlier dwelling conditions, social and econo-

mic conditions, working conditions, different groups’ living condi-
tions, urban building ideals or architectural ideals and values and 
thought patterns, and buildings that have represented functions or 
activities important to the local community.

A building can also be particularly valuable if it clarifies the societal 
progress. Examples of this are 
• buildings that e.g. illustrate the emergence of social movements, the 

breakthrough of mass car ownership, immigration or emigration,
• buildings that have served as role models or in other ways been acclai-

med in its time, and
• buildings that are characterized by a strong architectural idea.
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A building can also be particularly valuable if it in itself is a source of 
knowledge about older materials and construction techniques. 

A building can be particularly valuable from an artistic point of view if it 
shows special aesthetic qualities or has a high level of ambition regarding 
architectural design or in construction and material choice or in artistic 
design and decoration.  

The concept particularly valuable means that the building particularly 
well shall illustrate a certain condition or in its context have few counter-
parts that can illustrate the same condition.  

Buildings from the time before the built environment expansion of the 
1920s, that have its main character preserved, currently represents such 
a limited part of the building stock that most of them can be assumed to 
fulfill some of the criteria for particularly valuable building. (BFS 2016:6).

General recommendation
Windows: Windows are often of great importance for how the buil-
ding is perceived and its cultural values. Reasons for deviation from 
the requirement for maximum U-value could be if the windows are 
manufactured specifically to meet the building's aesthetic or cultural 
values. Original windows should only be replaced using windows that 
in respect of materials, proportions, division and profiling are well 
suited to the character of the building. Windows may also have a highly 
significant cultural value to the extent that they should not be replaced 
unless there are exceptional reasons. Other measures to increase ther-
mal resistance should be taken instead.52 

If this law were adhered to based on its intention, this would suggest a very 
simple and energy-efficient way to preserve original windows, thus similar 
to the Finnish regulations. However, there is no mention of the very large 
energy-saving potential of energy-improving traditional windows.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Denmark is the only Nordic country that makes direct reference to the total 
energy balance of a window in which both energy loss and energy gain from 
the sun are taken into account. In both Sweden and Denmark, it is neces-
sary to calculate the total energy framework for an entire building, which, 
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for windows, includes the total energy loss and energy gain from the actual 
windows in the actual building. The calculations therefore show the actual 
energy performance of the windows, but since energy loss and gain are calcu-
lated separately, it is rather complicated to compare the total energy balance 
for windows with an alternative scenario—for instance, windows with secon-
dary glazing—and it is feared that this is rarely done in practice. 

The Danish BR201853 can be helpful when selecting the most energy-efficient 
windows with IG-units whose geometry corresponds to the single light/
one-frame reference windows. However, if the windows, for instance, have 
more than one frame, this does not apply. Furthermore, the information 
regarding windows in the BR201854 is quite illogical and hard to understand. 
The BR201855 should thus be modified as far as windows are concerned, not 
least since round half of the windows used in Denmark are multi-frame.56 The 
regulations should also stop using Eref, and all windows, including windows 
with secondary glazing, should be rated based on the energy balance of the 
actual window in the actual design. 

Based on discussions in the other Nordic countries about overheating in the 
summer caused by windows, which therefore recommend windows with a low 
g-value, it seems important to consider these factors as well. Windows with 
a low g-value will save energy for cooling in the summer but, on the other 
hand, increase the consumption of energy in the winter. Of course, unlike 
Denmark, the rest of the Nordic countries also have to take into account their 
large geographical range, which extends over several different climate zones.

Windows with secondary glazing have a similar energy performance to 
IG-unit windows for multi-frame windows. Since the majority of existing 
buildings have multi-frame windows, it seems far more important to make 
them as energy-efficient as possible, contrary to the practice in the past four 
decades, in which they have often been replaced with new windows. This 
might have a big impact on total energy consumption, and it is probably far 
more sustainable to improve the energy efficiency of existing windows in 
older building stock than to replace them with new ones.

CONCLUSION
None of the building regulations of the Nordic countries specifies the great 
potential of energy-optimizing original windows.
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None of the Nordic building regulations requires a direct calculation of the 
energy loss and gain for the actual window in the actual design of windows.

The lack of energy calculators on manufactures’ websites is a very big 
problem. In Denmark, window manufacturers are obligated to provide the 
actual energy data, but only if it is requested in connection with an offer. 
Since it is so cumbersome to find the most energy-efficient solution, it is 
feared that this does not happen in practice.

All companies should provide a publicly available energy calculator in order 
to receive an energy rating, so that it would be possible to find the right 
energy data before requesting an offer. There also needs to be an indepen-
dent website, including for windows with secondary glazing, that addresses 
the sustainability (life-cycle analysis), maintenance, noise reduction, total 
economy, and energy performance of windows in typical designs and sizes.

If the Finnish rule ‘If old windows and external doors are repaired, the 
thermal resistance must be improved where possible’ were combined with 
reliable energy calculators to actually find the right energy data, the Nordic 
countries could most likely combine building conservation with massive 
energy savings.
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54 Ibid.

55 Ibid.
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formance of Multi-Frame Windows’, paper for the conference 7. Passivhus Norden: Sustainable 
Cities and Buildings, Copenhagen, 20–21 August 2015.
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APPENDIX 1 
Diagram showing the energy loss (U-value), energy gain (g-value), and total energy balance of the 
entire window for typical Danish windows. The figures for sealed-unit windows and for ‘Bøjsø’ were 
obtained from the manufacturers. The numbers of windows with single-layer glass or secondary 
glazing come from the ‘Energiforsatsgruppe’, as association of manufacturers of windows with 
secondary glazing.57 Source: Thomas Kampmann.
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ABSTRACT 
The region of Västra Götaland has investigated the possibility of opening a 
number of new train stations in the region, with the aim of strengthening 
local labour markets and promoting sustainable commuting possibilities and 
development outside of metropolitan areas. This article explores the possible 
impacts of this directive on the development of sustainable and vibrant 
communities, with a focus on urban form and its configurative properties. 
Today, there is almost unanimous agreement within planning practice 
regarding the use of ‘concentric centrality’ as a model for urban development 
near stations, whereby high densities are encouraged within one kilometre of 
stations. In this article, the relevance of the Station Proximity Principle (and 
its use in the Transit-Oriented Development, or TOD, model) is questioned 
with respect to small communities. Taking Svenshögen as an example, the 
article advocates taking landscape conditions, barrier effects, and visibility 
and access in relation to key functions into account as well. A shift from 
node thinking to network thinking is needed. The alternative approach put 
forward here draws on space syntax theories and point-line-field conditions, 
opening up design strategies that are relevant for small communities and that 
take aspects crucial for their development and viability into consideration 
and avoid a narrow focus solely on transportation aspects.

KEYWORDS
Station communities, centrality, urban form, node networks

DEVELOPING STATION COMMUNITIES: ALTERNATIVE 
APPROACHES AND PERSPECTIVES ON ACCESS
Ann Legeby
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INTRODUCTION
Metropolitan regions in Sweden are growing; as a result, challenges related 
to sustainable development, including climate change, social inequalities, 
and social polarization, are becoming increasingly urgent. Recent decades 
have witnessed the concentration of investment and development in larger 
cities in Sweden, as a result of unfortunate interurban competition and 
regional imbalances. ‘Densification’ is a buzzword in planning debates and 
planning practice.1 However, even as Sweden’s cities grow, it is possible to 
see two partly contradictory tendencies emerging in parallel: on one hand, 
an increasingly densifying inner city, and, on the other, the production of 
continuous sprawl.2 These tendencies can be seen in the Gothenburg region, 
where land in the centre of the city of Gothenburg is experiencing incre-
asing development pressure, whilst peripheral locations are simultaneously 
witnessing on-going expansive urban development, which makes it difficult 
to fulfil municipal goals related to ensuring ‘green, fair, and accessible’ cities.3 
A strategy for dealing with these patterns within the Västra Götaland region 
has been to try to relieve the development pressures on the metropolitan 
area by constructing new railways stations. Today there are about 100 train 
stations in the region, and the region of Västra Götaland has investigated the 
possibility of opening (or reopening) forty new stations in smaller commu-
nities, with the aim of strengthening the labour market, improving access to 
education opportunities, and supporting and providing sustainable commu-
ting options. The regional governing body sees train station communities 
as generators for positive, sustainable development outside of metropolitan 
areas.4 Planning for these communities often follows a principle of encoura-
ging high densities in proximity to the station (e.g. within one kilometre of 
the station), with densities decreasing as distance from the station increases.
 
The sustainability challenges that cities and regions are facing today call for 
increased critical reflection on how we should plan for growing regions in 
the future. One of the strategies that must be examined is the development of 
new and existing ‘station communities’ (a term used to describe settlements 
with a train station at their centre).5 This article addresses the developme-
nt of sustainable train station communities, specifically aiming to identify 
urban models for their development that extend beyond aspects related to 
energy-efficient public transportation. The article discusses how centrality 
and accessibility are understood in these models, showing how, based on 
the example of Svenshögen, an alternative model might play out in a station 
community along the Bohusbanan railway line. Which urban models are 
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capable of going beyond simple measures of energy-efficient public trans-
portation to also incorporate social aspects and aims in the task of creating 
sustainable communities?

The article questions the principles currently being applied in developing 
station communities. Prevalent principles and theories that are often raised 
in relation to the development of cities linked to railways include: the Station 
Proximity Principle developed in the Copenhagen metropolitan area accor-
ding to Hartoft-Nielsen6 and Naess,7 Transit-Oriented Development as origi-
nally developed by Calthorp,8 and also various versions of the Neighbourhood 
Unit Planning from the 1940s and 1950s, which has had an enormous impact 
on the urban landscape in Sweden.9 It is important to acknowledge that these 
models all emerged from studies of cities, or at least of larger communities 
and neighbourhoods. All three of these principles are also based on an idea 
of centrality that perceives it as being focused on a core, a point, or a node, 
thus conceiving urban form as following a concentric distribution from this 
point. The conditions that characterize the existing station communities 
investigated by Region Västra Götaland, however, differ considerably from 
those in cities, where centrality functions in a nodal manner; in these smaller 
communities, the population density is low, the pressure and/or demand to 
build is often limited, barrier effects exist as communities are often located 
on one side of the railway line and station, and other amenities and impor-
tant functions are both limited and not necessarily found in proximity to 
the station. This article argues that the strategy of building and densifying 
in a circle around a train station—a principle based on findings generated in 
relation to conditions found in cities and not in smaller settlements—over-
looks the importance of good access to other amenities besides the station 
and does not take landscape prerequisites into consideration to a sufficient 
extent. Adequate access to a multitude of amenities is essential to support 
social sustainability and the development of vibrant smaller communities.

Prevailing thinking about the development of station communities is also 
strongly influenced by ideas about density and land use. Whilst these ideas 
are reviewed in this article, the focus of this study is instead on urban form, 
and, more specifically, on configurative properties that may support the 
sustainable development of smaller communities beyond simply providing 
good accessibility to public transportation or access to the regional core. The 
focus on urban form speaks to one of the core concerns of planning and 
urban design practice and is linked to an interest in living conditions and 
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the creation of vibrant communities in ways that could, from a longer-term 
perspective, contribute to the creation of a more diverse region. In proposing 
an alternate approach, the study explores a range of existing approaches and 
theories that highlight the social and cultural aspects of communities and the 
everyday life activities they accommodate. In this task, the article draws on 
work, for example, on centrum-periphery relations, as well as on scholarship 
about how centrality emerges as a result of urban form, using theories found 
in space syntax10 as well as concepts like point-line-field conditions.11 Taken 
together, such approaches, it is argued, open up alternative design strategies 
for small cities and communities, where key amenities are recognized as a 
crucial element in the development of a local community that is not only a 
residential suburb dependent on commuting. The study also seeks to identify 
an approach capable of looking beyond travelling for job opportunities, and 
of taking into account access to and between the other amenities that are 
important for everyday life.

Svenshögen in the Stenungsund municipality is used to exemplify how such 
an approach may be applied and how it could contribute to the discussion 
about sustainable ‘rurban’ development.12 A configurative approach and 
understanding of centrality and of the centre-periphery relation can serve 
as an alternative to the prevailing urban models used in planning practice 
today. A shift from node thinking to system-network thinking is, it is argued, 
required if we are to facilitate the development of station communities and 
ensure that social aspects and accessibility to essential functions and ameni-
ties besides the train station are both taken into account. In the long term, 
this is of great importance for achieving sustainability in small communities.

BACKGROUND: PLANNING STATION COMMUNITIES IN VÄSTRA 
GÖTELAND AND STENUNGSUND
Regional Planning Strategies
Two regional public actors are involved in the planning of infrastructure 
systems, including the locations of train stations: Gothenburg Region and 
Region Västra Götaland. Investments in the Gothenburg region have aimed 
to strengthen the city of Gothenburg, developing it in its role as the strong 
core of the region. From this core, transport corridors extend out into the 
region, with highways and/or railroads providing efficient opportunities for 
transportation.13 Along these corridors there should be ‘. . . several strong 
and attractive sub-region centres.’14 Of the total estimated population growth 
of 180,000 people, the aim is to concentrate 25 per cent (45,000 people) in 
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the core and distribute 75 per cent (135,000 people) along these transport 
corridors and in existing urban developments. 

Region Västra Götaland15 is the actor that has formulated strategies for 
sustainable transportation, including the further development of the railway 
system. In 2035, the region is expected to accommodate 1.9 million inhabi-
tants (it is home to 1.6 million today). The region proposes that train traffic 
will play a key role in relation to future development; it is a means to enlarge 
the region as well transform the transport system and make it more environ-
mentally friendly. Based on the argument that rail has the greatest potential 
within public transportation,16 an investigation of the possibility to open 
a number of new stations has been carried out.17 The aim of opening new 
stations (or reopening closed ones) is to strengthen the region as a whole, 
support local labour markets, and provide opportunities for sustainable 
commuting. Today more than a third of the region’s inhabitants commute to 
another municipality. Development in proximity to train stations is seen as 
a way to achieve the goals formulated in the policy document ‘Vision for the 
Västra Götaland Region’ (2005).18

There is a risk that too strong a focus on development in Gothenburg could 
result in a regional imbalance and a concentration of resources that may lead 
to increased polarization and unequal living conditions. Such imbalances, 
in terms of both centre-periphery and urban-rural relations, have long 
been debated, and how they are understood impacts the strategies that are 
employed in relation to development outside of cities. An obvious risk is that 
whilst a well-functioning commuting system has great potential to connect 
communities further out in the region to workplaces and services, increa-
sed access to the metropolitan core could have the effect of draining local 
communities and local services, as people go elsewhere to work, study, shop, 
and engage in leisure.

Bohusbanan
The 180-kilometre-long Bohusbanan railway line connects Gothenburg with 
Strömstad. The railway line, which opened in 1903–07, was initially built to 
connect Gothenburg with Oslo, two important cities in what at that time was 
part of the union between Sweden and Norway. There were initially nearly 
forty stations, but only seventeen of them remain today.19 The idea of connec-
ting the Swedish and Norwegian railway systems became less interesting 
when the union dissolved in 1905. The southern part was electrified in 1939 
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and the northern part in 1950. Today, Bohusbanan carries regional traffic 
and freight (the latter only in the part that is north of Dingle). 

Comprehensive Planning in Stenungsund
The municipality of Stenungsund has 25,500 inhabitants (2017) and a compa-
ratively high number of workplaces (3,000), resulting in a balance of commu-
ting flows. One aim of the proposed ‘Comprehensive Plan for Stenungsund’ 
(2018) is to build 170 new housing units each year. The majority of these 
dwellings will be built in existing communities with a high level of access 
to public transportation.20 Today, there are three train stations—Svenshö-
gen, Stenungsund, and Stora Höga—with a fourth (Jörlanda) suggested for 
reopening. According to the plan, new development around the train stations 
should primarily be located within a one-kilometre radius of the station. This 
area is marked as a circle in the plan and is thus in line with concepts in 
transport planning that are elaborated further in this article. Public trans-
portation via bus is well developed and to some extent serves the same desti-
nations and routes as the railway system. The ‘Comprehensive Plan’ proposes 
a new double line for the Bohusbanan, a new bridge to Orust (Svanesund), 
commuting ferry lines between the coastal municipalities, and a new travel 
hub in the centre of Stenungsund, 500 metres south of the existing station. 
An expansion of the bicycle network is proposed to connect the communi-
ties and cover the whole municipality. Taken together, developed plans exist 
for extensive investments in infrastructure, on both regional and municipal 
levels. Such investments will have impact in ways that extend well beyond 
the transportation aspects of the plan, and for this reason it is important that 
the concepts and models applied to development—particularly around train 
stations—be interrogated.

Theoretical Framework
How cities and communities are designed is critical to their sustainability, 
as it affects the access that they afford to amenities and resources. A number 
of prevailing concepts related to density, accessibility, and land use that have 
influenced the development of station communities in the Västra Götaland 
region, are presented below. 

Many of the studies addressing location, land use, and density in relation to 
railway stations, it can be argued, have been based on forms of node thinking, 
whereby urban development is understood as following a nodal logic. Such 
studied have concerned themselves with identifying a core and organizing 
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development around that core in a concentric form, with land use and densi-
ty depending solely on distance from the station. Many of the concepts that 
such an approach is built upon are derived from studies of larger cities rather 
than small cities or communities.21 In contrast to smaller communities, large 
cities typically maintain high building densities in proximity to stations, a 
high level of mixed use, and, most importantly, a large hinterland of urban 
development that extends out several kilometres and has an effect on the 
core. In small cities or communities, this hinterland is often undeveloped. In 
many planning strategies that deploy such node thinking, the designation of 
the ‘centre’ is also influenced by a transportation logic. 

In this study, alternative ways of understanding centrality are introduced, and 
thus highlight a social logic of space. A different understanding of proximity 
is, I argue, needed when designing station communities in line with sustai-
nability priorities. We need to be more aware of urban form and the spatial 
relations that are created, and to pay greater attention to site conditions and 
the location and nature of existing amenities.

Urban Models in Economics
It is possible to see that models from urban economics have, historically, 
heavily impacted urban development strategies. Such models are relevant to 
the development of station communities and the centre-periphery relations 
between areas of high concentration and areas of low concentration. Origi-
nally a model for agricultural land use, von Thünen’s location model of 1826 
provides one example of such a model. Assuming that the terrain was flat 
and that each market or city was isolated from the others and self-sufficient, 
the model described the way in which land close to marketplaces, the centres 
of settlements, is more expensive because of transportation costs. Even 
today, the model illustrates to some extent the balance that must be achieved 
between land costs and transportation costs and the how the price of land 
increases as one gets closer to a city. A second historically important model 
is Walter Christaller’s Central Place Theory, which he formulated in the 
1930s.22 The theory was based on studies of cities and communities under-
taken through an economic lens; it holds that people gather to share goods 
and ideas, and that those central places/communities thus exist for economic 
reasons. Christaller identified five types of communities of different sizes, as 
a result of which each had different reach/catchment areas. The importance 
of transport costs continues to be emphasized in more recent studies—for 
example, the New Economic Geography developed by Paul Krugman.23 
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Contemporary theories of this sort highlight the importance of cities for the 
concentration of human capital and economic flows, and explain that cities 
are not spread out evenly because production tends to concentrate in places, 
regions, or cities—such places are, as a result, likely to be more densely popu-
lated and to have higher levels of income. 

The Station Proximity Principle
A Station Proximity Principle was developed in Copenhagen and has been 
part of the regional plan since 1947.24 The so-called ‘finger plan’—which 
proposed a radial structure made up of railway lines extending outwards 
from the core, with green wedges (left free of development) in between 
them—has been developed over the years and remains the guiding principle 
for urban development in Copenhagen.25 The plan from 1989 included 
what was termed a policy directive for ‘common transport and localization’, 
which stated that services should be located in close proximity to stations, 
with workplaces within 600 metres26 and housing within two kilometres. 
The argument for this strategy was that such a structure provides a high 
level of access to urban functions, preserves green wedges, prevents sprawl, 
decreases traffic congestion, reduces car traffic, increases the use of public 
transport, and improves the economic performance of public transport.27 
More recent versions of the ‘finger plan’ were launched in 2007 and 2013.28 
The plan includes restrictions regarding land use with relation to proximity 
to stations, with workplaces and other more intense urban functions placed 
within 600 metres and a distance of one kilometre regarded as a maximum 
for urban development.29 What governs these distances is clearly a transport 
perspective, and the aim is to enable people to use public transportation and, 
most importantly, to avoid taking the car. Hence, priority is given to urban 
development that provides easy access to and from the station, with other 
service et cetera located in proximity to the station in order to secure a high 
level of access. The strategies adopted by the Gothenburg region in 2013 
strongly align with the plan for the Copenhagen region.

Transit-Oriented Development
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) is a concept that was developed in 
North America.30 Typically, it proposes that a station or a communication 
node be surrounded with dense urban development and that density should 
decrease as distance to the travel node increases. Land uses are rather segre-
gated; residential uses are separated from offices and retail (see fig. 1). The 
concept may be described as a normative model, and very little focus is put 
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on how the urban form or design might be related to particular properties 
or outcomes. It could be said that the concept is derived from Howard’s 
model of the Garden City.31 Other related terms used are ‘transit villages’, 
‘transit-supportive development’, and ‘transit-friendly design’.32 More recent-
ly, traffic congestion, air pollution, and urban sprawl have resulted in a new 
wave of initiatives inspired by the TOD concept. When one looks at some 
of the early diagrams it is possible to see a strong relationship to the Neigh-
bourhood Unit Planning concept. Moreover, even though such communities 
could be described as ‘transportation friendly,’ the concept tends to create 
satellites, which are highly dependent on their connection to urban places 
that threaten to put competing local services and amenities out of existence. 

Neighbourhood Unit Planning
Neighbourhood Unit Planning became the model for expansion in Sweden 
starting in the 1940s. The intention was to provide housing with high stan-
dards in order to cope with a severe housing shortage. Units were located 
outside of the built-up area of the city and this model thus supported urban 
expansion. The neighbourhood was organized around a train, tram, or subway 
station and included public and commercial services, parks for recreation, 
workplaces, and housing. The units, which were often planned for between 
20,000 and 30,000 inhabitants, were supposed to have a higher density (i.e. 
multifamily housing) close to the core, and a lower density at longer distan-
ces from the centre. In relation to contemporary ideas for developing new 
cities and station communities, it is relevant to highlight the separation of 
land uses—i.e. the separation of housing from workplaces and industry, and 
even the separation of multifamily and single-family dwellings.33  

The urban models and concepts based on node thinking prioritize trans-
portation aspects based on the finding that people living in proximity to 
stations use public transportation to a higher degree. For example, studies 
of Strängnäs show that the share of those who use public transportation is 
higher among those living within one kilometre from the station (29 per 
cent) than among those living at greater distances from it (9 per cent).34 
Moreover, these studies also indicated that the number of trips using public 
transportation increased rapidly among those who lived within walking 
distance of the station, indicating that it could be advantageous to also plan 
housing in proximity to the station. To some extent, a strategy that increases 
the number of workplaces around the station may be contradictory, since 
residential use might be pushed farther out. Again, it is important to be aware 
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of the size of the city when implementing such ideas. In cities with a large and 
dense catchment area, it may be more relevant to concentrate and prioritize 
workplaces in proximity to stations, while in other communities a mixed-use 
solution may be both more realistic and more sustainable.

Figure 1. Principle from the ‘finger plan’ (Egnesplankontoret 1947), the TOD 
model (Calthorpe 1993), and models based on the Neighbourhood Unit 
Planning principle (Markelius 1946 and General Plan for Stockholm 1951).
 
Edelsvärd’s Ideal City 
One historical reference with relevance for the Swedish context is Edelsvärd’s 
plan for the Ideal City, a model for cities along railway lines in Sweden in the 
mid-nineteenth century.35 This model is arguably based primarily on node 
thinking on a regional scale, but combines it with a more stretched centrality 

Figure 1. Principle from the ‘finger plan’ (Egnesplankontoret 1947), the TOD model (Calthorpe 1993), 
and models based on the Neighbourhood Unit Planning principle (Markelius 1946 and General Plan 
for Stockholm 1951).
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on the local scale. The train station is one of many other important functions, 
which are organized in an urban form that results in both a strong axis and also 
a kind of ‘field condition’, to use Allen’s terminology.36 The central axis links 
the train station with an important facility (e.g. a church). Public spaces with 
squares and parks, as well as denser development, are all located in the more 
central parts, where non-residential uses are also located, thus promoting 
mixed use.37 Today traces of such ideas can be seen in cities like Nässjö and 
Hässleholm, where the church and the station constitute endpoints of a main 
axis. Such cities were often built on one side of the railway to avoid barrier 
effects, yet with a rather dense and urban character. This is arguably even 
more relevant when it comes to small cities or communities. Moreover, the 
stretched linearity found in this model, which also includes non-residential 
uses, is, interestingly enough, built up by means of an urban grid (including 
several parallel streets) that is well connected to the surroundings. Hence, 
it is the context that defines and produces the properties of this centrally 
located stretch (see below).

Centrality That Emerges as a Result of Urban Form
The space syntax theory highlights the role of spatial relations in the built 
environment, whereby urban form defines centrality. Centrality, or spatial 
integration, is the result of the relation of one street, path, or space to every 
other street, path, or space in a system. Thus, space syntax approaches are 
based on network thinking rather than node thinking, and urban spaces are 
described in relation to the system as a whole, thus defining nuances in spatial 
integration and segregation. This theoretical position implies that the confi-
gurative properties are not determined by land use—instead, such properties 
are the result of the urban form itself. At the same time, the configurative 
properties in turn provide particular conditions that correspond to various 
social, economic, and cultural outcomes. Various land uses, property prices, 
or movement flows tend to correspond to specific configurative properties: 
integrated spaces with high accessibility are beneficial for some activities, 
while segregated, less accessible spaces provide conditions and qualities that 
are more suitable for other kind of activities. 

The concept of foreground and background networks within space syntax 
theory describes how centrality is distributed. The foreground network dist-
ributes high accessibility throughout the system and thereby facilitates soci-
oeconomic exchange—that is, streets with high centrality. The background 
network provides segregated and secluded spaces that facilitate the socio-
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Figure 2. Top: historical references: the ideal city of Edelsvärd and the location of trade in Örebro 
1830 (Paulsson 1950). Bottom: foreground-background network (Legeby et al. 2015), and field 
conditions (Allen 1999). 
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cultural continuity and reproduction favoured by lower accessibility.38 This 
identifies centrality not as a node phenomenon, but conversely as a linearity 
that emerges in a bottom-up manner from the system itself. Because this type 
of centrality is system dependent, changes within structures may result in 
modifications of the centrality pattern at very distant locations. One example 
of how land use follows the configurative properties of urban spaces is seen 
on a map from the mid-nineteenth century, which illustrates the economi-
cally active foreground network, in which craftsmen, trade, production, and 
similar activities were located along a linear strip in the city.39 

Pervasive centrality is an important concept within space syntax. Hillier 
argues that the foreground network in London identifies the main structu-
re of global routes (i.e. on the city level) and includes the largest centres,40 
emphasizing that such structures are both the result of, and reproduced by, 
an interaction between economic and social factors. Centrality pervades the 
urban grid in an intricate way and as centrality appears on different scales, 
it constitutes the foreground network and should be regarded as having a 
pervasive function in cities.41 This type of urban form is, according to Hillier, 
sustainable since it minimizes ‘travel distances’,42 meaning that distance 
between high centrality lines is important in decreasing the distance to many 
different functions (which are not limited to transportation facilities). The 
configurative properties influence patterns of pedestrian movement, which 
in turn have an impact on retail and other movement-driven activities.

In a study of London’s suburban centres, Vaughan et al. applied a bottom-
up perspective on urban centrality and found that smaller centres contain a 
complex and dense layering of non-residential activity. Whilst larger scale retail 
activities tend to be strongly linear, a more differentiated pattern  emerges on 
a local scale.43 It is suggested that town centres tend to have a ‘fatter’ structure 
overall and that sources of vitality stem from the diverse socioeconomic and 
cultural activities that take place beyond the main retail hub, an extended 
area that is identified as the ‘active centre’. Clearly, this way of reasoning can 
be related to the reasoning of Stan Allen and what he calls ‘field conditions’. 
It also contributes to the discussion of ‘vibrant centres’, which are important 
in the station community discussion: What urban form might support the 
development of communities beyond being merely places of residential use 
dependent on commuting (suburbia)? In this connection, it is relevant to note 
the differences in characteristics that are found when comparing larger-scale 
retail with activities typically found in more peripheral locations like suburbs.
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Point-Line-Field Conditions
This article draws on theories formulated by Allen44 and McMorrough45 to 
discuss centrality and accessibility. These concepts are argued to have relevan-
ce for social life and for relations that may emerge between different amenities 
that are important for local and/or public life. According to McMorrough, a 
point in an urban setting is something that one can move to and from—hence 
it serves as either a destination or an origin and generates very little move-
ment (or relations) in its surroundings. Hence, there are no ‘spill-over effects’ 
that might potentially favour other business, services, or urban life in such 
urban structures. The line, according to McMorrough, is an element with a 
stretched linearity that is not a simple connecter between two points but an 
element that connects and aggregates points along a certain stretch. Accor-
ding to Allen, field conditions are the result of lines, which are individually 
connected with points and aggregated into clusters. That a point rarely creates 
‘spill-over effects’ is of great relevance when planning smaller cities, commu-
nities, and neighbourhoods, where there are comparatively few goal points. 
If the few facilities that exist are organized along a line, then accessibility to 
amenities for the community as such may be increased. A line also implies 
greater robustness compared with a point, since more plots potentially retain 
a good location, not only those in direct proximity to the station. 

These concepts and phenomena identify very different performative 
properties; they are therefore concepts that may be used to ‘think with’ 
(generative theories) when developing station communities, rather than 
acting as concepts to ‘think of ’ (normative theories). These point-line-field 
conditions emerge as a result of urban form and they are dependent on 
how the system is configured. If one wants to develop vibrant communi-
ties, according to this theory it would be counterproductive to look for 
urban configurations that promote rationality, like the point, and support 
utilitarian walking in the way that Choi describes.46 On the contrary, a line 
configuration seems to have a greater potential, since it generates move-
ment between points along lines, thus stretching out centrality—what is 
origin and what is destination is not that easy to detect in such a situation. 
A line also implies that a larger geographical area is more likely to gain 
high access to such centrality. Furthermore, a line also provides a stretch 
with variations of intensity, providing locations that may possess a higher 
diversity than a point, which has a more clear-cut character, whereby 
things are either ‘in’ or ‘out.’ The level of intensity influences the potential 
for exchange and/or encounters, which can also be understood if density 
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in a community is also taken into account. The field condition demands a 
rather large number of lines, in fact: a field is created by a hinterland, and 
field effects thus rarely emerge in smaller communities with limited grid 
networks and/or few inhabitants. Here, interval, repetition, and seriality 
are key aspects and are more related to urban contexts than to rural or 
rurban contexts. These characteristics of point-line-field can be captured 
and described more precisely using a space syntax analysis.47

Methods and Case Study
This study explores how an analysis of urban form and local conditions can 
contribute to understanding both centrality and accessibility in relation the 
sustainable development of station communities. Stenungsund is one of three 
municipalities addressed by the ‘Collaborative Planning’ research project.48 
There are three existing train stations in Stenungsund, and, of them, Svens-
högen was identified as the most relevant to study for future development 
by the municipality during the co-creation phase of the research project. 
Svenshögen was established when the railway was built and today is home 
to approximately 1,100 inhabitants. Its location, by the lake Hällungen, was 
considered advantageous in relation to steam trains’ need for water.49 Shortly 
after the opening of the station, Svenshögen was identified as a suitable loca-
tion for a sanatorium, which opened in 1911 and functioned as a hospital 
until 1989. The sanatorium was located, very intentionally, at a distance from 
the railway station, about a kilometre to the south. To place such an institu-
tion (a hospital with many working places) at a distance from the station has 
of course shaped the community over time, and stretched the ‘centre’ of the 
community towards the south. 

A number of analyses were undertaken in relation to the case study of 
Svenshögen. The aim of these analyses was to capture ‘centrality’ in ways 
that provide a more nuanced alternative to the ubiquitous one-kilometre 
circle that is used in contemporary planning practice to describe the centra-
lity of a station (the circle that appears in the current municipal plan). First, 
a configurative analysis was used to identify the performative properties of 
Svenshögen’s urban form; measuring integration and betweenness allowed 
us to identify the core of centrality, variations of integrated and segregated 
streets, and barrier effects. Second, an accessibility analysis revealed the 
extent and form of the catchment area of the station and the amenities clus-
tered along the central route. The other accessibility analysis reveals how 
many of the amenities—besides the station—are within access of buildings 
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Figure 3. Top: catchment area from the train station, highlighting buildings (left) and street segments (right). Bottom: catch-
ment area from the station (metres and change of directions).

in Svenshögen. Finally, an attraction reach analysis, using the street system as a starting 
point, was employed in order to better understand the degree of access to buildings from 
segments of the street. The results of these methods are discussed below. 
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Results: The Example of Svenshögen
The Municipal Strategy for Development 
In Stenungsund’s comprehensive plan of 2018, a circle marks a one-kilometre 
radius around the train station. New development should be concentrated 
within this area if it is to align with the TOD model and the Station Proximity 
Principle, as well as the directives of the comprehensive plan. In the task of 
balancing sustainable transportation with social sustainability (a goal which 
might include providing access to other services and amenities), the one-ki-
lometre development circle can be questioned, and alternate approaches may 
in fact be more suitable.

The community of Svenshögen developed along the Brattefors valley, on the 
eastern side of lake Hallungen, following Road 660. The community forms 
two clusters; in the north, it extends from the train station on the eastern 
side down to the lake and the former sanatorium. Most amenities are located 
adjacent to this strip, including sport fields, the parish house, the bus stop, 
and the preschool, et cetera. The terrain is steeper to the east and houses are 
located on lower-lying land along the road. To the south, second home areas 
have been transformed into permanent housing (Sågen and Svartehallen). 
The railway forms a strong barrier to the west, an area where a few farms, 
valuable agriculture land, and wetlands are located. 

Analyses
The first analysis was undertaken in order to identify the form of that catch-
ment area. The walking distance from buildings and from streets/segments 
to the train station is illustrated in figure 3. The form of the catchment area 
is clearly stretched in a north-south direction. It is evident that the railroad, 
which has only one crossing roughly 300 metres north of the station, consti-
tutes a barrier. The wetlands, steep terrain, the lake, and valuable agriculture 
land found there all constitute important landscape constraints.

The results of our analysis of the configurative properties, measured in terms 
of spatial integration, show the northern part of the community to be highly 
integrated on a broader scale (thirty steps following the street network). Two 
weakly connected clusters of development could be identified in a smaller 
radius six steps). The analysis of local integration (six steps) shows clusters 
of high integration along the valley of Brattefors and/or the main road, some 
of which also appear in larger radii. Centrality has linear characteristics in 
Svenshögen. The results of the betweenness analysis revealed some loops of 
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Figure 4. Configurative analyses: integration analysis on top (radius of thirty and six steps) and betweenness analysis at the 
bottom (5 km and 400 m).
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centrality, with the main road performing as a strong (single) link between 
the two agglomerations of development. 

Goal points, services, and amenities were primarily found located along the 
emerging high street, which extends about one kilometre between the station 
in the north and the bus stop and sport fields near the lake in the south. 
Hence, from the local perspective, buildings located close to this main road, 
a one-kilometre-long strip, may all be described as being ‘centrally’ located 
and as maintaining a high level of access to amenities and goal points. This 
illustrates that the centrality logic in Svenshögen is inherently linear, an 
example of the line phenomenon, drawing on Allen and McMorrough. 

The results of our analysis of attraction reach—that is, of how many ameni-
ties are found within a radius of two turns from each building—illustrate 
that while access varies along the strip, buildings at a distance from the train 
station still afford similar access to amenities as those in the north, which are 
in close proximity to the station. This is a typical effect of the line phenome-

Figure 5. Attraction reach. Left: the number of amenities (red) within 2 steps of each building superimposed with the integration 
core. Right: the number of buildings within reach from each street segment.
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non; locations along this stretch could be described as having rather similar 
advantages in terms of access to centrality, where amenities tend to cluster. 
Hence, a house located further away from the train station does not necessa-
rily mean poorer access to amenities on the whole.

The analysis of density accessible from segments of the street included buil-
dings that are within one kilometre of each segment. Two high-density clus-
ters were identified. Interestingly, access to buildings was found to be higher 
in the southern cluster than in the cluster closer to the station.

The Larger Catchment Area
In many analyses that are carried out on a regional level, the catchment area 
of a train station is often limited to the specific community in which it is 
located.50 In the case of Stenungsund, there is reason to acknowledge a larger 
context that the train stations potentially could serve. The municipality of 
Stenungsund aims to build about 170 new dwellings every year, some of 
which may find the Svenshögen station attractive. In addition, it could be 
interesting to see what neighbouring municipalities like Orust and Tjörn 
can add in terms of commuters and/or travellers. Historically, there is also 
an exchange with Lilla Edet, even though this municipality now has access 
to another railway line (Norge-Vänerbanan). If the analysis is broadened to 
include neighbouring municipalities, another image of the catchment area 
emerges. Orust aims to build fifty to sixty new housing units every year, 
Tjörn twenty to forty, and Lilla Edet 110.51 People who live in Tjörn have 
a close relationship to the central parts of Stenungsund, predominantly as 
a result of the bridge located south of the centre. Commuting flows from 
Tjörn tend to go either to Stenungsund Centre or to Stora Höga. However, 
there is often congestion on the roads leading to these places. People living 
in Orust have the option to either go south, via Tjörn (to the central part of 
Stenungsund), or via the Svanesund ferry, which connects the mainland just 
north of the centre and then continues on to Svenshögen station.

In discussing the future development of station communities in Stenungsund, 
we believe that it is relevant to take into account the planned expansion of 
the housing stock in neighbouring municipalities, since potential travellers 
may live at a greater distance from train stations. Those living farther away 
from railway corridors often use other modes of transportation in order to 
reach a railway line that then provides efficient mobility in the larger region, 
a tendency that will affect the development of train station communities 
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in Svenshögen, Stenungsund, and Stora Höga, as well as in Jörlanda and 
Ödsmål, if they are reopened. For Svenshögen, the development in Orust 
is relevant to acknowledge, especially as a new bridge to replace the ferry is 
proposed. What might this imply for Svenshögen station? Will travellers turn 
to Stenungsund station? Will such development result in more car traffic? 

By summarizing the results of the analyses of Svenshögen undertaken in this 
study, we can identify a number of inherent constraints: steep terrain to the 
east, valuable agriculture land and wetlands to the west, and the railroad itself 
constituting a strong barrier. If a strict station-proximity approach or node 
thinking is applied, many of these more difficult and sensitive areas would be 
subject to development, as they are located within the one-kilometre circle. 
However, taking into account the landscape constraints and the location of 
other amenities and/or facilities, other development strategies appear to be 
more sustainable—for example, concentrating development in proximity to 
the stretch to the south of the station, where a lot of other amenities are also 
located. Such development would most likely be perceived as more central, 
even though it might be farther away from the station in comparison with 
development in the north. Hence, such linear development on the one hand 
will result in longer distances to the train station for many buildings, but 
on the other hand will provide high access to other amenities and meeting 
places in the community. Such a strategy appears to be more beneficial from 
a sociocultural perspective.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A high level of development pressure is currently being placed on the core of 
the Gothenburg region; as such, it is important to find alternative locations 
for future urban development. This article suggests that the station commu-
nities in the region carry great potential for sustainable urban expansion, but 
that the urban models applied in planning practice provide limited support 
when the aim is to design sustainable communities. Beyond mobility and 
proximity to train stations, social implications and sustainability aspects also 
need to be taken into account. This calls for an alternative understanding of 
centrality and accessibility. This article has suggested that a greater awareness 
of landscape conditions, existing urban form, barrier effects, and access to 
sociocultural amenities is needed in the design and planning of new deve-
lopment. In smaller communities, there are often very few goal points. The 
railway station is without doubt a highly important goal point, especially 
for people who are dependent on going elsewhere to work or school and/
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or training, but on the local scale, other goal points are also crucial to iden-
tity, local life, and culture. An urban form and structure that supports the 
development of nodes or points tend to foster ‘to-and-from’ movement (utili-
tarian walking), and the development of such nodes therefore risks being 
counterproductive from a social and cultural perspective.

In smaller communities, amenities and services that need to be taken into 
account include schools, grocery stores, shops, sport fields, local workpla-
ces, cultural facilities, and other places for recreation or social activities. 
From a local perspective, these kinds of amenities are likely to generate 
more movement flows and visits than the train station and are essential for 
supporting local life and social processes. Using ideas of linearity drawn from 
the foreground network and line conditions from space syntax theory, it is 
suggested that these facilities be located along such a line and/or network, or 
that the street structure be modified in order to strengthen existing locations. 
A sound distribution of such facilities is important for sustainability and 
supports local sociocultural development.

In larger station communities where there is enough density to support more 
diverse economic activities, linearity may be complemented with a structure 
that can facilitate circular movement and thus support the emergence of field 
conditions. Such a combination can avoid the problems with barrier effects 
that node thinking brings, thus preventing point effects whereby movement 
flows end up in a limited pattern of ‘to and from’, which primarily supports 
utilitarian and rational walking.52 

This article has emphasized the fundamental differences between the condi-
tions found in small cities and/or communities and those that characterize 
larger cities such as Gothenburg, Copenhagen, or London. The urban system 
produces not only patterns of high centrality and fields of background: the 
high density and size of systems also provide conditions for urban diversity, 
retail, et cetera, which are difficult to recreate in smaller communities.

A shift in thinking in planning and urban design is therefore required when it 
comes to the development of sustainable station communities; we must move 
away from node thinking, which favours concentric development and empha-
sizes proximity to stations, and instead employ network thinking, wherein 
centrality is distributed and has a linear and a network character, hence crea-
ting a greater variety of centrally located spaces. In producing one goal point, 
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nodal urban form fosters ‘to-and-from’ movement flows or utilitarian walking 
rather than so-called social or recreational walking.53 The limited diversity of 
locations within such a binary model is also difficult to adjust so as to reflect 
the nuances of landscape constraints. Moreover, expanding development on 
both sides of a railway line often denote the creation of a barrier. This is espe-
cially problematic in smaller communities, since building a tunnel or bridge 
to minimize barrier effects constitutes a large investment in itself.

Whilst node thinking may work on an abstract conceptual (planning) level, 
when it comes to design practice, a higher level of complexity is needed, 
both in terms of natural constraints and regarding how centrality is under-
stood as emerging as a result of urban form. Network thinking opens up 
new urban models for the development of station communities based on an 
inherently different understanding of centrality and accessibility. An urban 
form that supports the emergence of a network and a distributed centrality 
arguably responds more accurately to sustainability goals by going beyond 
the singular goal of mobility and instead creating more favourable conditions 
for local everyday life. As a foreground network emerges, what is produced 
is a linearity of high centrality that retains high proximity to a background 
network. Exactly where along this strip or within the foreground network 
certain amenities are located becomes less important, since centrality is more 
distributed than it would be if conceived as a node at which things are either 
in or out, central or non-central. 

This article emphasizes the importance of the configurative properties of 
urban form. It has suggested that urban form that is designed to produce a 
pervasive centrality by means of different scales holds configurative properties 
that could arguably be sustainable from many different perspectives—social, 
cultural, and also economic. There are thus certain thresholds where linear 
development could grow and create a field condition, obviously related to size 
and density. As such, streets may be designed in such a way as to be able to 
progress from ‘line conditions’ to what Vaughan et al. calls a ‘fatter’ structure 
or what Allen calls ‘field conditions’. To plan and design for continuous deve-
lopment over time by remaining flexible in relation to future expansion is, I 
argue, to plan and to design sustainably.

The effect of potential travellers in the areas surrounding a particular 
settlement also needs to be acknowledged. Travellers living far away from 
a station are seldom included in economic models. In Stenungsund, the 
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potential in the catchment area, including neighbouring municipalities, is 
significant, and there is reason to plan for better accessibility for poten-
tial travellers living at greater distances from the station. Such potential 
should be acknowledged when investigating and deciding which stations 
that should be opened along the Bohusbanan in future. This calls for closer 
collaboration between the municipal, regional, and national planning levels. 
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Abstract
Urban planning is often highlighted as an important tool for the transition 
towards energy-efficient and sustainable futures, but faces great complexity 
and challenges such as strong sectoral perspectives, weak contact between 
different planning levels, and a very growth-oriented discourse. This article 
discusses how a transition can be facilitated by means of a complexity-theory 
perspective on urban planning for energy-efficient and sustainable station 
communities. As complex adaptive systems (CAS), cities and regions are 
characterized by a diversity of niches, regimes, and landscapes—built structu-
res and planning actors—that interact across different scales and boundaries 
in cyclically recurring development phases. Such systems are also charac-
terized by unpredictability, multiple stable states, self-organization towards 
emergent diversity, and an increasing number of levels of order. Co-creative 
planning in Västra Götaland, a Swedish region that is undergoing complex, 
spatially uneven development, is used as a case study. The study exemplifies 
how the CAS perspective opens up the possibility to apply resilience-theory 
concepts and transdisciplinary and experimental multi-level planning that 
explores possible futures, and thus advocates for the development of more 
network- and node-oriented structures. Station communities can then 
be understood as the network’s independent but contextually influenced 
and mutually interacting nodes, which thus opens up new approaches to 
supporting the transition.

KEYWORDS
Complex adaptive systems (CAS), resilience, station communities, urban 
planning

A CAS PERSPECTIVE ON PLANNING FOR ENERGY-
EFFICIENT STATION COMMUNITIES
Tony Svensson
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INTRODUCTION
Handling Energy and Climate Issues in Complex Urban and Regional 
Development
The global increase in energy use1 and the exceeding of planetary bounda-
ries2 due to increased urbanization and economic growth underscore the 
importance of sustainable urban and regional development. Sweden is in a 
favourable position due to its moderate population growth and is seen as 
a forerunner in the transition to sustainability as a result of its balancing 
of a distribution economy and the free market and its having decoupled 
growth and environmental impact.3 The country has succeeded relatively 
well in terms of limiting energy use in the building stock. However, energy 
use and emissions of the transport sector have decreased only marginally, 
despite far-reaching goals and ambitions.4 With respect to the built environ-
ment’s transport-related energy use and climate impact, there is still a gap 
between policy rhetoric and the development reality as a result of various 
physical-structural path dependencies and a complex fabric of institutional 
structures and mechanisms in a dialectic imbued with power games and 
strong mental models and discourses in planning and decision-making.5 

Planning and developing the built environment are characterized by 
complexity.6, 7 The increasingly uneven geographical development entailed 
by the globalized economy only contributes to this complexity.8 The New 
Economic Geography (NEG)9 with its self-reinforcing agglomeration of acti-
vities and their location10 puts larger cities under pressure as a result of incre-
ased spatial competition in central areas and the extrusion and dispersion 
effects that this leads to on the urban fringe. Regionally, there are potentials 
weaknesses as well as loch-ins in areas between larger cities and an incre-
ased polarization between strong and fragile urban landscapes.11 Regional 
structures of radial settlement and transport corridors from big cities give 
the impression of increasing dominance and monocentricity. In parallel, an 
increased diversification of economic activity and a more differentiated func-
tionally and relationally conditioned polycentrism with increased exchange 
between cities on a regional level12 have created a more spatiotemporally 
complicated pattern of distributed mobility, with a lack of correspondence 
between services, workplaces, housing, and activities.13 These two tendenci-
es—monocentric concentration and scattered polycentric development—are 
the consequences of complex spatial dynamics in recurring cycles of urba-
nization, suburbanization, deurbanization, and reurbanization on various 
scale levels.14 Concentration can have a favourable impact up to a certain 
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limit15 on reducing the length and amount of travel through increased prox-
imity between people and destinations and a larger share of travellers with 
sustainable modes of transport, which thus provides a basis for a diversity of 
amenities and a viability that increases attractiveness, safety, and opportuni-
ties for social co-presence.16 Dispersion leads to an increase in length of travel 
and to reduced centrality, reduced amounts of walking, cycling, and travel by 
public transport, structural car dependency, induced car traffic, and complex 
travel patterns.17 Too high density in central areas creates extrusion that 
contributes to the dispersion in peripheral locations, while dispersion results 
in more commuting to central areas, which increases the competition for 
space and thus leads to further extrusion.18 Previous research has pointed out 
that this process is largely incremental, unpredictable, self-reinforcing, and 
path-dependent,19 which makes it important to find a conceptual apparatus 
that facilitates understanding and addresses the underlying ‘mechanisms’ of 
urban development rather than the symptomatic physical changes in geome-
tric space that planning usually deals with. 

Station Communities as a Planning Strategy
It is estimated that urban planning and the design of buildings and transport 
systems hold the potential for increased energy efficiency and the delimiting 
of GHG emissions for the transport sector by10 to 20 per cent in the long 
term,20 primarily by reducing transport demand through increased proximi-
ty, reduced length of travel, and a shift from cars to more sustainable modes 
of transport.21 A paradigm shift has long been an ongoing, changing focus of 
an NEG-analogous mobility of flows between nodes to accessibility to places, 
qualities and functions.22 Here, the accessibility perspective could be the 
starting point for a relational understanding of how the interaction between 
travel and living environments can be developed in a sustainable way and 
also support a transition to more energy-efficient urban structures.

The development of cities and regions over the past 100 years has been 
based on the car as a means of transport, with an increasingly energy- and 
resource-inefficient, dispersed urban system as its outcome.23 Railways and 
station communities, on the other hand, have often constituted a synthesis of 
node and place by bringing together important functions and potentials in 
the regional geography.24 These node-places usually have high accessibility in 
locations with high centrality in relation to population concentrations nearby, 
which thus favours the possibility of shorter travel distances, increased prox-
imity between housing and important functions, and an increased share of 
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pedestrians, cyclists, and public transport passengers. The polycentric deve-
lopment tendency here creates potential for the development of passenger 
rail transport25 and enhanced place development, which can further promote 
stronger links between urban development and sustainable travel. Railways 
are increasingly being promoted as a climate-smart and energy-efficient 
means of transport, in combination with multimodal transport nodes as 
parts of a sustainable transport system.26 Not least, proximity to transport 
nodes (closer than 600 to 700 metres) in larger city regions has been shown 
to lead to a larger proportion of workers using public transport.27 Station 
proximity is a key component of Transit Oriented Development (TOD), in 
which high population and building density, a mix of functions, multimo-
dality, and the integration of the station area within the surrounding urban 
structure are properties for sustainable urban development in a combined 
node and place perspective.28 Based on this, local and regional development 
of station communities has been highlighted as a strategy for smart growth—
decentralized concentration on a regional level and development near the 
station on a local level—in different regions round the world.29

Västra Götaland as an Example of the Ongoing Development
The aforementioned conditions are reflected in the Swedish region of Västra 
Götaland, where the metropolitan area of Gothenburg as a central city, with 
just under 600,000 inhabitants, has grown strongly in relation to the rest 
of the region. Gothenburg, with its hinterland, constitutes a mainly mono-
centric city region, while the larger Västra Götaland region, as a conglomera-
te of mutually distinct, subregional geographies, exhibits varying degrees of 
polycentrism.30 Near Gothenburg, there is strong population and settlement 
development, while, further away, it is mainly a number of medium-sized 
towns and coastal zones that are growing. A structural development vision 
for the Gothenburg subregion that communicates a radial corridor deve-
lopment from the city of Gothenburg, and applies the NEG perspective in 
regional and national infrastructure planning contributes to a continued 
concentration on larger cities, while the region in between displays ‘white 
spots’. These factors also reinforce suburbanization on the periphery of larger 
cities and in their nearby hinterlands in the form of sparse, car-dependent, 
and monofunctional residential areas.31 

In the Västra Götaland region, initiatives have been taken on the subregional 
level to strengthen station communities, with the aim of achieving more 
sustainable travel and implementing the structural development vision. The 
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Urban Station Community (2012 to 2020) knowledge process, which included 
eleven municipalities situated along railway lines extending radially outwards 
from Gothenburg, has led to an increased focus on station communities as 
places to establish housing and workplaces, and on the design of station 
areas and co-creation in transdisciplinary projects involving municipalities, 
universities, authorities, and the business sector. The regional planning body, 
Region Västra Götaland (RVG), and the public transport operator, Västtrafik, 
are investigating the possibility of developing a more train-based transport 
system by studying how some thirty new and further developed existing 
station locations could contribute to an increase in train travel.32 Implemen-
tation is, however, costly and requires extensive contributions from state 
resources, whereby the national planning process for infrastructure invest-
ments sets the framework for what is possible. The planning for realization 
is complex and requires coordination between the municipalities’ compre-
hensive planning, consensus and interregional coordination around agreed 
strategies for land use and transport systems, harmonization with regional 
strategies, and adaptation to planning conditions on the national level.

Assumptions and Research Issues
Developing station communities can be seen as a strategy to balance, integrate, 
and optimize the region as part of a sustainable system of transport, buildings, 
and land use. It is believed to contribute to a developed functional urban hierar-
chy with stronger links between local urban structures and a combined local 
and regionally sustainable transport system. This is assumed in turn to contri-
bute to more robust and evenly distributed development. The development 
is resulting in more complex urban areas, planning systems and institutional 
structures and the institutional structures entails the need for a conceptual 
apparatus in planning and design that clarifies this aspect of development.

This article proposes that the various underlying ‘mechanisms’ of complexity 
can be made visible and utilized by making use of concepts from complexity 
and resilience theory to identify problems, needs, and opportunities, and to 
formulate strategies for strengthening planning organizations and planning 
processes that might facilitate the transition towards an energy-efficient, 
climate-smart, and sustainable society. This issue is examined, partly by 
studying Västra Götaland’s development and the collaboration of actors in 
the region and their planning for energy-efficient and sustainable station 
communities, and partly by applying the conceptual apparatus of complexity 
and resilience theory in the form of a discussion on the results of the study.
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THEORETICAL BASIS
Complexity Theory as a Basis for Analysing Cities, Regions, and Planning 
Processes
Cities and regions can be understood as complex adaptive systems (CAS),33 
meaning that they develop in a self-organized and nonlinear (unpredictable) 
fashion over time, with a diversity of processes and structures developed 
from small-scale systems, and with an emergence of stable, qualitatively 
distinct levels of order. The same can be said of organizations such as private 
companies as well as of public authorities and their exercise of governance.34

Cities and regions can also be said to be dissipative structures—open systems 
with a constant through-flow of materials and resources, people, events, and 
information—that can only maintain their integrity with a supply of large 
amounts of energy,35 increasing per capita with the size of the city or region.36 
The evolution of cities implies the successive build-up of a relatively high 
degree of order (low entropy) locally, while simultaneously leading to the 
consumption of resources from a large hinterland, hence contributing to an 
overall increase in entropy as a result of the process of transforming pure 
forms of energy to ever lower and less accessible forms.37 

CAS constitute both structures and processes at the same time and, as proces-
ses, can be described as being in constant flux, analogous to how ecosystems 
develop in adaptive cycles of releasing resources, establishing conditions, 
developing diversity, and a consolidation and stagnation that ultimately 
triggers crises that lead to new a release of resources. This occurs at different 
scale levels, with different paces, and with continuous interaction between 
different systems—panarchy.38 As structures (which can be understood as a 
stable state of a process), they tend to develop in a fractal fashion, i.e., by 
repetition of the structure’s properties at different scale levels.39 The different 
levels of order that develop retain a relative stability due to the existence of 
different forms of ‘attractors’.

Both cities, regions and organizations are adaptive in the sense that people 
form part of the system and are able to learn from experience and adapt to 
changing conditions.40 Feedback from previous processes is an important 
mechanism for the development of emergent diversity and for avoiding lock-
ins and path dependencies41 that might bring the system into an irreversible, 
permanent, low-value state.
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The CAS perspective as such offers the possibility of a manageable and deli-
mited description of the complexity in which the various aspects interact and 
in which the system components—the various physical building blocks of 
the urban structure and the various hierarchical decision levels and collabo-
ration networks governing its organization—are opened up for analysis and 
experiments.42 Panarchic system interaction is usually described as operating 
between at least three bound levels—niche, regime, and landscape—which 
differ from one another in terms of duration, rate of change, and impact on 
the panarchy. Small-scale systems (niches) are fast-changing, short-lived, 
and affect higher system levels through revolt. Large-scale systems (lands-
capes) are often slow-changing, persistent, and affect lower system levels 
as a result of their a ‘conservating memory’.43 Drawing on Holland (1995), 
the development of increasing diversity, complexity, and bound levels of 
systemic, multiple ‘steady’ states can be understood as facilitated by different 
mechanisms and properties of the system, regardless of its social or ecological 
characteristics44 (fig. 1). The very existence of bound levels gives the panarchic 
system as a whole a stability that enables it to withstand innovative events 
(creative destruction) without losing its qualitative integrity. At the same time, 

Figure 1. Panarchy as described by Svensson, 2015, based on Gunderson & Holling, 2002.

E
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system deficiencies, influences of the internal mental models of actors in the 
system,45 or major external stresses—including climate change, technological 
revolutions, or major demographic changes—may give rise to completely new 
system states with radically different characteristics and performance.46

Similarities and synergies between social, ecological, and spatial systems have 
been emphasized with the emergence of the system-ecology and complexi-
ty-theory paradigm. Marcus and Colding47 point out, like Svensson,48 how 
cities, like ecosystems, develop nonlinearly, and that the urbanization dyna-
mics that generate increased densification, extrusion, and dispersion are 
expressions of the various phases of the adaptive cycle. The ability to influ-
ence urban and regional systems in a sustainable direction is dependent on 
the complex system’s  ability to harness innovation, learning, adaptation, and 
evolutionary change—hence, its resilience.49 In the experienced social space 
of everyday life, this occurs largely as part of natural or social processes, 
while for urban systems in planning contexts such as mentioned by Marcus 
and Colding,50 it arises indirectly as  result of intermediary aspects such as 
discourses, institutions, and spatial form.

System resilience, although examined critically with respect to its relevance 
and usefulness,51 has been raised as a planning strategy for responding to the 
challenges posed by complexity, since it emphasizes critical thresholds and 
events in the development of cities, regions, or organizations, and managing 
them by means of learning, adaptation, or transition based on situationally 
developed visions, goals, and strategies.52 A number of factors have been 
identified as important: robustness, diversity, flexibility, self-organization, 
connectivity, attitudes, knowledge, and memory53 (fig. 2), which will be 
addressed in the rest of this article. 

Complexity, Resilience, and Spatial Morphology of Station Communities 
and City Regions 
In the case of cities, urban regions, and the spatial structure made up of buil-
dings, transport systems, and land use, three properties that form the basis 
of spatial capital for exploiting opportunities from a spatial perspective have 
been identified in particular: distance, density, and diversity.54 They concern 
the availability of urban spaces, the potential of cities for people and the activi-
ties that can occur, and the diversity of activities and functions. These aspects 
are also essential for the functioning of ecosystems in nature and facilitate 
an interconnection with both social-ecological system theory and resilience 
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theory as well as complexity theory as a result of the fact that connectivity 
(and circuitry as a property of network connectivity55), potential, and diversity 
are aspects of the resilience of the system (see fig. 2 for basic relationships) 
in its various phases in the adaptive cycle.56 They also affect the amount of 
transport and the modal split in the transport system, which are important for 
GHG emissions and energy use in the transport sector.57 For station commu-
nities, previous research has shown that their role from an energy and climate 
perspective is about offering accessibility and centrality for the immediate 
surroundings in order to reduce travel and transfer shares of travel from car 
travel to walking, cycling, and public transport.58 This can be influenced by 
planning and design through short distances between the station and other 
destination points, a high diversity and density of workplaces and other 
functions, and housing located concentrically to or in urban corridors from 
the station. Linked to these factors are additional supportive qualities such 
as limited parking, priority for non-motorized user of the road network, the 
richness of impressions in public spaces, and the experience of safety.59

Distance, density, and diversity are aspects of a station community’s geometry, 
configuration, and constitution. The conceptual apparatus of complexity 
theory focuses on these aspects, which are rarely handled in a system-orien-
ted way in planning since they are usually implicit and ‘dormant’ in the spati-
al morphology of the station area. Although the concepts of distance, densi-
ty, and diversity have so far been used to describe and understand spatial 
morphology at the regime level (the individual city), in accordance with the 
notion of the systemic fractal properties of cities and urban regions, the same 
concepts reoccur on the regional ‘landscape’ level. The urban economic and 
geographic models that describe hierarchy, concentrations, and variations in 
the systems of central places and supporting towns are based on the laws of 
power and entropy,60 in which distance, density, and diversity are decisive 
variables for how urban regions perform and function. 

While larger station communities often constitute central places where 
node and place qualities coincide, as a functional urban type, smaller 
station communities differ in relation to other types of cities. The accessibi-
lity and centrality that the railroad provides is not always proportionate to 
the surrounding vicinity. Established TOD concepts do not always account 
for the land-use development of small towns, where agriculture and other 
local industries remain within the framework of a subsequent modernist, 
car-based urban planning.61
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Complexity, Resilience, and Institutional Capacity of Planning Organizations
In planning organizations, resilience can be expressed by the intermediary 
processes that Marcus and Colding62 describe in terms of institutional capaci-
ty—the organization’s knowledge resources (attitudes, knowledge, memory), 
relational resources in terms of social networks and social capital (diversity, 
connectivity, and robustness), and its mobilizing capacity (flexibility and 
self-organization)63—see Figure 2 for basic relationships. This concept has 
been defined in the planning context, perhaps most clearly by Healey et al.,64 
as the ability of actors to make decisions in line with assumed objectives, to 
create the conditions for implementing them in accordance with the deci-
sions taken, and to avoid path dependencies. Healey65 has also described it as 
the strategic ability that is amassed when various actors manage to come up 
with a unified conception of the ‘common game they want to play’. Magalhães 
et al.66 further develops the three aspects mentioned above.

Knowledge resources are about the available range of knowledge regarding 
what, why, and how something should to be done, and about a recurring deve-
lopment of the frames of reference that affect what is considered meaningful 
and how planning issues and problems are understood. The knowledge and 
frames of reference need to be implemented to as great an extent as possible 
amongst the actors involved. There also needs to be an openness and ability 
to learn about new ideas. The knowledge and frames of reference reflect the 
discourses and mental models that exist in society as a whole and within 
the relevant professional planning cultures in particular. They differ among 
experts as well as between experts and laypeople. The preference and domi-
nance of certain discourses is a power struggle for the definition of knowled-
ge and truth in the local context, but is also influenced by structural factors 
of an economic, political, physical, social, and cognitive nature.

Relational resources concern the existence of networks and social relations 
among actors and how they are structured and function, the integration 
of various social networks, and the relationship between networks and the 
formal decision-making power. Another prerequisite for the functioning of 
actor networks is the existence and extent of social capital with respect to 
trust and the experience of reciprocity. Various forms of governance through 
collaboration—ranging from public-private partnerships to more hierarchi-
cally formalized urban regimes—are expressions of this.
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Mobilization capacity is about being able to mobilize knowledge and social 
relations through networks of actors so as to challenge established plan-
ning practice and bring about change in a desired direction. It is moreover 
about understanding the various undertows in the process of planning and 
implementing idea-flow, political viability, and favourable external condi-
tions, and, as a result of timing and tactical action, about orchestrating the 
knowledge, relationships, mandates, and resources connected with different 
actors, places, and situations. These factors form a structure of opportunity 
for joint action. At the same time, mobilization capacity is also about chan-
nelling change to different change arenas, where resources and power are 
gathered and where the actors can meet and jointly formulate strategies.

Figure 2. Illustration of basic relationships between aspects of complex adaptive systems (CAS), resilience, institutional capacity, 
and spatial morphology, drawing on Levin et al. (2013), Magalhães et al. (2003), and Marcus and Colding, 2014.
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METHODS
Based on the premise that co-creation among actors on different levels of 
planning can be a way to facilitate a panarchic learning and development 
process, interventions have been carried out in selected planning situations 
within the framework of the R&D project Co-creative urban planning for 
energy-efficient and sustainable station communities. The aim is to develop 
knowledge about critical factors, urban form, and methods and tools for the 
planning of energy-efficient and sustainable station communities. Here, the 
theoretical CAS resilience framework presented above has served as a point 
of departure for the conception of planning as something context-dependent 
that requires investigation on site and activated local knowledge in the rese-
arch on the issues raised in the project. Four academic bodies have collabo-
rated on the development of existing and new small (<5,000 inhabitants) and 
medium-sized (5,000 to 25,000 inhabitants) station communities on the local 
and regional level in one Swedish region, in cooperation with the county 

Figure 3. Investigation area in the research project Co-creative urban planning for energy-efficient and sustainable station 
communities (left; source: the Urban Station Community, Mistra Urban Futures; modified by the author). The GR conceptual 
development plan (right; source: Gothenburg Region). 
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council of Region Västra Götaland and the municipalities of Borås (City 
of Borås and Fristad), Herrljunga (Ljung-Annelund), Härryda (Landvetter 
Södra and Mölnlycke), Munkedal (Dingle), Stenungsund (Stenungsund and 
Svenshögen) and Vänersborg (Öxnered). 

Guided by case study methodology—which is deemed useful in complex 
situations with many variables and several units being studied67—action 
research, interviews, and document studies have been the core methods for 
developing empirics. Design-oriented action research68, 69 has been carried 
out and design-oriented methods and tools70 employed in a cooperative, 
transdisciplinary working process so as to mobilize the tacit knowledge of 
the actors involved71 and to give rise to innovations in collaboration with 
actors outside of research.72 Each of the planning actors (the RVG and the 
aforementioned municipalities), in connection with a current planning situ-
ation, constituted a case study unit. They were chosen based on their previo-
us involvement in the ‘Urban Station Community’ subregional knowledge 
platform.73 However, some of the case study units (small station communi-
ties along two regional railway lines in Västra Götaland) were chosen as a 
result of initial participatory analyses in cooperation with planners from the 
region’s municipalities.

As part of the project, ongoing planning processes for the case study units 
selected have been stimulated, while empirical material resulting from inte-
raction with the planning actors has been obtained as a basis for the analysis 
of both the procedural and substantial content of the planning. Subsequent 
reflection has led to knowledge development that can be used for further 
work in the local planning context, but also to partially generalizable and 
‘forwarded’ knowledge.74

The co-creation process has taken place in joint seminars and workshops 
involving analyses of the planning situation and explorative scenarios75 for 
the future development of station communities on a local and regional level. 
The resulting material has then been analysed through further design proces-
sing, both jointly by researchers and practitioners and also by the researchers 
on their own. In addition to this, document studies of various planning and 
strategy documents supplement the action research with a focus on narra-
tives about land use, the development of station communities and building 
and transport systems, along with semi-structured interviews themati-
cally centred around the concepts of institutional capacity and the spatial 
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morphology of station communities as defined in the  theory section of this 
article. The interviews were conducted with officials from the RVG and the 
municipalities involved and interpreted using the bricolage technique. 

The empirics from seminars, workshops, documents studies, and interviews 
were brought together for a first cycle of synthesis through triangulation by 
comparing each type of empirics. The emerging body of results could then be 
abductively analysed further in a cyclical fashion both within and between 
the case study units so as to develop ‘thick’ material for discussion. In this 

Figure 4. Research design. Arrows show the interplay and influence between different parts of the design.
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process of reflecting and bringing the materials together in thematic descrip-
tions, the theoretical categories of CAS and resilience were used to track 
traces of traits from the various aspects of these categories in the results. In 
the analysis, institutional capacity and spatial morphology were regarded as 
empirical categories that served as the basis for structuring the results and the 
discussion, thus leading to conclusions and insights for the further develop-
ment of theory and research. 

RESULTS
The Spatial Morphology of Station Communities
The distance aspect appears to be largely a question of accessibility. From 
the perspective of energy and sustainability, the actors deem accessibility 
by walking, cycling, and public transport within station communities to be 
of particular interest. The station communities studied show great variation 
in the geometric form of their transport networks, the topological rela-
tionship between the station and other destination points, and with regard 
to the constitution of the road network in terms of transport function 
in a hierarchy of various paths. The established representation of station 
communities, in which the station is centrally located adjacent to a centre, 
rarely turns out to hold true. Instead, the urban structure is often located 
along one side of the railway (Stenungsund, Öxnered, and Svenshögen), and 
destination points are scattered along streets rather than concentrated in an 
area near the station (Stenungsund, Svenshögen, and Ljung). Accessibility 
is not distributed in space as a homogeneous field, but instead along paths 
that can sometimes extend relatively far away from the station (Fristad, 
Stenungsund, and Svenshögen). For the smallest station communities, the 
importance of proximity to the station declines in favour of accessibility in 
a large-scale road network, where destination points are spread out over a 
larger area (Ljung, Svenshögen, and Dingle). The station here is a transit 
point to a region beyond the closest surrounding vicinity of the station 
community, whereas the proximity of the station area is considered to have 
a greater relative importance in medium-sized station communities as a 
result of a more field-distributed accessibility within a more fine-meshed 
network of streets (Fristad and Landvetter södra). On a subregional level, 
other connections than railway lines appear to be important for the deve-
lopment of station communities (Svenshögen); an intersecting network of 
road links in relation to the railway lines that creates subregional contexts 
of work, experiences, social contacts, and the exchanges of goods and 
services. Medium-sized station communities are important here as central 
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places for a range of service and experiences, while small station commu-
nities are to a greater extent only bypass or entry points.

The density aspect is reflected in larger and medium-sized station commu-
nities by a concentration of workplaces and housing within a central area 
(Borås and Stenungsund). In the planning of new station communities, one 
ambition is to achieve a density that supports a higher proportion of travel-
lers by public transport (Landvetter södra, planned for 25,000 inhabitants). 
For existing station communities, there is considerable potential for densi-
fication near the station, which has not been taken advantage of efficiently 
due to low development pressure. Density near stations is commonplace as a 
normative planning concept among planning actors. But density need not be 
concentric from the station, but can instead also develop in corridors of up 
to 3 kilometres from the station (Borås). The local population density in rela-
tion to the city centre can be eccentric in some cases (Borås, Stenungsund, 
and Öxnered). In small station communities, the densification potential does 
not appear to have attracted attention other than in a schematic, traditional 
TOD-based perspective, in which it is represented as concentric areas in the 
comprehensive plans. One reason for this is that even though the stations 
are seen as identity bearers, the development pressure is weak, which limits 
both the development rate and the view of the station communities as being 
possible to develop.

The diversity aspect is considered to depend on a sufficiently large popula-
tion base in the immediate area, as well as on locations with high availability 
for travellers, who can benefit from the supply on site. Redundancy (supply 
surplus) and the diversity of functions are generally lower the smaller the 
station community is. Empirics show that the presence of workplaces and 
a functional mix at block level is perceived as important for the establish-
ment of housing and for an urban environment to be considered successful 
(Landvetter södra). Certain functions, such as education, cultural activities, 
and multimodal transport nodes, also appear to be of importance for the 
occurrence of and connections to other, secondary, functions. In the smallest 
station communities (Svenshögen, Dingle, and Ljung), social and cultural 
functions become important identity bearers and meeting places, which, 
considered together—rather than separately—are perceived as contribu-
ting to the attractiveness of the station community. The importance of the 
reachability of the station seems to decrease in relation to the possibility of 
reachability between the functions themselves. The significance of having an 
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urban centre also decreases, and the destination points, which can be relati-
vely scattered, create a relational field within which accessibility as a whole is 
deemed important (Svenshögen and Fristad).

For Landvetter södra, distance, density, and diversity have been used as plan-
ning indicators for an energy-efficient urban structure so as to evaluate the 
explorative scenarios developed across sectors. Analysis of the results shows 
that proximity to public transport, the presence of public spaces and meeting 
places, and walkability in the urban structure along with care for the natural 
environment, an urban structure with several functional centres, a small-sca-
le, rich functional diversity, and high population density in proximity to the 
station area were considered important aspects. 

The Institutional Capacity of Planning Organizations
The capacity of planning actors to undertake planning and implement 
the development of sustainable and energy-efficient station communi-
ties emerged in several ways in interviews, planning documents, and 
workshops. The following section describes how the municipalities and the 
RVG perceive their situation.

As far as knowledge resources are concerned, the RVG as well as the larger 
municipalities of Borås and Härryda have a supply of competence that 
enables them to undertake continuous and long-term planning with a focus 
on structural aspects of the built environment. For smaller municipalities, a 
scarcity of resources and a tendency to prioritize the short term and spatially 
delimited, detailed planning over strategic and structure-oriented planning 
constitutes a limitation. One reason is that insufficient resources are alloca-
ted for urban planning, but also that the available resources are prioritized 
for the superordinate housing supply issue. This contributes to a significant 
turnover of planning personnel, leading to the creation of both a regional 
network of planners and a long-term, ‘collective’ knowledge-base, but also 
makes it difficult for municipalities to achieve continuity in the knowledge of 
their own planning.

There is a difference between planning and development—planning depart-
ments and spatial planners are responsible for planning according to the 
Planning and Building Act (PBA), while business, property, and developme-
nt departments are responsible for development issues. In the municipality 
of Härryda, a special development company has been created to manage the 
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establishment of Landvetter södra. There is, however, a difference of opinion 
between the municipality and the company with respect to perspectives on 
the benefits of development, professional discourses, and how to manage 
market actors. Both have a mandate to act independently by virtue of their 
professions and the frameworks of given assignments, but planners are seen 
more as representatives of legislation and thus as a group that focuses on 
constraints, while developers are perceived as describing opportunities. 
There are also differences in views between politicians and officials. Politi-
cally, there is a great sensitivity to initiatives that lead to the establishment of 
jobs or housing. This sensitivity often outweighs long-term strategies in the 
comprehensive plans.

Station communities have previously not been considered so clearly in the 
municipalities’ comprehensive plans and development strategies. In recent 
years, however, interest has increased as a result of the RVG’s vision for the 
development of train transport, which aims at a tripling of train travel. The 
Gothenburg Region’s structural development vision also points to strong 
development along a few railway lines originating from Gothenburg. At the 
same time, the perspective has been strongly mobility-oriented and there is 
also a decoupling of local physical planning and regional development plan-
ning, in which station communities are mainly dealt with as part of sectoral 
public transport planning. There is no corresponding land-use planning or 
regional housing planning.

With respect to relational resources, the regional planning level acts in close 
reliance on the Swedish Transport Administration’s national investment 
planning. The connection to the local level is indirect because the RVG 
communicates via subregional associations representing the municipali-
ties in the region. The development of station communities thus becomes 
dependent on investments that are decided in other contexts than the 
municipalities themselves.

Coordination between the municipalities regarding urban development, the 
location of transport-intensive functions, and housing planning is considered 
weak. The subregional associations are not active in weighing, balancing, or 
distributing the municipalities’ claims and needs among themselves. Syner-
gies and consensus on important issues are partly lacking due to geographi-
cal conditions (natural geographical formations and the historical pattern 
of urban areas and natural resources) and lack of connections in intermu-
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nicipal infrastructure. But administrative boundaries between subregional 
associations and municipalities also limit what one or the other municipality 
‘sees’ and considers itself able to influence. At the same time, the subregional 
associations have been active in creating networks for knowledge exchange 
and dialogue between the municipalities with the Urban Station Community 
project as one of the clearest examples.

Most municipalities want to be part of investments in railway networks 
and the development of transport. This denotes competition for insufficient 
resources, which sometimes becomes an obstacle and a lock-in for condu-
cting discussions on coordinated land use and development along railway 
lines that go beyond the specific municipality and its planning. At the same 
time, it has been stated that there is good social capital between officials, 
between politicians and civil servants, as well as between the subregional and 
regional level with respect to infrastructure and public transport planning.

Concerning mobilizing capacity, the actors have generally not studied alter-
native futures based on various external conditions or local scenarios for the 
built environment. The future is therefore largely perceived as a projection of 
current conditions and trends; there is also caution and uncertainty regarding 
the development of transport systems. While energy and climate perspectives 
have been addressed in planning documents, they have not been linked to 
station communities. The connection between transport and land-use deve-
lopment is often described, but is not handled consistently. The connection 
between the municipalities’ comprehensive planning and regional transport 
and growth strategies is also unclear. Despite this, the actors claim that there 
are arenas for interaction between the planning levels. 

There are various opinions on where in the region state-level support for 
investment in the railway infrastructure should be directed and which measu-
res should be prioritized. Opinions differ with regard to, among other things, 
which railway lines the individual municipality lies along, how one perceives 
cooperation and competition between neighbours, where the boundaries 
for different subregional associations are, and how the subregional natural 
geography has influenced development historically.

The national level can act vigorously. In addition to the national investment 
budget, the Swedish Transport Administration also has instruments in the 
form of, inter alia, urban environment agreements, the so-called Swedish 
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negotiation (in which state infrastructure investments are conditional on 
municipal planning for housing construction) and the possibility of allowing 
municipalities to advance funds for state infrastructure projects. Interaction 
with both the regional and local level, however, sometimes fails, and sudden 
initiatives from the state level can create difficulties in the municipalities’ 
ability to plan strategically. The crisis for the automotive industry during the 
first decade of the twenty-first century meant, for example, that the govern-
ment quickly decided on a motorway between the automotive industrial 
cities of Trollhättan and Gothenburg in order to save jobs, which then had a 
negative impact on train travel.

DISCUSSION
Here the results are discussed based on the aforementioned complexity- and 
resilience-theory apparatus (fig. 4). 

The results show that the solidly established forms of planning and institu-
tional structures are a response to prevailing discourses on development that 
are adequate under ‘normal’ (system-stable) circumstances, but which limit 
the transition to sustainability. To enhance the possibilities for such a trans-
ition and the resilience of structures, processes, and actors in implementing 
it, the CAS/resilience-concept apparatus (fig. 2) can be regarded as a set of 
concepts that might serve as a basis for resilience planning approaches (see 
e.g. Wilkinson, 201176) that could be supportive in handling system transfor-
mation, shifting between stable states, and harnessing novelty, surprise, and 
revolt in a feasible way so as to maximize energy-efficiency and minimize the 
increase in entropy in regional built structures, railways, and station commu-
nities, as well as in the systems of planning bodies. In practice, this means 
developing the distance, diversity, and density of the spatial morphology of 
station communities as well as the knowledge resources, relational resources, 
and mobilization capacity of planning organizations. 

But when applying such approaches, it is deemed necessary to first adopt 
an analytical perspective in order to achieve an understanding of how the 
aspects and mechanisms of CAS operate in and between systems on different 
scale levels, while taking into consideration the holding-back of entropy 
(energy-inefficiency) and the balancing-out of uneven geographic deve-
lopment. Therefore, the aim in the rest of the discussion is to demonstrate 
how complexity and resilience theory can be useful in highlighting certain 
features in planning processes, organizations, and how cities and regions 
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develop in order to inform planners and decision-makers on what aspects or 
mechanisms are important.  

The region’s resilience in a CAS perspective consists of both Västra Götaland 
itself and the planning of the region and its municipalities, thus forming 
several levels of stable system states with many niches (station communities 
and cities) and a number of regimes (municipalities and subregions) and 
landscapes (the larger region and the state). These levels are fractal in the 
sense that the physical structures and the planning bodies reflect each other 
in terms of spatial structure and organizational structural, with respective 
trait-like subdivisions into similar morphological patterns, land-use patterns, 
and sectoral competence. 

As in the panarchic system model, the most strategic and slowest changes 
occur on the regional level, while municipal planning decisions sometimes 
affect the system from below in a revolting manner (Landvetter södra). At the 
same time, the interplay sometimes ‘bypasses’ the regime level, thus disrup-
ting the panarchy. The interconnection of urban areas with transport routes is 
manifested in both branches leading out of big cities and in networks between 
smaller towns, thus providing a robustness to counter potential disruptions in 
the network. For rail-based public transport, however, the radiating branch 
structure is the dominant one, which is problematic because it involves low 
redundancy and flexibility for trains, and leaves the car as a dominant means 
of transport for achieving network connectivity.

The regional railway lines and regional-topographical conditions create 
subregional ‘ecologies’ and various conditions for station communities. 
These ecologies and their interfaces and boundaries only become visible 
when a scale-transversal systems perspective is established.77 Understanding 
them necessitates an analysis of the potentials of these areas and a mapping 
of possible overlaps. The development of individual station communities 
and their ‘accessibility structure’ seem to be influenced by what can be 
reached and activated within reasonable ranges. A station community’s 
internal configuration and functions are thus integrated with the region in 
a relational manner.

The structural spread on the urban peripheries means that the region as a 
CAS appears to be in a slow, largely (despite the overall planning) self-orga-
nized system crisis, with an increasing transport demand and a structural car 
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dependency that can be said to be path-dependent; increased travel intensifies 
inner cities as focal points, but also makes the periphery even more attrac-
tive for continued development, since congestion and conflicts are relatively 
limited there. Here, the case of Landvetter södra can appear natural from 
a municipal viewpoint, but becomes part of the dispersion dynamics if the 
new city is not strongly linked from a regional perspective to the overall 
public transport system. Interventions in development through planning are 
an expression of how the system can learn from previous development and 
adapt or undergo more radical transitions to new system states. Here the regi-
on displays prerequisites for panarchy, which, through frequent connections 
and interaction across scales, can create robustness, diversity, and redundancy 
in the range of environments and actors, connectivity between localities 
and actors, and thereby the conditions for sustainable self-organization and 
positive path dependencies.

The spatial morphology of the station community in a CAS perspective 
displays a greater diversity of local place conditions than is asserted by the 
prevailing general TOD principles. This seems to apply to a greater extent 
to small station communities than to large ones, which are characterized by 
high connectivity within central areas. The general principle of morphologi-
cal fractal repetition also seems less significant for very small stations, where 
local contextual factors instead become dominant. The slow development 
rate here reduces the likelihood of unpredictable, nonlinear development. 
In the case of Landvetter södra, there is great sensitivity to the initial condi-
tions—a window of opportunity in that a new city is being designed, but also 
great uncertainty. For example, it is still not known whether the nationally 
planned high-speed railway between Stockholm and Gothenburg will beco-
me a reality or not, or if it will have any station for Landvetter södra. Both are 
key conditions for the station community. Alternative approaches—planning 
redundancy and flexibility—are needed to address different possible futures.

The changing functional geography and the variation in the morphology of 
station communities mean that they are to a large extent unique cases and 
cannot simply be subjected to general representations of an ‘ideal station 
community’. This justifies a systems perspective in which station communi-
ties complement and support each other. This also means that there is a need 
not only for a reinforced corridor function for the railways that connect the 
station communities, but also for a greater number of connections transversely 
between station communities by means of complementary modes of transport.
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The observation that the internal structure of station communities is not 
concentric also points to the need for developed public spaces between 
the station and other important destination points. Here, both high spatial 
connectivity and functional diversity and redundancy with respect to the 
density of functions are important factors. It also indicates that the station 
could have more functions than today and that its immediate surroundings 
would then have to be designed for these needs. A third focus is on strengthe-
ning paths that bring together scattered functions so as to create a more 
station-integrated structure.

The institutional capacity of planning organizations in a CAS perspective 
denotes the formation of collaborative bodies and networks of social links 
and actor nodes, which thus gives the institutional structure of the region high 
diversity, connectivity, and redundancy in information exchange, collective 
memory, flexibility, and robustness. However, there is genuine uncertainty in 
the often indirect and weak links between planning levels, which, in combi-
nation with contextual factors, gives rise to nonlinearity in organizations 
and processes. The uneven economic development contributes not only to 
unpredictability and the gradual creation of new niches that revolt against 
the system, but also to lock-ins for weak and fragile parts of the region. This 
development nevertheless seems to be given a direction owing to the strong 
path dependencies of structures that have already been built. Lock-ins and 
new increments also arise as a result of the design and application of plan-
ning instruments and the consolidation of strategies, discourses, and mental 
models that reproduce the ongoing development. One example is the use of 
the socio-economic assessments (with a node-based mobility perspective on 
railway stations) that form a basis for the national planning of infrastructu-
re investments and how local planning seems to adapt to it. The multilevel 
structure initially identified suggests the possibility of panarchic system dyna-
mics, which could lead to increased resilience in planning processes and the 
implementation of sustainable and energy-efficient station communities. 

CONCLUSION
In order to be energy-efficient from a transport perspective, the question of 
both the accessibility of the station community (distance) to social functions 
(diversity) and the proximity between functions and those who live and 
work in a station community (density) needs to be addressed along with 
the size and context of the station communities. In continued research, it 
will be interesting to analyse at which threshold values for distance, density, 
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and diversity a station community as such becomes resilient, which context 
factors affect these threshold values, and what is necessary to reach them. 

This article’s focus on station communities as a planning strategy for the tran-
sition to a sustainable society implies that a concentration on urban areas 
with high accessibility to a station provides better conditions for energy-ef-
ficient and sustainable travel. This means that the hierarchy of locations of 
different sizes and economic significance in a region could be less significant 
vis-à-vis a more symmetrically distributed regional polycentricity. This could 
strengthen a panarchic, multilayered urban system and increased robustness 
in niches, regimes, and landscapes, and thus also increase the resilience of 
the regional urban system in terms of reduced sensitivity to disturbances and 
sudden system shocks.

The mutually varying morphology of station communities reflects a diversity 
of social and functional niches. The fact that they are also part of various 
subregional ecologies that arise from networks of communications in 
addition to the railways indicates that they have flexibility and a dormant 
development potential, but at the same time also a fragility vis-à-vis changed 
conditions due to, for example, the closing of workplaces or services. The 
smaller and more specialized a station community is, the greater the need 
for multiple and strong connections to the surrounding functional context. 
Several niche station communities in collaboration with other places can 
form new and more diverse ecologies that can become more or less resi-
lient depending on their configuration and functional complementarity. In 
contrast to this, larger station communities display a density and functional 
diversity that makes them robust in themselves, but also important for their 
surroundings as central places. CAS- and resilience-based thinking seems to 
advocate the development of more network-and node-oriented structures. 
Station communities can then be understood as the network’s independent 
but contextually influenced and mutually interacting node-places, which 
consequently opens up new approaches that support the transition to a more 
sustainable society.

If urban and regional development is to handle transition, the increasing 
developmental, structural, and processual complexity needs to be mana-
ged by means of scale-transversal, transdisciplinary, co-operative urban 
planning that integrates a variety of perspectives, stages, scale issues, and 
physical-spatial systems. Without developing how this can be orchestrated 
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in detail, this article shows that urban and regional development, organiza-
tions, and flows of capital and resources can be described and understood 
in terms of complex adaptive systems, with the adaptive cycle as an illustra-
tion of the development dynamics, based on the theoretical conceptual 
apparatus that has been presented as well as empirical results. A first step, 
however, could be to raise awareness of the different aspects of complexity, 
to describe and analyse spatial morphology, institutional capacity, and the 
planning process using the conceptual apparatus as a ‘planning language’ at 
an early stage, and to continuously monitor and learn from the rest of the 
process. Derived from this, strategies and approaches as well as continued 
research needs can be formulated.
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ABSTRACT
In urban spaces, lighting is often designed based on legal requirements that 
ensure it is possible to navigate and feel safe. This article examines how 
scenographic principles for the use of lighting in the theatre can provide 
inspiration for designing lighting that supports everyday activities in urban 
spaces. In scenography, light is a poetic tool that enhances the experience, 
which can be defined as a relation between the actor, the space, and the light. 
Hereby, the light creates an atmosphere that amplifies the drama. The focus 
of this article is to investigate whether it is possible to use scenographic prin-
ciples to create a connection between space, people, and light.

Through a literature search, theories are explored within scenography, urban 
design, social science, and lighting design. A literature analysis leads to the 
definition of the architectural and social potential of light. The aim is that 
these potentials will inspire the design of lighting in the urban context by 
including the visual connection among people, space, and light, which we 
know from the theatre, and thereby provide an improved visual and social 
experience of the illuminated urban space.

KEYWORDS 
Urban lighting design, scenography, potential of light

POTENTIALS OF LIGHT IN URBAN SPACES DEFINED 
THROUGH SCENOGRAPHIC PRINCIPLES 
Mette Hvass and Ellen Kathrine Hansen
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INTRODUCTION
The intention of unfolding the potentials of light in urban spaces is to create 
awareness of how light can support the architectural and social potentials of 
the urban nightscape. These potentials may be used for analysing and desig-
ning lighting and lighting control in support of everyday life in the nocturnal 
urban environment.

Outdoor lighting around everyday activities in the urban space is often 
designed to comply solely with the requirements of brightness levels to help 
people navigate and feel safe, while perceived qualities of light are not utilized 
and adapted to the use of the city. Roads, sidewalks, bus stops, et cetera, are 
illuminated in relation to functional legal requirements for traffic; the illumi-
nation of everyday activities and the perceived qualities for pedestrians are 
often not considered and adapted to the urban space. On the other hand, in 
the theatre, scenographic lighting is designed to create an aesthetic expression 
and a mood that amplifies the drama of the action and creates coherence. 
Lighting in theatres is carefully designed considering the space, the actors, 
and the content of each scene. Lighting in a theatre is used as a poetic device. 

According to the lighting designer Hervé Descottes, the instruments of light 
can be divided into six principles of lighting: illuminance, luminance, colour 
and temperature, height, density, and direction and distribution.1 These light 
principles are measurable and can meet regulatory requirements for mini-
mum lighting values in urban spaces. However, lighting also has non-measu-
rable potentials that provide aesthetic expressions and atmosphere to a space. 
Christopher Cuttle calls this ‘visibility vs appearance’—that is, lighting desig-
ned to fulfil the visual performance needs (measurable) versus lighting that 
enhances the appearance of surroundings (non-measurable).2 In scenograp-
hy, light is used exclusively to enhance appearance and to convey a message in 
a drama. Therefore, scenography was used as inspiration for this study.

In this article, the term scenographic principles refers to how lighting is an 
integrated tool in the theatre. The term ‘scenography’ is of Greek origin; 
skēnē means ‘stage/scene building’ and grapho means ‘to describe’. In short, 
the two terms point to the act of ‘describing the stage’. In relation to the focus 
of this article, the scenographic principles refer to how to use the aesthet-
ic and affective values of light to define a correlation between actor, space, 
and light. Gernot Böhme uses scenography to describe how atmosphere, 
meaning the tone or mood of a place or a situation, has been produced in the 
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theatre throughout history (e.g. with light). When specifically talking about 
light on stage, Böhme states that ‘the mastery of the light and sound through 
electrical technology . . . tunes the whole performance . . . [and] has made it 
possible for the art of the stage set to leave the stage itself and spill over into 
the auditorium, or even into space itself.’3

Urban space and life provide the framework for this study and the everyday 
activities that take place in the city after dark. The study asks how we can 
illuminate complex urban spaces and movements through space, inspired 
by scenographic lighting principles, so that light supports people’s actions 
and provides an aesthetic complement to the visual experience of moving 
through the city. 

The term lighting potential refers to the ability of lighting to create space, 
mood, and atmosphere. Lighting in urban spaces is often designed to 
meet functional needs, while scenographic lighting aims to reinforce the 
perceived qualities of light and take advantage of the aesthetic and affective 
values of lighting. 

Aim
This study investigates differences and similarities between principles of 
scenographic and urban lighting through literature. The aim is to take 
inspiration from scenographic lighting, where light is used as an aesthetic 
and affective tool that creates moods and atmospheres and enhances a play. 
The intention is to translate this knowledge into potentials for how lighting 
around everyday activities in the urban space can be designed to enhance 
architectural qualities and support social interaction. 

Method
To be able to collect knowledge in relation to the outlined problem, an overall 
research question was defined:

How can principles of scenography inspire the definition of the corre-
lation between urban space, people, and lighting and thereby describe 
architectural and social potentials of light in urban spaces?

To answer the question, a literature search was conducted based on know-
ledge from literature and research within the fields of scenography, urban 
design, social science, and lighting design. As shown in Figure 1, the literatu-
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re is divided into three themes: 1) scenography and scenographic lighting, 2) 
urban space and life, and 3) urban lighting design. The selected literature is a 
mix of classics within urban design and sociology supplemented with litera-
ture on lighting design and scenography. To search for knowledge about the 
link between scenographic lighting and urban lighting, the survey was supp-
lemented with a literature search of peer-reviewed papers using the search 
words ‘scenography’, ‘urban space’, and ‘lighting design’. To collect knowledge 
from a broad range of research fields, the ProQuest, Scopus, and Web of 
Science databases were chosen. The search resulted in twenty peer-reviewed 
papers, four of which were included in this article. To add supplementary 
literature, a literature search was conducted in Google Scholar using the 
search string ‘scenography and light in the urban space’. Fourteen papers and 
texts were identified and three peer-reviewed papers were included.

The papers were chosen because they related to the three themes and addres-
sed the correlation between urban space, people, and lighting. The articles 
distinguished themselves by creating a link between Themes 1 and 2 by 
focusing on urban scenography and how the scenography or performance 
practice can be used as a lens through which to consider urban space and life.

The results from the search led to an analysis of the literature where the 
correlation between people, space, and light is discussed. A series of concepts 
was derived from the texts and collected in a selection of recommendations 
for lighting and for the use of the architectural and social potential of light.

LITERATURE ANALYSIS
Scenography and scenographic lighting
Traditional scenography has undergone major changes, from only being 
associated with the design of settings for a performance on a stage to now 
being able to assume many forms inside and outside of the theatre. Cont-
emporary forms of scenography reflect the political, social, cultural, or 
ecological impact that scenographic interventions have through multisen-
sorial performance events that blur the boundaries between the audience 
and the actors. The characteristics of expanded scenography, as this deve-
lopment within scenography is called, are evolving rapidly, especially since 
the turn of the millennium.4

This development has also happened within scenographic lighting. In his 
book Light: Readings in Theatre Practice, Scott Palmer describes light as a 
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Authors Theme 1

Scenography and 
scenographic lighting

Theme 2

Urban space and life

Theme 3

Urban lighting design 

Böhme, G. x

Fischer-Lichte, E. x

Keller, M. x

McKinney, J. Palmer, S. x

Palmer, S. x

Gehl, J. x

Goffman, E. x

Jacobs, J. x

Jensen, O. B. x

Lynch, K. x

Brandi, U. x

Cuttle, C. x

Descottes, H. x

Wasserfurth-Grzybowski, N. W. x

Mende, K. x

Narboni, R. x

Figure 1. Matrix of texts relative to the three themes listed in the literature.

Known Literature and Research
Literature on Scenography and Scenographic Lighting, Urban Space and Life, and Urban Lighting Design

Search Results for ProQuest, Scopus, Web of Science, and Google Scholar

Authors Theme 1

Scenography and 
scenographic lighting

Theme 2

Urban space and life

Theme 3

Urban lighting design 

Brejzek, T. x x

Edensor, T. x

Gröndahl, L. x

Lavrinec, J. x x

Sánchez, M. J. M. x x

Thibaud, J. P. x x

Wilkie, F. x x
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creative element in the theatre experience and explains how the technological 
development of light has had an impact on the use of light in theatre throug-
hout history. Up until the end of the nineteenth century, the theatre scene 
was two-dimensional, because theatre lights were attached to the stage front 
edge and projected upwards onto the actors. In the late nineteenth century, 
the stage designer and theatre theorist Adolphe Appia was one of the first to 
combine his scenographic creativity with the latest lighting technology, thus 
managing to add three-dimensionality to the stage by means of light.

As cited in Palmer, Appia stated that ‘Light has an almost miraculous flexibi-
lity . . . it can create shadows, make them living, and spread the harmony of 
the vibrations in space just as music does. In light we possess a most power-
ful means of expression through space, if this space is placed in the service 
of the actor’.5 Palmer concludes, ‘So, here we have our normal, established 
hierarchy: The actor presenting the drama, space in three dimensions, in the 
service of the actor’s plastic form, light giving life to each.’6

Appia formulates a hierarchy consisting of the actor who presents a drama, 
the space in three dimensions, and the lighting that makes the interaction 
come alive. The actors and the play constitute the focal point, to which the 
space and light are related.

This hierarchy inspired the pointing out of the three components used in this 
article, here presented in relation to the urban comparison:

The actor is an individual (i.e. a pedestrian and his or her actions in the 
urban space).

The space is the urban space in the nightscape (i.e. urban facades, roads, and 
pavement, and objects and the materials they consist of).

The lighting is urban lighting design. 

The actor presenting the drama is often the focus, or the scenographic lighting 
is planned to reveal details about the actor and the performance. Contrary to 
this, in the urban scene the functions of the setting, rather than the actor, are 
in focus (e.g. the distribution of sufficient light for a pedestrian to cross the 
road safely). The pedestrian in the urban space is both actor and audience, 
moving through a space or watching others moving through spaces. At the 
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theatre, lighting cues and dynamically programmed light are tuned to under-
line the drama, whereas the lighting in an urban space is controlled to fulfil 
regulations about a sufficient level of light. 

The space in the theatre scene is illuminated from many directions. The 
materials and colours of the setting are dominant because of high contrasts 
and directed light, whereas the setting in the urban scene is lighted to 
facilitate transport functions. Although some buildings stand out to a 
viewer because of the light in the windows, the materials and colours of the 
facades and urban objects are generally blurred because of the diffuse and 
low-level light.

The light in the theatre scene comes from many angles, and directed light 
at a high light level creates shadows that help to define the forms of objects. 
The light and the programming of the light are designed to support the play 
and the actors performing. The focused light makes the audience look at the 
play and nothing else. The light creates an atmosphere, and a change in the 
lighting helps the audience understand and prepare for the next scene. In 
the urban scene, the lighting is designed to support the functions of the city 
and illuminate the pavement, the road, and urban functions such as traf-
fic structures. Light from road lights is sometimes projected onto facades, 
making patterns of light that were not intended, blurring the surfaces of the 
urban space in the nightscape. 

The following analysis is structured within the three components; actor, 
space, and light.

Actor
The aim of describing architectural and social potentials of lighting in urban 
spaces is to contribute to the creation of nightscapes that are not only func-
tional but also liveable—such as by being more welcoming (densifying) and 
more conducive to social interaction. Safety is needed in the nightscape, and 
light can provide safety when designed according to the context. However, 
light can also enhance the social quality of meetings between people and 
create the basis for safer and better social interaction. Thus, lighting may 
make eye contact and mutually acknowledging nods more plausible or faci-
litate conversation while waiting for a bus. Lighting should be designed to 
support such meetings. Therefore, we need to analyse the visual perception 
of spaces. The following texts explain how sociologists and psychologists 
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analyse everyday social interactions and how the way in which we perceive 
our surroundings is part of a complete visual system, including our bodies 
and the surrounding spatial context. 

The sociologist Erving Goffman developed a ‘dramaturgy metaphor’ as a tool 
to understand everyday social interactions in the city. With a reference to the 
theatre, he argued that ‘social agents’ play roles in accordance with more or 
less self-conscious scripts for social interaction in the urban space.7 Goffman 
talks of ‘front stage’ and ‘back stage’ regions of the city when describing the 
dividing line between public and private city spaces. In the front-stage identi-
ty, we perform in front of other people, while our back-stage identity is where 
we do not have to perform but can relax.8 

Another concept used by Goffman in relation to face-to-face interaction in 
everyday life is ‘face’. Everybody has a self-image—a ‘face’—that they seek to 
communicate in social situations. This is how we ‘read’ situations and other 
people, by doing what Goffman calls ‘facework’ or face-to-face interaction.9 
This theatre of everyday life applies one set of codes during daytime and 
another during night-time. In the dark hours, the illumination of such ‘face’ 
meetings between people should be taken into consideration.

Whereas Goffman’s focus may be said to rest on eye contact and communi-
cation by means of facial expressions, James J. Gibson directs his attention 
towards our tactical perception of space. According to Gibson, visual percep-
tion is closely related to other sensory perceptions of the physical context: 
‘We are told that vision depends on the eye, which is connected to the brain. 
I shall suggest that natural vision depends on the eyes in the head on a body 
supported by the ground, the brain being only the central organ of a comple-
te visual system.’ When designing lighting for the theatre, thinking about 
the context (and actors’ bodies in the context) is a part of making the visual 
image relate to the play. In his work with visual perception, Gibson defines 
the ecological laws of surfaces, which describe how we perceive surfaces and 
textures. Again, finding inspiration from the theatre, lighting can be adjusted 
in detail according to the material upon which the light is reflected, which is 
often not the case in the urban space.10 

The movements of individual persons take place in the framework that an 
urban space provides. Pedestrians move on the pavement and at night-time 
in the areas that are lit. By analysing the rhythms of space, time, and everyday 
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life, both natural (daylight, time of year) and social (rush hour, weekends) 
lighting can be designed to support the movements of people or redirect 
them. The lighting system should be looked upon as a whole, a code that 
includes all information and is designed to support the ‘actors on stage’. 

The texts cited in the following explain how sociologists, planners, philo-
sophers, and researchers within performance studies analyse the dynamic 
rhythms and movements of people and the dynamics of light. 

Addressing the everyday scope of actions of people in a city, mobilities and 
the ability of city planners to imbue urban spaces with meaning are the 
focus of this article. According to Ole B. Jensen, ‘mobilities are carefully and 
meticulously designed, planned, and staged (from above). However, they are 
equally importantly acted out, performed, and lived as people are “staging 
themselves” (from below). Staging mobilities is the dynamic process between 
being staged (being stopped at a traffic light) and the mobile staging of 
interacting individuals (negotiating a passage on the pavement).’11 Lighting 
should be designed to support movements in the urban space, whether they 
be staged ‘from above’ according to regulations or ‘from below’ according to 
how people prefer to use spaces and interact in them. 

According to Maria José Martinez Sánchez, it is essential to understand that 
the movement of cars, bikes, people, and other flows in the city is a parame-
ter to consider when establishing a spatial configuration in urban design. 
In the paper ‘Dynamic Space, Complex Contexts’, Sánchez states that ‘the 
spatial configuration determines the dynamic qualities of the space, so by 
analysing movement analyses we could determine those relationships.’ Using 
movement analyses, we can find order in what may at first seem like chaos. 
Sánchez also refers to Jane Jacobs and her choreography of pedestrian ‘ballet 
dancers’.12 The interplay between the setting and the play is in focus. 

Dynamic lighting scenarios for the city should be designed according to the 
monitored movements of people in the urban space, as described by Jensen. 
In addition, they should be designed according to the overlapping rhythms 
of the city and of nature, as described by Henri Lefebvre in his book Rhyth-
manalysis: Space, Time and Everyday Life. According to Lefebvre, patterns 
of movement are created as the rhythms of ‘days, nights, seasons, waves and 
tides’ meet with those of ‘human structures’. Through reference to the theatre, 
Lefebvre describes the layers of rhythms and the interaction between people: 
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‘The everyday is simultaneously the site of, the theatre for, and what is at 
stake in a conflict between great indestructible rhythms and the processes 
imposed by the socio-economic organization of production, consumption, 
circulation and habitat.’13

The rhythm of a play or the rhythms of everyday actions are important 
factors to consider in establishing meaning, whether in the action of the play 
as perceived by the audience or in guiding the flow through the urban space 
of pedestrians. When working with light in the urban space, the existing 
rhythms of the place should be analysed, and visions for the staging from 
above of the future rhythm of that space should consider the supportive use 
of dynamic lighting. 

In the article ‘Performance and the Spatial Turn’, Fiona Wilkie reviews and 
discusses four books about the relationship between space and performan-
ce. The books make a strong case for performance practice as an ideal lens 
through which to consider the politics of place. Wilkie suggests three main 
directions: detailed attention to the complexity of mobile citizenship, use of 
theories of memory, and an increased awareness of the politics of visible and 
invisible space. The work of Henri Lefebvre appears in all books, especially 
his thoughts about citizens’ ‘right to the city’ and his claim that ‘(social) space 
is a (social) product’. Wilkie argues that space is socially produced by people, 
and what she describes as ‘social performance’ plays an active role in the 
production of a space.14 

Based on the literature study, on ‘the actor’, several concepts have been pointed 
out because of their reference to scenographic principles and the possibility 
of using these concepts to define the potentials of lighting in urban spaces. 
The concepts pointed out include the following: facework, scripts for social 
interaction, front stage/back stage (Goffman), visual perception (Gibson), 
mobilities (Jensen), rhythms (Lefebvre), movement analysis (Sánchez), and 
socially produced space (Wilkie).

Space
In the urban space, the setting is not easily changed; buildings facades, surfa-
ces, and objects such as street signs are fixed and stationary, unlike those 
on a theatre stage. Though different light settings can change the identity 
of the nightscape, the frame remains static. The following texts explain how 
urbanists and architects use various concepts to analyse an urban space and 
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the people using that space, as well as how they refer to scenography to define 
the potentials in relation to designing liveable cities. 

Kevin Lynch uses the concept of imageability in his book The Image of the 
City. Lynch states, ‘The definition of what might be called imageability [is] 
the quality in a physical object which gives it a high probability of evoking a 
strong image in any given observer.’15 This is similar to the theatre, where the 
intention is to create a link between what happens on stage, what the audience 
observes, and the memories and images that may be evoked in each observer. 
To handle visual form at the urban scale, Lynch formulated an architectural 
method, a structure to establish an overview of the city, constituting five 
types of city elements: paths, edges, districts, nodes, and landmarks. On the 
theatrical stage, we also see elements in a certain structure to establish an 
overview, supporting the play and actions on stage.

Jan Gehl introduced the concept of eye level. According to Gehl, an urban 
space can be designed in a logical way, by analysing people’s actions and 
observing them at eye level: What are they doing, and how do they prefer 
to do it? The architecture of the urban space affects people and their actions: 
‘First we shape cities and then they shape us.’16 Gehl’s work focuses on the 
relationship between urban spaces and individuals.

Jane Jacobs provides a framework for assessing cities’ vitality. Her work is 
about the roles of the actor and the action within the context of the city. 
When describing safety on sidewalks, Jacobs explains the complex order of 
movement on the sidewalk and the constant meetings between people. ‘This 
order is all composed of movement and change .  .  . we may fancifully call 
it the art form of the city and liken it to the dance . . . an intricate ballet in 
which the individual dancers and ensembles all have distinctive parts which 
miraculously reinforce each other and compose an orderly whole.’17 Thus, 
Jacobs introduces the choreography of ‘the dancers’ (the pedestrians) as a 
lens through which to look at the actions on the sidewalk in a new way, with 
references to the theatre. 

According to Jacobs, the pedestrians play distinctive parts that comprise an 
orderly whole. David Leatherbarrow also uses the metaphor when applying 
the phrase ‘the part and the whole’ to describe the connection between archi-
tecture and urbanism. The disciplines are often developed separately from 
each other, a gap which Leatherbarrow seeks to bridge with a reference to 
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Aldo van Eyck, ‘Tree is a Leaf and Leaf is a Tree’, meaning that a tree and a leaf 
have the same structure and are connected to and dependent on each other, 
as are, indeed, architecture and urbanism.18 Likewise, the quality of light 
depends on the surface it illuminates and can only be assessed in relation to 
the function or the social interaction it is meant to support.

Jekaterina Lavrinec describes the concept of urban scenography as the inter-
connections taking place in urban settings between spatial configurations 
and everyday scenarios. This suggests that spatial structures influence beha-
viour and emotional experience and, for example, can encourage citizens to 
be active.19 By contrast, Thea Brejzek explains how urban interventions can 
provoke a critical dialogue between the built environment and its inhabi-
tants. By using the urban space as the scenography and provoking people 
with interventions, the space is transformed, and value is added.20 

An intervention can change the moment and provide an experience, but when 
an artistic light installation becomes a permanent part of a place in the city, 
for example, the atmosphere in that place is enduringly changed. Jean-Paul 
Thibaud discusses the backstage of urban ambiance and what atmospheres 
pervading everyday experience does to citizens. This urban transformation 
affects everyday urban situations and daily social activities in which urban 
development no longer only concerns built forms and spaces but also the 
designed sensory environment that people experience while moving through 
the urban space.21

Based on the study above, several concepts related to ‘space’ were selected 
because of their reference to scenographic principles and the possibility of 
using these concepts to define the architectural and social potentials of light 
in urban spaces. The concepts pointed out are imageability and city structu-
re elements (Lynch), eye level (Gehl), choreography of people (Jacobs), 
the notion of the part and the whole (Leatherbarrow), urban scenography 
(Lavrinec), urban interventions (Brejzek), and urban ambiance (Thibaud). 

Light
The following analysis discusses how architects, lighting designers, and 
researchers of performance analyse and describe the use of lighting in urban 
spaces and on stage, in order to examine light as a tool that can change a 
space’s identity and thereby impact uses of the space and social interaction. 
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The lighting designer Roger Narboni distinguished between two ways of 
designing urban lighting. ‘Light urbanism’ represents urban lighting design 
made in lighting master plans, which include lighting for a city’s functions 
(e.g. roads and sidewalks), its historical buildings, and its meeting places. 
On the other hand, ‘nocturnal urbanism’ is about adapting the lighting to 
the urban space’s actual use at night as well as creating or supporting certain 
atmospheres and nocturnal identities. Narboni states that all cities look the 
same at night because of the same regulations for light and the use of the 
same fixtures and light sources. He asks, ‘How [does one] imagine a night 
identity for cities [that is] different and special, according to their history, 
their culture, their geographical location, their climate, and the diversity 
of their inhabitants? .  .  . The nocturnal identity is for me related to people 
present in the space at night, to the diverse nocturnal uses, during different 
periods of the night and of the year. And all these components are related to 
night time only.’22 Narboni then calls for a connection among the light, the 
use of the space at night-time, and the space’s users.23

Ulrike Brandi outlines how a typology of city spaces can be created by 
monitoring ‘hotspots of perception’, consisting of selected sceneries where 
everyday lighting seems to affect city dwellers: ‘Which story does the light tell 
about the city, how is the light perceived and how are the different light scenes 
linked to a function in the city?’24 The hotspots in the city are explained in 
sketches, seen from a car as the view of a pedestrian moving through the city. 
Another series of sketches describes the city through the eyes of a lighting 
designer when arriving by plane, driving a car, and reaching his or her hotel 
by foot. The sketches show how lighting forms the city by night.25 In Brandi’s 
sketches, a link to the play on stage is discernible, as she explains the scope for 
action in different settings and the perceived impacts of changes in lighting.

Kauro Mende has been designing with a focus on shadow, rather than light, 
throughout his career as a lighting designer: ‘Though the world we see is 
made up of layers of light and shadow, it is shadow not light that is usually 
in [the] focus of our gaze. Rather than the angle of the sun, we focus on the 
shadow of objects cast by the sun.’26 At the theatre, shadow is a strong tool 
used to design the setting, to reveal details about the actors, and to make 
impressions that connect to the play. Mende pinpoints the importance of 
the balance between light and shadow as well as between static and dynamic 
light. Thus, at the theatre, the balance between static and dynamic light is 
used to create progress in the story and enhance the play.
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The development of lighting technology and the increased ability to shift 
between static and dynamic light has enormously impacted scenographic 
practices. Laura Gröndahl, a scenographer and professor in stage design, 
discusses the influence of stage lighting on the processes of scenic design and 
the functioning of the performance space: ‘Light can no longer be thought 
of as a necessity that can just be added to the performance. It has become 
one of its basic visual elements, directing and focusing the spectator’s gaze. 
The rhythm of changing lighting cues creates a visual dramaturgy, which has 
turned visual design from solid constructions to a score of temporal events.’27 
The technical advances have given light a prominent role in theatre practice, 
whereas light used to be added at the end when setting up a play. Referring 
to controlling light, Gröndahl continues: ‘Because of the dramaturgical func-
tion of lighting cues, the whole scenography had to be thought of in temporal 
terms and not as a purely spatio-visual, solid environment. It was not enough 
anymore to design the architectural structures and visual atmospheres; you 
had to think of it as a dynamic event.’28 This dynamic event is linked to the 
programmed light. In this article, the intent is to show that programmed light 
in urban spaces can tie the space, the people, and their actions together in 
new ways and thereby support specific uses of the urban space.

When Gröndahl links the stage to urban spaces, she argues that ‘today’s inter-
medial scenography can be seen as a parallel to the contemporary experience 
of our spatio-visual environment in everyday life, echoing the changes that 
happen in our ways of perceiving and conceptualizing the world.’29 

In practice, choices about the location of the light, the angle, and the chosen 
type of light source have great significance in relation to what one is inten-
ding to visualize on the scene. The lighting designer Max Keller explains how 
lighting designers adapt the light to action and the atmosphere. Light can 
be adapted to the scene’s details, the actor’s expression, or what the actor 
must do. The lighting designer decides when to illuminate with a spotlight 
rather than a diffuse light, how to work with contrasts and shadows, and 
how the dynamic transitions (light cues) are programmed between moods 
or scene changes.30 In his book The Light Code, Norbert Werner Wasserfur-
th-Grzybowski describes light in the urban space as a system of signs that 
can be understood in codes: ‘The city is a semiotic system of signs that can 
be decoded or encoded. The resulting light code plays a key role in the way a 
town or a city is perceived in social, cultural and economic terms.’31 Wasser-
furth-Grzybowski defines the city’s urban light code as its DNA: ‘The urban 
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realm is dynamic—it is alive and in a constant process of change. Behind all 
this is a code that connects everything together, and this needs to be elucida-
ted as a common effort since we can only plan and design what we are aware 
of.’32 Thus, the ‘light code’ supports or creates collective visions for the city.

Erika Fischer-Lichte explores the range of complex meanings that light can 
add to a play and encodes the importance of light in using semiotics as a tool. 
Lighting is a spatial sign, says Fischer-Lichte, with reference to the theatrical 
code as a system. Light has both a practical and a symbolic function. The 
practical function of light as a spatial sign rests on the basis of four factors: 
intensity, colour, distribution, and movement. If one of these factors is 
changed, then the meaning implicit in the light design can also change. In 
the urban space, the practical function is related to the choice of fixture, the 
light source, and the lamp’s positioning, for example. 

Light symbolically functions as a system which generates meaning; light can 
isolate an object, induce significance into a place, be related to a character’s 
personality, be related to an atmosphere, and represent a mood or even an 
idea.33 In the urban space, the symbolic functions of light are related to, for 
example, the atmosphere one intends to create with light or to objects or 
places one would highlight.

In the article ‘Light Design and Atmosphere’, Tim Edensor touches upon how 
light and darkness can act as powerful agents in producing an atmosphere. 
He refers to Böhme and elaborates upon the reference to the stage set when 
describing atmospheres. ‘Atmospheres are an intermediate phenomenon 
and, while certain ingredients that shape atmosphere—of lighting, for instan-
ce—may pre-exist [before] people’s entrance into the setting, their response 
to it is also likely to be shaped by their current mood and prior experience, 
and this in turn has the potential to feed back into the ongoing production 
of the atmosphere.’34

Based on the literature review above related to ‘light’, several concepts have 
been pointed out because of their reference to scenographic principles and 
the possibility of using these concepts to define the potentials of light in 
urban spaces. The concepts pointed out are nocturnal identity (Narboni), 
light scenes (Brandi), shadow (Mende), dynamic events (Gröndahl), the 
urban light code (Wasserfurth-Grzybowski), the atmosphere (Edensor), 
practical light (Keller), and symbolic light (Fischer-Lichte).
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In each chapter—on actor, space, and light—key concepts were selected 
describing how scenographic principles may be used in urban design, archi-
tecture, and lighting design or how scenographic principles are used within 
different research disciplines to structure analyses of complex urban space 
contexts. In the following, these concepts will be combined to define archi-
tectural and social potentials of lighting in urban spaces.

RESULTS
The concepts from the literature analysis are collected in Figure 2 below and 
are later described in a series of recommendations for how light’s architectu-
ral and social potential can be used in urban spaces.

Potentials
The concept described in Figure 2 is explained below in a series of recom-
mendations for the architectural and social potential of light: 

Architectural potentials of light in urban spaces:

• Lighting design in the urban nightscape may—at the city-planning 
level—be useful for establishing a nocturnal city structure. 

• At eye level—when the lighting is designed in light scenes—the practi-
cal and symbolic qualities of light and shadow may be utilized to create 
spaces with different social and aesthetic atmospheres which relate to 
people’s memories.

• The visually perceived space and the materials and surfaces in that space 
may be tuned with light to meet or support certain nocturnal purposes. 

In the interconnections between the built environment and everyday practi-
ces, lighting can influence behaviour and emotional experience when desig-
ned to create a certain urban ambience.

Social potentials of light in urban spaces:

• Urban spaces are often designed primarily for daylight situations, and 
the lighting is added later and planned according to the daylight use. 
However, a city’s lighting may be designed for the nocturnal identity 
of the space, with varying designs according to the area’s use. It can be 
designed to meet the needs for commuting and communicating in a 
socially conducive and safe atmosphere. 
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Space Light Actor

Space

city structure (Lynch) 

part and whole (Leatherbarrow)

imageability (Lynch) 

eye level (Gehl)

Space and light

nocturnal identity (Narboni) 

light scenes (Brandi) 

Perception

visual perception (Gibson)

Space and scenography

choreography of people (Jacobs)

urban scenography (Lavrinec) 

urban interventions (Brejzek) 

urban ambiance (Thibaud)

Light qualities

shadow (Mende) 

practical light (Keller) 

symbolic light (Fischer-Lichte)

atmosphere and light (Edensor)

Social interaction

face work (Goffman)

scripts for social interaction 
(Goffman)

front stage / back stage (Goffman) 

socially produced space (Wilkie)

Light and movement

dynamic event (Gröndahl)

urban light code (Wasserfurth-
Grzybowski) 

Human movement

mobilities (Jensen) 

rhythms (Lefebvre) 

movement analysis (Sánchez) 

Figure 2. Matrix of concepts from literature analysis.

• The social rhythms and the more or less self-conscious scripts for 
social interactions in public spaces may be analysed and lighting be 
designed according to these rhythms so as to create attractive spaces 
for everyday activities. 

• Light may be designed to support face-to-face communication 
between people by using scenographic principles when designing the 
light, and also to facilitate mutual acknowledgement and trust as well 
as a sense of common purpose in public spaces.

• Light may be designed according to movement and rhythm analyses 
conducted in the city, and the light can therefore support wayfinding, 
point out the direction for walking, and also show people where to 
walk (choreography) by demarcating areas for specified functions. 

• The dynamics of lighting (e.g. turning lights on/off, dimming or incre-
asing light levels) made possible by technological development may 
be connected to the natural rhythms of day and night and of summer 
and winter, and to the city’s social rhythms. The dynamics of lighting 
design may add another layer to the experience of the urban nightsca-
pe and thereby support increased use of the city.
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• Light may visually connect elements in an urban space. Lighting up 
a small symbolic object in the city may have a great impact on the 
experience of that special location and thereby the entire space’s perce-
ived identity. The light code of a space includes all of the illuminated 
elements and their coherence.

CONCLUSION
At the theatre, all planning centres on the play’s purpose or message—on 
what the story is about and how the scenography can support that story and 
that message. All efforts are focused on this goal.

In the urban space, ‘the scene’ is fragmented and diffuse, functions or ‘plays’ 
are often designed separately, and so is the lighting design. This complexity is 
defined through two potentials for the lighting: the architectural and the social 
potentials of light. These potentials form a theoretical framework with which 
it is possible to discuss the historical, physical city—specifically, the vertical 
surfaces and their potentials for creating architectural scenes with light. At 
the same time, the dynamics of light can be combined with the dynamics of 
the flow of traffic, people, and the natural rhythms of light and weather in the 
architectural scenes. The social potential of light can be enhanced by desig-
ning light to support meetings between people, whether a nod or a conversa-
tion in the everyday actions within the city. The aim of this article is to show 
that by using the mindset of the theatre stage in the city’s nocturnal spaces, we 
can tell the ‘story’ of the specific space in specific settings and thereby create 
nocturnal urban spaces where lighting enhances either planned-from-above 
or pre-established-from-below place identities and social uses of the space. 

PERSPECTIVATION
The theoretical framework developed in this article is the initial analysis 
for a three-year project investigating how urban lighting can meet more 
potentials. The reference to scenography, the scenographic principles, and 
the potentials defined in the article will be used as qualitative tools to analyse 
existing urban spaces and to develop design concepts for better use of ligh-
ting. This initial theoretical analysis was conducted to create a conceptual 
framework supporting the important work on emphasizing focus lighting 
in urban spaces. This framework is meant to support the awareness of how 
lighting affects our perceptions of urban space identity, and thereby how light 
affects how people move in the space and how one relates to other people in 
the space in certain light settings.
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ABSTRACT 
In a debate initiated by Alexander Cuthbert, the scientificity of urban design 
is questioned, and means of strengthing it are suggested. On the other hand, 
some authors contest the usefulness of abstract theory, considering the prac-
tical-aesthetic nature of urban design. In any case, the relevance of scientific 
findings and their translation into design solutions is no trivial issue, as urban 
design is a pragmatic activity, which demands aesthetic and drawing skills 
rather than, or in addition to, academic skills. From a Scandinavian perspecti-
ve, neither the meaning of science nor the status of the sphere of urban design 
as a professional field is as obvious as implied in this Anglo-Saxon debate. In 
the present article, Cuthbert’s unclear standpoints concerning the theory of 
science and the role of science in relation to urban design are initially addres-
sed. Regarding the entire debate, it is argued that science, instead of primarily 
legitimating urban design as a specialized professional activity, should effec-
tively guide practitioners and help them to understand relevant social and 
political background conditions, including power. Power enters in at many 
levels, even at that of knowledge, affecting priorities. Nonetheless, easily 
marginalized ‘social’ knowledge should be intellectually/scientifically recog-
nized and ideally define boundary conditions for possible design solutions. 

KEYWORDS 
Urban design, science, knowledge, power 

URBAN DESIGN: SCIENCE, ART, OR A SCIENTIFICALLY 
INFORMED CREATIVE PRACTICE? 
Jarre Parkatti
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INTRODUCTION 
Recently, a debate has formed about the scientific respectability of urban 
design, the significance of theory for its down-to-earth practices, and its 
disciplinary autonomy.1 Although the questions have been asked before,2 in 
its present shape the origin of this Anglo-Saxon discussion might be traced 
to Alexander Cuthbert’s questioning of the existence of scientific urban-de-
sign knowledge. Aiming at a reconstruction of the presumed discipline, he 
presents his doubts concerning its current state in an extensive article backed 
up by a trilogy of books.3 However, his agenda of promoting urban design as 
a profession, partly underlying the debate, appears less topical from a Nordic 
viewpoint, as here architects still tend to assert themselves within the field. 
My purpose is therefore rather to reflect on the status of ‘weak’ knowledge 
of a social kind that furthers the quality of the built environment, whatever 
design/planning-related subfield it primarily is intended to guide. 

Cuthbert reproaches the leading figures within urban design for treating 
the realm as self-sufficient and for not citing other authors. His aim is to 
put the discipline on a scientific footing by connecting it to social science, 
thereby providing it with an external check, enabling critical self-reflection. 
In its present state, he claims, urban design is ‘largely fragmented in its 
practices, theories and methodologies’. He admits ‘the considerable over-
lap between [the] somewhat arbitrary professional realms’ of architecture, 
urban design, and town planning and claims that there is no coherent 
definition of urban design in the related literature. Nonetheless, he defends 
its status as a distinct professional sphere in relation to its neighbouring 
domains, placing it ‘alongside architecture and urban planning, rather than 
being subsumed to their interests’.4 

In the ensuing discussion, Stephen Marshall modifies Cuthbert’s criticism, 
sparing the classics and rather faulting the professional community for its 
blind faith in canonical work, excluding testing and making it immune 
against criticism. As a response, however, Kim Dovey and Elek Pafka warn 
against a wrong kind of testing, which itself may be problematic from a scien-
tific viewpoint. Urban designers need various kinds of knowledge, not all 
of which is scientifically testable. Likewise, Hooman Foroughmand Araabi 
points out that practitioners use diverse types of theory. Mike Biddulph 
underlines the specificity of urban design, making the social-scientific eluci-
dation of its preconditions of limited value for the practitioner. As to whether 
urban design should indeed be taken to define a discipline or rather just 
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be regarded as a pragmatically delimited area of practice, Michael Gunder 
perceives its increasing autonomy as connected with neoliberal dominance. 
Matthew Carmona, concretely analysing the urban design processes shaping 
public spaces, thereby offers an alternative way of anchoring the discipline, 
reconnecting to Cuthbert’s efforts of understanding its preconditions. He 
also includes the power issue in his discussion.5 

Before engaging with the debate in its entirety, I shall subject Cuthbert’s 
‘bold hypotheses’, based on the theory of science and Castells, to criticism 
in accordance with his Popperian ideal rather than ignore them. These ideas 
privileging ‘hard science’, or ‘science instead of ideology’, have largely escaped 
critical evaluation. Indeed, a certain scientism, in the sense that the scienti-
ficity of knowledge not conforming to overly restricted criteria is rejected, 
seems to mark many contributions. This is facilitated by the English-langu-
age science/humanities distinction (ignoring the common notions of ‘social 
science’ and ‘the human sciences’). 

In relation to Cuthbert, I shall thus specifically focus on: 
• his combination of Castells’s Marxism with Popper’s falsificationism 
• the role of the social-scientific base of urban design 
• urban design as a practice and a discipline 

More broadly, my treatment will engage with the following interrelated issues 
in the contributions: 

• Concerning scientism (naturalistic empiricism): 
 - Should natural science be regarded as an exemplar for urban 

design? 
 - Is testability of hypotheses considered the key/sole criterion of 

scientificity? 
• What is the role of science? 

 - To support the urban design process by offering immediately 
applicable knowledge? 

 - To critically evaluate urban design and explain its societal 
preconditions? 

 - To legitimize urban design as an autonomous discipline? 
• As to the (mostly implicit) power dimension of the debate, 

 - How is power relevant for understanding the preconditions of 
urban design? 

 - How is power related to the knowledge used?
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Methodologically, the discussion centres on the analysis of arguments presen-
ted in the discussion, narrowly delimited to contributions that either directly 
refer to Cuthbert or cite later contributions referencing him. The stand-
points are evaluated as to their internal coherence and from the viewpoint 
of social-scientific and philosophical literature. Concerning this theory, the 
treatment is guided by a realist-structurationist understanding, opposed 
here particularly to empiricist naturalistic scientism and post-structuralism 
or Foucauldian archaeology and genealogy. The former rejected position, 
favouring quantifiable and formalizable science, marginalizes social-scienti-
fic knowledge relative to technocratic know-how. The same actually applies 
to Foucault’s stance, as his power/knowledge analysis advises us to be suspi-
cious of the expertise of planners, particularly when founded on the human 
sciences. The more neutral theoretical starting point adopted here allows one 
to accept urban-design knowledge, especially of a social kind, as potentially 
both valid and relevant for reaching the goals of urban design. 

My background assumption is that urban design should aim at creating an 
ecologically sustainable, socially well-working, aesthetically attractive, and 
economically competitive built environment,6 and that to attain this both 
multidisciplinary knowledge and design skills must be used. This seemingly 
trivial starting point turns the attention from defending the discipline and its 
scientific reputation to the means needed for achieving the specified ends. 
The methods may indeed be of a scientific kind. Even so, a distinctive trait 
defining urban design is the competence it requires in translating factual 
knowledge into designs. To help practitioners understand the context of their 
actions, theoreticians are nonetheless expected to explicate various precon-
ditions of urban design. This should include the mechanisms affecting what 
kind of knowledge is taken to form boundary conditions for the practitioner’s 
creative effort in reconciling divergent interests. 

Obviously architecture, urban design, and town planning are contingently 
institutionalized, interdependent, and imprecisely separated, thus partly 
posing similar questions concerning their appropriate knowledge. Even if the 
supposed problem with abstract planning versus aesthetically focused archi-
tecture, and thus the felt need of an autonomous urban design, transcends the 
Anglo-Saxon world, there are counter-examples such as the Finnish capital. 
There, partial master plans and detailed plans effectively further architectural 
town-planning goals. Nevertheless, not the least in Finland, the tacit nature 
of much architectural and urban-design knowledge is exacerbated by a prag-
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matic tradition emphasizing technical and aesthetic skills in the education 
of architects. This not only tends to conceal the societal preconditions of the 
activity, but it also threatens to marginalize social knowledge of an immedi-
ately applicable kind. 

CUTHBERT’S CASTELLSIAN CRITICISM OF THE THEORY OF 
URBAN DESIGN 
In his articles and books, Cuthbert raises essential questions about urban 
design, discussing its feeble scientific foundations, its societal preconditions, 
and its ambiguous identity, although being interpretable as an age-old prac-
tice. The inclusion of his largely ignored ideas relating to Marxism and the 
theory of science in my treatment responds to his call for scientific criticism. 
Such an effort hopefully contributes to preventing misguided philosophical 
conceptions from obscuring the understanding of substantial aspects of 
the activity. In what follows, I shall take a closer look at Cuthbert’s general, 
hierarchical view of science, his combination of theories, and his understan-
ding of the role of social science and of urban design as a discipline. 

Cuthbert shows that urban design literature intending to sum up the achieve-
ments within the professional area, creating a synthesis, treats urban design 
as self-contained. It disregards social-scientific findings and even ignores 
critical unorthodox currents within the field (post-modernism). On the 
other hand, literature aiming at the formulation of comprehensive original 
new programmes for urban design—that of Kevin Lynch, Rob Krier, Bill 
Hillier and Julienne Hanson, and Christopher Alexander—tends not to cite 
other authors with the same intent, or urban design literature generally. Thus, 
it does not live up to scientific standards enabling the cumulation of know-
ledge. Cuthbert therefore finds it necessary to transcend the limits of urban 
design by connecting it to social science.7 

According to Cuthbert, ‘the best view of science we can adopt is one that is 
a continuum from “pure science” and positivism on the one hand, through 
a whole spectrum of possibilities, to some of the more rarefied research 
methods in the social sciences on the other’. Ontologically, the extreme poles 
of possible scientific approaches according to him are those of realism and 
constructivism. Concerning the relation between natural and social science, 
he believes, on the one hand, that there is a certain consensus that they must 
differ; on the other, he sees no ‘hard and fast line’ between them—still, he 
regards the method of social science as proto-scientific.8 He finds that 
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the use of the term science has . . . been extrapolated into other areas of 
knowledge, adding credibility by way of association . . . where the social 
then adopts a mantel that may not actually reflect the complexity and 
appropriateness of the methods of the natural sciences.9 

Despite his liberal starting point, Cuthbert thus regards natural science as 
the ideal, defining proper scientific method. Another way this unrestrained 
tolerance is limited is by the adoption of Karl Popper’s falsificationism as a 
standard for scientificity. He even claims that a discipline should be defined 
by a refutable theory, complaining that ‘one may search in vain for any author 
who begins an article “my hypothesis as to a satisfactory theory of urban 
design would be the following”’. Nonetheless, he makes a concession to other 
kinds of knowledge in allowing that scientific knowledge is partial.10 

In his more precise positioning of himself, Cuthbert follows Manuel Castells, 
aiming at a (non-Faludian) theory of urban design rather than a theory for or 
in urban design.11 His reliance on Castells also connects his reconstruction 
to Althusserian Marxism.12 With the former, he holds that to secure scientific 
knowledge as opposed to ideology, a discipline must have either a real or a 
theoretical object.13 A real object is an aspect of reality, ‘ready-wrapped in 
preconceptions which are usually “ideological”’.14 The scientific (or theoreti-
cal) object of a discipline ‘is constituted by the set of concepts developed to 
account for the various real objects the science is claimed to analyze’.15 Cuth-
bert singles out public space, frequently the target of urban design, as the real 
object of the field and civil society as its theoretical object. A common-sense 
explanation for so limiting its object might be that since urban design is 
not focused on designing separate buildings, which he holds are essentially 
‘closed boxes’,16 it instead shapes the spaces in between (cf. Gehl’s Life between 
Buildings).17 This space, it might be held, should preferably be public, housing 
interaction that civil society depends on. 

Currently, however, urban design’s strength, for Cuthbert, lies in its practi-
ce, while as theory it is inconsequential. ‘Paradoxically’, he claims, ‘gaining 
credibility for urban design as a “field” is dependent on relinquishing the idea 
that it somehow has its own inherent integrity’.18 One reason for Cuthbert’s 
insistence on an autonomous urban design based on social science is what he 
regards as the self-referential, ideological, and atheoretical nature of archi-
tectural theory. According to him, architecture forces architectural aesthetics 
upon urban design as its knowledge base. Town planning again is of a regu-
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latory nature and, although more closely related to social science, has weak 
theoretical foundations, it tends to be occupied with development and policy 
planning and to be ‘reluctant to recognize “physical design”’.19 Repudiating 
the architectural and planning ‘mystifications’ that ‘the city is merely a larger 
building’ and that ‘all we need is another set of design guidelines’, he deplores 
the state of urban design in the ‘middle ground allocated to it by architecture 
and planning’ and its actual dependence on both. Nevertheless, he observes 
that spatial political economy completely rejects ‘any division of knowledge 
based upon professional and academic boundaries’. Although he mentions 
both power and, in relation to such disciplinary struggles, power/knowledge, 
he does not integrate these notions into his account.20 

The problem with establishing Cuthbert’s standpoint is its ambiguous relation 
to the various views in the literature he reports. Nonetheless, his advice of tying 
urban design theory to insights about society and his criticism of its theorists’ 
lacking references to other authors both seem justified. Contrariwise, his 
positive views of science are problematic: the continuum between positivism 
and anti-empiricism or from realism to constructivism does not make up a 
trustworthy interpretation of the scope of contemporary scientific alternatives 
or a strong scientific position. Fundamental principles of the positivism of 
the twentieth century, logical positivism, were refuted already before World 
War  II.21 As to realism, its naïve outdated variety should be distinguished 
from its more plausible contemporary kinds. The constructivist extreme may 
less controversially be understood as (weak) social constructionism. 

Cuthbert’s position is associated with two types of problematic scientism. 
First, he worries about social-scientific theory not living up to natural 
scientific standards. However, he does not base his concern on any argu-
ment about the nature of the research objects justifying the comparison. 
Second, the emphasis on the idea of an epistemological break with previous 
theorizing tied to Louis Althusser—consonant with much French thinking 
influenced by Gaston Bachelard, Georges Canguilhem, and others22—may 
cause its advocates to rashly write off arguments incompatible with the 
privileged approach. Accordingly, Cuthbert’s view eventually implies that 
all theory, except for that founded on (the later) Marx, is ideological, as 
distinct from scientific.23 

In relation to the theory of science, Cuthbert’s combination of a Marxist view 
with Popper’s falsificationism also seems strange, as one central objective of 
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the latter was to find a way of delimiting doctrines, such as those of Karl 
Marx and Sigmund Freud, from science. And falsifiability hardly characteri-
zes the abstract and general thinking of Castells, who regards the explanatory 
capacity of his theory as its decisive test.24 Although Cuthbert probably is 
correct about the need to test theory in one way or the other, in view of a 
contemporary understanding of science (as explicated by, among others, 
Thomas Kuhn, whom Cuthbert himself cites), this is not as clear-cut of a 
matter as Popper supposed. 

Again, Castells’s perspective may be significant in bringing space into social 
science and for grasping conditions ruling planning on a general level. Yet, the 
question remains as to how it helps to guide an aesthetically creative activity. 
Linking urban design to social science through public space and civil society, 
themselves disputable as its unique research objects (private courtyards and 
gated communities are designed, too), does not solve the problem.25 This 
difficulty is reflected in an ambiguity in Cuthbert’s formulation of his purpo-
se: if it concerns explaining ‘the essential features of a creative process called 
urban design’, then Castells’s spatial political economy appears far-fetched. 
An abstract investigation of ‘how the form of cities has come about’ seems 
more in line with Castells, but it alienates the treatment from urban design. 
True, Cuthbert’s method ‘is not concerned with what to do about urban 
design projects, but about how to think about what to do’.26 However, exactly 
this philosophical turn makes his reconstructed discipline irrelevant for the 
practically focused urban designer in need of substantial design rules for 
creating a good urban environment. He indeed acknowledges this.27 

Such oddities notwithstanding, Cuthbert’s views about the problems that 
urban design faces in a capitalist environment come close to what other 
authors have said about town planning. Thus, Nigel Taylor remarks that 
Marxist writers in the 1970s pointed out how the power of planners was 
‘heavily circumscribed and constrained by more fundamental and enduring 
socioeconomic forces and “structures”’; he continues by asserting that ‘one 
had to “situate” planning activity within its “political economic” context, 
because the context significantly shaped and constrained—and therefore did 
much to explain—the nature and effectiveness of planning activity’.28 Ray 
Pahl, cited by Taylor, catches one of Cuthbert’s main points in stating: 
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The fundamental error of urban sociology was to look to the city for an 
understanding of the city. Rather the city should be seen as an arena, an 
understanding of which helps in the understanding of the overall society 
which creates it. Thus our questions should not be framed in terms of 
specifically ‘urban’ problems or ‘urban’ processes, as if these could be 
understood separately and independently of the host society.29 

This understanding supports or at least illuminates Cuthbert’s position as to 
the significance of (Marxist) social science in relation to ‘the urban question’. 
However, the problem remains as to what consequences, if any, these general 
points might have for urban design practice. 

In the 1960s and 1970s, the case for the autonomy of urban design might 
have been defended, for planning theory at the time regarded town planning 
either as a completely procedural field concerned with rational decision-ma-
king, thus abstracting from any specific content (including, in principle, that 
of town planning!), or as being about the system that an urban area defines, 
again abstracting from design.30 Even then, a sharp dividing line in the other 
direction, between the architect’s design of a building (a building complex? 
a campus?) and the urban designer’s design of the surrounding streetscape, 
urban block, or neighbourhood (a building complex? a campus?) would some-
how have to be drawn up to defend urban design’s integrity. Cuthbert’s Marxist 
characterization of the specificity of the concrete object of urban design is not 
watertight and hardly helps in this respect: ‘While Architecture represents the 
locus of exchange values locked into fixed capital assets, Urban Design qua 
the public realm appears as use values representing the space of civil society’.31 

While Cuthbert’s defence of a theoretical and autonomous discipline might 
be comprehensible considering the past and present contingent states of 
urban design in an Anglo-Saxon context,32 the universal need of such a solu-
tion and its specific elements still seems doubtful. Within a multidisciplinary 
applied field, questions requiring very different responses may be posed. As 
Foroughmand Araabi makes clear, diverse types of theory may consequent-
ly be used.33 From this viewpoint, what counts is a theoretically reasoned 
position for solving practical problems rather than a consolidation of the 
professional area as an autonomous discipline bolstered by inapplicable theo-
ry. Cuthbert actually acknowledges that a main reason for his project is that 
presently anybody in any way involved in city development might call him or 
herself an urban designer. Yet, he continues giving his project a professionally 
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less self-regarding justification: ‘A new profession may be expendable, new 
knowledge is not.’34 

From the latter perspective, an alternative might be to reintegrate the design 
and planning disciplines in a manner that enhances their social-scientific 
awareness. Gunder in fact identifies a ‘progressive differentiation between 
urban planning and urban design’ tied to neoliberalism.35 This further shifts 
the burden of proof towards Cuthbert in view of his Marxist perspective. 
According to Gunder, urban design fills an essential task in ensuring a livea-
ble environment when tied to planning (as it is, for example, in the Finnish 
capital), while as a freestanding endeavour it tends to favour private gain. 

In any case, it remains unclear exactly how Cuthbert’s Castellsian view of the 
theory of urban design will enable him to surpass the earlier theory for urban 
design that he castigates. As he points out himself,36 there is a fundamental 
gap to bridge between the two endeavours. It is hardly enough to urge us to 
completely reassess ‘urban design traditions as .  .  . potentially irrelevant to 
the globalization of capital’ and to change our understanding of design from 
‘a modernist, Beaux Arts obsession with form, the eureka principle, and the 
cult of master/disciple to one where the organic production of urban forms 
and spaces are homologous with the production of society’.37 If the resear-
cher finds Castells’s broader theory of the urban helpful in, for example, 
defining the urban system as ‘the specific articulation of the instances of a 
social structure within a (spatial) unit of the reproduction of labour power’,38 
then such general statements, meaningless without the support of a particu-
lar Marxist understanding of the workings of capitalist society, are to little 
avail for the practitioner. Although I generally find the criticism of Cuthbert 
surprisingly cautious, at least Mike Biddulph reacts by asking: 

Is that a theory that explains everything? If we know and understand 
spatial political economy and the relationship between this academic 
tradition and the design of the built environment will we be better urban 
designers? . . . Empowered by the political awareness of social equity and 
social justice, and its unclear built form ramifications, will urban designers 
become a progressive force shaping urban development and confronting 
the vagaries of, for example, neoliberalism and globalization?39

If, however, one acknowledges Cuthbert’s interest in the overarching socie-
tal features, urban designers still need to understand how their efforts are 
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conditioned by strong interests and social mechanisms on several levels of 
the design process, as concretely described, for instance, by Carmona. The 
abstractly minded researcher might study how constraints imposed by ‘the 
system’, possibly tied to mechanisms such as Foucauldian dispositifs, affect 
the knowledge used. Especially interesting is how the restraining conditions 
are translated into planning practices and internalized by urban designers on 
the level of the (Giddensian) practical consciousness. Although such concre-
tization seems compatible with Cuthbert’s intentions, his Marxist belief in 
the structural determination of urban design makes him withdraw into 
the rarefied world of ‘heterological-meta-methodological’ reflection.40 This 
apparently blocks his interest in exploring how substantial design knowledge 
and rules could secure a decent urban environment within the limits set by 
capitalism. He might even feed the cult of the master-designer, which in prin-
ciple he opposes, by trusting in the power of ‘thinking differently’. Expecting 
theoretical-political edification suddenly to produce a creative urge to design 
in new, better ways may thus protect urban design from concrete, academi-
cally founded criticism interfering with design solutions. 

Connecting the discussion with the questions in the introduction, both the 
scientific and the practical aspects of Cuthbert’s intervention are problema-
tic. As to science generally, his theoretical eclecticism makes his position 
ambiguous, but seemingly contradictory and datedly scientistic. Regarding 
the capacity of social science to elucidate the conditions of urban design, it 
remains unclear how, according to him, this knowledge serves urban design’s 
practical tasks and in what sense it could make up its theoretical base. Cuth-
bert’s abstract and partisan Marxist standpoint does not lessen the problem.41 
As to the status of an autonomous urban design discipline, he defends it 
despite the implications of his Marxist stance. 

THE SCIENTIFICITY OF URBAN DESIGN 
In the debate, the ascientific nature of urban design as an art or technical prac-
tice is generally acknowledged, the issue rather being the status of its theory. 
The responses to Cuthbert reject the idea of basing urban design on external 
theory ‘of ’ or ‘about’ the activity. Yet, Marshall follows him in connecting the 
problematic scientific status of urban design to the lack of a coherent theory 
underpinning it, comparing its knowledge with pseudo-science.42 Contra-
riwise, Dovey and Pafka observe that such allegations may derive from over-
looking existing theory and incorrectly interpreting its status.43 Almost all 
contributions recognize a mix of different kinds of knowledge at the heart of 
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urban design theory. A key question, however, is to what extent this theory is 
‘scientific or normative’ and what its possible scientificity means. 

Moderating Cuthbert’s criticism, Marshall problematizes urban designers’ 
uncritical reception of intrinsically respectable work. Trust in authority leads 
them to cling to received wisdom despite new findings. Following Cuthbert 
in reviewing the literature, he therefore looks particularly at its reception. In 
addition to Lynch and Alexander, treated by Cuthbert, Marshall discusses 
Gordon Cullen and Jane Jacobs. According to Marshall, Lynch’s principles 
remain hypothetical and their practical value open to question. Cullen, not 
even pretending to be purely scientific, has met with normative criticism based 
on the opponents’ distaste of the picturesque, et cetera, even when his ideas 
might be understood as testable hypotheses. Again, Jacobs’s central theses have 
not been controlled in a systematic way, and when they, in exceptional cases, 
have been tested, they have been disproved. The same goes for Alexander.44 

Instead of importing knowledge, as Cuthbert suggests, from another field 
of doubtful direct bearing on urban design, Marshall prefers to modify and 
develop older contributions within the field into scientifically respectable 
knowledge.45 Hence, he suggests measures for scientizing urban design, 
listing three ways of practising it. First, it may be considered a purely tech-
nical-creative endeavour. Second, one may see it as a technical-creative 
undertaking supported by scientific knowledge. Third, the technical-creative 
task might be supported by scientific urban-design knowledge proper. In the 
second case, practitioners must be able to apply scientific knowledge, while 
in the last case, according to Marshall, urban design must work in a fully 
scientific manner, placing demands on both theory and practice.46 

As to Marshall’s last case, Biddulph, supported by Carmona, observes that due 
to the wickedness of urban design problems, urban designers cannot work 
as applied scientists.47 On a closer look, Marshall’s unqualified emphasis on 
testing may also be problematic in view of a post-Kuhnian theory of science, 
as noted above. Dovey and Pafka even remark that a wrong kind of testing 
may itself be pseudo-scientific.48 They point out that the theories discussed, 
to which they add Camillo Sitte’s and Ildefons Cerdà’s, are sophisticated 
and complex, containing ingredients ranging from the straightforwardly 
empirical to aesthetical meaning. According to them, diagrammatical soci-
al-spatial knowledge epitomizes urban design. They note that even important 
empirical results, such as Cerdà’s, have been overlooked when published in 
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other languages than English. Dovey and Pafka suggest that this might have 
contributed to demands such as Marshall’s for a renewed scientized urban 
design.49 Nevertheless, somewhat surprisingly, they accept his conception 
that classics of urban design often make seemingly empirical claims, which 
in fact are not testable and ‘therefore not science’.50 Instead of stressing the 
manifold varieties of science, with varying levels of testability, they maintain 
that there are other types of knowledge valuable for urban design.51 They cite 
Cullen, who claims that 

we have to rid ourselves of the thought that the excitement and drama 
that we seek can be born automatically out of the scientific research and 
solutions arrived at by the technical man .  .  . We naturally accept these 
solutions but are not entirely bound by them.52 

The problem with Dovey and Pafka’s impeccable remark that not all know-
ledge relevant for urban design needs to be scientific is that the possibly 
non-scientific status of ‘social’ (sociological/social scientific/humanist) 
knowledge risks leaving it as a source of inspiration only, no more objectively 
binding than artistic programmes. Technical and economic requirements, 
often possible to express in apparently neutral and precise terms, tend to 
be respected as boundary conditions for urban design. On the contrary, the 
social dimension, theoretically-politically relative and more diffuse, is easily 
marginalized. If such knowledge is not even in principle allowed to specify 
what socially significant traits should be secured, then the social dimension 
may dissolve in the more general category of architectural quality, determi-
ned by the educated aesthetic sensitivity of architects. 

The apparent devaluation of the social sciences and humanities—and the 
dependence of the perception of them as non-scientific on English language—
could hardly be more clearly expressed than by Dovey and Pafka writing that 

there are clear limits to any science of aesthetics. Suppose we could prove 
empirically that people generally prefer certain cityscapes, urban imagery 
or open space designs—this won’t persuade those who accuse Sitte and 
Cullen of romanticism because such critique stems from the humanities 
and not the sciences.53 

Why would it be more justified to respect such an assumed regularity if it 
could be derived from genetics? Neither the social sciences (which more 
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typically might be interested in the uniformities of popular perception) nor 
aesthetics, commonly judged even less scientific, consists of mere opinions. 
From this viewpoint, anything worthy of the status of knowledge, whatever 
its type, at least if wissenschaftlich  / vetenskaplig  / videnskabelig, et cetera 
(as aesthetics must be, as a Geisteswissenschaft), should be respected—or 
argued against. While in fact Dovey and Pafka consistently defend exactly 
this knowledge, it is noteworthy that the science status of knowledge has 
persuasive force, giving rise to the power/knowledge problem they mention 
in passing.54 In any case, vindicating the scientific status of such knowledge 
would strengthen its claims to being followed. After all, the importance of 
science, considerations of self-regarding professional interests and respecta-
bility apart, is its function as an arbitrator between conflicting claims. 

Discussing knowledge within urban design, Carmona distinguishes between 
two kinds. On the one hand, there is pragmatically used external knowledge 
tied to practices; on the other, he discerns an evolving field where such know-
ledge is added to and moulded into a coherent whole, while also producing 
new knowledge unique to urban design.55 In his account, this field defines 
a ‘mongrel discipline’ with internal conflicts between normative design, 
tending to aesthetically biased ‘urbanisms’ coupled with political naivety, and 
scientific, socioeconomic, or political-economic approaches. The latter often 
effectively disregard the specific contribution of urban design.56 

Nevertheless, one should note that the theory in each category, alleged-
ly forming part of an urban design discipline, is not of a piece. As Dovey 
and Pafka point out, some pioneering urban-design related work is not at 
all naïve and might not be easy to test. And if one trusts the objectivity of 
science to check the supposedly arbitrary normative subjectivity of design, 
then it should be noted that normativity characterizes not only design and 
the knowledge closely related to it, but also more detached social science, 
varying in each case in kind and degree. Both types of theory may be strongly 
normative in formal terms. Nevertheless, it might be generally acceptable if 
based on political-professional consensus in principle, as is today the need of 
favouring pedestrians and public transport. 

Instead, trusting quantifiable, formalizable ‘hard science’, or lofty partisan 
theory, may rather obscure the obviously political nature of both urban 
design and social science. Ultimately, science may then obtain something 
like a magic role, supporting technocratic-aesthetic urban design. True, a 
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genuinely scientific spirit may require sticking to the authority of science, 
ruling out eclecticism of a kind that Dovey and Pafka’s stance might be feared 
to allow. Yet, to avoid scientific dogmatism and idiosyncrasy, one must grasp 
the spirit of science by taking a broader view of its basis, requiring it to be 
open to questioning and rational discussion on a conceptual level. This spirit 
becomes overshadowed by strategic thinking towards the end in Marshall’s 
discussion, where—despite his overall stance as an austere critic—professi-
onal strategy and the mere impression of scientificity seem to become the 
decisive consideration.57 

Without ignoring the fact that empiricism lingers on within the theory of 
science,58 giving some contributions to the debate a certain plausibility, such 
views are problematic if unreflectively embraced. The ‘robust, consistent 
scientific grounding’59 that Cuthbert and Marshall call for ties the scientificity 
of urban design to the issue of its autonomy as a discipline. If urban design 
were instead regarded as a transdisciplinary project, then its scientificity 
should rather be secured by the ability of the urban designer to discern what 
kind of knowledge is relevant or binding for a problem at hand. This is a more 
demanding task than formulaically recognizing quantitative and formalized 
data as (hard/paradigmatic) science. 

THE PRACTICAL-CREATIVE ASPECT OF URBAN DESIGN 
Whatever one’s view of science, it should be clear that urban design primarily 
is a practical professional sphere. There is a significant difference between 
explaining or understanding its societal background conditions, setting up or 
spelling out its goals, and guiding its execution. Cuthbert focuses on the first 
undertaking at the cost of neglecting the latter ones. While the political-eco-
nomic conditions of urban design are important, academics should scarcely 
disregard the theoretically interesting and practically consequential issue of 
how social science and urban design theory, whether relatively neutral or 
openly normative, might non-arbitrarily guide creative, aesthetically orien-
ted practice. As Biddulph points out, ‘the absence of a firm theoretical base 
in a social scientific sense cannot limit the activity’.60 

Even Cuthbert occasionally acknowledges the significance of the practi-
cal aspect of urban design: ‘To those who would claim that I have at last 
removed urban design entirely from design issues and design knowledge, I 
would plead guilty to overstating my case’.61 Yet, Biddulph makes a welcome 
contribution in defending the value of theory for urban design, specifically 
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helping designers to design. While his interests might primarily concern 
supporting the craft as such and understanding its specific nature, his 
viewpoint is fundamental for allowing research to promote the quality of the 
urban environment.62 On the other hand, even if one focuses on this task, 
Cuthbert is right in stressing the importance of understanding the societal 
preconditions of urban design, which is one of the intentions in Carmona’s 
study. The latter undertaking might include an analysis of which issues are 
particularly contested and which are more consensual in principle (special 
interests may induce actors to act contrary to declared commitments), thus 
also defining limits to the wickedness (largely political contestability) of 
design and planning problems emphasized by Biddulph. 

On the contrary, social-scientific criticism of urban design is problematic if it 
does not touch on how specific design prescriptions or traits affect the social 
world. This often happens for instance in the treatment of New Urbanism. 
Thus Cuthbert advises the urban designer against following the New Urba-
nists’ design prescriptions, which allegedly ‘mask existing class struggles’ with 
‘reactionary aesthetics’ in what he allows is their ‘genuine search for a secure 
and humane community’.63 After critics have condemned the New Urbanists’ 
retrospective style, the discussion tends quickly to move beyond the level 
of design, neglecting its tangible effects, into an examination of assumed 
presuppositions or implied allegiances behind the design approach.64 Theory 
about or of urban design in contrast to theory in or for urban design might 
illuminate theoretically profound and politically ‘relevant’ issues. However, 
to be relevant for the practitioner and, in the end, the town dweller having 
to cope with the designed environment, ‘theory of ’ must somehow connect 
with ‘theory for’.65 

The requirement of applicability means that theory must stand a chance of 
affecting the actual moulding of urban environments, prescribing or proscri-
bing specific design solutions. From this practical viewpoint, the ideological 
bias and motives of the New Urbanists should not be decisive. Instead, the 
effects of, for example, their Transect principle on the liveability (or legibility, 
authenticity, etc.) of the produced urban environment needs to be analysed. 
Resulting criticism should preferably include architectural sketches and visu-
alizations modifying the functions, proportions, and, if necessary, the aest-
hetics of proposed or realized projects to correct any deficiencies (fig. 1ab).66 
The problem might be due to a partly implicit, but strongly sanctioned, divi-
sion of labour between academics and practitioners. The latter, whose success 
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Figure 1a. Elevation of realized building as present situation and imagined alternative realization. Concretization of urban design 
criticism from a social perspective in terms of Penthouse, Middle Storeys and Ground Floor. Above elevation according to archi-
tect Rainer Mahlamäki. (Manipulation below: J.P.)

Figure 1b. Present urban block and counterfactual realization as perimeter block. Imperfect urbanity in view of Jacobsian and 
Gehlian principles in the inner-city district of Fiskehamnen in the Finnish capital. (Drawings: J.P.)
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depends on artistic achievements rather than on the justifiability of designs 
by arguments, refuse to take instructions from scholars,67 who again might 
lack the capital to compete on the conditions ruling the design sphere. From 
the viewpoint of such a Bourdieusian field analysis, a part-cause of the acade-
mic abstractions or change of subject might be that theoretically trained or 
focused scholars retreat to the meta-level to avoid being despised as amateur 
or second-rank designers. The reverse cause is then that the academic field 
may bring more distinction to those (including former practitioners) taking 
part in a theoretically advanced social-scientific/philosophical discourse than 
to those remaining on the urban design level.68 A more general, and generally 
recognized, cause is found in the difficulties inherent to all transdisciplinary 
work, in this case involving a real understanding of both design and theory 
and effecting a synthesis rather than a mechanic combination of the two. Yet, 
unless a meeting point between them is found, the doings of architects and 
urban designers, with their largely artistic perspective, will be protected from 
not only critical public debate but also theoretically informed evaluation.69 
This adds weight to complaints like those presented by Kristof Van Assche 
et al., questioning planning dominated by architects and urban designers.70 

As the urban-design knowledge intended here is largely of a social kind, an 
objection might be that such knowledge is perspective dependent, political, 
and vague. Although some ‘technical’ knowledge, such as that concerning the 
amount of parking spaces needed, is certainly political, too, it is usually not 
imprecise. Nevertheless, Biddulph notes that perspective dependence and 
vagueness do not imply total freedom of interpretation: 

This is not to suggest, however, that what is left is merely a form of rela-
tivism in which anything goes in urban design terms. There are many 
conclusions from discrete pieces of research or forms of consensus 
which guide the nature of the decisions that might be made. Alexander’s 
patterns might be viewed in this way, or the conclusions of Lynch on the 
features that help people find their way around, or maybe more tenuously 
Cullen’s concern for townscape. The principles of urban design are also 
a good example, as they set out a design agenda and point out the issues 
that need to be addressed without prescribing, machine-like, particular 
forms of solution.71 

Above, I have made extensive use of Biddulph’s insights. Nonetheless, much 
hinges on how one interprets the fact that there are limits to how far social 
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science and urban design theory can take the designer, who always depends 
on practical skills and creativity. Still, social boundary conditions should 
count equally with technical ones at the creative stage, too. Biddulph cites 
Allan Jacobs and Donald Appleyard, stating that 

. . . after a while one knows and accepts that the research into what makes 
good places to live will be endless, often without conclusion, and always 
value-laden. There comes a time when one says, ‘Well, I must take a leap. 
All of the experience has taught me something. It may be unprovable, but 
I think I know what a good place is’.72 

Further on, Biddulph emphasizes the width of the problems facing desig-
ners, connecting their predicament to wicked problems. Yet, he arguably 
then underestimates the (in principle if not de facto) binding force of social 
urban-design knowledge, provided agreement on general political objectives 
and design principles. Moreover, despite the gap or complementarity between 
art and science (one cannot produce art by following a scientific procedure 
or vice versa), the practitioner must respect numerous technical, legal, and 
economic boundary conditions. The same should probably apply to generally 
agreed upon social-scientific, urban-design findings.73 Their validity may be 
questioned;74 the problem is when guidelines are simply ignored. Why do 
‘technically’ grounded requirements tend to be acknowledged, even when 
they contradict the best available knowledge (norms securing numerous 
inexpensive parking spaces), while ‘social’ requirements often are not, even 
when they correspond to a political and professional consensus (communi-
cating ground floors promoting street life)? 

KNOWLEDGE AND POWER 
There is one socially basic aspect of urban design not yet explicitly treated, 
and for the most part also ignored in the debate. This is the power issue. It 
enters on two levels: first, as influencing the urban design process; second, 
less obviously, in discussing urban design itself as a professional sphere, its 
status, knowledge, and scientificity. As to the latter level of influence, being 
part of social reality, neither the academic world nor professional practices 
can wholly escape power mechanisms. Yet, the power issue is sometimes 
obscured by the abstractions of both traditional theory of science and, to 
refer to the abstract level of theorizing favoured by Cuthbert, philosophy of 
action. In the former, Kuhn’s empirical work marks a shift to a more realistic 
understanding tied to the institutional conditions of science. Social scientists, 
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again, have broken with the tendency of analytical philosophers to abstract 
from power in studying action. From a social-scientific viewpoint, it can 
hardly be denied that power is a fundamental dimension of social life. 

Giddens, from his structurationist perspective, regards power, along with 
norms and meaning, as an analytic component of his ‘virtual’ social structu-
re.75 Bourdieu’s less all-embracingly abstract analysis of forms of capital, 
such as social and cultural, conceivable as broadly structurationist,76 may be 
employed to understand the dynamics of academic fields. Even more speci-
fically, profession studies help to grasp how claims to knowledge become a 
stake in this-worldly struggles for defending preserves. These approaches do 
much to explain the problematic professional-strategic starting point in some 
articles, seemingly overshadowing the authors’ worries about the quality of 
the urban environment designed. 

Also focused on professional knowledge is the work of Foucault. In taking a 
disinterested view of knowledge production precisely from the perspective of 
knowledge being of this world, his later writings have made the interweaved-
ness of power and knowledge a troubling background theme to any discus-
sion of the scientificity of the human sciences. His deconstructive research 
interest, however, seems a problematic approach for securing constructive 
urban-design criticism and applicable knowledge. Even if one therefore does 
not wholeheartedly embrace Foucault’s power/knowledge analysis, at least 
the theme of the relation between power and knowledge should be confron-
ted. To avoid making power a mystical catch-all notion or residual category, 
it may be conceived of as the factual aspect of reality, adding to it a viewpoint 
rather than a substance. As with Foucault, it is intertwined with and realized 
through the force of arguments, norms, and meanings but, as pure facticity, 
works through the strategic aspect thereof. 

Carmona treats power in relation to the urban-design process, where it might 
be connected to the wickedness of its problems underlined by Biddulph, 
whereas Dovey and Pafka mention it in discussing urban-design knowledge. 
While neither contribution overtly accounts for its position with respect to 
standpoints within the theory of power, Carmona does emphasize the need 
to grasp power in relation to agency/structure and process, thus conforming 
to a structurationist understanding. Without developing his view in relation 
to social science, he illustrates how power relations at different stages and 
levels direct the urban design process. However, for urban design as a profes-
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sional and academic sphere, the issue is how power enters the production/
incorporation and use of knowledge, which Dovey and Pafka draw attention 
to, without developing the point.77 

The problem of the scientificity of urban design can thus be restated in 
power terms, power actually figuring implicitly throughout the texts. In 
Cuthbert, it takes the shape of capitalism, explaining why the good will or 
knowledge of practitioners does not suffice to attain a good environment. 
Marshall’s contribution, taking a seemingly less political turn in focusing 
on the characteristics of science, can be read as a strategical address to the 
profession of guarding its preserves in the face of widespread professiona-
lization. In Dovey and Pafka’s discussion, the power/knowledge dimension 
might contribute to understanding why the scientization of urban design 
is seen as important and why, on the other hand, knowledge without the 
prestige of science hardly counts.78 

Knowledge forming de facto boundary conditions for action tends to be tied 
to effective sanctions of an economic, legal, or political kind, represented by 
some of the disciplines and spheres of expertise ‘colonizing’ urban design, 
mentioned by Cuthbert.79 However, the contributions do not problematize 
the weak power/knowledge potency of ‘social’ urban-design knowledge. 
Consequently, the—in fact anti-Foucauldian—problem of ‘power setting 
aside (the best urban design) knowledge’ forming the backdrop of, for instan-
ce, Bent Flyvbjerg’s significant Ålborg study, is often effectively turned into a 
problem of differing values and of the value-ladenness of social knowledge. 

SUMMARY OF POSITIONS 
As stated above, Cuthbert’s account does not clarify his prima facie odd move 
of combining Popper’s falsificationism with Castells’s Marxism. He fails to 
explain how social-scientific ‘theory of ’ urban design might underlie it as 
a practical activity. No more does he satisfactorily justify the ideal of urban 
design as autonomous and founded on a specific kind of abstract theory. As 
to the subsequent contributions (fig. 2), Marshall’s view of science, like Cuth-
bert’s, implies straightforwardly testable hypotheses. Like them, Dovey and 
Pafka unreservedly accept the distinction between the sciences and humani-
ties. In defending a more complex view of urban-design knowledge, the latter 
thus admit the lesser credibility of such ‘non-scientific’ knowledge, even if 
classifiable as wissenschaftlich, as compared with ‘true’ scientific knowledge. 
In the debate, the position of social science in this categorization appears 
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Figure 2. Scientificity and the practical nature of urban design. Summary of positions. Source: Jarre Parkatti.

ROLE OF SCIENCE Theory for (in)
urban design

Theory of (about)
urban design

Legitimizing disciplinary 
status

Alexander Cuthbert
(2007, 2011a)

-
Criticized for being insub-
stantial

+  
Recommended as a foun-
dation for urban design

+ 
Basic aim (despite some 
remarks to the contrary)

Stephen Marshall
(2012)

+  
In focus

+ ?
Probably, provided such 
testable knowledge exists

+  
Important aim

Kim Dovey & Elek Pafka 
(2016)

+ 
In focus

+ 
Fits into the broad range of 
theory described

- 
No such priority

Mike Biddulph
(2012)

+ 
In focus

+ 
Approves of it despite 
reserve against non-practi-
cable knowledge

- 
No such priority

Matthew Carmona 
(2014)

+ 
Findings applicable as 
such theory, supporting 
the practice

+ 
Interest in the conditions 
and determinants of urban 
design

-
No such priority

Alexander Cuthbert
(2007, 2011a)

+  
Inherent in Althusserian Marxism 
and Popperian falsificationism; doubts 
social-scientific methodology

Mainly implicit
Mentions, but does not integrate into, 
theoretical position
Central to his spatial political economy

Stephen Marshall
(2012)

+ 
Revealed in the importance attached to 
unproblematized testing

Implicit
Power/knowledge explains need to boost 
scientific image of assumed discipline

Kim Dovey & Elek Pafka
(2016)

+/- 
Question the scientificity of non-natural 
scientific knowledge; yet, this is implied 
by a strict use of the English science/
humanities distinction

Explicit
Situate the discussion in a power context 
by mentioning the problem of power/
knowledge

Mike Biddulph
(2012)

- 
Not revealed

Implicit
Connected to the political aspect of urban 
design knowledge and to the wickedness 
of urban design problems

Matthew Carmona
(2014)

-
Not revealed

Explicit
Integral to his account of the urban design 
process

GENERAL VIEW OF SCIENCE: 
Scientistic tendency

POWER:
Implicit or explicit role
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vacillating, often standing for the objectivity of theory of, contrasted with 
normative, easily applicable knowledge for urban design. Yet, the latter is 
frequently social scientific, too. Biddulph, also noting the amorphous charac-
ter of urban-design knowledge, emphasizes the largely ascientific character 
of urban design. Carmona’s account, trying to situate the field within a 
complex mixture of theoretical traditions, appears to support the rejection of 
an empiricist understanding of academically respectable knowledge. 

Concerning the role of science in urban design oriented to practice and aest-
hetics, Marshall, while following Cuthbert in tracing pseudo-science, does 
not focus on the preconditions of urban design and its political aspect. While 
Marshall certainly tries to identify knowledge useful for the practitioner, the 
stress is on legitimating the discipline. Opposing any simplistic scientizing of 
urban design, Dovey and Pafka hold that both empirical science and inter-
pretative theory contribute important results to the endeavour. For Biddulph, 
stressing the importance of various kinds of theory, even directly applicable 
urban-design knowledge cannot definitely limit possible design solutions 
due to the political-practical nature of the activity. Carmona takes up Cuth-
bert’s project in elucidating the preconditions of urban design. Yet, he does it 
in a tangible manner, accessible to professionals. Thus, even abstract aspects 
of his research might function as theory for urban design. 

As regards power, it is implicit in Marshall’s defence of the scientific status 
of the field. Science associated with the conventional natural scientific 
ideal, strengthened by the word’s connotations in English, from the present 
viewpoint has a stronger power/knowledge position than the humanities. 
While Carmona discusses the power of involved agents and in relation to 
structural conditions, Dovey and Pafka mention power/knowledge conditio-
ning knowledge production. 

DISCUSSION 
The contributions share an interest in developing urban design, if from vary-
ing perspectives. There is a concern for creating a better world in the face of 
capitalism and neoliberalism, for the scientific and professional quality of 
urban design, for an understanding of its distinctive character and an anxie-
ty to defend the professional preserve. The debate does not settle the issue 
of the role and status of ‘social’ urban-design knowledge and how power 
affects its use. Requiring design practice more generally to be grounded in 
a scientifically informed rationality—Marshall’s second alternative—would 
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allow one to ask whether all aspects of urban-design knowledge are satis-
factorily considered. If the possibility of adequate knowledge within urban 
design is taken seriously, a power/knowledge analysis, although thematizing 
the hidden power dimension, seems a questionable point of departure. To 
secure a rationally-scientifically binding role for design-relevant knowledge, 
one must take a broad view of scientific rationality. This requires respect 
for the force of the better argument, whether or not popularly persuasive as 
scientific, preceding decisions on method. Such a well-founded view, based 
on arguments, social theory, and the theory of science, excludes an empiri-
cist-naturalist ideal in describing and explaining the ontologically divergent 
social reality of urban design. 

To be able to take real responsibility for city development, the town planning 
agency (although subordinated to formal political decision-making) analy-
tically must have the strength and autonomy to use available urban-design 
knowledge. Thus, preparing political decisions, planning-cum-urban design 
must largely succeed in securing professionally acceptable planning ends and 
means, setting limits to professionally unacceptable action promoted by the 
larger municipal organization, politicians, or strong actors. Only then can 
it undertake the task, not touched upon above, of empowering weak actors, 
benevolently translating their fragile local knowledge and views into profes-
sionally comprehensible or respectable language. 

CONCLUSION 
Cuthbert’s contribution is significant in thematizing the scientific rationa-
lity of the pragmatic practice of urban design and in emphasizing its soci-
ally conditioned nature. While his solution is flawed, the resultant debate 
has successively clarified issues. Rather than worrying about the scientific 
image of urban design as a self-sufficient discipline, the distinctiveness of 
architecture/urban design as an artistically creative practice founded on a 
diverse knowledge base should be comprehended. To effect a good urban 
environment, the social conditions of urban design should be grasped, inclu-
ding interfering mechanisms connected to the interweaving of power and 
knowledge. In any case, ‘social’ design knowledge, if found valid, should be 
regarded as binding and, as far as the power position of the urban designer 
and planning institution allows, translated into designs. 
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ABSTRACT
In 1948, a shipment of Swedish, flat-packed, prefabricated timber houses was 
discharged in the recently constructed port of Al-Khobar on the Arabian 
Gulf coast of Saudi Arabia. The houses were destined for the Dhahran oil 
compound where ten years earlier oil had been discovered in the deep-test 
well Dammam No. 7. The Arabian-American Oil Company (Aramco) had 
ordered the houses to accommodate its rapidly expanding workforce.

The oil camps attracted many local Bedouins looking for work. The Swedish, 
Scottish, and English architects and builders who accompanied the prefa-
bricated houses supervised the construction and trained locals in carpentry 
as well as other building trades so they could be of assistance in the process. 
Within the context of Saudi Arabia’s seismic shift from traditional to modern 
forms of architecture, the arrival of the Swedish houses, and also others from 
the West Coast of America, can be understood as a crucial event. The vast 
wealth that flowed from the discovery of oil combined with a workforce trai-
ned in construction helped to spread the associated architectural and cultural 
knowledge beyond the oil compounds to Saudi society more widely.

This article discusses the Swedish prefabricated houses and the archi-
tectural changes they helped to establish in Saudi Arabia. The article has 
been developed as part of PhD research that aims to theorize and histo-
rically contextualize the Saudi government’s current initiative of building 
more than one million affordable houses by 2030 using industrialized 
construction methods.

KEYWORDS
Imported prefabricated timber housing, saudi arabia, sweden, oil camps

SWEDISH PREFABRICATED HOUSES IN THE SAUDI 
ARABIAN OIL FIELDS 
Abdulaziz Alshabib and Sam Ridgway
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INTRODUCTION 
Studying the Swedish prefabricated timber houses, which were imported 
into the Saudi Arabian oil fields in the early twentieth century, is part of a 
larger PhD research project at the University of Adelaide in South Australia. 
The PhD focuses on the current Saudi government scheme, announced in 
2017, to build more than one million prefabricated and affordable houses by 
2030. The discovery of oil and the import of prefabricated timber buildings, 
particularly houses, into the oil compounds is an important part of this 
article. The Arabian-American Oil Company (Aramco), imported thousands 
of houses, of various styles and technologies, into the vast Saudi Arabian 
desert to house its large, mainly expatriate, workforce. Initially ready-made 
bungalows and ranch houses were sourced from the west coast of the United 
States. Following the Second World War, with the growing reputation of the 
Swedish prefabrication industry and as part of a contra deal to repay an oil 
debt, the company began to import Swedish prefabricated timber houses.

Since the 1930s, Saudi residential architecture has undergone profound 
changes. Urban fabric has undergone transformation from traditionally 
designed courtyard houses and narrow, irregular streets to contemporary, 
modern villas built in urban areas that have been planned in a gridiron 
pattern. This fundamental change has been examined by a number of 
architectural scholars. Some have linked the discontinuity of traditionally 
and culturally formed urban fabric to the discovery of oil in the 1930s.1 For 
example, Geoffrey King in his book The Traditional Architecture of Saudi 
Arabia writes that ‘prior to the full flow of its oil economy Saudi Arabia’s 
architecture and architecture styles had not changed for centuries’.2 As the 
urban population grew rapidly due to increased migration from rural areas, 
the need for affordable housing grew.

Since the 1950s, the Saudi government, in response to the demand for 
housing, has introduced many initiatives and projects to tackle this issue. 
The first governmental effort was documented in the early 1950s with a 
number of in-situ built houses in Riyadh city. As the number of citizens and 
migrants continued to increase, the government turned its focus on prefa-
brication techniques. The first government affordable housing project to use 
these techniques was launched in the early 1970s.3 Companies from Euro-
pe, South Korea, and Saudi Arabia were hired to complete a large national 
housing project. However once completed, many of the housing units stayed 
unoccupied for many years. For several decades following the completion of 
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this project, public housing projects continued with the use of conventional 
precast, reinforced concrete panels.

With the recent increased demand for affordable housing, the Saudi Housing 
Ministry reintroduced the use of technology and prefabrication as the main 
approach to satisfy this demand. In 2017, the ministry introduced its new 
housing vision and strategic plan. One of the vision’s main objectives is to 
provide more than one million housing units for the Saudi citizens within the 
next few years. According to the ministry plan, a key strategic factor to the 
achievement of this goal is related to the use of new high-tech, industrialized 
construction methods as well as imported and local lightweight construction 
materials. Since 2017, the ministry has been keen to introduce new imported 
housing solutions and many international companies have been invited and 
hosted. Companies from the United States, China, Turkey, the Netherlands, 
and Bahrain have already built housing prototypes and experiments within 
the ministry’s lands. Saudi Arabia is currently considered as a country where 
new utopian and experimental technological housing dreams and solutions 
can be implemented. For example, the 3D-printed house, built by a Dutch 
company, is one of the latest experimental housing prototypes built in 
Riyadh.4

SWEDISH WOODEN PREFABS ARRIVE IN SAUDI ARABIA
In the last week of May 1948, a small group of building specialists from 
Europe and the United Kingdom arrived at the Dhahran oil compound in 
Saudi Arabia to oversee the assembly of flat-packed, prefabricated timber 
houses from Sweden. 5 The group had just supervised the discharge and 
transportation of the houses from the recently constructed port of Al-Kho-
bar 10 kilometres away on the Persian Gulf coast. Jack Ross from Kirkcaldy, 
Scotland, Tom Hulme from Shrewsbury, England, and Gunnar Backsell and 
Axel Strom from Stockholm, Sweden, had arrived from the cool climates of 
the north into one of the hottest and driest countries on earth. Travelling 
from Al-Khobar through the vast treeless desert to the isolated oil camp was 
a shock. On arrival, they passed through the chaotic and unplanned Saudi 
workers’ camp and were then amazed to enter the American camp, a small, 
well-organized ‘Californian’ suburb in the desert. Eventually expanding to 
an enormous scale, later observers referred to it as an Arabian ‘Levittown’.6

On arrival in Saudi Arabia, the group’s mission was clear. They were respon-
sible for the discharge and assembly of the Swedish prefabricated houses. In 
addition, during their relatively short stay, they were required to train the 
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Arabian-American Oil Company’s Arab workers, including local Bedouin, 
in the construction and assembly skills necessary to complete this mission 
and for them to be available for the inevitable expansion of this camp and 
other camps. Despite the relative order and familiarity of buildings in the 
American camp, in the early years of the oil industry, conditions in the desert 
were clearly difficult. Gunnar Backsell, who had a PhD in architecture and 
who left Saudi Arabia on 7 July 1948, described his short stay as ‘a little warm 
and a little rough after his own cool countryside’.7

The influx of expatriate workers into the Dhahran camp following the disco-
very of oil created a serious shortage of suitable housing. The predominantly 
American workers, crucial to the successful exploration and extraction of 
Saudi Arabia’s oil wealth, were prepared to ‘rough it’ for a while, living in tents 
and sheds.8 But Aramco was keen to provide more familiar accommodation 
for them in an effort to create a stable workforce. The import of prefabricated 
timber houses from the west coast of America and then from Sweden into the 
oil compound was a pragmatic, commercial decision to fulfil this need. There 
was a strong belief, still evident today, that containing foreign workers, the 
imported houses and western cultural as well as technological thinking that 
came with them in compounds would limit their influence on Saudi society. 
While gated compounds did limit conflict between the oil workers and the 
local population, it can be argued that the architecture and building techno-
logy imported into the compounds were the beginning of profound changes 
in Saudi architecture and to some extent cultural practices associated with 
domestic architecture.

PREFABRICATED WOODEN HOUSES IN SWEDEN
The most common building material used in Swedish domestic architecture 
is wood. As Colin Davies explains in his book The Prefabricated Home, unlike 
in the UK, in Sweden:

there is no timber frame versus brickwork debate, no awkward compro-
mises, no ideological agonizing. The balloon or platform frame has been 
the standard technology for low-rise housing ever since it took over 
from the log building vernacular in the early twentieth century . . . In the 
1950s and ’60s, sawmills began to diversify into the production of house 
components, such as roof trusses and wall panels, taking advantage of 
timber frame’s natural aptitude for prefabrication. Soon the industry had 
settled into a tripartite structure: the factory itself; a marketing operation 
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producing advertisements and brochures, including pattern books; and 
a network of builders to assemble the individual houses on site. Dozens 
of small companies now operate in this way. It has become the normal 
method of housing provision in a country where almost half of house-
holds live in privately owned detached houses.9

Wooden houses account for more than 90 per cent of the housing market 
share in Sweden, Finland, and Norway.10 Since the 1940s, Sweden has been 
seen as a world leader when it comes to timber construction and prefabri-
cation. Rasmus Waern suggests in his essay Scandinavia: Prefabrication as A 
Model of Society that the history of wooden house prefabrication in Sweden 
can be divided into three categories: the pioneer age, the mass-production 
age, and the customization and design age.11 The pioneer age started at the 
end of the nineteenth century with many preliminary experiments without 
massive production. A key figure in the early development of timber prefa-
brication was Fredrik Blom, who was born in 1781. Blom was an architect 
and a colonel in the Corps of Naval Engineers and is considered to be the 
first Swede to recognize the potential of prefabrication within the timber 
industry.12 He conceived and produced the basic wall as a series of panels 
that could be assembled and then dismantled as needed. By 1840, more 
than 140 of the houses he designed were being produced13 and Sweden also 
began exporting these prefabricated houses during this period. In 1849 
the firm of Siwers and Wennberg shipped the first movable house from 
Stockholm to California.14

The pioneer age was followed by the mass-production age, a time when 
production reached its limit. Early twentieth century housing shortages, 
resulting from the First World War, were a key motivator for the expansion 
of wooden house prefabrication. Within Sweden, the government recog-
nized the increase in demand by publishing many standardized drawings 
to help maintain higher housing quality standards. The Borohus Company 
seized the opportunity to publish the first Swedish prefabricated houses 
catalogue in 1924.15 A key marketing strategy for the company was that their 
houses could be delivered anywhere in Sweden. By the end of the 1930s, 
there were at least twenty different companies offering ready-made houses 
that could be selected from catalogues.16 During this time, the number 
of prefabricated houses produced annually reached 5000.17 In the middle 
of the twentieth century, the Swedish economy became more established 
and regulated and the government began providing many welfare services, 
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including housing. The National Swedish Housing Board (Bostadsstyrel-
sen) was created for this purpose. International conflicts and wars, such 
as the Winter War, helped the Swedish market to expand rapidly and the 
country to become a world-leading manufacturer of wooden houses. In 
1947, Sweden produced more than 17,500 prefabricated houses.18 Hugh 
Anthony in his book Houses: Permanence and Prefabrication argues that 
construction quality was one key factor for this success: 

Although the average floor area of small Swedish houses is less than 
in England, far more attention is paid to thermal insulation, to double 
windows and proper heating . . . House equipment, too, such as stoves, 
cookers, plumbing, built-in cupboards, etc., has been more highly and 
rationally developed and is better designed than in this country.19

The production of high-quality prefabricated wooden houses and furnitu-
re occurred mainly in the central and southern regions of Sweden.20 Many 
sawmills and housing manufacturers with international reputation were 
located within these regions. As the global demand for Swedish prefabrica-
ted houses grew, the Swedish housing industry established a new entity, the 
Svensk TrähusExport (STEX), to manage and control orders from foreign 
countries. In the late 1940s, Swedish prefabricated houses appeared in many 
countries including the United States, Great Britain, Finland, Saudi Arabia, 
Kuwait, and Australia.21 To counter the negative connotations associated 
with prefabricated houses in some of these countries, where they were seen 
as second-best and only for temporary use, STEX promoted their accep-
tance and success in Sweden. For example, in Great Britain in March 1944, 
Picture Post published an article in which the question ‘why should English 
prefabricated houses look like wooden huts while the Swedish ones have the 
appearance of pleasant homes?’22 was asked. As Bernard H. Cox writes in his 
book Prefabricated Homes, the story of prefabricated housing in Sweden is 
indeed ‘a simple and happy one’.23

Swedish prefabricated houses are quite distinctive. Most twentieth century 
examples have external walls clad with solid vertical timber boards which 
are approximately 125 millimetres in width. Living rooms are prioritized in 
terms of size whereas bedrooms are usually smaller. Each bedroom comes 
with built-in fittings and closets. Ornamental features almost vanished with 
an increased emphasis on high-quality fittings and fixtures, which seems to 
be an influence of the modern movement. More attention was paid to provi-
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ding heat insulation to deal with the extreme cold during winter. By 1945, 
the Swedish prefabrication industry was well recognized internationally for 
promoting architectural input into the prefabrication process.24 A signifi-
cant amount of the design of factory-produced housing within Sweden was 
carried out by architects.

Driving through the Swedish countryside and walking through the suburbs 
of Gothenburg, Stockholm, and the town of Åmål on our research trip in 
2019, the centrality of timber construction to domestic architecture over 
many generations is unequivocal. It is no surprise, given the ubiquity of 
the vernacular language of Swedish timber houses, that when the transition 
to industrialized prefabrication occurred, this consistency was replicated. 
Prefabricated houses are no longer produced in Åmål but photos taken inside 
the ÅSA factory in the 1950s and those we took on our visit to the A-hus 
factory south of Gothenburg bear remarkable similarities (fig. 1). On the 
surface, the main difference appears to be the transition from the use of hand 
tools and manual labour to a hybrid system of manual work and machine 
production, such as automated nailing. There were, no doubt, many other 
changes between the 1950s and contemporary production. However, there is 
still a strong resonance with pre-modern vernacular buildings, particularly 
in the use of vertical boards as external cladding.

SWEDISH WOOD AND SAUDI OIL
Following the Second World War, there was high demand for Swedish prefa-
bricated houses from both the domestic and international markets. Manu-
facturers focused heavily on export with the production of special catalogues 

Figure 1. Swedish prefab manufacturing process in the past and present. The image on the left was taken in 1951 inside Åmåls 
Sågverks Aktiebolag, whereas the one on the right was taken in 2019 inside the A-hus Factory.
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containing standardized designs to market their houses to international 
clients.25 Interestingly, however, a careful examination of the Aramco house 
designs and the Swedish manufacturers’ catalogues revealed that while 
the houses shipped to Dhahran and other oil camps were clearly based on 
designs from a catalogue, they were customized according to instructions 
from Aramco. Differences can be identified when examining the size of the 
houses, thermal specification, wall thickness, roofs, and the finishing.

By 1948, when the first Swedish houses arrived in Dhahran, Aramco had 
already imported a number of prefabricated houses and other buildings 
from America. The first, an air-conditioned two-bedroom prefabricated 
bunkhouse imported from California, was erected in 1937. It is not entirely 
clear why Aramco turned to Sweden as a source of housing in addition to 
their American suppliers. However, with the end of the Second World War in 
1945, shipping houses from Europe became safer. Furthermore, it was closer 
and therefore faster. In addition to this, a contra deal was made with Sweden 
to deliver houses to clear an oil debt that had been accrued during the war. 
Bader Biltagi, a native Palestinian who worked for Aramco between 1950 and 
1991, stated during an interview conducted by Aramco that the company at 
that time ‘had lots of money . . . [which] they couldn’t collect . . . [so] they 
took the portables in exchange and built us the intermediate camp’.26

Of the many manufacturers operating in Sweden in the late 1940s, the Arabi-
an-American Oil Company ordered houses from two different manufacturing 
companies. These orders were made through the company of Svenska Trähus 
A.B,27 which was an agent and marketing organization for ten different 
Swedish sawmills. Research has revealed that a company connection in the 
town of Gävle led to awarding some of the oil company’s orders to Korsnäs 
Sågverks A.B located in Gävle city.28 Korsnäs Sågverks A.B was the producer 
of more than seventy-five large prefabricated houses for Aramco in 1948. 
The second company to receive a special order from Saudi Arabia was Åmåls 
Sågverks Aktiebolag, located in the small town of Åmål.29 Both companies 
shipped prefabricated houses to the oil camps between 1948 and 1952. The 
oil company requests were highly valued and were reported about in many 
local and international Swedish newspapers.

A review of archival material has revealed that the first documented orders 
from Sweden occurred in the middle of the 1940s.30 Following this, in 1948, 
Aramco signed a 2.5 million Swedish Krona contract with STEX to deliver 
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Figure 2. The Swedish duplexes as they appeared in Dhahran camp in the 1950s. Most of these houses 
were built by Saudi workers. Photographer unknown, Courtesy of Saudi Aramco.

approximately fifty portable wooden houses, fifty single-family prefabricated 
houses, and seven apartment buildings.31 Each of the portable houses contai-
ned at least two to three bedrooms and the family houses or duplexes had two 
bedrooms, a living room, and a kitchen. The apartment building incorporated 
seven different dwelling units. It is likely that other types of Swedish prefabri-
cated houses were shipped to Aramco’s oil compounds, however to date rese-
arch has not been able to locate documentation confirming their existence.
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The Swedish duplex located in the Dhahran camp (fig. 2) is an excellent 
example of the imported Swedish prefabricated timber houses. There were 
more than 120 duplexes within the oil company’s camps. Each dwelling unit 
size was 9.6 by 9.6 metres, thus the total size of the duplex is 19.2 by 9.6 metres. 
The houses are well-recognized for their architectural style as being simple 
and compact in shape. This allowed for a relatively simple relocation and 
transportation process. Prior to being relocated, the duplexes would be first 
separated and then eventually moved from one camp or city to another as 
needed. Once relocated, the houses were rejoined, repaired, and repainted as 
the transportation process usually caused some minor damage to the houses. 
Figure 3 shows one of the duplexes being prepared for relocation.

While the houses were customized according to Aramco’s instructions, 
they were still definitely Swedish, built with high-quality Swedish materials, 
detailing, and architectural features. In terms of form, the houses featured 
a low-pitched gable roof showing some consideration of the difference 
between Scandinavian and Arabian weather. However, gabled roofs are 
not common in Saudi Arabia as the majority of courtyard houses, the 
most dominated house style in the Middle East, feature flat roofs (fig. 4). 

Figure 3. A Swedish duplex being prepared for relocating. Photographer unknown, Courtesy of King 
Abdulaziz Foundation for Research and Archives (Darah).
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The doors and windows were selected from ready-made catalogues and the 
interior and exterior walls were made from prefabricated wooden panels, all 
of which were in accordance with Swedish building standards, dimensions, 
and proportions. In addition, some of the houses feature an entry porch with 
timber lattice detailing. To highlight how keen Aramco was to provide the 

Figure 4. Riyadh city in the 1950s consisted of many flat-roof courtyard houses. Photographer Daniel 
van der Meulen. Source: Dutch Envoys in Arabia: Photographic Impressions 1880–1950.

Figure 5. Swedish duplex after some modifications. The original external walls were covered in shingles. 
Photographer unknown, Courtesy of King Abdulaziz Foundation for Research and Archives (Darah).
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mainly American workforce with familiar surroundings, after some of the 
houses were erected and occupied, the exterior walls were reclad with timber 
shingles imported from the United States (fig. 5).32

From 1948 on, prefabricated houses orders from Aramco continued and the 
number of shipped houses dramatically increased. The houses came from all 
over Sweden and the number of wooden houses in the oil company camps 
reached one thousand.33 Various types of houses were designed and manu-
factured with many destined for remote camps in the eastern regions of the 
country. They were shipped to Dhahran, Ras Tanura, Abqaiq, Qaisumah, 
Turaif, and other newly established Tapline towns.34 When houses arrived at 
a camp, construction teams, by now very familiar with the process of erecting 
these buildings, soon had the footings in place and the prefabricated kit of 
parts assembled and ready to be occupied. The benefits that followed the 
construction of prefabricated houses in the camps were enormous. Before 
1948, most oil workers, especially those in remote areas, lived in sheds and 
tents. Bader Biltagi recalls that the company replaced their tents with portable 
houses that contained ‘air-conditioned rooms’ and that recreational facilities 
such as ‘a swimming pool, an open theatre, a recreation centre, a library and 
a decent cafeteria’ using prefabricated timber buildings were also built.35 This 
represented a big improvement in living conditions, especially for low-and 
middle-income earners.

While one of the modern movement’s utopian dreams for prefabricated and 
factory-made housing was to reduce the reliance of on-site skilled labour, 
in reality, the assembly and erection of these buildings is a job that requires 
a high level of skill and training. Aramco did not engage a foreign, skilled 
workforce for this but instead, from the mid-1930s on, employed a relatively 
small number of foreign building professionals to train Saudi tradesmen. 
Training programs included instruction in carpentry, plumbing, and sheet 
metal work. The first Californian prefabricated houses were built during 
1936 and 1937 in Dhahran camp. Photographs of the construction site from 
1936 show that Saudis did participate in this project (fig. 6). By the time the 
Swedish houses and building team arrived in 1948, the Saudi workforce was 
already skilled in erecting the prefabricated, timber-framed houses that had 
come from the west coast of America. What was new to them in relation to 
the Swedish houses was the significantly higher level of prefabrication and the 
challenge to complete the construction within the world average time. After 
many attempts and more training, the Saudi team was able to assemble the 
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houses within the world average time overcoming many obstacles in terms 
of culture, knowledge, and boundaries. In March 1952, the Saudi team was 
able to assemble one of the Swedish prefabricated duplexes in less than 5,300 
man-hours whereas the world average at that time was 5,000 man-hours.36

Aramco established many carpentry shops to deal with the increasing number 
of wooden houses within the oil company camps. In 1960, Dhahran camp’s 
carpentry crew ranged from between 100 to 115 men in the shop and on-site.37 
The carpentry foreman at that time, Hillal bin Ali, was a Saudi as were all the 
rest of his crew. Their tasks included repairing and making windows, doors, 
cabinets, and book shelves for houses within the camp (figs. 7 and 8). They 
were also responsible for all residential maintenance and repair requests such 
as wall insulation, roofing, and floor surfacing. In 1960, the team was hired to 
add an extra bedroom to existent two-bedroom wooden houses in Dhahran 
camp. To qualify for a carpentry job within Aramco required a high level of 
knowledge and skills. This meant undertaking a long apprenticeship and work 
experience. One of the Saudi carpenters explains his journey by stating that 
‘first [he] worked as an office boy, then as a timekeeper; then [he] became a 
gang-pusher (labour foreman); in 1941 [he] started as a carpenter’s helper; 
then served as head carpenter up to August 1948’.38 Afterwards he moved 
to a contracting business where he was responsible for the completion of a 

Figure 6. Saudi workers participating in a Californian timber frame construction in Dhahran camp in 
1936. Photographer unknown, Courtesy of Special Research Collection, UC Santa Barbara Library, 
Saudi Arabia Oil Photograph collection, Bernath Mss 366.
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number of construction projects. The carpentry skills of the Saudis were much 
appreciated at that time. However, Saudi wealth and new education opportu-
nities meant that these skills were not passed on to the following generation. 
Nowadays, most of these types of projects are outsourced and carried out by 
foreign workers mostly from Pakistan, India, and other Arab regions.

A recent visit to Aramco’s Dhahran camp revealed that some of the Swedish 
houses, erected almost seventy years ago, are still occupied and in relatively 
good condition. However, the use of some of the houses has been changed 
to other work-related uses in response to the availability of other alternative 
houses built in recent years. Surviving all these years could be related to the fact 
that maintenance requests are managed by highly trained Aramco personnel. 
Additionally, preventive repairs, regular check-ups, and inspections conducted 
by the housing team could be another important factor for this achievement. 
In comparison, other concrete housing projects around the country have not 
survived due to the lack of appropriate repairs and maintenance.

Figure 7. Saudi carpenters constructing a timber frame house model in an effort to fully understand its 
construction techniques and specifications. Photographer unknown, Courtesy of Saudi Aramco. 
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SWEDISH PREFABRICATED WOODEN HOUSES: THE AUSTRALIAN 
CONNECTION
While studying the Swedish prefabs in Saudi Arabia, it has become clear 
that there is a significant Australian element to the story. In the early 1950s, 
at the same time Aramco was importing Swedish houses into its oil camps, 
the Australian government began importing them into Australia in an effort 
to alleviate an acute post-war housing shortage.39 In 1950, Åmåls Sågverks 
Aktiebolag (ÅSA) received two large international orders. The first was from 
Aramco, in order to provide housing for its expanding oil workforce, and the 
second was made by the Australian government. Åmåls Sågverks Aktiebolag 
was able to manufacture the houses and ship them to both Saudi Arabia 
and Australia in the early 1950s. In both cases, the houses were customi-
zed. The Saudi houses were modified by American experts working for the 
oil company and the Australian house designs were modified by architects 
employed by the Australian Federal government in Canberra.

Both the Australian and the Saudi Swedish prefab houses consist of two to 
three bedrooms. The living room is located to the right of the entrance in 
both cases. The Australian houses’ size is between 13.7  metres in length, 
6.9  metres in width, and 2.7  metres in height, whereas the Saudis’ houses 
are between 12.2 metres in length, 9.6 metres in width, and approximately 
3 metres in height. As the examination revealed, both house designs were 

Figure 8. Saudi carpenters making tables, doors, and windows at Dhahran’s carpentry shop. 
Photographer unknown, Courtesy of Saudi Aramco. 
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based on a module of 1.2 metres with the layout organized around a central 
corridor running along the length of the house. The construction and thermal 
insulation techniques are similar in both the Saudi and Australian examples. 
Exterior walls were made of vertical timber panels known in Sweden as 
Småbloc construction.

Australia ordered 2,000 prefabricated houses from Åmåls, Mo & Domsjö, and 
Svenska Trähus sawmills in March 1950 during a tour by the Commonwealth 
delegation to Great Britain and Scandinavia.40 During this tour, the Austra-
lian members of the delegation examined a number of prefabricated houses 
in several European countries. After touring factories within Europe and 
England, the mission concluded that prefabricated houses from Scandina-
vian countries were the best within the examined region in terms of quality. 
This aligns with the British conclusion mentioned above and seems to be the 
basis of the decision by the Australian government to place the order.

The number of houses shipped to Saudi Arabia exceeded 200. All of these 
houses were erected within Aramco’s camps in eastern Saudi Arabia. Like 
the Australian government, Aramco sent some of its experts to Sweden. 
Bjorn Bjornson, an Aramco employee who worked in Saudi Arabia, returned 
from Sweden in June 1948 after checking the first housing shipments.41 
The Australians were concerned about the required manpower to assemble 
the houses. Therefore their selections of manufacturers were related to the 
company’s ability to both supply and assemble the houses in Australia. Inte-
restingly, in 1951 a large group of Europeans with trade skills immigrated 
to Australia, the same year the houses were delivered. The group migration 
process was simplified as their help was needed in assembling the 3,050 
imported prefabricated houses the government had ordered from various 
European countries.42 Once they finished the project, a large number of the 
group remained and settled in Australia. In contrast, Swedish prefabricated 
houses in Saudi Arabia were built by many local people trained specifically 
for such projects.

These two different forms of cultural and technological exchange and under-
standing had a quite different impact on architecture and construction prac-
tices within both countries. The philosopher of technology, Don Ihde, states 
that ‘the adaptation of a transferred technology—at least at first—depends 
on its being able to fit into an extant praxis. But even when it is adapted, the 
context of significations may differ quite radically relative to the sedimented 
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type of praxis in the recipient culture.’43 In Australia, with its strong connec-
tions to Europe, the Swedish houses fitted quite neatly into its existing buil-
ding practices and into Australian culture more generally. For many, these 
houses would have been both familiar but also an improvement in quality, 
representing a European approach to detailing and other design elements. In 
Australia at that time, many young architects were encouraged to tour Britain 
and Europe. The Australian architect Alan Graham Hamilton for example, 
returned from his trip in 1951 after visiting the US, Britain, and Sweden. 
He reported that within these countries ‘any type of prefabricated house can 
be built, but it must be simple in shape. Americans favour the flat roof, but 
Britain and Sweden have got away from that’.44 He extends his enthusiasm 
about using imported industrialization techniques within architecture by 
suggesting that ‘[Australians could] get workmen from England, Sweden, 
Germany, or elsewhere, to come and do the fabricating in Australia’.45

In contrast to the Australian experience and despite the fact that there is a 
traditional precedent for framed lightweight domestic buildings in Saudi 
Arabia called barastis, the walls of which are constructed using reedy wooden 
stick uprights through which palm leaves are woven, Swedish and American 
lightweight construction techniques and associated residential forms never 
migrated out of the gated compounds. Saudis viewed them with suspicion 
which may be partly because although barastis were common in the early 
twentieth century, they were associated with subsistence living and rejected 
as second-best once concrete and masonry buildings started to appear. On 
the other hand, imported masonry construction techniques and materials 
such as concrete blocks were accepted and used within a short time as the 
main alternative to traditional mudbrick. The shift to concrete block, in-situ 
concrete, and later precast concrete panels fitted very well into the Saudi 
‘sedimented . . . praxis’ of constructing heavyweight buildings made from 
local mudbrick and stone.

In regard to the Swedish houses’ current heritage value, Saudis and Austra-
lians approached this quite differently. As the houses did not stem from 
traditional Saudi residential architecture or its construction practices, they 
were never valued by Saudi people, even though they were occupied by 
Saudi oil workers at various times. For example, many of the houses were 
used to accommodate workers of the Trans-Arabian Pipeline, which was 
closed in 1967. Afterwards they were relocated to settlements along the 
pipeline and thus became accessible to native Saudis and Bedouins around 
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the country. Despite this visibility, Saudis never constructed their own 
houses using lightweight timber prefabrication techniques. Generally, the 
Swedish houses in Saudi Arabia have always been owned and maintained 
by the oil company and they are yet to be considered as national heritage 
buildings. In contrast, the Swedish prefabricated timber houses we discove-
red in Sydney that were imported into Australia in 1951 to house military 
personnel, despite falling into disrepair over many years and being earmar-
ked for demolition, were eventually saved and restored. These houses were 
manufactured by Åmåls Sågverks Aktiebolag and were erected in the now 
prestigious Sydney suburb of Georges Heights. Following a heritage study 
conducted in 2003 that correctly identified their Swedish origins, they were 
saved from demolition and restored by the Australian government. They 
are now long-term rental properties.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING IN 
SAUDI ARABIA
Historically, the use of imported lightweight construction materials within 
the Saudi context faced many challenges. Saudi oil workers resisted the use 
of imported timber as a construction material when building their own 
camps within the oil fields, preferring to adhere to their own traditional 
building practices. Solon T. Kimball in his journal article American Culture 
in Saudi Arabia describes the camp’s houses as being ‘constructed of every 
conceivable kind of scrap material with a scattering of more traditional 
palm-leaf native barastis, and an occasional substantial building of concre-
te block. These settlements represent the attempt by Arabs to establish a 
type of community life with which they are familiar.’46 The appearance of 
such a camp was not appreciated by the Saudi government and Aramco and 
this was at least partly the reason why the Saudi Workers Home Ownership 
Program was launched in 1951. 

This program allowed many Saudi Aramco workers to build their own houses 
with financial assistance from both the government and the oil company. The 
houses they built followed the American oil company guidelines and safety 
standards. With the limited availability of Saudi architectural and construc-
tion knowledge and expertise at that time, the houses were designed and 
built mainly by the oil company’s architects and builders. Most of the houses 
were built in international and modern styles. For the first time outside of the 
oil compounds, Saudis witnessed the use of imported construction materials, 
such as Portland cement and concrete, to construct their houses. In fact, 
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all building and construction materials, except for sand, were imported.47 
Cement came from different areas such as Europe, England, and the United 
States; steel came from England and The United States; wooden rafters 
(chundal) were cut on the African coast (west of Madagascar); and bamboo 
withes or purlins, which are placed over the chundal, came from Iraq and 
India; flush toilets were brought from Lebanon, India, and Kuwait.

The Saudi government, Aramco, and the Saudi workers all appreciated the 
houses that were built through the Home Ownership Program and within 
a few years, this style of imported masonry residential architecture became 
the norm in the eastern region. However, while the first houses built for indi-
vidual workers and their families were well-accepted and liked, when they 
were later mass-produced, through national housing programs,  concerns 
about their suitability arose and as a result, a large number of the houses 
were not occupied for some time. The increase in migration to urban areas 
between the 1960s and 1980s created a severe housing shortage and, as 
mentioned earlier, large scale housing projects were introduced to alleviate 
this shortage. The first major governmental affordable housing project using 
prefabrication techniques was initiated in the 1970s by foreign companies 
in several cities across Saudi Arabia. The villas that were built introduced 
new architectural concepts as well as spatial arrangements and the houses 
were constructed using precast concrete panels. This was the first use of this 
construction technique in an affordable housing project. The houses with the 
novel construction technique and material were highly criticized by Saudis. 
The houses’ limited social acceptance was related to the new construction 
characteristics and their monotonous appearance. The project also featured 
many new architecture and construction elements that Saudis were not fami-
liar with, such as the use of precast panels and slabs.48 As a result, some of the 
houses were empty for several years before being occupied by US military 
personnel and refugees during the First Gulf War, and when the war ended 
by Saudi citizens who were in desperate need of housing.

Within the Saudi government’s most recent affordable housing initiative 
introduced in 2017, the use of alternative and innovative construction mate-
rials and techniques has been encouraged. However, it is noticeable that even 
with the success of the Swedish and American prefabricated wooden houses 
within Aramco’s camps, timber has not been considered as an option for 
affordable housing projects. A review of recently proposed materials shows 
that the use of timber was minimized in preference to the use of materials 
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perceived to be more durable, such as steel and lightweight concrete which 
were found to be the most culturally accepted materials. There are still 
concerns about timber as a construction material and it is not considered 
suitable due to the scarcity of the material in Saudi Arabia and other concerns 
such as acoustic and thermal insulation. Jon Boon argues in his essay ‘Legi-
slative Grounds and Housing Policy as Determinants of Dwelling Form 
and Residential Pattern in Saudi Arabia’, in which he explores the impact 
of legislation and policy on house forms and residential patterns in Saudi 
Arabia, that no matter how complex, cost effective, fast, and innovative the 
introduced housing project will be within the Saudi context, related social 
and cultural factors will play a crucial and sensitive role in the acceptance of 
the introduced housing solutions.49 Thus materials used for the construction 
of affordable houses—wood, steel, or precast concrete—are significant when 
it comes to social acceptance of the completed houses. As in the past, this will 
likely be a determining factor in the success of the current housing initiative 
with its emphasis on the introduction of new industrialized construction 
techniques. These factors have led to some of the Saudi’s public houses having 
been unoccupied for more than forty-five years.50

CONCLUSION 
The story of Swedish prefabricated timber houses in Saudi Arabia is signifi-
cant in terms of their role in the development of the oil industry. The Swedish 
prefabrication industry was very popular and productive in the middle of 
the twentieth century. Once the value of these houses was recognized by 
the Arabian-American Oil Company, they started to be imported and first 
appeared in Saudi Arabia in 1948. While being familiar with the construction 
of prefabricated houses from their previous experiences with houses from 
California, the Swedish prefabs presented a challenge for the Saudi carpenters 
due to their higher level of prefabrication and European quality materials, 
detailing, fittings, and fixtures. With training and practice, the Saudi carpen-
try team was able to construct Swedish prefab duplexes in near world average 
record. With the increased wealth and education in Saudi Arabia, following 
the discovery of oil, perceptions about manual work changed. This led to trade 
skills not being transferred to the next generation. Nowadays, most carpentry 
and steel work jobs are carried out by foreign workers from different countries.

While Swedish prefabricated houses were considered successful examples in 
alleviating housing shortages in many different countries such as Great Britain 
and Australia, their presence in the Saudi oil camps did not translate more 
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widely into the modern Saudi urban environment. This could be linked to 
resistance caused by the perception that timber is a temporary and second-
class material and to the scarcity of timber in the region as well as the availabi-
lity of other masonry alternatives. From the beginning, Saudi public housing 
projects were built using concrete and steel as the main construction materials. 
While the recently proposed housing scheme encourages the use of new tech-
nologies and imported lightweight materials, wood has not been considered.

This article has been developed as a part of ongoing PhD research that aims 
to theorize and historically contextualize the Saudi government’s current 
initiative to build more than one million affordable houses by 2030 using 
industrialized construction methods and lightweight construction materials. 
Materials and construction technique seem to be the focus for the current 
housing plan with limited emphasis on the importance of architectural values 
and cross-cultural technological exchanges.
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ABSTRACT
A significant number of institutions in Norway are moving out of protected 
buildings—key architectural works—into new buildings, while the histori-
cal buildings thus become derelict. This can be seen in ten buildings in Oslo 
alone, including the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the National Gallery, and 
the Munch Museum. Several factors lead to the vacating of such structures; 
one of them is a prejudice against older buildings in the documents that 
provide the basis for politicians’ decisions. This article lists typical examp-
les of such prejudice as found in Norwegian public documents that lay the 
groundwork for decisions regarding protected buildings. When an institu-
tion has needs that are not being met by its existing premises and wishes 
to change this situation, it must typically choose between rehabilitating the 
current premises for continued use or moving into a new build. For larger 
building projects in Norway, the decision is made by the government, and 
quality assurance (QA)1-documents provide a basis for the government’s 
decision. This article is based on an examination of QA1-documentation. 
The QA1-documentation that was examined demonstrates a lack of appre-
ciation for architectural and historical qualities, which are qualities that 
can be protected under the Norwegian Cultural Heritage Act. The findings 
reveal that consultants fail to include all the necessary information in 
QA1-documentation when they rely on fallacies regarding protected buil-
dings in such documentation—documentation that serves as a basis for the 
government’s choice of concepts. Regrettably, such fallacies occur frequently 
throughout society. The findings in this article should be useful for future 
QA1-documentation and decisions regarding protected buildings, and for 
everyone working in the cultural heritage field.

KEYWORDS
Architectural quality, cultural heritage, quality assurance (QA), economic 
analysis

TYPICAL FALLACIES REGARDING POTENTIALLY 
VACATING PROTECTED BUILDINGS
Mari Oline Giske Stendebakken and Nils O. E. Olsson
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INTRODUCTION
Norway has seen a series of protected buildings be vacated in the past decade. 
Several of the affected buildings are recognized national monuments, but 
there are nonetheless few plans for their future use. The significance of histo-
ric buildings is widely recognized1 by national legislation2 and the adoption 
of international charters such as the Venice Charter3 and the Nara Document 
on Authenticity4 by ICOMOS5 in Norway, and Norwegian authorities are 
thus obligated to safeguard protected buildings. Since most protected buil-
dings are best preserved by being used, not only a minimum of maintenance, 
but also adaptation to new uses should be expected for protected buildings 
that have been vacated. Transforming and activating of a series of protected 
public buildings simultaneously will come with significant costs, according 
to estimates. Norwegian authorities have put themselves in this challenging 
situation through persistently deciding that institutions should vacate their 
historical buildings in favour of new buildings. Reactivating these protected 
buildings is likely to come with a significant price tag. Before an alternative 
is chosen, cultural heritage sites are currently required to undergo econo-
mic quality assurance analysis by public authorities as stipulated in the 

Figure 1. The Viking Ship Museum, one of the buildings discussed in the documentation examined. 
Courtesy the museum; photographer unknown.
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Norwegian QA-scheme, with the aim of preventing unexpected costs. The 
costs incurred by institutions’ vacating existing buildings have, however, 
generally not been emphasized in the economic analysis. The challenge is 
thus a question of both method and professional knowledge: to be useful, 
economic analysis as a tool must be capable of evaluating a cultural heritage 
site’s inherent value, and the consultants performing the economic analysis 
must understand the qualities and usability of the cultural heritage site. 
Although there are methods to translate non-monetary value into moneta-
ry value, such as the Contingent Value Method (CVM),6 which is based on 
surveys, these methods have problematic aspects, one of them being a lack 
of professional assessment, since the surveys are aimed towards the general 
public and their evaluation of a given site. Such methods are mainly designed 
to define experienced value, not potential value. The focus of this article is 
thus on understanding the qualities and usability of cultural heritage sites 
when vacating them or remaining in them is being evaluated. The findings 
identify fallacies found in the economic analyses of larger public building 
projects and the handling of protected buildings. 

The empirical data for this research comes from the Norwegian Quality 
Assurance scheme, which covers most large, public, on-shore investments. 
The Norwegian Ministry of Finance has required mandatory quality assu-
rance and uncertainty analysis for large public investment projects under this 
scheme since 2000. This requirement came as a response to cost overruns 
and unstructured decision processes for large investments. In this context, 
‘large’ refers to investments with a budget over 90 million euros (1 billion 
NOK), which are typically connected with infrastructure, defence, and larger 
building projects for key public institutions. The QA-scheme provides a basis 
for politicians’ investment decisions. It includes two key decision points, of 
which we have focused on the first, which addresses the choice of concept for 
a proposed investment. Two sets of documentation are produced as prepara-
tion for this decision point, KVU and QA1. A KVU (‘Konseptvalgutredning’ 
in Norwegian, or concept evaluation) is prepared by the ministry or agency 
responsible for proposing an investment. In the KVU, different alternative 
concepts are evaluated in comparison with each other, including a ‘zero alter-
native’—doing as little as possible. For public buildings, alternative concepts 
include various levels of reuse and refurbishing, new buildings, or a combina-
tion of these options. A KVU-report is typically compiled or commissioned 
in-house by the agency or ministry responsible. The KVU-documentation 
is then subjected to quality assurance, QA1, performed by pre-qualified 
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external consultants. The consultants have framework agreements with 
the Ministry of Finance. They assess the technical quality of the KVU-do-
cumentation and produce a report, referred to as QA1. The KVU and the 
QA1 form the basis for a decision on the governmental level, where the 
project can be rejected, or a concept chosen and the agency or ministry 
thus asked to continue with preparations for the investment.7 Since the 
concern of this article is fallacies in connection with protected buildings, 
we have limited the study to projects related to buildings that are protected 
under the Cultural Heritage Act in the existing situation.8 

We wish to emphasize that although these fallacies are illustrated using 
examples from existing QA1-documentation, they are not limited to the 
QA-scheme.9 On the contrary, the same or comparable fallacies surface in a 
number of debates regarding protected buildings. However, since QA1-do-
cumentation is highly formalized, these documents present an opportunity 
to discuss and improve the practice. Our intention is not necessarily to 
devalue the conclusions drawn. Fallacies in the initial KVU-report can be 
addressed in the QA1-report, and recommendations can be adjusted. The 
fallacies noted do, however, seem to be part of a larger structural problem 
that we wish to remedy, and the examples serve to illustrate this. 

In this article, we will present concrete examples of such fallacies and expla-
in why we deem them to be incorrect. There are several typical reasons for 
choosing a new building over renovating the old one: the belief that a new 
building will have a lower environmental impact than the existing building, 
or the possibility that the protected building (such as the National Gallery) 
can be sold to the highest bidder, thus bringing in revenue and doing away 
with any connections with the public. It has also been proposed that older 
buildings have dramatically inefficient indoor climates, which is characteri-
zed as a massive, unsolvable problem. Finally, there are claims that historical 
buildings of significant age have a short expected life span when compared 
with new buildings. Some of the documentation blames cultural heritage 
authorities for blocking the continued use of buildings, but documented 
dialogue with the aforementioned authorities is generally lacking.

As mentioned in the abstract, the Norwegian Cultural Heritage Act empha-
sizes architectural and historical qualities. Because these qualities are treated 
equally as causes for juridical protection under the Cultural Heritage Act, we 
will also consider both qualities in this article. The QA1-documentation and 
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Norwegian legislation that were studied were originally written in Norwegi-
an, and all quotes have been translated into English by the authors for the 
purpose of this article.

ON ECONOMICS APPLIED TO ARCHITECTURE AND CULTURAL 
HERITAGE
The QA-scheme can be regarded as a part of a planning system. Such plan-
ning systems are related to, and inspired by, a number of scientific disciplines, 
including political science, public administration, and economics. Peters and 
Pierre10 found two dominant approaches in public administration research: 
theoretical analyses of public institutions and empirical studies. This study is 
a contribution to the latter type of research, but viewed from the perspective 
of architectural and cultural heritage.

Christensen11 analysed the Norwegian Quality Assurance Scheme based on 
organization and decision-making theory. According to Christensen,  an 
economic-rational perspective can explain the technical planning ideal on 
which the system is based. 

Figure 2. The Museum of Contemporary Art, one of the buildings discussed in the documentation 
examined. Courtesy the museum; photographer unknown. 
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Christensen also found that the QA-scheme incorporates features from both 
New Public Management (NPM) and post-NPM. The approach to planning 
and the use of external consultants is inspired by NPM thinking. However, 
the ambition of QA1, which is about increasing political control of the early 
phase of public investment, draws on post-NPM.

This study addresses how cultural heritage values and architectural quality are 
considered in decision-making documents that focus on economic analyses. 
This is a different approach compared with previous work on the QA-scheme, 
which has typically been done from a rational decision-making point of view, 
often based on project management or socio-economic perspectives (both of 
which share many similarities). When studying cultural heritage buildings, 
however, a more interdisciplinary approach is desirable.12

The documents studied can be regarded as examples of interdisciplinary 
analysis. Interdisciplinary projects are often dissimilar in both approach 
and complexity from projects in more homogenous fields. Öberg claims 
that interdisciplinary projects can be challenging due to cultural as well as 
epistemological dissimilarities. In contrast to interdisciplinary projects, 
the understanding of quality is less of a major issue in more homogenous 
projects involving just one professional field. As there are often dissimilarities 
between professional fields, the ability to make sound decisions regarding 
quality decreases as interdisciplinary complexity increases.13 Stendebakken, 
Grytli, & Olsson show that the professional fields of economics and cultural 
heritage have cultural dissimilarities with respect to the language they use, 
the theories to which they refer, and the methods they apply, even though 
there are scholars who also show that the two traditions do not have to be 
in conflict with each other.14 Stendebakken, Grytli, and Olsson nevertheless 
illustrate that the dissimilarities between economics and cultural heritage 
can be significantly related to the respective notions of value in different 
professional fields. Architecture and cultural heritage are also two professio-
nal fields that can have dissimilar notions of value, but Stendebakken15 shows 
that these dissimilarities are typically of a lesser magnitude compared to the 
dissimilarities that are documented between architecture or cultural heritage 
and economic analysis. 

Value is a concept that has different meanings in different contexts.16 In 
connection with willingness to pay, for instance, economics make use of 
two approaches to value: either as a revealed preference based on actual 
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economic transactions, or as stated a preface based on what people say that 
they would have been willing to pay for something.17 Both approaches are 
challenging to apply to the value of architectural quality or cultural heritage, 
because they are typically part of a larger whole and rarely an entity that is 
sold alone; it is thus difficult to place a market value on them. There are, 
however, approaches to calculating the monetary price of an aspect of an 
entity, for example, architectural quality or cultural heritage as an aspect of 
sold properties, using statistical analysis.18

 
The cost-benefit methodology used in economics is an established method 
for assessing public investments.19 However, people not directly involved in 
such analyses can experience them as relatively inaccessible ‘black boxes’. The 
results are consequently often questioned.20 There are also non-valued costs 
and benefits related to an investment; this means that a complete economic 
analysis consists of both quantified and non-quantified issues.21 

Non-quantified issues can be summarized with a qualitative judgement of 
the expected effects. The impact can be illustrated using a scale ranging from 
strongly negative to strongly positive. It is recommended that there should be 
a limited number of effects and that they should not overlap.22 

Economic analyses commissioned by cultural heritage authorities have been 
applied to quantify the value of cultural heritage in Norway.23 This adoption 
of economic analysis in the field of cultural heritage can be seen as a conse-
quence of the demand for quantifiable measures. Nevertheless, this adoption 
of method simply adds to the reasons why it is interesting to examine how 
such analysis handles the value of architectural quality and cultural heritage.

METHOD
This research has been conducted by researchers with backgrounds in both 
architecture and investment theory, respectively with thorough knowledge of 
cultural heritage and economic analysis of public investments. The method 
used in this research is document analysis. We have collected and examined 
QA1-documentation for all QA1-projects dealing with protected buildings 
that was available at the time the data was collected. As shown in Table 1, 
this consists of nine investment projects, but each potential investment 
may include several protected buildings and their surroundings, one or a 
few major buildings, or a combination. There is already a research program 
dedicated to research on the Norwegian QA-scheme. The research program’s 
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database stores the QA-documentation and associated documents compiled 
and has provided important information for this research.24 The dataset 
consists of all KVU/QA1-reports on building projects in the database, with 
buildings protected as cultural heritage in the existing situation listed in the 
table below. The protected buildings are listed along with the year they were 
erected. It should be noted that the Norwegian constitution dates from 1814, 
and that the country gained independence in 1905.

The documentation collected has been examined for judgements regarding 
potentially vacated protected buildings qualities, values, and potential. The 
validity of these assessments has been discussed, and conclusions that might 
be disputed and categorized as fallacies are discussed in this article. Accor-
ding to the Norwegian Cultural Heritage Act, there is a strong connection 
between juridical protection and architectural quality, since the Cultural 
Heritage Act includes historical and architectural qualities as grounds for 
juridical protection.25

Findings
Searching through the QA1-documents brought to light a series of unfoun-
ded fallacies connected with economic analyses’ evaluations of protected 
buildings and their potential for use. To shed light on this shortcoming and 
to avoid further misunderstandings, this article will address a selection of 
such fallacies, with pertinent examples. By referring to existing knowledge 
and research, we will show that these fallacies are either overtly simplified or 
outright wrong. The statements we address need not be indisputably wrong, 
since answers to difficult questions can consist of a broad array of nuances. 
Such nuances may be overlooked if a field is evaluated by non-specialists and 
if the various professional groups involved do not share a common profes-
sional language.26 The complete list of fallacies is quite long and to cover all 
of them here would be impossible. Our intention is hence to question the 
validity of relying on such fallacies in making decisions. 

In the following, we discuss the fallacies found in the documentation. They 
are listed in tables according to their respective subchapters, where the falla-
cies observed in connection with potentially vacating protected buildings are 
coded into main groups based on concurrent themes.

Lack of Regard for Cultural Heritage Values
We repeatedly see that the protection of cultural heritage is not emphasized 
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Project Buildings in the existing situation with juridical protection as 
cultural heritage

National Museum National Gallery (1882)
The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design (1904)
The Museum of Contemporary Art
(previously the Central Bank of Norway’s second building) (1906)
The National Museum—Architecture
(previously the Central Bank of Norway’s original building) 
(1828), with the Ulltveit-Moe Pavilion by the Pritzker Architecture 
Prize laureate Sverre Fehn (2007)

Norwegian School of Veterinary Science Ten buildings at Campus Adamstuen (1929–). The college also 
owned the adjacent farm Lindern, with buildings from ca. 1820 
to 1950.

Museum of Cultural History The Viking Ship Museum (1926–54)
The Historical Museum (1902)

New Government Quarters Thirteen buildings and one outdoor area, including two buildings 
with Picasso murals. The Government Quarters (1906–) include 
older buildings originally built for other purposes, dating back to 
the eighteenth century.

Future location of the NTNU Campus Nine buildings and two outdoor areas (1914–).

National Theatre The National Theatre (1899)
The Torshov Theatre (1928)
The outdoor area known as ‘Studenterlunden’: this area was a 
historic garden turned park, surrounding and pre-dating the 
National Theatre. The area has been rebuilt several times.

The National Stage The theatre building (1909) with surrounding park from the same 
year, 
situated on protected ground from the medieval period.

Tullinløkka Area The National Gallery (1882)
St. Olavsgate 32 (1879), formerly the Norwegian Mapping 
Authority and Oslo National Academy of the Arts, including an 
outdoor area with the obelisk that used to be Norway’s standard 
datum plane.
The University of Oslo has two buildings in the area: Frederiks 
gate 2 (1902) (the Historical Museum) and Frederiks gate 3 (1875).

New Courthouse in Bergen The existing town courthouse (1933), situated on protected 
ground from the medieval period.

Table 1. Dataset: QA1-reports regarding building projects with buildings protected as cultural heritage in the existing situation 
(with year built).

under normative needs, where QA1-documentation is supposed to consider 
laws relevant to the project at hand.27 This is, for example, the case with the 
Campus for the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) 
project28, where the focus was on normative needs connected with the 
University’s mandate. 29 The Cultural Heritage Act seems to be overlooked 
more easily than other laws, regulations, and political guidelines, such as 
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requirements for energy efficiencies in buildings. As the Cultural Heritage 
Act itself states, this should not be the case: 

§ 1 (...)
When, according to another law, decisions are made that affect the cultu-
ral heritage resources, emphasis shall be placed on the purpose of this 
act.30

The quote above means that if there are conflicting interests between the 
Cultural Heritage Act and other laws, the Cultural Heritage Act is to be 
prioritized: the Cultural Heritage Act can pull rank. Nonetheless, the legal 
protection of cultural heritage is repeatedly challenged or problematized, as 
can be seen in the KVU-report for the Tullinløkka area project:

All options that are investigated involve extensive protection of historical 
buildings and outdoor areas. This protection has a very high alternative 
cost because the uses are limited. For example, a development of the enti-
re site Akademihagen into hotels, residences, or commercial buildings 
with a larger building height could provide significant financial gains for 
the state and very attractive and environmentally friendly buildings with 
a large capacity near a public transport hub. The costs associated with 
protection are only made visible to a limited extent in this investigation.31

While QA1-documentation has addressed other value-based legal condi-
tions, including accessibility and equality, sadly, cultural heritage is not 
always shown the same regard.

Part in the difficulty of discussing the value of cultural heritage is the paucity 
of and/or need for quantifiable measures. The cultural heritage field is based 
on qualitative understanding and argumentation, a multi-faceted under-
standing of value, and the selection of trusted experts to determine which 
cultural heritage is worthy of legal protection. There are various approaches 
to enhancing cross-disciplinary dialogue, including boundary tools—such 
as architectural models—which are objects that can support dialogue and 
understanding. However, there is currently no functioning converter to 
translate multi-faceted qualitative evaluations32 from the cultural heritage 
field into a quantified value tailored to economic analyses.33 The pressure to 
identify quantifiable measures of the value of cultural heritage not only leaves 
experts dumbfounded. It simultaneously demonstrates a lack of regard for the 
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prevailing legal protections, which is based on thorough professional evalu-
ations. For example, the priced benefits for the Museum of Cultural History 
project that were ultimately quantified were merely the revenues from sales 
of tickets and the museum shop and/or cafe, totalling 50 and ≤14 NOK (5.5 
and 1.5 euros) respectively, per visitor.34 The value of the museum’s main 
tasks and created value, namely preservation, research, and teaching, cannot 
be priced (within reasonable means). A lack of recognition of the value of 
cultural heritage might therefore be due to an inability to see and process 
such values. In the QA1-documentation, we have at times seen the protec-
tion of cultural heritage discussed without any parallel discussion of the true 
cultural heritage.35 Legal protection is discussed, but without mention of the 
significant historic and architectural qualities of the protected buildings. The 
juridical protection of cultural heritage is thus disconnected from cultural 
heritage values and hence risks being reduced to a mere juridical obstacle. 
Consequently, complying with the Cultural Heritage Act might be reduced to 
drearily following the law instead of the important task of protecting cultural 
heritage values as an important public good. 

This can be seen in the case of the Bergen District Courthouse, a distinctive 
stone building nicknamed ‘Gotham city’ due to its neo-Gothic details.36 The 
KVU-report claims that new buildings are cheaper and better suited to the 
functions of the court—a clear adherence to the style functionalism and its 
motto ‘form follows function’.37 The documentation claims that the only factor 
(if any) that might justify higher costs and ‘worse functional solutions’ is the 
legal protection. This protection is referred to as an isolated phenomenon: as 
a juridical condition. The building it protects is not referred to, and the buil-
ding’s history, architectural qualities, and ties to the institution of the court 
and to Bergen itself are not even acknowledged. It is extremely challenging for 
the legal protection to justify both higher costs and a lower building quality 
resulting from them. Historical buildings can have qualities that are rarely 
found in new builds, such as craftsmanship, traditional materials, historical 
architectural styles, and layers of symbolism. The existing Bergen District 
Courthouse is an example of such rare qualities.38 In Table 2, we note that in 
some of the QA1-documentation examined, cultural heritage authorities are 
treated as case workers and not specialists. In the QA1-documentation for 
the New National Museum, the Cultural Heritage Directorate’s connection 
to the project is described as follows:
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Positive influence: prompt and constructive processing of zoning and 
building plans. Negative influence: can set requirements that complicate 
a good building solution (Norwegian phrase: god bygningsløsning).39

The role of the Cultural Heritage Directorate is that of an adviser, not 
of a hired consultant or designer: representatives of the Directorate are 
supposed to process applications for alterations to protected buildings and 
should thus—for unbiased judgement—not create the proposals. One of 
the country’s strongest and most valuable sources of specialist skills with 
respect to cultural heritage is nevertheless clearly ignored, and the positive 
contribution to such important projects that is expected from the Directo-
rate is reduced to moving paper swiftly from one pile to another. As shown 
in the quote above, there was a fear in the New National Museum project 
that the Cultural Heritage Directorate would set unworkable requirements 
for the protected buildings—and this was not an isolated case. The Cultural 
Heritage Directorate insists that use is the best basis for preservation for the 
majority of protected buildings in Norway today.40 For the Bergen District 
Courthouse, the KVU-report stressed that legal protection hindered an ‘opti-
mal’ solution.41 At the same time, the consultants who compiled the QA1-re-
port found no evidence of dialogue with cultural heritage authorities in the 
KVU-report.42 Subsequently, through such dialogue, the legal protections’ 
limits of tolerance for alterations were tested, and alterations enabling further 
use of the building as a courthouse were proposed.43 Table 2 shows the main 
issues discussed above a summary.

A Lack of Understanding of Historical Buildings
We also found fallacies connected to a lack of understanding of the historical 
buildings themselves. A typical challenge for consultants with a background 
in economic analysis when working with historical buildings is that they have 
no specialist knowledge regarding such buildings and hence no expertise on 
the matter they are evaluating. In the KVU-documentation for the National 
Theatre, for instance, claims were made that a new build (larger addition) 
would be much more environmentally friendly than a smaller project resulting 
in continued use of the existing building.44 This fallacy is a common error: 
as the consultants compiling the QA1-report expressed, building more area, 
even if the new build is environmentally friendly in its design, will still be less 
environmentally friendly than managing with the buildings we already have.45
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It is also often claimed that older buildings are ineffective in terms of area. In 
the KVU-report for the Bergen District Courthouse, several thousand square 
metres (19,300 versus 16,600) were added to the program for the continued 
use of the existing courthouse in comparison with a new building, hence 
representing a major cost driver in the calculations.46 This was apparently 
done without actually calculating the efficiency of the building plan, even 
though such calculations can be done relatively quickly based on floor plans. 

For several of the projects examined, indoor climate in older buildings was 
framed as a large and intractable problem. This applies to both the Natio-
nal Museum47 and the Bergen District Courthouse. 48 In 2010, the Bergen 
District Courthouse underwent a condition analysis by the firm of Dr.techn. 
Kristoffer Apeland AS. The esteemed firm found the building to be in quite 
good shape. In 2015, the firm OPAK conducted another analysis of the buil-
ding and found it to be almost unusable.49 Continued use for the next five 
years would require an investment of 6 million NOK (650,000 euros), but for 
use beyond five years, an investment of a staggering 975 million NOK (106 
million euros) was deemed necessary.50 

The monetary value of historical buildings is calculated in a number of 
ways. If the QA1-documentation recommends selling the historical buil-
ding, 51 it can typically be assigned a significant monetary value. 52 To avoid 
distorting calculations and due to the maintenance backlog, the monetary 
value of historical buildings is, however, sometimes set at 0 NOK.53 While 
the motivation to assign zero as the value is understandable from an econo-

Main theme Fallacy

Lack of regard for cultural heritage 
values

Cultural heritage protection is not included under normative needs.

The core concept of the protection of cultural heritage is questioned.

Cultural heritage values are put under pressure as particularly 
unquantifiable.

Architectural and historical qualities, identity, and tradition are 
ignored.

Cultural heritage authorities are treated as caseworkers, not specialists.

The critical level of alterations that can be made to a protected 
building is not based on contact with cultural heritage authorities, but 
rather on the consultants’ gut feelings. 

Table 2. Observed fallacies regarding a lack of regard for cultural heritage values.
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mic viewpoint, it is nonetheless surprising to see well known, historically 
important, and centrally located real estate of high architectural quality and 
outstanding craftsmanship evaluated as worthless, as was the case with the 
Historical Museum, a key example of European Art Nouveau in Norway:

Item 2, Sites: ‘Fredriksgate (sic) 2 and 3 are freed. The areas are enclosed 
with requirements for protection and can be difficult to sell in the market. 
Substantial rehabilitation investments are also required before the buil-
ding can be used for new purposes. The value of the Museum of Cultural 
History’s premises at Tullinløkka is therefore set at NOK 0 million.54 

Table 3 shows the main issues discussed above.

A Lack of Understanding of Buildability
The reports examined show a lack of understanding of how structures 
come to exist and function, and how they can be altered in an expedient 
manner. This particularly applies to the alluring concept of building large, 
invisible, underground areas connected with historical buildings, as seen in 

Figure 3. The Museum of Cultural History, one of the buildings discussed in the documentation exami-
ned. Courtesy the museum; photographer unknown.
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the KVU-report for the National Theatre.55 One significant proposal was to 
build large underground areas directly connected to, and in the immediate 
vicinity of, buildings with historical masonry on Norway’s parade street, Karl 
Johans gate. These areas would be built on clay, near the harbour, in an area 
with heavy traffic at almost all hours of the day. If truly seriously considered, 
this construction ought to be discussed in more detail, rather than simply 
being classified as ‘dangerous’ and with a ‘risk of high costs’.56 The Tullinløkka 
project also identified underground construction as the most feasible from 
a building technology point of view.57 This surprising judgement cannot be 
characterized as evident and should thus have been backed by convincing 
argumentation for it to have any chance of being accepted. The main issues 
discussed above are shown in Table 4.

Assessments Intended for New Construction Do Not Work for Older 
Buildings 
Historical buildings face additional challenges when it comes to expected 
life span. The assessments used for them are intended for new builds with 
an expected life span of a few decades. This short expected lifespan does not 

Table 3. Observed fallacies: lack of understanding of historical buildings.

Main theme Fallacy

A lack of understanding of historical 
buildings

New buildings are perceived as being more environmentally 
friendly than existing buildings.

Older buildings are deemed dramatically ineffective in terms of 
area. 

Indoor climate in older buildings is characterized as a large and 
intractable problem. 

The monetary value of existing protected buildings is determined 
to be zero. 

Main theme Fallacy

A lack of understanding of buildability A lack in understanding of how structures come to exist and 
function, and how these can be altered in an expedient manner. 

Building large areas below ground level in connection with 
protected buildings is complex, but nevertheless repeatedly 
recommended.

Table 4. Observed fallacies: lacking understanding of buildability.
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pair well with buildings that are already much older and are supposed to be 
preserved for future generations. Conveniently, the expenses of a new build 
will be spread out over a few decades, which corresponds with the lifespan 
of the building and the expected time period before major investments in 
maintenance become necessary. Historical buildings, however, are often 
already much older than this expected life span, sometimes by several hund-
red years. Since they are intended to be preserved for future generations, the 
argument could be made that the cost could be spread out over a longer time 
period. But this is not the conventional approach, despite requirements that 
an economic analysis should contain all relevant elements in the life span of 
a given action and that the life span should reflect the time period in which 
that action will be in use or in public service. If this is not possible, the resi-
dual value should be calculated.58 

Protected buildings have a residual value beyond that of the expected life span 
of a new build, but this value is typically not included in economic analyses 
today. It is often the opposite: new builds are assigned a higher residual value. 
For the Bergen District Court, the consultants found that historical buildings 
should have a lower residual value, since they are older.59 For the Norwegian 
School of Veterinary Science, NVH, residual value was only considered and 
calculated for new buildings.60 In the QA1-documentation examined, there 
is often a sliding transition between a building’s life span and the life span of 
investments made in the building. This seems to arise from reasoning that it 
costs more or less the same to demolish and build anew as to rehabilitate after 
a few decades, because the cost of a renovation outweighs the residual value 
of the building. This makes little sense for protected buildings. Regardless, 
a building’s life span and the life span of investments made in the building 
should be treated separately. Even if it is necessary to rehabilitate a historical 
building again after forty years, this is not the same as the historical building 

Table 5. Observed fallacies: the methods tend to favour newer buildings.

Main theme Fallacy

The assessments are intended for new builds 
with an expected life span of a few decades. 

Protected buildings are not granted residual value when 
compared with the expected life span of a new build.

The difference between a building’s life span and the life span of 
investments made in the building is unclear or conflated. 

The possibility that the value of cultural heritage may increase 
over the coming decades is typically not considered. 
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then being worthless. It is actually the opposite, as the value of cultural heri-
tage can increase over time and older buildings can often be more durable 
than new builds.61 Unfortunately, this is not always recognized. Table 5 shows 
the main issues discussed above as a summary.

Unintended Results of Complex Political Processes
QA1-analyses are done in connection with political processes, and both the 
documentation itself and the related subjects can be affected by political deci-
sions. This is seen when the historical buildings of public institutions become 
too small—not because the established institution is expanding, but because 
several institutions are being merged, typically to obtain scale economies. 
This was the case for the Bergen District Courthouse, which, before such a 
merger,62 had large empty areas, according to OPAK.63 When buildings are 
deemed too small because the institutions are growing larger in the pursu-
it of efficiency, the connections between established institutions and their 
traditional buildings are sometimes ignored. For the theatre in Bergen, Den 
Nationale Scene, this connection was recognized: 

Cultural heritage protection as a whole must include two inseparable 
parts, namely the building as well as the inherent theatre activity.64

Ignoring connections between institutions and their historical buildings 
can undermine the political feasibility of a measure, as seen in the case of 
the National Gallery65 building and the new Government Quarters project. 

66 Political feasibility was commented on in the Tullinløkka project—with 
respect to both costs and public ties to the historical buildings.67

For the New National Museum, political decisions were slighted, with 
unclear reasoning: 

In the beginning of 2006, Metier completed the alternative analysis for a 
development project for the National Museum of Art, Architecture and 
Design. At the time, there were political provisions for the National Muse-
um’s main base to be at Tullinløkka. In 2008, however, the municipality 
of Oslo sold so-called Field D on the Vestbanen site back to the state. 
This means that there is enough area for the state to consider gathering 
all of the National Museum’s activities in a new building at Vestbanen. 
Such a location is therefore examined in this report in the same manner 
as the other options in Tullinløkka in the KS 1 material for the National 
Museum’s development project from 1 February 2006.68
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The reasoning above is not logical, and there must be more behind this 
change in scope than a new plot of land becoming available in the capital. 
Table 6 is a summary of the main issues that are discussed in relation to 
unintended results of complex political processes.

Different Understandings of the Importance of Certain Issues
There seems to be disagreement on the respective importance of various 
issues. The institutions involved in producing a KVU-report thus highlight 
issues that the consultants then downplay in the QA1-documentation. This 
was the case for the National Theatre project, where the external consultants 
compiling the QA1-report pointed out that the social significance of several 
effects had been overrated.69 Unquantifiable effects are a part of economic 
analyses.70 For an effect to be rated at the extremes of the scale, higher scores 
initially need to be given to both significance and scope. 71 Table 7 highlights 
the main issue here.

Problematic and Incongruent Demarcation of Projects Costs
If an institution vacates an existing, protected building and moves into a new 
building, society will have an additional building to take care of. This additio-
nal cost should be included in the economic analysis. This is seldom the case, 
as is seen in both QA1-documentation72  and research. 73 The reason that costs 
for vacated buildings are not taken into consideration is that the scope is 
limited to the project’s meeting the needs of the institution. This makes sense 
from a project management viewpoint, but not for the state, which might 
end up paying for two buildings instead of one. While the costs for vacated 
buildings are not considered, expected income from the sale of the same 
buildings are quite often included, as was the case with the Bergen District 
Courthouse. The QA1-report noted that plans for measures to be conducted 
before the courthouse was vacated were lacking, and also that the estimated 
sales price was unrealistic, with respect to both the estimated price and the 
social value that the building’s cultural heritage represents.74 It has been repe-
atedly claimed that protected buildings can be managed without restrictions, 
as in the case of the Museum of Cultural History project. Regarding the Art 
Nouveau building of the Historical Museum, the QA1-report states:

The state is free to use the premises as they see fit if it is vacated, 
including sale.75
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Juridical protection is, however, intended to safeguard cultural heritage 
values, before as well as after a sale. The buildings in this study are well 
known public buildings and selling them might be both ill-advised for a 
number of reasons as well as politically impossible. It might be ill-advised 
because the state would have less control of key cultural heritage, lose the 
possibility to utilize a building of outstanding quality, and take away public 
access to important cultural heritage. It might be politically impossible due 
to resistance from a range of stakeholders. 

Possible sales of buildings can generate large sums in an economic analysis, 
and thus also affect the recommendations that are made based on the analy-
sis. For the new Government Quarters, the proposed sale of real estate for 
3 billion NOK (329 million euros) significantly affected the calculations of 
project costs and played a large part in the alternative analysis.76 It is proble-
matic to rate the sale of attractive real estate as a gain, since real estate is often 
considered a stable or lower risk investment. Having money in attractive real 
estate is comparable to having money in the bank, and selling real estate is 
more a matter of financing an investment than actually creating value. For 
the same reasons, a state-owned site that is required for a new build should 
not be considered as being available at no cost, as was initially claimed for the 
New National Museum project:

Main theme Fallacy

Unintended results of complex political 
processes

The buildings are deemed too small because the institutions are 
growing larger in pursuit of efficiency. 

The connections between established institutions and their 
traditional buildings are ignored.

Political decisions are disregarded based on informal political 
signals.

Political feasibility is overestimated.

Main theme Fallacy

Different understandings of the importance of certain issues, 
meaning that smaller concerns can have major impact

Biased weighting of significance.

Table 7. Observed fallacies: misjudging impact. 

Table 6. Observed fallacies: unintended results
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Overview of the total investment costs (nominal values). . . The state 
already owns the sites on Tullinløkka and A2 on Vestbanen. The market 
price for these sites is therefore not included.77

Owners of protected buildings are obliged to maintain them. Sadly, this 
responsibility is often neglected, resulting in a maintenance backlog that 
accumulates over years. This maintenance backlog should be addressed sepa-
rately from the project costs, since the maintenance should have been done 
regardless and should have been paid for using earlier budgets. Conflating 
these different costs makes it harder to realize the continued use of protected 
historical buildings. Table 8 shows the main issues that are discussed above 
as a summary.

Evaluations Can Appear Biased and Possibly Tailored to a Preferred Result
Differences in opinion arose in the case of both the Norwegian School of 
Veterinary Science78 and the Future Location of Campus NTNU projects, 
although this was not evident in the QA1-documentation. 79 But especially 
when an institution is considering a decision as serious as vacating its histo-
rical buildings, it is necessary to ensure that all views are represented.

Historical buildings with a documented cultural heritage value are likely to 
have flaws, but when describing them, one must be sure to also describe the 
rather obvious advantages. The National Gallery building was described very 
differently in the New National Museum project and the Tullinløkka project, 
and, in retrospect, it is interesting that the former project chose a new build 
alternative, thus vacating the National Gallery building, while the latter 
project aims to find new use for the National Gallery building. This seems to 
have affected their evaluations of the National Gallery building. According 
to the QA-scheme’s purpose of real political control of decisions, a genuine 
and unbiased analysis should be the objective. Table 9 summarizes the main 
issues related to biased evaluation.

Concluding Discussion
In the quality assurance of building projects connected with protected 
buildings, it is vital to understand the qualities and usability of the cultural 
heritage sites. This research has uncovered a blindspot in the performance 
of economic analyses within the QA-scheme, since adaptive reuse generally 
comes with a significant price tag, and the QA-scheme ostensibly aims to 
include all the relevant effects of a given alternative or measure. We have 
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listed what we perceive to be typical fallacies regarding the future of protec-
ted buildings. We have also argued that these assertions are disputable and 
that presenting them as factual is thus detrimental.

The objective of this article is to improve the discussion of the value of cultu-
ral heritage in economic analyses and in general; its aim is not to attack the 
QA-scheme. It is important that major government investments undergo 
quality assurance. It is also necessary to have a system that ensures political 
control over larger public investments. At the same time, the decisions that 
are made based on QA1-documentation affect protected buildings that are 
sites of significant cultural heritage with broad roots in society. 

This article has shown fallacies in KVU-documentation and the QA1-report 
compiled by external consultants. As implied in the literature reviewed, 
interdisciplinary analyses are difficult. It is nonetheless our opinion that 
QA1-reports do improve the objectivity and quality of the information 
given to politicians, compared with KVU-reports. However, the totality of 
the issues in QA1-documentation with respect to protected buildings that 
are highlighted in this article indicate a poor assessment of cultural heritage 
buildings and their potential. Each of the fallacies above has the potential to 
affect the management of important historical buildings based on insuffi-
cient grounds. A clear communication of this lack may improve the future 
management of protected buildings, and not only in connection with the key 
projects that are included in the QA-scheme. 

Main theme Fallacy

Problematic and incongruent demarcation 
of projects costs

Costs related to protected buildings are typically not considered.

Claims that protected buildings that have been vacated can be 
sold. 

Claims that protected buildings that have been vacated can be 
sold at market price. 

The sale of a cultural heritage building can reduce the costs of a 
new building.

State-owned real estate is mislabelled as ‘cost-free’ for public 
building projects. 

A lag in maintenance is erroneously included in project costs 
calculations.

Table 8. Observed fallacies: problematic and incongruent demarcation of projects costs.
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The QA-scheme is currently used solely for larger public investments, but the 
methodology also trickles down to the administrative system, and versions of 
the QA-scheme are now being used for other public investments. Our exami-
nation of QA-documentation has shown that institutions tend to overrate the 
significance of some effects and minimize the importance of others. 

The fallacies described are not limited to larger public building projects and 
can also be found in the discussion of other protected and historical buildings. 
QA1-documentation serves as a verifiable source of information regarding 
these fallacies, but QA1-documentation is not the only place they can be found. 
Regrettably, such fallacies occur frequently throughout society. The findings in 
this article should be useful to everyone working in the cultural heritage field 
who desires a knowledge-based management of our most important histo-
rical buildings. Evaluating architectural quality and cultural heritage means 
assessing not only what value a given building has today, but also the potential 
future value of the building. This includes revealing and realizing qualities and 
values that are currently under-communicated or even unknown, and hence 
highlights the importance of involving all relevant professional fields.

This article has focused on typical fallacies connected with protected buil-
dings that may potentially be vacated, and illustrated such fallacies with 
examples from the QA1-documentation examined. Consequently, all the 
QA1-documentation selected was treated alike, which might seem unfair 
to documentation in which a true awareness is shown for the real chal-
lenges that protected buildings that have been vacated face—such as in 
the Tullinløkka project. We have refrained from doling out gold stars and 
lumps of coal, as our objective is an improved practice in connection with 
future projects. At the same time, we would like to point out that there are 
some signs of an increased awareness of the potential and value of protec-
ted buildings in more recent reports. 

Main theme Fallacy

Evaluations can appear biased and possibly 
tailored to a preferred result.

Internal dissension amongst key stakeholders is ignored.

Evaluations can appear biased.

The weaknesses of older buildings are emphasized without the 
positive qualities being commented on, as should be done for a 
genuinely balanced evaluation.

Table 9. Observed fallacies: evaluations can appear biased.
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Other measures have also been implemented, such as instructions that 
protected buildings should be kept in use. This was done both for the Natio-
nal Theatre and the National Stage in Bergen. However, assuming continued 
use does not do away with the need for a thorough understanding of protec-
ted buildings. Quite the contrary: genuinely understanding the usability, 
vulnerability, and value of protected buildings is instrumental for continued 
use in compliance with the buildings’ inherent cultural heritage value.

This article demonstrates how easily the QA1-documentation can be used 
against an existing protected building and, based on unfounded assertions, 
make continued use almost impossible to defend. This vulnerability in the 
evaluation of QA-schemes must be addressed for the sake of treasured pieces 
of the country’s architectural heritage, and so that hidden costs arising from 
ill-advised decisions can be prevented.

We acknowledge that problematic results can emerge from the best motives. 
The goal of this article is to strengthen the understanding of protected buil-
dings, a hitherto overlooked and important subject in QA1-documentation, 
and thus strengthen the decisions that are made based on these documents. 
It is understandable that the government desires economic analysis of larger 
public investments, but it is rather surprising that it has not also demanded 
an architectural assessment of larger public investments that are de facto buil-
ding projects. Safeguarding cultural heritage is part of the normative needs in 
QA1-documentation dealing with protected buildings: society’s most valuable 
cultural heritage is protected by law, because architectural and historic heri-
tage is an important basis for our culture and thus our society. Information 
that is provided about protected buildings should thus be correct and of high 
quality so that it gives decision makers a genuine basis for reaching decisions. 
This article is based on interdisciplinary research due to the complexity of 
public decision making. We hope that this type of interdisciplinary research 
can add new perspectives in architectural research. Interdisciplinary research 
has the potential to create broader understanding and bring in new perspec-
tives in an increasingly complex society.
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ABSTRACT
The ecosystem services (ES) approach aims to identify and valorize the 
multiple benefits that ecosystems provide to human well-being. The approach 
is rapidly gaining ground on all levels of planning in Sweden, but cultural 
ecosystem services and especially its subcategory cultural heritage are elusive 
concepts and, as a result, assessed only marginally. This article explores how 
various discourses of heritage are covertly or explicitly embedded in the ES 
framework with the aim of examining the role of heritage management in 
ecosystem conservation. This aim was fulfilled through a review and analysis 
of Swedish national, regional, and local ES guidelines by focusing on their 
embedded accounts of heritage. We also draw on semi-structured interviews 
with ES practitioners and experts in Sweden, and we discuss how particular 
conceptualizations of heritage and its implementation in the ES framework 
derive from specific discourses (preservation, conservation, and heritage plan-
ning). Combining the heritage discourses and the commonly used cascade 
model for ES has helped us to illustrate how heritage is operationalized in 
the ES framework in three ways: 1) heritage supports ES through its biocul-
tural dimension; 2) the object-centred approach to heritage in pre-existing 
inventories and expert-led assessments are utilized to identify cultural ES 
‘hotspots’; and 3) ‘living heritage’ can play a significant role in social-ecolo-
gical analysis. While heritage preservation discourse was shown to be most 
dominant in current practice, a continuous critical dialogue on heritage 
may infuse new ideas and approaches which foster positive outcomes across 
multiple environmental and cultural fields of research and practice.

KEYWORDS 
Cultural ecosystem services, cultural heritage, landscape planning 

HERITAGE BEYOND A SUBCATEGORY OF CULTURAL 
ECOSYSTEM SERVICES IN SWEDISH LANDSCAPE 
MANAGEMENT
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CULTURAL HERITAGE AS A CULTURAL ECOSYSTEM SERVICE
The ecosystem services (ES) framework promotes sustainable development 
and multifunctionality assessments of natural and cultural values in lands-
capes by means of identifying, interpreting, maintaining, and preserving 
supporting, cultural, provisioning, and regulating services. Cultural herita-
ge is intricately linked to the relationships between ecosystems and human 
societies1 and is therefore cogently included as a cultural dimension of ES 
alongside, for example, spiritual enrichment, cognitive development, reflec-
tion, recreation, and aesthetic experiences. The ultimate goal of an ES assess-
ment is better governance of biological and cultural diversity, with a central 
focus on human well-being and guidance for decision-making.2 Conventional 
heritage management supports similar benefits and likewise aims to contri-
bute to sustainable development.3 For example, the history of a place adds 
to a community’s collective sense of value, or to a sense of belonging, both 
aiding cognitive development and spiritual enrichment.4 Simultaneously, 
historical land cover can have a strong influence on current service provision.5 
The biodiversity conservation agenda is therefore linked to cultural heritage 
management in various ways, and a growing number of researchers within the 
field of heritage studies is showing interest in the ES framework, especially in 
relation to the management of cultural landscapes and biocultural heritage.6

The deployment of the ES concept amongst a broader set of actors in socie-
ty has resulted in a need for well-structured classifications and uniform 
terminology. Cultural ES have proven particularly difficult to pin down and 
resultant ‘shades of grey’ impede their consideration by decision-makers, 
causing a lack of scientific rigour in research studies dealing with their iden-
tification.7 To turn this trend around, Terry C. Daniel et al.8 argue that coope-
ration between ecologists and economists within the ES community must be 
extended to broader domains of environmental and social sciences, parti-
cularly for cultural ES. At the same time, Herdis Hølleland et al.9 maintain 
that cultural ES are not yet adequately integrated within the ES framework. 
Merging the two disciplinary domains of cultural heritage management and 
ES necessitates a clearer understanding of how it is possible to articulate the 
different aspects of heritage, value, and valuation in the ES framework. In 
support of such claims, this article explores how various discourses of heri-
tage are covertly or explicitly embedded in the ES framework with the aim of 
exploring the role of heritage management in ecosystem conservation. This 
will be followed by a discussion on possible ways for heritage professionals to 
navigate their way forward.
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COMPETING HERITAGE DISCOURSES IN LANDSCAPE MANAGE-
MENT AND PLANNING
Cultural heritage as a concept is constantly evolving. The current coexistence 
of a multitude of conceptualizations of heritage and its management results 
from heritage being a discursive phenomenon.10 Discourse can be defined 
as a way of understanding and talking about the world (or an aspect of 
the world), and attention is directed to the ideas that become accepted as 
‘common sense’. Each discourse points to different possible and appropriate 
courses of action.11 

In the field of heritage studies, many authors have reflected on how a variety 
of discourses, or different value frames and strategies, are structured and 
renegotiated over time and how they in turn are put at work in historic 
environments.12 Patrick Patiwael et al.13 review a number of binary and terna-
ry classifications which have emerged so as to differentiate the discourses 
according to various characteristics, including old–new, expert–participato-
ry, and protectionist–utilitarian. The binary classification of heritage made 
by Laurajane Smith14 reveals the ‘authorized heritage discourse’ (AHD) as 
opposed to a ‘heritage-as-process’ discursive practice. The AHD originated 
in nineteenth- and twentieth-century European architectural and archaeo-
logical debates and advocates a ‘conserve as found’ conservation ethic that 
assumes that value is innate within heritage sites. Heritage-as-process regards 
heritage as intangible and as a dynamic sociocultural construct. 

A ternary classification of how the management of the past in the present has 
changed during the twentieth century is presented by Gregory Ashworth.15 
He argues that the development has resulted in three different paradigms 
that since the 1980s coexist in what Ashworth calls an incomplete paradigm 
shift: the first is the preservation paradigm (spanning from the late nineteenth 
century); the second, the conservation paradigm (present from the 1960s); 
and the third, the heritage paradigm (present from the 1980s). The incom-
plete shift suggest that the three paradigms continue to coexist, which means 
that stakeholders within one paradigm must interact with stakeholders in the 
other paradigms in terms of different understandings of the nature of heri-
tage values, approaches, and assessments. We agree with Patrick Patiwael et 
al.16 that although Gregory Ashworth uses ‘paradigm’ in his ternary concep-
tualization of heritage management, ‘discourse’ might be more appropriate, 
since Ashworth’s conceptualization strongly focuses on coexistence, which 
seems conceptually closer to ‘discourse’ rather than ‘paradigm’. Therefore, we 
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will, in line with Patiwael et al., refer to Ashworth’s classification as the three 
heritage discourses in the remainder of this article.

In short, preservation can be described as a traditional perspective of the past, 
where experts focus on intrinsic values of specific objects with the aim of 
protecting them from alterations, development, and other threats. A conser-
vation perspective includes not just separate objects, but also collections of 
objects (environments). Furthermore, it takes into consideration the cont-
emporary use in contemplations for the future and includes the politics (poli-
cymakers) in decision-making alongside experts. Essentially, the contempo-
rary use of cultural heritage becomes an important part of local development 
and renewal of places. A heritage approach or a heritage planning discourse 
builds on the idea that values are created in contemporary society and are not 
about historical accuracy or the intrinsic authenticity of objects or places. As 
such, this approach is focused on the use of the past in the present and thus 
prioritizes users rather than experts and policymakers. It implies that not 
just so-called historic environments, but all places, have a past with potential 
cultural heritage that can be utilized in urban and development planning. 
Heritage sites are thus selected for various degrees of protection according to 
stakeholder demand and are managed to satisfy those stakeholders.17

The dynamic and contextual understanding of heritage within the heritage 
planning discourse often runs counter to heritage legislation and practices 
in line with the AHD.18 Explained differently, adopting the concepts used by 
the archaeologist Rodney Harrison, the inofficial processes of heritage are 
often marginalized by the official heritage processes. Official processes of 
heritage describe those aspects of care which are sanctioned by the govern-
ment, including documenting, listing, and managing places as heritage. The 
practices of unofficial heritage refer to the ‘bottom-up’ relationship between 
people, objects, places, and memories which link people to the past within 
their communities in order to build a sense of identity and to connect with 
the places in which they live.19

THE ECOSYSTEM SERVICES FRAMEWORK
Different ways of defining ecosystem services have been developed. The 
groundbreaking Millennium Ecosystem Assessment defines ES as ‘the bene-
fits people obtain from ecosystems’. By contrast, the more current Economics 
of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) initiative defines ES as the direct and 
indirect contributions of ecosystems to human well-being.20 Thus, according 
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to TEEB, services give rise to benefits; they are not the same thing. TEEB 
therefore suggests a hierarchical typology by separating ecological processes 
from the actual benefits dependent upon these processes.21 In alignment 
with the TEEB definition, we use ‘ecosystem service benefits’ to mean the 
end products that are directly used by humans and hence also desired by 
humans, for example, crops, fish, and space for recreation/tourism and acti-
vities associated with heritage values.

The ‘cascade model’22 (fig. 1) is one of the simpler representations of the 
current ecosystem services paradigm. It includes some of the thinking 
generated by TEEB in terms of separating services, benefits, and values. The 
cascade model seems to suggest a rather linear relationship between ecolo-
gical structures and processes on the one hand, and benefits and values on 
the other. In the ‘real world’, of course, things are more complex and cannot 
easily be captured in a simple model such as this. Nevertheless, the elements 
of the cascade provide a vocabulary necessary for our analysis. 

Figure 1. The cascade model adapted from Potschin and Haines-Young (2011). 
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On the left-hand side, the entire chain starts with biophysical structures that 
together with fundamental processes of nature create the capacity of poten-
tial for ecosystem functioning. Functioning ecosystems create the potential 
for actual ecosystem services, placed in the central section of the cascade 
model. They retain the link to underlying ecosystem functions, processes, 
and structures. To distinguish them from functions and to emphasize that 
they are the interface between the ecological and socioeconomic parts of the 
overall socioecological system, they can be called final ecosystem services. 

Ecosystem benefits (or ‘products’), as the direct and indirect output of 
ecosystems that have been turned into products or experiences, are the next 
section of the interrelated chain. They are no longer functionally connected 
to the systems from which they were derived. They are something that can 
change people’s ‘well-being’, for instance people’s traditional customs, and 
can be valued either in monetary or social terms. ‘Value’ is therefore the 
final box in the cascade model and is the criterion by which people assign/
justify importance to/of things, be it individual or collective, qualitative or 
quantitative. Human well-being is that which arises from adequate access to 
the basic materials for a good life, which are needed to sustain freedom of 
choice and action, health, good social relations, and security. It is by referen-
ce to these values that people and societies choose to act (or not) in order to 
modify or manage the pressures on ecosystems and ultimately the benefits 
they deliver to society. This feedback is what is being highlighted in the arrow 
running from values back to the left-hand side of the cascade model.23 There 
are various different ways in which natural and human-influenced landscape 
processes and values are conceptualized and assessed within the social scien-
ces that somehow align and sometimes differ from the ES cascade model. 

HERITAGE IN THE SWEDISH ES FRAMEWORK 
In recent years, there has been increased activity related to ES at Swedish 
national, regional, and local planning levels. A governmental goal is that 
by the end of 2025, most municipalities will make use of and integrate 
urban greenery and ES when planning, building, and managing urban 
areas. The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency has been commis-
sioned by the Swedish government to coordinate the endeavour and to 
implement the framework in planning practice. The agency defines cultural 
heritage in accordance with the Common International Classification of 
Ecosystem Services (CICES), which is associated with direct, in-situ, and 
outdoor interactions with living systems that depend on presence in the 
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environmental setting.24 At the same time, the Swedish National Board of 
Housing, Building and Planning groups cultural heritage as a subcategory 
of cultural ES on the following grounds: 

Parks are infused with history and can tell of a bygone era. We have had 
different perspectives on nature during different eras, which is reflected in 
our parks and green areas that have been established throughout the years.25 
The concept of ecosystem services has no legal definition and is currently not 
included in any legislation. However, both the Planning and Building Act and 
the Environmental Code contain concepts that could be ecosystem services, 
for example the term ‘natural and cultural values’ or ‘natural conditions’. 

Methodology
Eleven Swedish national, regional, and local guidelines for implementing the 
ES approach in planning practice were analysed. The selection of documents 
was based on recency (maximum of five years since publication) and on 
the requirement that they collectively cover Swedish national, regional, 
and municipal approaches; as well as being applicable to land-use planning 
(documents are listed in the Appendix). The documents were coded using 
the keywords ‘cultural ecosystem services’, ‘historical’, and assembled terms 
such as ‘cultural+value / heritage / environment’. When keywords were 
encountered, they were compiled in a matrix and recoded, using the charac-
teristics of Ashworth’s conceptualization of heritage management to identify 
explicit and implicit conceptualizations of heritage and its implementation of 
each guideline (see Table 1). We focused on reference to the implementation 

Table 1. Characteristics of the heritage management discourses (based on Ashworth 2011).

  Preservation Conservation Heritage Planning

Focus Object Ensemble Narrative(s)

Goal Protection Adaptive reuse Use

Justification Value Value/Reuse Utility

Criteria/values Intrinsic Preserve purposefully Extrinsic

Authenticity of . . . Object Compromise Experience

Change Immutable Adaptable Flexible

Temporal nature of value Static Metastable Dynamic

Actors (who has authority) Experts Policymakers/Planners Users

 Discourses
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strategies involving ‘experts’, ‘policymakers/planners’ or ‘users’, the conceptu-
alization of heritage as an ‘object’, ‘ensemble’, or ‘narrative’, and the reference 
to authenticity in terms of ‘object’, ‘compromise’, or ‘experience’. 

The document analysis was complemented by ten semi-structured inter-
views. Participant selection criteria included involvement in conducting ES 
assessments in planning practice on a local or regional level or experience as 
key experts and practitioners in national or regional heritage agencies with 
knowledge of the ES framework. The interview questions were based on the 
review of the national, regional, and local guidelines (Table 2).

We particularly examined three interrelated issues: (1) conceptualizations of 
heritage; (2) multifunctional assessment strategies; and (3) the involvement 
of stakeholders in the process. As the basis for focusing our analysis, we used 
the three heritage management discourses defined by Ashworth26 (Table 1) 
in combination with a version of the cascade model, adopted from Johannes 
Langemeyer et al.27 and Marion Potschin-Young et al.28 (fig. 2). This adopted 

Theme Interview questions

ES analysis approach Do you define the spatial unit for an ES analysis as a ‘cultural 
landscape’ (Swedish: kulturmiljö) or more in terms of a natural 
landscape/area?

Based on the previous question, is the definition of the spatial 
unit for an ES analysis of importance for choosing relevant 
methodology and expertise?

What separates an ES analysis from an EIA? 

Heritage in the ES framework How would you define cultural heritage in the ES approach? 

What measures are taken to identify and valorize CES (and 
cultural heritage, if applicable)?

To assess CES, and particularly cultural heritage, is there a 
minimum spatial unit size required? 

What is your view of compensation of CES, and particularly 
cultural heritage?

Conventional heritage practices in the ES 
framework

Is conventional heritage management—that is, practices 
performed by heritage professionals, architects, or the 
equivalent—relevant in ES analyses, and if so, how?

Table 2. The interview theme and questions.
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model accounts for ecosystem structure and processes (supply) alongside 
benefits and values (demand). Services exist only with respect to a demand 
of a beneficiary, and so there is a need to distinguish both the supply and 
demand sides of the service provision.29 The demand (benefits and values) 
feed back into policymaking and vice versa, which in turn also affect the 
actual structure and functions of ecosystem services, that is, the supply.

Figure 2. A version of the cascade model, adopted from Langemeyer et al. 
(2016) and Potschin-Young et al. (2018), in which the basic proposition 
linking ecological structures through structure, functions, services, benefits, 
and values is largely retained. It is, however, visualized as a circle, also inclu-
ding the stage of policy- and decision-making that in turn affect both the 
supply and the demand of ecosystem services. 

Figure 2. A version of the cascade model, adopted from Langemeyer et al. (2016) and Potschin-Young 
et al. (2018), in which the basic proposition linking ecological structures through structure, functions, 
services, benefits, and values is largely retained. It is, however, visualized as a circle, also including the 
stage of policy- and decision-making that in turn affect both the supply and the demand of ecosystem 
services. 
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RESULTS
The Nature of Heritage and the Role of Heritage Management in the 
Ecosystem Services Framework 
The review of guidelines revealed four fundamental results which infor-
med the interviews and the analysis: 1) expertise from the social sciences 
and humanities among authors, reference groups, and dialogue seminar 
participants in developing the guidelines is lacking, and expertise in heri-
tage management is rarely requested, which implies that such knowledge is 
not prioritized in national, regional, and local ES guidelines; 2) a historical 
landscape is considered a potential ecosystem service, but it is recommended 
that man-made structures be excluded from an ES analysis; 3) most Swedish 
national, regional, and local guidelines do not explicitly categorize cultural 
heritage as a cultural ES.30 The scope of heritage is at times addressed and 
discussed but rarely conceptually defined. Instead, heritage is mostly implicit-
ly interrelated with the cultural ES ‘spiritual experience and sense of place’:31 
and 4) there are tendencies of wanting to heed a mix of expert analysis and 
public participation activities. However, the themes for these activities are 
most often based on pre-existing inventories of historic monuments and sites 
with a focus on protected areas for conservation which serve as a basis for 
public discussions on the values of the past.

The interviews with practitioners and ES analysis experts complemented and 
challenged our guideline analysis. In the following, using the characteristics 
of the three heritage discourses (as outlined in Table 1) in combination with 
the adopted cascade model (fig. 2), we will show the various ways in which a 
range of heritage discourses is activated in the application of the ecosystem 
services framework in Swedish planning. 

Heritage Supply: Biocultural Heritage as Ecosystem Services 
The most commonly stated notion of heritage in relation to ES is biological 
cultural heritage, which has been defined as: 

.  .  . ecosystems, habitats and species which have originated, developed 
or been favoured by human utilization of the landscape and whose 
long-term persistence and development is dependent on, or favoured by, 
management.32

The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning33 emphasizes the 
importance of urban green heritage demonstrated by historically important 
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trees, parks, and gardens, as well as historical city elements such as boulevard 
trees, which are important assets for a city’s identity. Adopting the vocabu-
lary of the cascade model, biological cultural heritage is various forms of 
domesticated structures and processes (supply) which shape biological units 
encompassing everything from a tree to landscapes (ecosystem services) 
with an ability to tell stories about human presence (benefit). 

We affirm that the principles for the management of biocultural heritage are 
largely ingrained in the heritage preservation discourse. The Swedish National 
Heritage Board34 asserts that the art of understanding what species and biolo-
gical structures tell us is based on combining expert biological knowledge 
with knowledge of the human use of ecosystems. Experts are the main autho-
rity that frame and identify the objects for the sake of protection. However, 
the importance of stakeholder engagement is prevalent in guidelines and 
amongst practitioners. Such acknowledgement reflects the awareness that 
the meaning and value that people assign to biocultural landscape features 
relate to the extent people actually live on and work with the landscape.35 
Interviews indicate that, particularly in rural areas, stakeholder participation 
is more or less the norm, whereas in urban areas value assessments made by 
experts are more often presumed to represent the values of society at large. 
Various constraints of engaging additional stakeholders relate to tight time 
schedules and a lack of resources, both financial and human. 

Heritage Supply II: Built Heritage as a Spatial Indicator of Ecosystem 
Services ‘Hotspots’
The main focus of conventional heritage management has traditionally been 
significant cultural sites and physical heritage assets. Spatial data and state 
registers of such sites and assets may be used as spatial indicators to map and 
assess ecosystems and their services of a particular area. Tools also include 
regional and local management programs for historic landscapes and protec-
ted zones, areas declared to be of national interest for the conservation of 
the built environment, municipal programs and inventories, as well as aerial 
image interpretation.

Archaeological sites and built heritage thereby point towards (presumed) 
cultural landscape qualities and cultural ‘hotspots’,36 in turn directly or 
indirectly linked to biological processes and various ecosystem services. 
They serve as useful ‘heritage indicators’ utilized in ES assessments. It thus 
becomes possible to identify old oaks or historic garden structures, whereby 
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specific biological processes can be assessed (sometimes framed as biological 
cultural heritage as elaborated above). The Swedish Agency for Marine and 
Water Management37 suggests that it is possible to acknowledge the links 
between marine heritage and marine ecosystem services based on indicators 
such as active harbours or the quantity of fishing vessels, and by means of 
using statistics of cultural heritage objects and sites such as mills. 

Previous research has positioned similar uses of official heritage38 in the 
authorized heritage discourse (AHD).39 These are objects and sites that 
have been pointed out by public actors and are often more or less protec-
ted through legislation. This means that the activity would be positioned 
in Ashworth’s preservation discourse.40 Heritage professionals are engaged 
in the ES processes as providers of ‘spatial indicators’ of ecosystem services 
based on previously valued landscape characteristics, features, and practices, 
a supply of assets which are presumed to be valued by society at large.

Heritage Demand: Heritage as Infrastructure for Socioecological Systems
When a decline in biological processes serves as the starting point for inquiry 
in an ES process, living heritage as well as culturally significant places and/
or practices can be exposed and subsequently play a significant role in soci-
oecological analysis. According to this approach, the understanding of the 
direct and indirect drivers of change in an ecological process which delivers 
the ecosystem service requires an understanding of how that change also 
affects the benefits, that is, who is being affected, and how. The assessment 
of a specific biological process and its associated ecosystem services thus 
gives rise to an identification of users and an acknowledgment of particular 
sociocultural behaviour linked to that ecosystem service (traditions, skills, 
relations, language, ceremonies, collective and personal identities). 

The cultural values that a society attaches to a habitat depend on interac-
tions between the environment and the people.41 A telling example is given 
by Magnus Tuvendal and Thomas Elmqvist,42 where the identification of 
plausible drivers of water brownification impacts downstream stakehol-
ders, exposing the vulnerability of fishing in the culturally significant ‘Eel 
Coast’ of Southeast Sweden. Water brownification (a biological process), 
eels, and seasonally flooded meadows (ecosystem services) are closely 
linked to eel fishing along the coast as well as to farming, that is, grazing 
and haymaking (benefits). The knowledge system of how to build fishing 
gear, the community identity associated with eels and the cultural heritage 
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known as the Eel Coast may thus be referred to as ‘living heritage’.43 The 
vulnerability of this living heritage is closely associated with the deterio-
ration of certain ecosystem services. The resilience of such socioecological 
systems, including the living heritage, can be estimated by observing and 
analysing how local stakeholders respond to disturbances and by analy-
sing their response strategies. This may include understanding the drivers 
of transformations of the built heritage, such as the selling of eel huts for 
rebuilding into recreational cabins on the shore, in light of a decline of eels 
as an ecosystem service.44

In a report from the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency,45 ecosystem 
services are per definition utilitarian (anthropocentric), whereby it is argu-
ed that if there is no demand, explicit or implicit, from individuals or the 
community, then there are no ecosystem services. The agency consequential-
ly does not predefine categories for cultural ES but lets relevant stakeholders 
define whether or not they value a certain landscape benefit associated with a 
particular ES (such as biological heritage). This corresponds with the recur-
rent argument that we may better understand cultural ES by studying the 
actions and perceptions of local people.46 

A people-centred approach to landscape management is positioned in 
Ashworth’s heritage planning discourse47 and builds on the idea that values 
are not about historical accuracy or the intrinsic authenticity of objects or 
places but are created in contemporary society and are highly contextual.48 
It gives grounds to define heritage as the ongoing contemporary cultural 
and social process of experiencing and of ascribing meaning to landscapes. 
Heritage can be defined as an infrastructure and public good, comparable 
to other infrastructures that constitute a frame for people’s daily private and 
professional activities. The interaction between different parts of the system 
defines landscapes and heritage rather than specific monuments and areas 
that have been identified in line with AHD.49 Indeed, all interviewees in this 
study claim to understand ES assessments as a way to register and understand 
multifunctionalities and diverse usages of landscapes. When conceptualizing 
cultural heritage specifically, however, only a few of the interviewed ES prac-
titioners and experts adopt a systems perspective.
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Heritage as Neither Supply Nor Demand—Unless Fundamentally Depen-
dent on Living Processes
Rather than defining a service as cultural heritage, values related to ‘past-
ness’ are often linked to ‘symbolic and spiritual services’ or ‘other cultural 
services’ in policy and by ES practitioners. Public parks and urban gardens, 
heaths, commons, and greens are said to generate benefits in the form of 
living heritage such as traditions and a collective sense of place, which are to 
be accounted for in decision-making: 

And it doesn’t have to be historically way back, it can be a tradition since 
a few years only, as long as it is valued by people today. A place where 
students annually gather for graduation ceremonies, for example.50

In such instances, several landscape architects claim that they find it difficult to 
distinguish an ES assessment from conventional methods for landscape value 
assessments. One respondent even considered the ES framework to be rather 
obsolete, given the fact that established approaches to landscape assessments 
instinctively move beyond the nature/culture divide. A systematic approach 
to integrating greenery, recreation, aesthetic experiences, and heritage values 
in line with existing environmental goals and heritage jurisdiction is widely 
applied. Such conventional urban landscape assessments are mainly based on 
a conservation approach to heritage, whereby the goal of heritage management 
has shifted from preservation of form towards function and ‘preserving purpo-
sefully’. The approach is dependent on contemporary urban objectives, where-
by urban planners are brought into the decision-making processes of historic 
sites.51 It does, however, adopt a rather strict expert perspective and rarely 
promotes public consultation on contemporary values related to the landscape.

Conventional landscape assessments differ from an ES analysis in that they 
do not strictly separate human-made and non-human-made structures for 
analysis. The landscape as a whole is taken into consideration. Yet, in an 
ES analysis, cultural ecosystem services, like all other forms, ideally must 
demonstrate a significant relationship between ecosystem structures and 
functions.52 Theoretically, cultural ES are ‘the physical settings, locations or 
situations that give rise to changes in the physical or mental states of people, 
and whose character are fundamentally dependent on living processes’.53 
Only the biophysical landscape—excluding human-made structures—is 
taken into consideration. This might seem like an argument over semantics, 
but it causes some pragmatic problems and confusion in practice.  
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On the one hand, all of the interviewed practitioners and experts reject the 
nature/culture divide and agree that defining a park or landscape in such 
dichotomic terms at the outset of an ES assessment is futile. The landscape 
characterization should be informed by the mapping of ecosystem services, 
whereby the predominant services and benefits will guide the continuing 
decision-making process. On the other hand, there are different opinions as 
to what to include in such mapping. Some interviewees oppose the inclusion 
of historical man-made structures in an analysis, no matter how significant 
they are for the well-being of people. Instead, they argue for the need to 
complement ES analysis with more conventional heritage assessments so as 
to guide holistic decision-making. Others do not make such a distinction:

A definite line is seldom drawn between biological and non-biologi-
cal features; the assessments most often take the whole landscape into 
account.54

Indeed, heritage is defined by some ES practitioners as ancient monuments 
and historical buildings (human-built official heritage), as well as non-listed 
historic remains with a cultural value for people on site, such as benches, 
statues, and hideouts (human-built unofficial heritage). Similarly, the 
Swedish Forest Agency55 notes that damage to ancient monuments is a signi-
ficant problem within forestry and claims that it poses a negative impact on 
the ecosystem service ‘knowledge and information’. This might suggest that 
human-made official heritage is to be considered as data for analysis. The 
Swedish Forest Agency provides an illustrative example of the ambiguity of 
separating interrelated forms of material and immaterial linkages to the past: 

Just over a century ago, more than one million Swedes emigrated to the 
United States. Today, their descendants are returning ‘back home’ to 
perhaps experience and understand the ancestors’ way of life and reasons 
for leaving. The old, abandoned crofts or homesteads are today usually 
situated in the forest. Those who lived in the houses (the physical herita-
ge) planted the apple tree (the biological cultural heritage) and today the 
story and memory still exist (the intangible cultural heritage). If strictly 
applying the ES delimitation, the fruit trees are valued as ecosystem servi-
ces, and perhaps even the memory, while the ruins of the house are not, 
despite the close interdependencies of each heritage characteristic.56
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Previous studies have called for a clarification of the role of human-made 
structures and objects as providers of cultural ES.57 By means of the compe-
ting discourses laid out in this article, we have shown that unofficial and 
official man-built heritage may be used as spatial indicators of (presumed) 
cultural qualities in ES assessments. If and how these human-made structu-
res are subsequently assessed as cultural ES per se is still unclear and subject 
to further research. 

DISCUSSION: HERITAGE BEYOND A SUBCATEGORY IN THE ES 
FRAMEWORK: IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE
Heritage is generally an elusive concept and not less so when integrated into 
the ES framework. This study shows how parallel discourses of managing the 
past in the present—preservation/conservation and heritage planning—are 
simultaneously present in Swedish ES policy and practice. Cultural heritage 
is not only represented in the ES framework as a subcategory of cultural ES 
in the form of long-standing trees or a historic park in need of protection. 
Cultural heritage is also represented as an incentive for critical debates and 
democratic processes related to understanding the present, and for the mult-
ifunctionality management of landscapes. In the following, we will engage 
with contemporary research to explore implications and ways forward for 
heritage management when navigating these different conceptualizations 
and approaches. Expectedly, biocultural heritage is the most common heri-
tage association in the ES framework, assessed mainly by experts because 
they represent landscape memories assumed to be valued by society at large. 
Moreover, inventories of officially recognized built heritage are being used 
as spatial indicators of cultural landscape qualities to be assessed in an ES 
analysis. Such understandings of people’s relationships with the past and how 
to manage historic landscapes and sites mainly conforms to what Ashworth58 
refers to as a preservation discourse. 

A continuous application and development of such an approach in Swedish 
landscape planning may come to include solidifying the need for historical 
surveys and advance the historical dimension of an ES analysis. Cultural 
ecosystem services have typically been analysed using focused surveys over 
short time periods.59 Cultural values, however, are not static but also depend 
on changes over time.60 Recent research emphasizes the risk of ignoring 
historic land-cover analysis, given the risk of drawing incorrect conclusions 
regarding how the distribution and quality of some ecosystem services may 
be altered in response to land-use/cover change. The ES approach may, more-
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over, assist archaeological aims in various ways, such as the ability to predict 
the preservation of cultural artefacts and buried materials in soil.61 In addi-
tion, analysing the socioecological values of urban green spaces may require 
an in-depth understanding of the surrounding built environment and ways 
to assess how current urban preservation agendas support and interrelate 
with these green urban spaces, and vice versa. The contribution by heritage 
professionals is likely to increase as ES assessments become more systemati-
cally applied in municipal planning, because of their ability to interpret the 
range of important layers of history relevant to ES.62 Heritage professionals 
may find that they can link the preservation of cultural heritage to the biodi-
versity conservation agenda, and that, as Martin Dallimer et al. put it, ‘certain 
courses of action provide win-win outcomes across multiple environmental 
and cultural goods’.63 

As shown in our results, heritage may also be understood as the very infra-
structure for socioecological systems of a landscape, which conforms to what 
Ashworth refers to as a heritage planning discourse. Such an approach moves 
beyond expert knowledge on monuments and sites and focuses on inter-
preting and communicating the actual process of managing the past in the 
present, viewed as a predominantly people-centred and functional activity.64 
It emphasizes aspects such as local knowledge and history, stories and myths, 
crafts, minority identity, local identity, and collective memory in land-use 
planning. In accordance with this reasoning, it is the people’s use of the built, 
social, and natural capital and its relevance in space and time that defines 
what is an infrastructure and public good, and thus heritage. 

Theoretical approaches in line with the heritage planning discourse show 
many similarities with the utilitarian (anthropocentric) perspective of the ES 
framework. Both perspectives highlight the requirement to not omit what 
people value, as it can lead to decisions that are not linked to what matters for 
most people.65 ES policy and research highlight the important aspect of invol-
ving the public due to the fact that the actual process of mapping and assessing 
ES should ideally contribute to democracy in parallel with the actual results 
and outcomes.66 It is therefore important that the process is credible, salient, 
and legitimate if stakeholders and beneficiaries are to continue to be involved 
in implementation and decision-making.67 The vision is shared by contempo-
rary cultural heritage policies in Sweden, which claim that cultural heritage is 
crucial for the development of social cohesion and an inclusive society.68 
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Heritage professionals might therefore have a legitimate role to play in 
advancing methodologies to better integrate biodiversity and cultural 
landscape management and to establish participatory governance of natural 
and cultural heritage. Based on our policy review, the ES framework seems, 
however, to present limited opportunities for conventional heritage manage-
ment professionals to shape and influence the ES process. In Sweden, the ES 
framework is highly influenced by historically endorsed professional roles and 
responsibilities in land-use planning, with a strong political division between 
nature and culture management, which challenges a progressive role of herita-
ge professionals. This position is mirrored in our analysis in three ways, 

First, ES project managers and policymakers are mainly environmental 
specialists by training and by profession.69 Those performing applied 
environmental analysis and consultancy with a specific focus on cultural ES 
are mostly landscape designers/architects or geographers. In their work they 
might focus on heritage, or they might not. Ways of understanding and using 
heritage in the ES framework is not steered by heritage professionals. Instead, 
the development of the heritage-biodiversity nexus very much depends on 
the competence and ambition of individual project managers or experts, 
most often from other fields of study and practice. 

Second, interviewees define the term cultural environment (Swedish: kultur-
miljö) in jurisdictional terms and thereby mostly see heritage as a concept 
related to tangible assets with historical-cultural values in line with defini-
tions in the legal framework (Swedish: kulturmiljölagen). Since man-built 
structures are generally excluded from an ES analysis, and heritage professi-
onals such as archaeologists or urban heritage planners are expected to focus 
on the management of the cultural environment generally associated with 
built heritage, they are consequentially marginalized from the ES framework. 
The exception is those who engage in biological heritage.

Third, policy calls for the need of a mix of expert analysis and public parti-
cipation to assess and value ES, indicating an inclusive ambition. But most 
often inventories and dominant expert views on heritage as a set of cultural 
objects impedes unconditional value assessments. This illustrates continuous 
authoritative heritage-making70 which frames and effects discussion at 
workshops and dialogue meetings. 
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Previous studies have shown that public officials on municipal and regional 
levels in Sweden express a wish for a stronger focus on intangible aspects of 
heritage and unofficial heritage practices, but the legal framework makes litt-
le room for their inclusion in decision-making.71 The challenge for heritage 
professionals might therefore not be primarily related to narrowly defined 
concepts of heritage and whether or not to include man-made structures in 
mapping and assessments of ES. The challenge is rather to prevent the plan-
ning and management of the past in the present from staying in (or returning 
to) the traditional and isolated ‘trenches’ of planning. There is a need for 
relationship-building processes, which include new professional constella-
tions across sectorial boundaries. The ES framework provokes new emergent 
questions such as: What direct and indirect drivers of change in natural 
capital are associated with any form of heritage practice? What drivers effect 
heritage practices associated with a particular ecosystem service? How is the 
‘cultural system’ capable of adapting or enduring ecosystem services degra-
dation? A continuous critical perspective and dialogues on heritage may be 
able to answer such questions and infuse new ideas and approaches which 
foster positive outcomes across multiple environmental and cultural fields of 
research and practice, beyond the perspective of preservation.
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